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Advertisement I.

ART osthe ensuing Dis

course about Light was

written at the Desire of

some Gentlemen ofthe Royal So

ciety, in the Tear 1 67 5, andthen

sent to their Secretary, and read

at their Meetings, and the rest

was added about twelyeTears af

ter to complete the Theory ; except

the Third Book, and the last Ob-

servation in the last Part of the

Second, which were since put to

gether out ofscatter dPapers. To

avoid being engaged in Disputes

A 2 about

 



Advertisement.

about these Matters, I have hi

therto delayed the printing, and

fiouldflillhave delayedit, hadnot

the Importunity of Friends pre

vailed upon me. Ifany other Pa

pers writ on this Subject are got

out ofmy Hands they are imper-

fi$9' and were perhaps written

before I had tried all the Expe

riments here set down, andfully ,

satisfied my self about the Laws

of Resrations and Composition'

ofColours. I have here published

what I think proffer to come A- '

broad, wiflnng that it may not be

tranflated into anotherLanguage

without my Consent.

The Crowns ofColours, which

sometimes appear about the Sun

ttid Moon, I have endeavoured

to:give an Account of; but for

want
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want of sufficient Observations

leave that Matter to be farther

examined. The Subject of the

Third Book I have also lest im

perfect, not having tried all the

Experiments which I intended

when I was about these Matters,

nor repeatedsome os those which

I did try , until I had satisfied

my self about all their Circum

stances. To communicate what

I have tried, and leave the rest

to others for farther Enquiry\

is all my Defign in publishing

these Papers.

In aLetter written toMr.Leib-

nitz in the Tear 167 6, and pub

lished ^.Dr.Wallis, I mention d

a Method by which I hadfound

some general Theorems about

squaring Curvilinear Figures,

or
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or comparing them with the Co

nic Se&ions, or other the simplest

Figures with which they may he

compared. Andsome Tears ago

I lent out a Manuscript contain*

ing such Theorems, and having

since met with some Things copi

ed out of it, I have on this Occa

sion made it publick, prefixing to

it an Introduction, andsubjoin

ing a Scholium concerning thai

Method. Arid I have joined with

it anothersmall Track concerning

the Curvilinear Figures of the

Second Kind, which was also

written many Tears ago, and

made known to some Friends ,

who have solicited the making it

publick.

April I.

1704.
I. N.



Advertisement II.

IjFplJV this SecondEdition of

lllllll these Opticks I have o-

B6bH mitted theMathematical

Tra&s published at the End of

the former Edition, as not be

longing to the SubjeB. And at

the End of the Third Book I

have addedsome ^hieflions. And

to Jbew that I do not take Gra

vity for an essential Property of

Bodies, I have added one ^iie-

flion concerning its Cause, chu

sing to propose it by way of a

Question, because I am not yet

satisfied about it for want of

Experiments.

 

July 16.

1 71 7.
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THE

FIRST BQOIt

OF

OPTICKS.

PART t

fY Design in this Book is not to ex

plain the Properties of Light by Hy

potheses, but to propose and , prove

them by Reason and Experiments: In

order to which I. shall premise the following

Definitions and Axioms.
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DEFINITIONS.

DEFIN. I.

BT the Rays of Light I understand its least

Tarts, and thoje as well Successive in the

Jame lines as Contemporary in several lines.

For it is manifest that Light consists of parts

both Successive and Contemporary ; because in

the same place you may stop that which comes

one moment, and let pass that which comes pre

sently after ; and in the same time you may.

stop it in any one place, and let it pass in any

other. For that part of Light which is stopt

cannot be the fame with that which is let pals.

The least Light or part of Light,which may

be stopt alone without the rest of the Light, or

propogated alone, or do or suffer any thing alone

which the rest of the Light doth not or suffers

not, I call a Ray of Light.

■ DEFIN. E.

Refrangibility ofthe Rays of Light, is their

Disposition to be refracted or turned out oftheir

Way in passing out of one transparent Body or

Medium into another. Andagreater or lessRe

frangibility of Rays, is their Disposition to be

turnedmore or less out of their Way in like In

cidences on the fame Medium. Mathematicians

usually consider the Rays of Light to be Lines

reaching from the luminous Body to the Body

illuminated, and the refraction of those Rays to

be the bending or breaking of those lines in
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their passing out of one Medium into another;

And thus may Rays and Refractions be consi

dered, if Light be propagated iri ah instant.

But by an Argument taken from the Æqun-

tions of the times of the Eclipses of Jupiter 's

Satellites it seems that Light is propagated in

time^ spending in its passage from the Sun to Us

about seven Minutes of time : And therefore 1

have chosen to' define Rays and Refractions in

such general terms as-may agree to Light in both

cases;

DEFIN. id.

Refiexibility ofRays, is their Disposition to b&

refleil'edor turnedback into thesameMediumfrom

any other Medium upon whose Surface they fall.

And Rays are more or less reflexible, which are

returned back more or less easily. As if Light

pass out ofGlass into Air, and by beinginclined

more and more to the common Surface of the

Glass and Air, begins at length to be totally re-*

flected by that Surface; those sorts of Rays

which at like Incidences are reflected most co

piously, or by inclining the Rays begin soonest

to be totally reflected, are most reflexible..

DEFIN. IV.

The Angle ofIncidence is that Angle, which

the Line described by the incident Ray contains

with the 'Perpendicular to the reflecting or re~

/raffing Surface at the 'Point ofIncidence.

 

DEFI&
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DEFIN.V.

The Angle of Reflection or Refraction, is the

Angle which the line described by the reflected

or refracted Ray containeth with the Perpendi

cular to the reflecting or refracting Surface at

the Toint of Incidence.

DEFIN. VI. .

The Sines of Incidence, Reflexion, andRefra

ction, are the Sines of the Angles of Incidencet

Reflexion, and Refraction.

DEFIN. VII. . -

The Light whose Rays are all alike Refran

gible, I call Simple, Homogeneal and Similiar ;

and that whose Rays are some more Refrangible

than others, I call compound, Heterogenal and

^Dissimilar. The former Light I call Homoge

neal, not because I would affirm it so in all re

spects ; but because the Rayswhich agree in Re-

frangibility, agree at least in all those their other

Properties which I consider in the following

Discourse.

DEFIN. VIII.

The Colours ofHomogenealLights, I callTri-

fnary, Homogeneal and Simple; and those of

Heterogenedl Lights, Heterogeneal and Com

pound. For these are always compounded of

the colours of Homogeneal Lights ; as will ap

pear in the following Discourse.

AXIOMS.
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AXIOMS.

. ' A X. I. '

THE Angles of Reflexion, and Refraction,

lie in one and the fame 'Plane with the

Angle of Incidence.

ax. n.

The Angle of Reflexion is equal to the Angle

of Incidence.

ax. in.

If the Refracted Ray be returned diretlly

back to the 'Point of Incidence, it shall be re

fracted into the Line before described by the in*

cident Ray.

A X. IV.

Refraction out ofthe rarer Medium intothe

denser, is made towards the Perpendicular, that

is, so that the Angle ofRefraction be less than

the Angle of Incidence.

AX. V.

The Sine ofIncidence is either accurately or

•very nearly in a given Ratio to the Sine ofRe

fraction.

Whence if that Proportion be known in any

one Inclination of the incident Ray, 'tis known

in all the Inclinations, and thereby the Refra

ction in all cases of Incidence on the fame refra

cting Body may be determined. Thus if the

B 3 Refra
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Refraction be made out of Air into Water, the

Sine ofIncidence of the red Light is to the Sine

ofits Refraction as 4 to 3 . If out ofAir into Glass,

the Sines are as 17 to 11. In Light of other

Colours the Sines have other Proportions : but

the difference is so little that it need seldom be

considered.

Snppose therefore, that RS fin Fig. 1.3 repre

sents the Surface of stagnating Water, and that C

the pqint ofIncidence in which anyRay coming

in the Air from A in the Line AC is reflected or

refracted, and I would know whither this Ray

shall go after Reflexion or Refraction : I erect

lippn the Surface of the Water from the point

of Incidence the Perpendicular C P and produce

it downwards tp Q, and conclude by the first

Axiom, that the Ray after Reflexion and Re

fraction, shall be found somewhere in the Plane

of the Angle of Incidence ACP produced. I let

fall tjierefqre upon the Perpendicular CP the

Sine of Incidence AD; and if the refle6te4

|lay be desired, I produce AD to B so that

D B be equal to A D, and draw C B. For this

Line C B sliall be the reflected Ray ; the Angle

pf Reflexion BCP and its Sine BD being e-

qual to the Angle and Sine of Incidence, as they

ought to be by the second Axiom. But if the

refracted Raybe desired, I produce AD to H,

so that D H may be to AD as the Sine of Re

fraction to the Sine of Incidence, that is (if the

Light be red) as 3 to 4 ; and about the Center

C and in the Plane ACP with the Radius C A

describing a Circle ABE I draw Parallel to the

Perpendicular CPQ/the Line HE cutting the

Circum
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Circumference inE, and joyningCE, this Line

C E shall be the Line of the refracted Ray.

For if EF be let fall perpendicularly on the

Line PQ, this Line E F shall be the Sine of Re

fraction of the Ray C E, the Angle ofRefraction

being ECQ ; and this SineE F is equal to D H,

and consequently in Proportion to the Sine of

Incidence AD as 3 to 4.

In like manner, if there be a Prism of Glass

(that is a Glass bounded with two Equal and

Parallel Triangular ends, and three plain and

well polished Sides, which meet in three Parallel

Lines running from the three Angles of one

end to the three Angles of the other end) and

if the Refraction of the Light in palling cross this

Prism be defired : Let AC B [in Fig. 2.] represent

a Plane cutting this Prism transversly to its three

Parallel lines or edges there where the Light

passeth through it, and let DE be the Ray inci

dent upon the first side of the Prism A C where

the Light goes into the Glass ; and by putting

the Proportion of the Sine of Incidence to the

Sine of Refraction as 17 to 11 find EF the

first refracted Ray. Then taking this Ray for the

Incident Ray upon the second side of the Glass

B C where the Light goes out, find the next

refracted Ray F G by putting the Proportion

of the Sine of Incidence to the Sine of Re

fraction as 11 to 17. For if the Sine of Inck

dence out of Air into Glass be to the Sine of

Refraction as 17 to 11, the Sine ofIncidence out

of Glass into Air must on the contrary be to the

Sine of Refraction as 11 to 17, by the third

Axiom.

B 4

tnuc.
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Much after the same manner, if ACBD-fln

Fig, 3.] represent a Glass spherically Convex on

Iboth sides (usually called a Lens, such as is a Burn

ing-glass, or Spectacles-glass, or an Object-glass of

a Telescope) and it be required to know how

Light falling upon it from any lucid point Q

mall be refracted, let QM represent a Ray

falling upon any point M of its first spherical

Surface ACB, and by erecting a Perpendicular

to the Glass at the point M, find the first re

fracted Ray MN by the Proportion of -the

Sines 17 to 11. Let that Ray in going out of

the Glass be incident upon N, and then find

the second refracted Ray N q by the Proporti

on of the Sines n to 17. And after the fame

manner may the Refraction be found when the

Lens is Convex on one fide and Plane or Con-

pave on the other, or Concave on both sides.

AX. VI

Homogeneal Rays which flow from several

'Points ofany Object, andfallperpendicularly or

almostperpendicularly on any refleilingor refract

ing Plane or spherical Surface, Jhall afterwards

divergefromso many other Point s, or be Parallel

toso many other^ines, or converge toso many other

Points, either accurately or without any sensible

Error. And the fame thing will happen, if the

Rays be reflected or refractedsuccessively by two

or three or more Plane or Spherical Surfaces.

The Point from which Rays diverge or tq

which they converge may be called their Focus.

And the Focus of the incident Rays being gi-

yen? that of the reflected or refracted ones may

' ± be
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be found by finding the Refraction of any two

Hays, as above ; or more readily thus.

Cos i. Let AC B [in Fig, 4.] be a reflecting or

refracting. Plane, and Q the Focus of the incident

Rays, and Q q C a perpendicular to that Plane.

And if this perpendicular be produced to q,

so that q C be equal to QC, the point q, shall

be the Focus of the reflected Rays. Or if q C

be taken on the fame fide of the Plane with

QC and in Proportion to QC as the Sine of.

Incidence to the Sine of Refraction, the point

q shall be the Focus of the refracted Rays.

Gas.%. Let AC B [in Fig. j.j be the reflecting

Surface of any Sphere whose Center is E. Bi

sect any Radius thereof (suppose EC) in T,

and if in that Radius on the fame fide the

point T you take the Points Q and q, so that

TQ, TE, and T q, be continual Proportionals,

and the point Q be the Focus of the incident

Rays, the point q shall be the Focus of the re

flected ones.

Cas. 1. Let AC B [in Fig, 6.] be the refracting

Surface of any Sphere whose Center is E. In

any Radius thereof EC produced both ways

take ET and C t equal to one another and se

verally in such Proportion to that Radius as

the lesser of the Sines of Incidence and Re

fraction hath to the difference of those Sines.

And then if in the fame Line you find any two

Points Q and qy so that TQ be to ET as Ef

to t q, taking t £the contrary way from t which

TQ lieth from T, and if the Point Q be the

Focus of any incident Rays, the Point q shall be

the Focqs of the refracted ones.
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And by the same means the Focus of the

Rays after two or more Reflexions or Refrac-.

tions may be found.

Cas. 4. Let ACJ BD [in Fig. 7.] be any refract

ing Lens, spherically Convex or Concave or

Plane on either side, and let CD be its Axis

(that is. the Line which cuts both its Surfaces

perpendicularly, and passes through the Centers

of the Spheres,) and in this Axis produced let

Fand/be the Foci ofthe refracted Rays found as

above, when the incident Rays on both sides the

Lensare Parallel to the fame Axis ; and upon the

Diameter F / bisected in E, describe a Circle.

Suppose now that any Point Q be the Focus of

any incident Rays. Draw QE cutting the said

Circle in T and t, and therein take t q in such

Proportion to t E as t E or TE hath to TO.

Let t q lye the contrary way from t which TQ

doth from T, and q mall be the Focus of the

refracted Rays without any sensible Error, pro

vided the Point Q be not so remote from the.

Axis, nor the Lens so broad as to make any of

the Rays fall too obliquely on the refracting

Surfaces,

And by the like Operations may the reflect

ing or refracting Surfaces be found when the

two Foci are given, and thereby a Lens be form

ed, which shall make the Rays flow towards or

from what place you please.

So then the meaning of this Axiom is, that

ifRays fall upon any Plane or Spherical Surface

or Lens, and before their Incidence flow from

or towards any Point Q, they mall after Re

flexion or Refraction flow from or towards the

Ppint
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Point q found by the foregoing Rules. And if

the incident Rays flow from or towards several

points Q, the reflected or refracted Rays shall

flow from or towards so many other Points q

found by the fame Rules. Whether the reflect

ed and refracted Rays flow from or towards the

Point q is easily known by the situation of that

Point. For if that Point be on the same side

of the reflecting or refracting Surface or Lens

with the Point Q, and the incident Rays flaw

from the Point Q, the reflected flow towards

the Point q and the refracted from it ; and ifthe

incident Rays flow towards Q, the reflected

flow from q, and the refracted towards it. And

the contrary happens when q is on the other

#de of that Surface,

AX. VII.

Wherever the Rays which come from all the

^Points of any Object meet again in so many

Toints after they have been made to converge

by Reflexion or Refraction, there they will make

a Ticture of the Object tipon any white Body

on which they fall.

So ifPR [in Fig. 3 .] represent any Object with

out Doors, and A B be a Lens placed at a hole

jn the Window-shut ofa dark Chamber, where

by the Rays that come from any Point Q of

that Object are made to converge and meet a-

gain in the Point q; and if a Sheet of white Pa

per be held at q for the Light there to fall up

on it : the Picture ofthat Object PR will ap

pear upon the Paper in its proper shape and Co

lours
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Tours. For as the Light which comes from the

Point Qgoes to the Point q, so the Light Avhich

comes from other Points P and R of the Object,

will go to so many other correspondent Points

/ and r (as is manifest by the sixth Axiom ;) so

that every Point of the Object shall illuminate a

correspondent Point of the Picture, and there

by make a Picture like the* Object in Shape and

Colour, this only excepted that the Picture

fliall be inverted. And this is the reason of that

vulgar Experiment of casting the Species ofOb

jects from abroad upon a Wallor Sheet ofwhite

Paper in a dark Room. .• . .« - .•

In like manner, when a Man views any Object

PQR, [inFzg. 8.] the Light which comes from

the several Points of the Object is so refracted

by the transparent skins and humours of the

Eye, (that is by the outward coat EFG called

the Tunica Cornea, and by the crystalline hu

mour AB which is beyond the Pupil m k) as to

converge and meet again at so many Points in

the bottom of the Eye, and there to paint the

Picture of the Object upon that skin (called the

Tunica, Retina) with which the bottom of the

Eye is covered. For Anatomistswhen they have

taken off from the bottom of the Eye that out

ward and most thick Coat called theDura Ma

ter, can then fee through the thinner Coats,

the Pictures of Objects lively painted there

on. And these Pictures propagated by Mo

tion along the Fibres of the Optick Nerves in

to the Brain, are the cause of Vision. For ac

cordingly as these Pictures are perfect or im

perfect, the Object is seen perfectly or imperfect



ly. If the Eyebe tinged with any colour (as in

the Disease of the JnundiseJ so as to tinge the

Pictures in the bottom of the Eye with thai:

Colour, then all Objects appear tinged with the

fame Colour. If the humours of the Eye by

old Age decay, so as by shrinking to make the

Cornea and Coat- of theCryfial/iue humour grow

flatter than before, the Light will not be re

fracted enough, and for want of a sufficient Re

fraction will not converge to the bottom of the

Eye but to some place beyond it, and by con

sequence paint in the bottom of the Eye a con

fused Picture, and according to the indistinct

ness of this Picture the Object will appear con

fused. This is the reason of the decay of fight

in old Men, and shews why their Sight is mend

ed by Spectacles. For thole Convex-glasses sup

ply the defect of plumpness in the Eyes, and bj

encreasing the Refraction make the Rays con

verge sooner so as to convene distinctly at the

bottom of the Eye if the Glass have a due de

gree ofconvexity. And the contrary happens

in short-sighted Men whose Eyes are too plump.

For the Refraction being now top great, the

Rays converge and convene in the Eyes before

they come at the bottom; and therefore the.

Pi6ture made in the bottom and the Vision

caused thereby will not be distinct, unlese the

Object be brought so near tbre Eye&s that the

Elace where the converging Rays convene may

e removed to the bottom, or that the plump

ness of the Eye be taken offend the Refracti

ons diminished by a Concave-glass of a due de

gree of Concavity, or lastly that, by .Age the

Eye.



Eye grow flatter till it come to a due Figure !

For short-sighted Men see remote Objects best

in Old Age, and therefore they are accounted

to have the most lasting Eyes*

• ax. vm.

An Objedt seen by Reflexion or Refraction,

appears in that place from whence the Rays af

ter their last Reflexion or Refraction diverge in

falling on the Spectators Eye.

Ifthe ObjectA [in Fig. 9.] be seen by Reflexion

ofa Looking-glass m 0, it shall appear, not in its

proper place A, but behind the Glass at a, from

whence anyRays AB, AC, AD, which flow from

one and the fame Point of the Object, do after

their Reflexion made in the Points B, C, D, di

verge in going from the Glass to E, F, G*

where they are incident on the Spectator'sEyes.

For these Rays do make the fame Picture in the

bottom of the Eyes as if they had come from

the Object really placed at a without«the inter

position of the Looking-glass ; and all Vision is

made according to the place and stiape of that

Picture.

In like manner the Object D [in Fig. z.] seen

through a Prism, appears not in its proper place

D, but is thence translated to some other place

d situated in the last refracted Ray F G drawn

backward from F to d.

And so the ObjectQ [in Fig. 10.] seen through .

the Lens AB, appears at the place q from whence

the Rays diverge in passing from the Lens to the

Eye. Now it is to be noted, that the Image of

. the
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the Object: at q is so much bigger or lesler than

the Object it self at Q, as the distance of tbe

Image at a from the Lens AB is bigger or lese

than the distance of the Object at Q from the

fame Lens. And if the Object be seen through

two or more such Convex or Concave-glasses,

every Glass shall make a new Image, and the

Object shall appear in the place and of the big

ness ofthe last Image. Which consideration un

folds the Theory ofMicroscopes and Telescopes.

For that Theory consists in almost nothing else

than the describing such Glasses as shall make

the last Image of any Object as distinct and

large and luminous as it can conveniently be

made.

I have now given in Axioms and their Ex

plications the summ of what hath hitherto been

treated of in Opticks. For what hath been ge

nerally agreed on I content my self to assume

under the notion ofPrinciples, in order to what

I have farther to write. And this may suffice

for an Introduction to Readers of quick Wit

and good Understanding not yet versed in Op-

ticks : Although those who are already acquain

ted with this Science, and have handled Glasles,

will more readily apprehend what folioweth.
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PROPOSITIONS.

TROTA. Theor. t

IGHTS which differ in Colour, differ also

in 'Degrees of Refrangibility.

«

The Proof by Experiments.

Exper. I. I took a black oblong stiff Paper

terminated /by Parallel Sides, and with a Per

pendicular right Line drawn cross from one

Side to the other, distinguished it into two e-

qual Parts. One of these parts I painted with

a red colour and the other with a blew. The

Paper was very black, and the Colours intense

and thickly laid on , that the Phenomenon

might be more conspicuous. This Paper I

View'd through a Prism of solid Glass, whose

two Sides through which the Light passed to the

Eye were planeand well polished , and contained

an Angle of about sixty degrees : which Angle

I call the refracting Angle of the Prism. And

whilst I viewed it, I held it and the Prism before

a Window in such manner that the Sides of the

Paper were parallel to the Prism, and both those

Sides and the Prism were parallel to the Horizon,

and the cross Line was also parallel to it ; and

that the Light which fell from the Window upon

-the Paper made an Angle with the Paper, equal

to that Angle which was made with the fame

Paper



Paper by the Light reflected from it to theEyej

Beyond the Prism was the Wall of the Chamber

unaer the Window covered over with black

Cloth, and the Cloth was involved in Darkneis

that no Light might be reflected from thence*

which in passing by the edges of the Paper to

the Eye, might mingle it self with the Light of

the Paper, and obscure the Phænomenon there-*

of. These things being thus ordered, I found

that if the. refracting Angle of the Prism be

turned upwards, so that the Paper may seem to

be lifted upwards by the Refraction, its blue

half will be lifted higher by the Refraction than

its red half. Biit if the refracting Angle of the

Prism be turned downward, so that the Paper

may feeni to be carried lower by the Retra

ction , its blue half will be carried something

lower therebythan its red half. Wherefore in

both Cases the Light which Comes from the

blue half of the Paper through the Prism to

the Eye, does in like Circumstances suffer a

greater Refraction than the Light which comes

from the red half, and by consequence is more

refrangible. ,

Illustration. In the eleventh Figure, MN

represents the Window, arid D E the Paper

terminated with parallel Sides D J and H E*

and by the transverse Line F G distinguished

into two halfs , the one D G of ah intensely

blue Colour , the other F E of an intensely

fed. And B A C c a b represents the Prism

whose refracting Planes h.nba and AC si

meet in the edge of the refracting Angle A a,

This edge Aa being Upward, is parallel both td

C the
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the Horizon and to the parallel edges of the

Paper Dj and HE, and the transverse LineFG

is perpendicular to the Plane of the Window.

And a e represents the Image of the Paper seen

by Refraction upwards in such manner that the

blue half DG is carried higher to dg than the

red half FE is to/>, and therefore suffers a

greater Refraction. If the edge of the refract

ing Angle be turned downward, the Image of

the Paper will be refracted downward, suppose

to <h, and the blue half will be refracted lower

to §y than the red half is to <pe.

Exper. 2. About the aforesaid Paper, whose

two halfs were painted over with red and blue,

and which was stiff like thinPastboard, I lapped

several times a slender thred of very black Silk,

in such manner that the several parts of the

thred might appear upon the Colours like so

many black Lines drawn over them, or- like

long and slender dark Shadows cast upon them.

I might have drawn black Lines with a Pen,

but the threds were smaller and better defined.

This Paper thus coloured and lined I set against

a Wall perpendicularly to the Horizon, so that

one of the Colours might stand to the right

hand, and the other to the left. Close before

the Paper at the confine of the Colours below

I placed a Candle to illuminate the Paper strong

ly: For the Experiment was tried in the Night.

. The flame of the Candle reached up to the

lower edge of the Paper, or a very little higher.

Then at the distance of six Feet and one or two

Inches from the Paper upon the Floor I erected

a glass Lens four Inches and a quarter broad,

which
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which might collect the Rays coming from the

several Points of the Paper, and make them con

verge towards so many other Points at the fame

distance of six Feet and one or two Inches on

the other fide of the Lens, and so form the I-

mage of the coloured Paper upon a white Pa-

Eer placed there, after the fame manner that a

,ens at a hole in aWindow casts the Images of

Objects abroad upon a Sheet of white Paper in

a dark Room. The aforesaid white Paper, e-

rected perpendicular to the Horizon and to the

Rays which fell upon it from the Lens, I moved

sometimes towards the Lens, sometimes from

it, to find the places where the Images of the

blue and red parts of the coloured Paper appear

ed most distinct. Those places I easily knew by

the Images of the black Lines which I had made

by winding the Silk about the Paper. For the

Images of those sine and slender Lines (which

by reason of their blackness were like Shadows

on the Colours) were confused and scarce visi

ble, unless when the Colours on either side of

each Line were terminated most distinctly. No

ting therefore, as diligently as I could, the

places where the Images or the red and blue

halfs of the coloured Paper appeared most di-

itinct, I found that where the red half of the

Paper appeared distinct, the blue half appeared

confused , so that the black Lines drawn upon

it could scarce be seen ; and on the contrary,

where the blue half appeared most distinct, the

red half appeared confused , so that the black

Lines upon it were scarce visible. And between

the two places where these Images appeared

C 2 distinct
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distinct there was the distance of an Inch and a

'half: the distance of the white Paper from the

Lens, when the Image of the red half of the

coloured Paper appeared most distinct, being

greater by an Inch and an half than the distance

of the fame white Paper from the Lens when

the Image of the blue half appeared most di

stinct. In like Incidences therefore of the blue,

and' red upon the Lens, the blue was refracted

more by the Lens than the red, so as to con

verge sooner by an Inch and an half, and there

fore is more refrangible.

Illustration. In the twelfth Figure, DE sig

nifies the coloured Paper, DG theblue half,

FE the red half, MN the Lens, H J the white

Paper in that place 'where the red half with its-

black Lines appeared distinct, and hi the fame

Paper in that place where the blue half appear

ed distinct. The place h i was nearer to the

Lens MN than the place HJ by an Inch and

an half.

Scholium. The fame things succeed notwith

standing that some of the Circumstances be va

ried : as in the first Experiment when the Prism

and Paper are any ways inclined to the Hori

zon, and in both when coloured Lines are

drawn upon very black Paper. But in the De

scription of these Experiments, I have set down

such Circumstances by which either the Phæ-

nomenon might be rendred more conspicuous,,

or a Novice might more easily try them, or by

which I did try them only. The fame thing I

have often done in the following Experiments :

Concerning all which this one Admonition may

suffice.
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Experiments it fol-suffice. Now from these

lows not that all the Light of the blue is more

Refrangible than all the Light of the red : For

both Lights are mixed of Rays differently Re

frangible, so that in the red there are some Rays

not less Refrangible than those of the blue, and

in the blue there are some Rays not more Re

frangible than those of the red : But these Rays

in proportion to the whole Light are but few,

and serve, to diminish the Event of the Experi

ment, but are not able -to destroy it. For if

the red and blue Colours were more dilute and

weak, the distance of the Images would be less

than an Inch and an half ; and if they were more

intense and full, that distance would be greater,

as will appear hereafter. These Experiments

may suffice for the Colours of Natural Bodies.

For. in the Colours made by the Refraction of

Prisms this Proposition Will appear by the Ex

periments which are now to follow in the next

Proposition.

TROT. H. The or. II.

The Light of the Sun consists of Rays differently

Refrangible.

The Proof by Experiments.

£xper. 3.TN a very dark Chamber at around

I hole about one third part of an

Inch broad made in the Shut of a Window I

placed a Glass Prism, whereby the beam of the

Sun's Light which came in at that hole might

C 3 be
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he refracted upwards toward the opposite Wall

of the Chamber, and there, form a colour'd I-

mage of the Sun. The Axis of the Prism (that

is the Line passing through the middle of the

Prism from one end of it to the other end pa- '

rallel to the edge of the Refracting Angle) was

in this and the following Experiments perpen

dicular to the incident Rays. About this Axis

I turned the Prism slowly, and saw the refra

cted Light on the Wall or coloured Image of

the Sun first to descend , and then to ascend,

Between the Descent and Ascent when the I-

mage seemed Stationary, j stopp'd the Prism,

and fix'd it in that posture, that it should be

rhoved no more. For in that posture the Re

fractions of the Light at the two fides of the

refracting Angle, that is at the entrance of the

Rays into the Prism, and at their going out of

it, were equal to one another. So also in other

Experiments, as often as I would have the.Re-

fractions on both fides the Prism to be equal to

one another, I noted the place where the Image

of the Sun formed by the refracted Light stood

still between its two contrary Motions, in the

common Period of its progrels and regress ; and

when the Image fell upon that place , I made

fast the Prism. And in this Posture, as the most

convenient, it is to be understood that all the

Prisms are placed in the followingExperiments,

unless where some other posture is described.

The Prism therefore being placed in this po

sture, I let the refracted Light fall perpendicu

larly upon a Sheet of white Paper at the oppo

site Wall of the Chamber, and observed theFi-
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gure and Dimensions of the Solar Image form

ed on the Paper by that Light. This Image

was Oblong and not Oval, but terminated with

two Rectilinear and Parallel Sides, and two Se

micircular Ends. On its Sides it was bounded

pretty distinctly, but on its Ends very confused

ly and indistinctly, the Light there decaying

and vanishing by degrees. The breadth of this

Image answered to the Sun's Diametei4, and was

about two Inches and the eighth part of an

Inch, including the Penumbra. For the Image

was eighteen Feet and an half distant from the

Prism, and at this distance that breadth if di-

minished by the Diameter of the hole in the

Window-shut, that is by 'a quarter of an Inch,

subtended an Angle at the Prism of about half

a Degree, which is the Sun's apparent Diame

ter. But the length of the Image was about ten

Inches and a quarter, and the length of the Re

ctilinear Sides about eight Inches; and the re

fracting Angle of the Prism whereby so great a

length was made, was 64 degrees. With a less

Angle the length of the Image was less , the

breadth remaining the fame. If the Prism was

turned about its Axis that way which made the

Rays emerge more obliquely out of the second

refracting Surface of the Prism, the Image soon

became an Inch or two longer, or more;. and

if the Prism was turned about the contrary

way, so as to make the Rays fall more oblique

ly on the first refracting Surface, the Image loon

became an Inch or two shorter. And there

fore in trying this Experiment, I was as curi

ous as I could be in placing the Prism by the

C 4 above-.
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above-mentioned Rule exactly in sueh a posture

that the Refractions of the Rays at their emer

gence out of the Prism might be equal to that

at their incidence on it. This Prism had some

Veins running along within the Glass .from one

end to the other, which scattered some of the

Sun's Light irregularly, but had no sensible ef

fect in encreasing the length of the coloured

Spectrum. , For I tried the same Experiment

with other Prisms with the fame Success. And

particularly with a Prism which seemed free

from such Veins, . and whose refracting Angle

was Degrees , I found the length of the

Image 9-? or 10 Inches at the distance of 184

Feet from the Prism, the breadth of the hole

in the Window-shut being <? of an Inch, as be

fore. And because it is easie to cqmmit a mi

stake in placing the Prism in its due pqsture, I

repeated the Experiment four or five times ,

and always found the length of the Image that

which is set down above. With another Prisrn

of clearer Glass and better Polish, which seem

ed free from Veins, and whose refracting Angle

was 634 Degrees, the length of this Image at

the fame distance of 184 Feet was also about 10

Inches, or ic4. Beyond these Measures for ar

bout v or 4 of an Inch at either end of the Spe

ctrum the Light of the Clouds seemed to be a

little tinged with red and violet, but so very

faintly, that I suspected that tincture might ei

ther wholly or in gre^t measure arise from some

Rays of the Spectrum scattered irregularly by

some inequalities in the Substance andPolish of

the Glass, and therefore I did not include it in

1 ; »u„/t.
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these Measures. Now the different Magnitude

of the hole in the Window-shut, and different

thickness of the Prism where the Rays passed

through it, and different inclinations of the

Prism to the Horizon, made no sensible chan

ges in the length of the Image. Neither did

the different matter of the Prisms make any:;

for in a Vessel made of polished slates of Glass

cemented together in the shape of a Prism and

filled with Water, there is the like Success of

the Experiment according to the quantity of

the Refraction; j It' is farther to be observed,

that the Rays went on in right Lines from the

Prism to the Image, and therefore at their, ve

ry going out of the Prism had all that Inclina

tion to one another from which the length of

the Image proceeded, that is the Inclination of

more than two Degrees and an half. And yet

according to the Laws of Opticks vulgarly re

ceived, they could not possibly be so much incli

ned to one another. For let EG [jn Fig. 13.] re

present theWindow-shut, F the hole made there

in through which a beam of the Sun's Light was

transmitted into the darkned' Chamber, and

ABC aTriangular Imaginary Plane whereby the.

Prism is feigned to be cut transverfly through

the middle of the Light. Or if you please, let

ABC represent the Prism it self, looking di

rectly towards the Spectator's Eye with its near

er end : Arid let X Y be the Sun, MN the Pa

per upon which the Solar Image or Spectrum is

Cast, and PT the Image it self whose sides to

wards i/and w are Rectilinear and Parallel, and

ends towards P and' T Semicircular. Y KHP

and
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and XLJT ate two Rays, the first of which

comes from the lower part of the Sun to the

higher part of the Image, and is refracted in the

Prism at K and H, and the fatter comes from

the higher part of the Sun to the lower part of

the Image, and is refracted at L and J. Since

the Refractions on both fides the Prism are e-

qual to one another, that is the Refraction at

K equal to the Refraction at J , and the Refra

ction at L equal to the Refraction at H, so that

the Refractions of the incident Rays at K and L,

taken together, are equal to the Refractions of

the emergent Rays at H and J taken together :

it follows by adding equal things to equal things,

that- the Refractions at K and H taken together,

are equal to the Refractions at J and L taken

together, and therefore the two Rays being e-

qually refracted have the fame Inclination to

one another after Refraction which they had

before, that is the Inclination of half a Degree

answering to the Sun's Diameter. For so great

was the Inclination of the Rays to one another

before Refraction. So then, the length of the

Image PT would by the Rules of.Vulgar Op-

ticks subtend an Angle of half a Degree at the

Prism, and by consequence be equal to the

breadth v w ; and therefore the Image would

be round. Thus it would be were the two

Rays X LJTand YKH P, and all the rest which

form the Image Pte>Tv, alike refrangible.

And therefore seeing by Experience it is found

that the Image is not round but about five

times longer than broad, the Rays which go

ing to the upper end P of the Image suffer the

greatest
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greatest Refraction, must be more refrangible

than those which go to the lower end T , un

less the inequality of Refraction be casual.

This Image or Spectrum P T was coloured,

being red at its least refracted end T, and vio

let at its most refracted end P, and yellow

green and blue in the intermediate Spaces.

Which agrees with the first Proposition , that

Lights which differ in Colour do also differ in

Refrangibility. The length of the Image in the

foregoing Experiments I measured from the

faintest and outmost red at one end, to the

faintest and outmost blue at the other end, ex

cepting only a little Penumbra, whose breadth

scarce exceeded a quarter of an Inch, as was

said above.

Exper. 4. In the Sun's beam which was pro

pagated into the Room through the hole in the

window-shut, at the distance of some Feet

from the hole , I held the Prism in such a po

sture that its Axis might be perpendicular to

that beam. Then I looked through the Prism

upon the hole, and turning the Prism to and

fro about its Axis to make the Image of the

hole ascend and descend, when between iti

two contrary Motions it seemed stationary, I

stopp'd the Prism that the Refractions of both

fides of the refracting Angle might be equal td

each other , as in the former Experiment. Iri

this Situation of tne Prism viewing through it

the said hole, I observed the length of its re

fracted Image to be many times greater than

its breadth , and that the most refracted , part

thereof appeared violet,' the least refracted red,

the
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the middle parts blue green and yellow in or

der. The fame thing happen'd when I remo-

ved the Prism out of the Sun's Light, and look

ed through it upon the hole mining by the

Light of the Clouds beyond it. And yet if the

Refraction were done regularly according to

one certain Proportion of the Sines of Inci

dence and Refraction as is vulgarly supposed ,

the refracted Image ought to have appeared

round.

So then, by these two Experiments it appears

that in equal Incidences there is a considerable

inequality of Refractions. But whence this in

equality arises, whether it be that some of the

incident Rays are refracted more and others less,

constantly, or by chance, or that one and the

fame Ray is by Refraction disturbed, shatter'd,

dilated , and as it were split and spread into

many diverging Rays, as Grimaldo supposes,

does not yet appear by these Experiments, but

will appear by those that follow.

Exper. 5. Considering therefore , that if in

the third Experiment the Image of . the Sun

should be drawn out into an oblong form, ei

ther by a Dilatation of every Ray, or by any 0-

ther casual inequality of the Refractions , the

fame oblong Image would by a second Refra

ction made sideways be drawn out as much in

breadth by the like Dilatation of the Rays, oro-

ther casual inequality of tb* Refractions fide-

ways, I tried what would be the effects of such

a second Refraction. For this end L ordered

all things as in the third Experiment, and then

placed a second Prism immediately after the

first
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first in a cross Position to it, that it might again

refract the beam of the Sun's Light which came

to it through the first Prism. In the first Prism

this beam was refracted upwards, and in the

second sideways. And I found that by the Re

fraction of the second Prism the breadth of the

Image was not increased, but its superior part

which in the first Prism suffered the greater

Refraction and appeared violet and blue, did

again in the second Prism suffer a greater Re

fraction than its inferior part, which appeared

red and yellow, and this without any Dilatation

of the Image in breadth..

Illustration. Let S [in Fig. 14.] represent

the Sun, F the hole in the Window, ABC the

first Prism, DH the second Prism, Y the round

Image of the Sun made by a direct beam of

Light when the Prisms are taken away, PT

the oblong Image of the Sun made by that beam

pasting through the first Prism alone when the

second Prism is taken away, and p t the Image

made by the cross Refractions of both Prisms

together. Now if the Rays which tend to

wards the several Points of the round ImageY

were dilated and spread by the Refraction of

the first Prism, so that they should not any lon

ger go in single Lines to single Points, but that

every Ray being split, shattered, and changed

from a Linear Ray to a Superficies of Rays di

verging from the Point of Refraction, and ly

ing in the Plane of the Angles ofIncidence and

Refraction, they should go in thole Planes to

so many Lines reaching almost from-one end of

the Image PT to the other, and if that Image

should
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should thence become oblong: those Rays and

their several parts tending towards the several

Points of the Image PT ought to be again di

lated and spread sideways by the transverse

Refraction of the second Prism, so as to com-

.pose a four square Image, such as is represent

ed at w\. For the better understanding of which,

let the Image P T be distinguished into five e-

qual parts PQK, KQRL, LRSM, MSVN,

NVT. And by the fame irregularity that the

orbicular Light V is by the Refraction of the

first Prism dilated and drawn out into a long

Image PT, the Light PQK which takes up a

space of the same length and breadth with the

Light Y ought to be by the Refraction of the

second Prism dilated and drawn out into the

long Image -n- qkp, and the Light KQRL in

to the long Image kqr /, and the Lights LRSM,

MSVN, NVT, into so many other long I-

mages Irsm, msvn, u v f\ ; and all these long

Images would compose the four square Image

3t7- Thus it ought to be were every Ray dila

ted by Refraction, and spread into a triangular

Superficies of Rays diverging from the Point

of Refraction. For the second Refraction

would spread the Rays one way as much as the

first doth another, and so dilate the Image in

breadth as much as the first doth in length.

And the fame thing ought to happen, were

some Rays casually refracted more than others.

But the Event is otherwise. The Image PT

was not made broader by the Refraction of the

second Prism, but only became oblique, as 'tis

represented at ]> ty its upper end P being by

the
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the Refraction translated to a greater distance

than its lower end T. So then the Light which

went towards the upper end P of the Image,

was (at equal Incidences) more refracted in

the second Prism than the Light which tended

towards the lower end T, that is the blue and

violet, than the red and yellow ; and therefore

was more refrangible. The fame Light was by

the Refraction of the first Prism translated far

ther from the place Y to which it tended before

Refraction; and therefore suffered as well in

the first Prism as in the second a greater Refra

ction than the rest of the Light, and by con

sequence was more refrangible than the rest,

even before its incidence on the first Prism.

Sometimes I placed a third Prism after the

second , and sometimes also a fourth after the

third, by all which the Image might be often

refracted sideways : but the Rays which were

more refracted than the rest in the first Prism

were also more refracted in all the rest, and that

without any Dilatation of the Image sideways :

and therefore those Rays for their constancy of

a greater Refraction are deservedly reputed

more refrangible.

But that the meaning of this Experiment may

more clearly appear, it is to be considered that

the Rays which are equally refrangible do fall

upon a circle answering to the Sun's Disque.

For this was proved in the third Experiment.

By a Circle I understand not here a perfect geo

metrical Circle, but any orbicular Figure whose

length is equal to its breadth, and which, as

to fense, may seem circular. Let therefore AG

♦ ' [in
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[in Pig. 15.] represent the Circle which all

the most refrangible Rays propagated from the

whole Disque of the Sun, would illuminate and

paint upon the opposite Wall if they Were a-

lone ; E L the Circle which all the least refran

gible Rays would In like manner illuminate and

paint if they were alone; B H, CJ, DK, the

Circles which so many intermediate forts of

Rays would successively paint upon the Wall,

if they were singly propagated from the Sun

in successive order, the rest being always in

tercepted ; and conceive that there are other

intermediate Circles without number, which

innumerable other intermediate forts of Rays

would successively paint upon the Wall if the

Sun should successively emit every sort apart.

And seeing the Sun emits all these sorts at once^

they must all together illuminate and paint in

numerable equal Circles, of all which, being

according to their degrees of Refrangibility

placed in order in a continual Series, that ob

long Spectrum PT is composed which 1 de

scribed in the third Experiment. Now if the;

Sun's circular Image Y [in Fig. 14, if.] which

is made by an unrefracted beam of Light was

by any Dilatation of the single Rays, or by any

other irregularity in the Refraction of the first

Prism , converted into the oblong Spectrum ,

PT: then ought every Circle A G, BH, CJ,

&c. in that Spectrum, by the cross Refraction

of the second Prism again dilating or otherwise

scattering the Rays as before, to be in like man

ner drawn out and transformed into an oblongs

Figure, and thereby the breadth of the Image5
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PT would be now as much augmented as the

length of the ImageY was before by the Refra

ction of the first Prism; and thus by the Refra

ctions of both Prisms together would be form

ed a four square Figure/ 1% as I described a-

bove. Wherefore since the breadth of the Spe

ctrum P T is not increased by the Refraction

sideways , it is certain that the Rays are not

split or dilated , dr otherways irregularly scat-

ter'd by that Refraction, but that every Circle

is by a regular and uniform Refraction transla

ted entire into another place, as the Circle A

G by the greatest Refraction into the place agt

the Circle BH by a less Refraction into the

place b h , the Circle C J by a Refraction still

less into the place ci, and so of the rest; by

which means a new Spectrum / t inclined to

the former PT is in like manner composed of

Circles lying in a right Line ; and these Circles

must be of the fame bigness with the former,

because the breadths or' all the Spectrums Y*

PT and p t at equal distances from the Prisms

are equal.

I considered farther, that by the breadth of

the hole F through which the Light enters in

to the dark Chamber, there is a Penumbra

made in the circuit of the Spectrum Y, and

that Penumbra remains in the rectilinear Sides

df the Spectrums PT and pt. I placed there

fore at that hole a Lens or Object-glass of a Te

lescope which might cast the Image of the Sun

distinctly on Y without any Penumbra at all,

and found that the Penumbra of the rectiligeW-*

Sides of the oblong Spectrums PT and pt was

d m
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also thereby taken away, so that those Sides ap

peared as distinctly defined as did the Circum

ference of the first Image Y. Thus it happens

if the Glass of the Prisms be free from Veins,

and their Sides be accurately plane and well

polished without those numberless Waves or

Curies which usually arise from Sand-holes a

little smoothed in polishing with Putty.' If the

Glass be only well polished and free from Veins

and the Sides not accurately plane but a little

Convex or Concave, as it frequently happens ;

yet may the three Spectrums Y, P T and / t

want Penumbras, but not in equal distances

from the Prisms. Now from this want of Pen

umbras, I knew more certainly that every one

of the Circles was refracted according to some

most regular, uniform, and constant law. For

if there,were any irregularity in the Refraction,

the' right Lines AE and GL which all the Cir

cles in the Spectrum PT do touch* could not

by that Refraction be translated into the Lines

a e and g I as distinct and straight as they were

before, but there would arise in those transtated

Lines some Penumbra or Crookedness or Un

dulation, or other sensible Perturbation con

trary to what is found by Experience. What

soever Penumbra or Perturbation mould be

made in the Circles by the cross Refraction of

the second Prism, all that Penumbra or Pertur

bation would be conspicuous in the right Lines

a e and g I which touch those Circles. And

therefore since there is no such Penumbra or

Perturbation in those right Lines there must be

none* in the Circles. Since the distance between

." - ' "those
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those Tangents or breadth of the Spectrum is

not increased by the Refractions, the Diameters

of the Circles are not increased thereby. Since

those Tangents continue to be right Lines, e-

very Circle which in the first Prism is more or

less refracted, is exactly in the fame propor

tion more or less refracted in the second. And

seeing all these things continue to succeed af

ter the fame manner when the Rays are again

in a third Prism, and again in a fourth refra

cted sideways, it is evident that the Rays of one

and the fame Circle, as to their degree of Re--

frangibility continue always uniform and ho-

mogeneal to one another * and that those os'

several Circles do differ in degree of Refran-

gibility, and that in some certain and constant

proportion. Which is the thing I was to prove.

There is yet another Circumstance or two

of this Experiment by which it becomes still

more plain and convincing. Let the second

Prism DH [ini^. 16.] be placed not im-«

mediately after the first* but at some distance

from it; suppose in the mid-way between it

and the Wall on which the oblong Spectrum

PT is cast, so that the Light from the first

Prism may fall upon it in the form of an oblong

Spectrum is] parallel to this second Prism, and

be refracted sideways to form the oblong

Spectrum p t upon the Wall. And you will

find as before, that this Spectrum ]> t is inclined

to that Spectrum P T, which the first Prism

forms alone without the second ; the blue ends

P and p being farther distant from one anothef

than the red. ones Tand t> and by consequence

D * , . that
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that the Rays which go to the blue, end n of

the Image -/] and which therefore suffer the

greatest Refraction in the first Prism, are again

in the second Prism more refracted than the

rest.

The same thing I.try'd also by letting the

Sun's Light into a dark Room through two lit

tle round holes F and <p [in Fig. 17.] made in

the Window , and with two parallel Prisms

ABC and afiy placed at those holes (one at

each) refracting those two beams of Light to

the opposite Wall of the Chamber, in such man

ner that the two colour'd Images PT and MN

which they there painted were joined end to

end and lay in one straight Line, the red end T

of the one touching the blue end M of the o-

ther. For if these two refracted Beams were

again by a third Prism DH placed cross to the

two first, refracted sideways, and the Spectrums

thereby translated to some other part of the

Wall of the Chamber, suppose the Spectrum

PT to/f and the Spectrum MN to »», these

translated Spectrums p t and m n would not lie

in one straight Line with their ends contiguous

as before, but be broken off from one another

and become parallel, the blue end m of the I*

mage m n being by a greater Refraction tran

slated farther from its former place MT, than

the red end t of the other Image / 1 from the

fame place MT ; which puts the Proposition

past dispute. And this happens whether the

third Prism DH be placed immediately after

the two first, or at a great distance from

them, so that the Light refracted in the two
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first Prisms be either white and circular, or co

loured and oblong when it falls on the third.

Exper* 6. In the middle of two thin Boards

I made round holes a third part of an Inch in

.diameter, and in the Window-shut a much

broader hole being made to let into my dark-

ned Chamber a large beam of the Sun's Light ;

I placed a Prism behind the Shut in that beam

to refract it towards the opposite Wall, and

close behind the Prism I fixed one of the Boards,

in such manner that the middle of the refracted

Light might pass through the hole made in it,

and the rest be intercepted by the Board. Then

at the distance of about twelve Feet from the

first Board I fixed the other Board in such man

ner that the middle of the refracted Light which

came through the hole in the first Board arid

fell upon the opposite Wall might pass through

the hole in this other Board, and the rest being

intercepted by the Board might paint upon it

the coloured Spectrum of the Sun. And close

behind this Board I fixed another Prism to re

fract the Light which came through the hole.

Then I returned speedily to the first Prism, and

by turning it slowly to and fro about its Axis,

I caused the Image which fell upon the second

Board to move up and down upon that Board,

that all its parts might successively pass through

the hole .in that Board and fall upon the Prism

behind it. And in the mean time, I noted the

places on the opposite Wall to which that Light

after its Refraction in the second Prism did pass ;

and by the difference of the places I found that

the Light which being most refracted in the

D 3 -first
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first Prism did go to the blue end of the Image,

was again more refracted in the second Prism

than the Light which went to the red end of

that Image, which proves as well the first Pro

position as the second. And this happened •

whether the Axis of the, two Prisms were pa

rallel, or inclined to one another and to the

Horizon in any given Angles.

Illustration. Let F [in Fig. 18.] be the wide

hole in the Window-shut, through which the

Sun Ihines upon the first Prism ABC, and let

the refracted Light fall upon the middle of the

Board DE, and the middle part of that Light

upon the hole G made in the middle of that

Board. Let this trajected part of the Light

fall again upon the middle of the lecond Board

4e and there paint such an oblong coloured I-

mage of the Sun as was described in the third

Experiment. By turning the Prism ABC slow

ly to and fro about its Axis this Image will be

made to move up and down the Board d e,

and by this means all its parts from one end to

the other may be made to pass fucceslively

through the hole g which is made in the mid

dle of that Board. In the mean while another

Prism a b c is to be fixed next after that hole g

to refract the trajected Light a second time.

And these things being thus ordered, I marked

the places M and N of the opposite Wall upon

which the refracted Light fell, and found that

whilst the two Boards and second Prism rer

mained unmoved, ' those places by turning the

first Prism about its Axis were changed perpe

tually. For when the lower part of the Light

which
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which fell upon the second Board d e was cast

through the hole g it went to a lower place M

on the Wall, and when the higher part of that

Light was cad through the fame hole g, it went

to a higher place N on the Wall, and when a-

ny. intermediate part of the Light was cast

through that hole it went to some place on the

Wall between M and N. The unchanged Po

sition of the Holes in the Boards, made the In

cidence of the Rays upon the second Prism to

be the same in all cases. And yet in that com

mon Incidence some of the Rays were more re

fracted and others less. And those were more

refracted in this Prism which by a greater Re

fraction in the first Prism were more turned

out of the way , and therefore for their con

stancy of being more refracted are deservedly

•called more refrangible.

Exper. 7. At two holes made near one ano

ther in my Window-shut I placed two Prisms,

one at each, which might cast upon the oppo

site Wall (after the manner of the third Expe

riment) two oblong coloured Images of the

Sun. And at a little distance from the Wall I

placed a long slender Paper with straight and

parallel edges, and ordered the Prisms and Pa

per so, that the red Colour of one Image might

fall directly upon one half of the Paper, and the

violet Colour of the other Image upon the o-

ther half of the same Paper ; so that the Pa

per appeared of two Colours', red and violet,

much after the manner of the painted Paper

in the first and second Experiments. Then

With a black Cloth I covered the Wall behind

P 4 fhe
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the Paper, that no Light might be reflected

from it to disturb the Experiment , and view

ing the Paper through a third Prism held pa

rallel to it , I saw that half of it which was il

luminated by, the violet Light to be divide4

from the other half by a greater Refraction, eT

specially when I went a good way off* from the

Paper. For when I viewed it too near at hand,

the two h^ilfs of the Paper did not appear fully

divided from one another, but seemed conti-

fuous at one of their Angles like t.he painted

'aper in the first Experiment. Which also

happened when the Paper was too broad.

Sometimes instead ofthe Paper I used a white

Thred, and this appeared through the Prism

divided into two parallel Threds as is repre

sented in the nineteenth Figure, where DG

denotes the Thred illuminated with violet Light

from D tg E and with red Light from F to G,

'£0- are tne Parts °f the Thred seen by

Refraction. If one half of the Thred be con

stantly illuminated with red, and the qther half

be illuminated with all the Colours successively,

(which may be done by causing one of the

Prisms to be turned about its Axis whilst the

pther remains unmoved) this other half in view

ing the Thred through the Prism, will appear

in a continued right Line with the first half when

illuminated with red, and begin to be a little

divided from it when illuminated with orange,

and remove farther from it when illuminated

with yellow, and still farther when with green,

and farther when with blue, and go yet farther

pfF when illuminated with indigo, and farthest

when
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\yhen with deep violet. Which plainly shews,

that the Lights of several Colours are more and

more refrangible one than another, in this or

der of their Colours, red, orange, yellow, green,

blue, indigo, deep violet ; and so proves as well

the shit Proposition as the second.

I caused also the coloured Spectrums P T

[in Fig. .17.'] and MN made, in a dark Cham

ber by the Refractions of two Prisms to lye in

a right Line end to end, as was described above

in the fifth Experiment, and viewing them

through a third Prism held parallel to their

length, they appeared no longer in a right Line,

but became broken from one another, as they

are, represented at / ?and mn, the violet end m

pf the Spectrum m n being by a greater Refra

ction translated farther from its former place

M T than the red end t of the other Spectrum

pt. , :

I farther caused those two Spectrums PT

[in -Fig. 2o.] and MN to become co-incident

in an inverted order of their Colours, the red

end of each falling on the violet end of the o-

ther, as they are represented in the oblong Fi

gure P TMN ; and then viewing them through

a Prism DH held parallel to their length, they

appeared not co-incident as when viewed with

the naked Eye, but in the form of two distinct

Spectrums / i and m n crossing one another in

the middle after the manner of the letter X.

Which mews that the red of the one Spectrum

and violet, of the other, which were co-incident

at PN and MT, being parted from one another

by a greater Refraction of the violet to j> and m

v than

*
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than of the red to n and t, do differ in degrees

of Refrangibility.

I illuminated als6 a little circular piece of

white Paper all over with the Lights of both

Prisms intermixed , and when it was illumina

ted with the red of one Spectrum and deep

violet of the other, so as by the mixture of

those Colours to appear all over purple, I view

ed the Paper, first at a less distance, and then

at a greater, through a third Prism ; and as I

went from the Paper, the refracted Image there

of became more and more divided by the une

qual Refraction of the two mixed Colours, and

at length parted into two distinct Images, a red

one and a violet one, whereof the violet was

farthest from the Paper, and therefore suffered

the greatest Refraction. And When that Prism

at the Window which cast the violet on the Pa

per was taken away, the violet Image disap

peared ; but when the other Prism was taken

away the red vanished : which shews that these

two Images were nothing else than the Lights

of the two Prisms which had been intermixed

on the purple Paper, but were parted again by

their unequal Refractions made in the third

Prism through which the Paper was viewed.

This also was observable, that if one of the

Prisms at the Window, suppose that which cast

the violet on the Paper , was turned about its

Axis to make all the Colours in this order, vio

let, indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange, red,

fall successively on the Paper from that Prism ,

the violet Image changed Colour accordingly,

turning successively to indigo, blue, green, yel

low
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low and red, and in changing Colour came

nearer and nearer to the red Image made by

the other Prism, until when it was also red both

Images became fully co-incident.

I placed also two Paper Circles very near one

another, the one in the red Light of one Prism,

and the other in the violet Light of the other.

The Circles were each of them an Inch in dia

meter, and behind them the Wall was dark that

the Experiment might not be disturbed by any

Light coming from thence. These Circles thus

illuminated , I viewed through a Prism so held

that the Refraction might be made towards the

red Circle, and as I Vent from them they came

nearer and nearer together, and at length be

came co-incident ; and afterwards when I went

still farther off, they parted again in a contrary

order, the violet by a greater Refraction being

carried beyon7£ the red.

Exper. 8. In Summer when the Sun's Light

uses to be strongest, I placed a Prilm at the

hole of the Window-strut, as in the third Expe

riment, yet so that its Axis might be parallel to

the Axis of the World, and at' the opposite

Wall in the Sun's refracted Light, I placed an

open Book. Then going fix Feet and two In

ches from the Book, I placed there the above-

mentioned Lens, by which the Light reflected

from the Book might be made to converge and

meet again at the distance of six Feet and two

Inches behind the Lens, and there paint the

> Species of the Book upon a sheet of white Pa

per much after the manner of the second Ex

periment. The Book and Lens being made fast,

Ino-r

9
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I noted the place where the Paper was , when

the Letters of the Book , illuminated by the

fullest red Light of the solar Image falling up

on it, did cast their Species on that Paper most

distinctly : And then I stay'd till by the Motion

of the Sun and consequent Motion of his Image

on the Book, all the Colours from that red to

the middle of the blue pass'd over those Let

ters ; and when those Letters were illuminated

by that blue, I noted again the place of the Pa

per when they cast their Species most distinctly

upon it : And I found that this last: place of the

Paper was nearer to the Lens than its former

place by about two Irichesaand an half, or two

and three quarters. So much sooner therefore

did the Light in the violet end of the Image

by a greater Refraction converge and meet,

than the Light in the red end. But in trying

this the Chamber was as dark as I could make

it. For if these Colours be diluted and weak-

ned by the mixture of any adventitious Light ,

the distance between the places of the Paper

will not be so great. This distance in the se

cond Experiment where the Colours of natural

Bodies were made use of, was but an Inch and

an half, by reason of the imperfection of those

Colours. Here in the Colours of the Prism ,

which are manifestly more full, intense, and live

ly than those of natural Bodies, the distance is

two Inches and three quarters. And were the

Colours still more full, I question not but that

the distance would be considerably greater. For

the coloured Light of the Prism, by the inter

fering of the Circles described in the second

Figure
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Figure of the fifth Experiment, and also by the

Light of the very bright Clouds next the Sun's

Body intermixing with these Colours, and by

the Light scattered by the inequalities in the

Polish of the Prism , was so very much com

pounded, that the Species which those faint and

dark Colours, the indigo and violet, cast upon

the Paper were not distinct enough to be well

observed.

Exfer. 9. A Prism, whose two Angles at its

Base were equal to one another and half right

ones, and the third a right one, I placed in a

beam of the Sun's Light let into a dark Cham

ber through a hole in the Window-shut as in

the third Experiment. And turning the Prism

slowly about its Axis until all the Light which

Went through one of its Angles and was refra

cted by it began to be reflected by its Base, at

which till then it went out of the Glass, I ob

served that those Rays which had suffered the

greatest Refraction were sooner' reflected than

the rest. I conceived therefore that those Rays

of the reflected Light, which were most re

frangible , did first of all by a total Reflexion

become more copious in that Light than the

rest, and that afterwards the reft also, by a to

tal Reflexion, became as copious as these. To

try this, I made the reflected Light pass through

another Prism, and being refracted by it to fall

afterwards upon a sheet of white Paper placed

at some distance behind it , and there by that

Refraction to paint the usual Colours of the

Prism. And then causing the first Prism to be

turned about its Axis as above, I observed that

* when
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when those Rays which in this Prism had suf

fered the greatest Refraction and appeared of a

a blue and violet Colour began to be totally re

flected, the blue and violet Light on the Paper

which was most refracted in the second Prism

received a sensible increase above that of the

red and yellow, which was least refracted ; and

afterwards when the rest of the Light which

was green, yellow and red began to be totally

reflected in the first Prism, the Light of those

Colours on the Paper received as great an in

crease as the violet and blue had done before.

Whence 'tis manifest, that the beam of Light

reflected by the Base of the Prism, being aug

mented first by the more refrangible Rays and

afterwards by the less refrangible ones, is com

pounded of Rays differently refrangible. And

that all such reflected Light is of the fame na

ture with the Sun's Light before its Incidence

on the Base of the Prism, no Man ever doubt

ed : it being generally allowed , that Light by

such Reflexions suffers no alteration in its Mo

difications and Properties. I do not here take

notice of any Refractions made in the sides of

the first Prism, because the Light enters it per

pendicularly at the first side, and goes out per

pendicularly at the second side, and therefore

suffers none. So then, the Sun's incident Light

being of the fame Temper and Constitution

with his emergent Light, and the last being

compounded ofRays differently refrangible, the

first must be in like manner compounded.

Illustration. In the twenty first Figure, ABC

is the first Prism, BC its Base, B and C its

equal
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equal Angles at the Base, each of 45 Degrees,

A its rectangular Vertex, F M a beam of the

Sun's Light let into a dark Room through a

hole F one third part of an Inch broad, M its

Incidence on the Base of the Prism, M G a less

refracted Ray, MH a more refracted Ray, MN

the beam of Light reflected from the Base,

VX Y the second Prism by which this beam in

passing through it is refracted , N t the less re

fracted Light of this beam, and Np the more

refracted part thereof. When the suit Prism

AB C is turned about its Axis according to the

order of the Letters ABC, the Rays MHe-

merge more and more obliquely out of that

Prism , and at length after their most oblique

Emergence are reflected towards N, and going

on to p do increase the number of the Rays

N/>. Afterwards by continuing the Motion of

the first Prism, the Rays MG are also reflected

to N and increase the number of the Rays N t.

And therefore the Light M N admits into its

Composition , first the more refrangible Rays,

and then the less refrangible Rays, and yet af

ter this Composition is of the fame nature with

the Sun's immediate Light F M, the Reflexion

of the specular Base B C causing no alteration

therein.

Exper.10. Two Prisms, which were alike

in shape, I tied so together, that their Axes and

opposite Sides being parallel, they composed a

Parallelopiped. And, the Sun shining into my

dark Chamber through a little hole in the Win-

dow-shut, I placed that Pafallelopiped in his.

beanuat some distance from the hole, in such a

a posture
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posture that the Axes of the Prisms might hi

perpendicular to the incident Rays, and that

thole Rays being incident upon the first Side

of one Prism , might go on through the two

contiguous Sides of both Prisms , and emerge

out of the last Side of the second Prism. This

Side being parallel to the first Side of the first

Prism, caused the emerging Light to be paral

lel to the incident. Then, beyond these two

Prisms I placed a third, which might refract

that emergent Light, and by that Refraction

cast the usual Colours of the Prism upon the

opposite Wall, or upon a sheet of white Paper

held at a convenient distance behind the Prism

for that refracted Light to fall upon it. After

this I turned the Parallelopiped about its Axis,-

and found that when the contiguous Sides of

the two Prisms became so oblique to the inci

dent Rays that those Rays began all of them to

be reflected, those Rays which in the third

Prism had suffered the greatest Refraction and

painted the Paper with violet and blue, were

first of all by a total Reflexion taken out of the'

transmitted Light, the rest remaining and on:

the Paper painting their Colours of green, yel

low, orange, and red as before ; and afterwards

by continuing the Motion of the two Prisms,

the rest of the Rays also by a total Reflexion

vanished in order, according to their degrees

of Refrangibility. The Light therefore which

emerged out of the two Prisms is compound

ed of Rays differently refrangible , seeing the

more refrangible Rays may be taken out of it

while the less refrangible remain. But this

Light
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Light being trajected only through the parallel

Superficies of the two Prism's* if it suffer'd any

change by the Refraction of one Superficies it

lost that impression by the contrary Refraction

of the other Superficies* and so being restored

to its pristine Constitution became of the fame;

nature and condition as at first before its Inci

dence pri those Prisms ; and therefore, before

its Incidence, was as much compounded of

Rays differently refrangible, as afterwards,

Illustration. In the twenty second Figure

ABC and BCD are the two Prisms tied toge

ther in the form of a Parallelepiped, thejr Sides

BC and CB being contiguous, and their Sides

AB and CD parallel. And HJK is the third

Prism j by which the Sun's Light propagated

through the hole F into the dark Chamber, and

there passing through those fides of the Prisms

AB, BC, CB and CD, is refracted at O to*

the white Paper P T, falling there partly upon

P by a greater Refraction, partly upon T by i.

less Refraction, and partly upon Rand other in

termediate places by intermediate Refractions^

By turning the Parallelopiped AC B D about its

Axis,- according to the order of the Letters A*

C, Dj- B, at length when the contiguous Planes

BC and CB become sufficiently oblique to the

RaysFM, which are incident upon them atM*

there will vanifli totally out of the refracted

Light O PT* first of all the most refracted Rays

O P, (the rest OR and OT remaining as be

fore) theri the Rays OR and other intermedi

ate ones,- and lastly, the least refracted Rays OT,

For when: the Plane B C becomes sufficiently

E oblique*
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oblique to the Rays incident upon.it * those

Rays will begin to be totally reflected by it for

wards N; and first the moil refrangible Rays

Will be totally reflected (as was explained m

the preceding Experiment) and by consequence

must first dilappear at P., and afterwards the

rest as they are in order totally reflected to N,

they must disappear in the lame order at R

and T. So then the Rays which at O sufT

fer the greatest Refraction, may be taken out

of the Light M O whilst the rest of the Rays

remain in it, and therefore that Light MO

is compounded of Rays differently refrangi-

. ble. And because the Planes A B and CD

are parallel, and therefore by equal and con

trary Refractions destroy one anothers Ef

fects, the incident Light FM must be of the

fame kind and nature with the emergent Light

MO, and therefore doth also consist of Rays

differently refrangible. These two Lights FM

and MO, before the most refrangible Rays are

separated out of the emergent Light MO, a-

gree in colour , and in all other properties so

far as my observation reaches, and therefore

are deservedly reputed of the same nature and

constitution , and by consequence the one is -

compounded as well as the other. But after

the most refrangible Rays begin to be totally

reflected, and thereby separated out of the e-

mergent Light MO, that Light changes its co

lour from white to a dilute and faint yellow,

a pretty good orange , a very full red succes

sively and then totally vanishes. For after the

most refrangible Rays which paint the Paper at .

P with
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xion taken out of the beam of Light MO, the

rest of the Colours which appear on the Paper

at R and T being 'mixed in the Light MO

compound there a faint yellow , and after the

blue and part of the green which appear oil the

Paper between P aridR are taken away, the relt

which appear between RandT (that is the yel

low, orange, red arid a little green)1 being mix

ed in th6 beam MO corripound there an orange ;

and when all the Rays' are by Reflexion taken

out of the beam M O, except the least refran

gible, which at T appear of a full red, their

Colour is the fame in that beam M O as after

wards at T, the Refraction of the Prism HJK

serving only to separate the differently refran

gible Rays, without making any alteration in

their Colours , . as shall be more fully proved

hereafter. All which confirms as well the first

Propositiori as the second. - ' ..

Scholium. If this Experiment and the former

be conjoined and made one by applying a fourth

Prism VXY [in Fig. 2i.] to refract the reflect

ed beam MN towards the conclusion, wilt

be clearer. . For then the Light N/ which in

the fourth Prism is more refracted, will become

fuller and stronger when the Light OP, which

in the third Prism HJK is more refracted,- va

nishes at P ; and afterwards when the less re

fracted Light'OT vanishes at T, the less re

fracted Light N t will become encreased whilst

the more refracted Light at j> receives no far

ther encreafe. And as thetrajected beam'MO'

in vanishing is always of such a Colour as ought

E % to'
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to fesult from the mixture of the Colours which

fall upon the Paper PT* so is the reflected

beam M N always of such a Colour as ought to

result from the mixture of the Colours which

refrangible Rays are by a total Reflexion taken

out of the beam M O, and leave that beam of

an orange Colour, the Excess of those Rays irt

the reflected Light, does not only make the

Violet, indigo and blue at $ more full* but also

makes the beam MN change from the yellow

ish Colour of the Sun's, Light, to a pale white

inclining to blue, and afterward recover its

yellowish Colour again, so soon as all the rest

of the transmitted Light MOT is reflected.

. Now seeing that in all this variety of Expe

riments, whether the Trial be made in Light

reflected, and that either from natural Bodies,

as in the first and second Experiment, or spe

cular , as in the ninth ; or in Light refracted,

and that either before the unequally refracted

Rays are bv diverging separated frome one an

other, and losing their whiteness which they

have altogether, appear severally of several Co-

.lours, as in the fifth Experiment ; or after they

are separated from one another, and appear co-

lour'd as in the sixth, seventh, and eighth Ex

periments; or in Light trajected through paral

lel Superficies, destroying each others Effects,

as in the tenth Experiment ; there are always

' found Rays, which at equal Incidences on the

lame Medium suffer unequal Refractions , and

that without any splitting or dilating of single

; or contingence in the inequality of the

Refra-

 

For when the most
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Refractions, as is proved in the fifth and sixth

Experiments. And seeing the Rays which dif

fer in Refrangibility may be parted and sorted

from one another, and that either by Refra

ction as in the third Experiment , or by Re^

flexion as in the tenth , and then the several

sorts apart at equal Incidences suffer unequal

Refractions, and those sorts are more refracted

than others after separation, which were more

refracted before it, as in the sixth and follow

ing Experiments, and if the Sun's Light be tra-

jected through three or more cross Prisms suc

cessively, those Rays which in the first Prism

are refracted more than others, are in all the

following Prisms refracted more than others in

the fame rate and proportion, as appears by

the fifth Experiment ; it's manifest that the

Sun's Light is an heterogeneous mixture of

Rays, some of which are constantly more re*

frangible than others, as was proposed.

TR OT. ffl. Theor. HI. f

The Sun's Light consists ofRays differing inRt-.

flexibility, and those Rays are more reflexible

than others which are more refrangible.

THIS is manifest by the ninth and tenth

Experiments : For in the ninth Experi

ment, by turning the Prism about its Axis, un

til the Rays within it which in going out into

the Air were refracted by its Base, became so

oblique to that Base, as to begin to be totally

E 3 - ( reflected
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reflected thereby ; those Rays became first of

all totally reflected , Wiiich before at equal In-:

cidences with the rest had suffered the greatest

Refraction. And the same thing happens in the

Reflexion made by the common Base of the

two Prisms in the tenth Experiment. ....

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^1* ^1^^^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^r^^^^^"^ ^^i^^p^^^^^l^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'^^^fr^f

TROT. IV. Prob. I. .

?sl separate from one another the heterogeneous

Rays of compound Light.

"^HE heterogeneous Rays are in some mea-

sure separated from one another by the

Retraction of the Prism in the third Experi

ment, and in the fifth Experiment by taking a-

way the Penumbra from the rectilinear sides of

the coloured Image, that separation in those ve

ry rectilinear sides or straight edges of the I-

mage becomes perfect. But in all places be

tween those rectilinear edges, those innumera

ble Circles there described, which are several

ly illuminated by homogeneal Rays, by interfe

ring with one another, and being every where

commix'd, do render the Light sufficiently

compound. But if these Circles , whilst their

centers keep their distances and positions, could

fee made lei's in diameter, their interfering one

with another and by consequence the mixture

of the heterogeneous Rays would be propor

tionally diminished. In the twenty third Figure

let AG, B H, CJ, DK, EL, FM be the Cir

cles which so many sorts of Rays flawing from

the.
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the same disque of the Sun, do in the third

Experiment illuminate ; of all which and in

numerable other intermediate ones lying in a

continual Series between the two rectilinear

and parallel edges of the Sun's oblong Image

P T, that Image is composed as was explained

in the fifth Experiment. And let ag, bh, ci,

dk, el, fm be so many less Circles lying in a

like continual Series between two parallel right

Lines af&n&gm with the fame distances be

tween their centers , arid illuminated by the

fame forts of Rays, that is the Circle ag with

the fame sort by which the corresponding Cir

cle AG was illuminated, and the Circle bh

with the fame fort by which the corresponding

Circle BH was illuminated, and the rest of the

Circles ci, dk, e I, fm respectively , with the

same forts of Rays by which the several corre

sponding Circles CJ, DK, EL, FM were il

luminated. In the Figure PT composed of the

greater Circles, three of those Circles AG, BH,

CJ, are so expanded into one another, that the

three forts of Rays by which those Circles are

illuminated , together with other innumerable

forts of intermediate Rays, are mixed at QR

in the middle of the Circle B H. And the like

mixture happens throughout almost the whole

length of the Figure P T. But in the Figure

ft composed of the less Circles, the three less

Circles ag, bh, c i, which answer to those three

greater, do not extend into one another; nor

are there any where mingled so much as any

two of the three forts of Rays by which those

• • . £ 4 Circles
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Circles are illuminated , and which in the Fi

gure PT are all .of them intermingled at B H.

' Now he that fliall thus consider it, will easily

understand that the mixture is diminished in

the fame proportion with the Diameters of the

Circles. If the Diameters of the Circles whilst

their Centers remain the fame, be made three

times less than before, the mixture will be also

three times less ; if ten times less, the mixture

will be ten times less, and so of other propor?

tions. That is, the mixture of the Rays in the

greater Figure PT will be to their mixture in

the less f t, as the Latitude of the greater Fit

gure is tp the Latitude of the less. For the

Latitudes of these Figures are equal to the Di

ameters of their Circles. And hence it easily

follows, that the mixture of the Rays in the re

fracted Spectrum / 1 is to the mixture of the

Rays in the direct and immediate Light of the

Sun, as the breadth of that Spectrum is to the

difference between the length and breadth of

the fame Spectrum.

So then, if we would diminish the mixture

of the Rays , we are to diminish the Diameters

of the Circles. Now these would be diminisli-

ed if the Sun's Diameter to which they answer

could be made less than it is, or (which comes

to the fame purpose) if without doors., at a

great distance from the Prism towards the Sun,

some ppake Body were placed , with a round

hole in the middle of it, to intercept all the

Sun's Light, excepting so much as coming

from the middle of his Body could pass through
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thit hole to the Prism. For so the Circles AG,

B H and the rest, would not any longer answer

to the whqf; Disque of the Sun , but only to

that part of it which could be seen from the

Prism through that hole , that is to the appa

rent magnitude of that hole viewed from the

Prism, But that these Circles may answer more

distinctly to that hole, a Lens is to be placed by

th.e Prism to cast the Image of the hole, (that

is, every one of the Circles A G, B H, &e.) di

stinctly upon the Paper at PT, after such a

manner as by a Lens placed at a Window the

Species of Objects abroad are cast distinctly up-^

on a Paper within the Room, and the rectili*

near Sides of the oblong solar Image in the fifth

Experiment became distinct without any Pen

umbra. If this be done it will not be necessa

ry to place that hole very far off, no not beyond

the Window. And therefore instead of that

hole, I used the hole in the Window-shut as

follows. ,

Exfer. n. In the Sun's Light let into, my

darkned Chamber through a small round hole

in my Window-shut, at about ten or twelve

Feet from the Window, I placed a Lens, by

which the Image of the hole might be distinct

ly cast upon a Sheet of white Paper, placed at

the distance of fix, eight, ten or twelve Feet

from the Lens. For according to the diffe

rence of the Lenses I used various distances,

which I think not worth the while to describe.

Then immediately after the Lens I placed a

Prism, by which the trajected Light might be

refracted either upwards or sideways, and there
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by the round Image which the Lens alone did

cast upon the Paper might be drawn out into a

long one with parallel Sides, as in the third Ex

periment. This oblong Image I let fall upon

another Paper at about the fame distance from

the Prism as before, moving the Paper either

towards the Prism or from it, until I found the

just distance where the rectilinear Sides of the

Image became most distinct. For in this cafe

the circular Images of the hole which compose

that Image after the same manner that the Cir

cles ag, bh, ci, &c, do the Figures t [in Fig.

x3.] were terminated most distinctly without

any Penumbra, and therefore extended into

one another the least that they could, and by

consequence the mixture of the heterogeneous

Rays was now the least of all. By this means

I used to form an oblong Image (such as is / i)

[in Fig. z$, and 24-] of circular Images of the

hole (such as are ag, bh, ci, &c.) and by u-

fing a greater or less hole in the Window-shut,

I made the circular Images ag, bh, c i, &c. of

which it was formed, to become greater or less

at pleasure, and thereby the mixture of the

Rays in the Image p t to be as much or as lit

tle as I desired. . •

Illustration. In the twenty fourth Figure, F

represents the circular hole in the Window-

shut, MN the Lens whereby the Image or Spe

cies of that hole is cast distinctly upon a Paper

at J, ABC the Prism whereby the Rays are' at

their emerging out of the Lens refracted from

j towards another Paper at p t, and the round

Image at J is, turned into an oblong Image pt

falling

v.
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falling on that other Paper. This Image ptam-i

lilts of Circles placed one after another in a re

ctilinear order, as was sufficiently explained in

the fifth Experiment ; and these Circles are e-

qual to the Circle J , and consequently answer

in magnitude to the hole F; and therefore by

diminishing that hole they may be at pleasure

diminished, whilst their Centers remain in their

places. By this means I made the breadth of

the Image p t to be forty times, and sometimes

sixty or seventy times less than its length. As for

instance, ifthe breadth ofthe hole F be one tenth

ofan Inch, and MF the distance of the Lens from

the hole be iz Feet ; and if/B or p M the di

stance of the Image p t from the Prism or Lens

be 10 Feet, and the refracting Angle of the

Prism he 6z Degrees, the breadth of the I-

mage p t will he one twelfth of an Inch and the

length about fix Inches , and therefore the

length to the breadth as jz to 1, and by conse

quence the Light of this Image 71 times less

compound than the Sun's direct Light. And

Light thus far simple and homogeneal, is suffi

cient for trying all the Experiments in this Book

about simple Light. For the composition of

heterogeneal Rays is in this Light so little that

it is scarce to be discovered and perceived by

Sense, except perhaps in the indigo and vio

let. For these being dark Colours, do easily

suffer a sensible allay by that little scattering

Light which uses to be refracted irregularly by

the inequalities of the Prism. .

Yet instead of the circular hole F, 'tis better
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Parallelogram with its length parallel to the

Prism ABC. For if this hole be an Inch or

two long, and but a tenth or twentieth part of

an Inch broad, or narroWer : the Light of the

Image pt will be as simple as before, or simpler,

and the Image will become much broader, and

therefore more fit to have Experiments tried in

its Light than before, . . .

Instead of this parallelogram hole may be sub

stituted a triangular one of equal Sides, whose

Bale for instance is about the tenth part of an

Inch, and its height an Inch or more. For by

this means, if the Axis of the Prism be parallel

to the Perpendicular of the Triangle, the Image

ft [in Fig. a?.] will now be formed of equi-

crural Triangles ag, bh, cz, dk, el,fm, &c.

and innumerable other intermediate ones an

swering to the triangular hole in sliape and big

ness, and lying one after another in a continual

Series between two parallel Lines asand gm.

These Triangles are a little intermingled at their

Bases but not at their Vertices, and therefore

the Light on the brighter side afoi the Image

where the Bases of the Triangles are, is a little

compounded, but on the darker side g m is al

together uncompounded, and in all places be

tween tiie sides the Composition is proportio

nal to the distances of the places from that ob

scurer side g m. And having a Spectrum p t

of such a Composition, we may try Experiments

either in its stronger and less simple Light near

the side as, or in its weaker and simpler Light

near the other side gm, as it shall seem most

convenient.

But
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feut in making Experiments of this kind the!

Chamber ought to be- made as dark as can be,

lest any foreign Light mingle it self with the

Light of the Spectrump t, and render it com

pound ; especially if we would try Experiments

in the more simple Light next the side gmc£

the Spectrum; which being fainter, will have

a less proportion to the foreign Light, and so

by the mixture of that Light be more troubled

and made more compound. The Lens also:

ought to be good, such as may serve for opti

cal uses, and the Prism ought to have a large

Angle, suppose of 65 or 70 Degrees, and to be;

well wrought , being made of Glass free from

bubbles and veins, with its Sides not a little

convex or concave, as usually happens, but truly

plane, and its Polish elaborates as in working

Optick-glasses, and not such as is usually wrought

with Putty , whereby the edges of the Sand-

holes being worn away , there are left all over

the Glass a numberless company of very little

convex polite Risings like Waves. The edges

also of the Prism and Lens so far as they may

make any irregular Refraction, must be covered

with a black Paper glewed on. And all the

Light of the Sun's beam let into the Chamber

which is useless and unprofitable to the Experi

ment, ought to be intercepted with black Pa

per or other black Obstacles. For otherwise

the useless Light being reflected every way in

the Chamber, will mix with the oblong Spe

ctrum and help to disturb it. In trying these

things so much diligence is not altogether ne-

ceflary, but it wiU promote the success of the

* Expe-
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Experiments, and by a very scrupuldlis Exa

miner of things deserves to be applied. It's

difficult to get Glass Prisms fit for this purpose,

and therefore I used sometimes prifmatick Ves

sels made with pieces of broken Looking-glas

ses, and filled with Rain Water. And to in

crease the Refraction, I sometimes impregnated

the Water strongly with Saccharum Saturni. ' .

TROT. V. The'O r. IV. - v)

Homogeneal Light is refracted regularly with-

• out any <DHatation splitting or /battering of

• the Ray*> and the confused Vision of Objetts

seen through refracting Bodies by heterogeneal

Light arises from the dijferettt Refrangibi-

ltty ofseveral forts ofRays.

THE first part of this Proposition has been

already sufficiently proved in the fifth

Experiment, and will farther appear by the Ex

periments which follow,

Exper. ii. In the middle of a black Paper I

made a round hole about a fifth or sixth part of

an Inch in diameter. Upon this Paper I caused

the Spectrum of homogeneal Light described

in the former Proposition* so to fall, that some

part of the Light might pass through the hole

of the Paper. This transmitted part of the

Light I refracted with a Prism placed behind

the Paper, and letting this refracted Light fait

perpendicularly upon a white Paper two or

three Feet distant from the Prism, I found that



the Spectrum formed on the Paper by this Light

was not oblong, as, when 'tis.made (in the third

Experiment) by refracting; the Sun's compound

Light, but was (so far as I could judge by my

Eye) perfectly circular, ..the -length being no

greater than fhe breadth. ; Which shews that

this ,Light is refracted regularly without any Di-*

latation of the.RayS. :- • r.;c-'s ; W t

Exper. 13, hi the homogeneal Light I placed a

Paper Circle of a.quarter of an Jnehin diameter*

and in the Suit's unrefracted heterogeneahvhite

Light I placed another Paper Circle of the fame

bigness. And -going; frprn sthe Papers to the

distance of some Feet, I;yiew£d>oth:Cir.cles

through ;a Prism. The Circle illuminated by

the Sun's heterogeneal Light appeared veryiob?

long as in the fourth Experiment* the length

being many times greater than.the breadth: but

the other Circle illuminated wkh homogeneal

Light appeared circular and distinctly defined

as when 'tis viewed with the naked Eye.

Which proves the whole Proposition. ' .*•,*:

Exper. 14. In the homogeneal Light I placed

Flies and such dike minute Objects , and view

ing them through a Prism, I saw their parts as

distinctly defined as if I had viewed them, witli

the naked Eye. The fame Objects placed vin

the Sun's unrefracted heterogeneal Light which

was white I viewed also through a Prism, and

saw them most confusedly defined, so that I

could not distinguish their smaller parts from

one another. I placed also the Letters of a

small print one while in the homogeneal Light

and then in the heterogeneal, and viewing them

through



through a Prism, they appeared in the latter"

case so confused and indistinct that I could not

read them 5 but in the former they appeared so

distinct that I could read readily, and thought

I saw them as distinct as when I viewed them

With my naked Eye. In both cases I viewed

the fame Objects through the fame Prism at the

same distance from me and in the same situa

tion.- There was no difference but in the Light

by which the Objects were illuminated j and

which in one case was simple and in the other

compound, and therefore th» distinct Vision in

the former case and confused in the latter could

arise from nothing else than from that difference?

of the Lights, which proves the whole Pro-*

position.

: And in these three Experiments it is farther

very remarkable, that the Colour of homoge-

heal Light was never changed by the Refra

ction.

TROT. VI. Theor. V. >

The Sine ofIncidence ofevery Ray considered a-

part, is to its Sine of Refraction in a given

Ratio.

THAT every Ray considered apart is con-

slant to it self in some degree of Refran-

gibility, is sufficiently manifest out of what has

been said. Those Rays which in the first Re

fraction are at equal Incidences most refracted,-

are also in the following Refractions at equaF

^ lack

s



Incidences most refracted ; and so of the least

refrangible, and the rest which have, any mean

degree of Refrangibility, as is manifest by the

fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth, and ninth Ex

periments. And those which the first time at

like Incidences are equally refracted, are again

at like Incidences equally and uniformly refra

cted, and that whether they be refracted be

fore they be separated . from one another as in

the fifth Experiment, or whether they be reT

fracted apart, as in the twelfth , thirteenth and

fourteenth Experiments. The Refraction there

fore of every Ray apart is regular, and what

Rule that Refraction observes we are now to

shew.

The late Writers in Opticks teach, that the

Sines of Incidence are in a given Proportion

to the Sines of Refraction, as was explained in

the fifth Axiom ; and some by Instruments fir-

ted for measuring of Refractions, or otherwise

experimentally examining this Proportion , do

acquaint us that they have found it accurate.

But whjlst they , not understanding the diffe

rent Refrangibility of several Rays, conceived

them all to be refracted according to one and

the fame Proportion, 'tis to be presumed that

they adapted their measures only to the middle

of the refracted Light ; so that from their mea

sures we may conclude only that the Rays

which have a mean degree of Refrangibility ,

that is those Which when separated from the

rest appear green, are refracted according to a

given Proportion of their Sines. And there

fore we are now to shew that the like given

F Pro
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Proportions obtain in all the rest. That it

should be so is very reasonable, Nature being

ever conformable to her self: but an experi

mental Proof is desired. And such a Proof

will be had if we can shew that the Sines of

Refraction of Rays differently refrangible are

their Sines of Incidence are equal. For if the

Sines of Refraction of all the Rays are in given

Proportions to the Sine of Refraction of a Ray

which has a mean degree of Refrangibility, ancl

this Sine is in a given Proportion to the equal

Sines of Incidence, those other Sines of Refra

ction will also be in given Proportions to the

equal Sines' of Incidence. Now when the Sines

of Incidence are equal, it will appear by the

following Experiment that the Sines of Refra

ction are in a given Proportion to one ano

ther. ,

Exper. 15. The Sun shining into a dark

Chamber through a little round hole in the

Window-shut, let S [in Fig. 26.] represent his

round white Image painted on the ..opposite

Wall by his direct Light, PT his oblong co

loured Image made by refracting that Light

with a Prism placed at the Window; and f t,

or z f z t, or 3 /> 3 his oblong colour'd Image

made by refracting again the fame Light side

ways with a second Prism placed immediately

after the first in a cross position to it, as was

explained in the fifth Experiment : that is to

fay , j> t when the Refraction of the second

Prism is small , ip zt when its Refraction is

greater, and 3/3? when it is greatest. For

one to another in a given

 

X such



'such will be the diversity of the Refractions if

the refracting Angle of the second Prism be of

various magnitudes ; suppose of fifteen or twen

ty Degrees to make the Image p tf of thirty or

forty to make the Image zp z ty and of sixty to

make the Image ip 3 1. But for want of solid

Glass Prisms with Angles of convenient big

nesses, there may be Vessels made of polilhed

Plates of Glass cemented together in the form

of Prisms and filled with Water. These things

being thus ordered, I observed that all the so

lar Images or coloured Spectrums PT,/?, zp

z t, 3 p 3 t did very nearly converge to the

place S on which the direct Light of the Sun

fell and painted his white round Image when

the Prisms were taken away. The Axis of the

Spectrum PT, that is the Line drawn through

the middle of it parallel to its rectilinear Sides,

did when produced pass exactly through the

middle of that white round Image S. And when

the Refraction of the second Prism was equal

to the Refraction ofthe first, the refracting An

gles of them both being about 60 Degrees-, the

Axis of the Spectrum 3 p 3 i made by that Re

fraction, did when produced pass also through

the middle of the fame white round Image S.

But wjhen the Refraction of the second Prism

was less than that of the first, the produced

Axes of the Spectrums t p or zt z p made by

that Refraction did cut the produced Axis pf

the Spectrum TP in the points and n, a lit

tle beyond the center of that white round I-

mage S. Whence the proportion of the Line

3*T to the Line 3/P-was a little greater than

F a the
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the Proportion of ztT to 2/>P, and this Pro

portion a little greater than that of t T to p P.

Now when the Light of the Spectrum PT falls

perpendicularly upon the Wall , those Lines

3*T, 3/P, and 2f T, 2/P andfT, /P, 'are

the Tangents of the Refractions, and therefore

by this Experiment the Proportions of the Tan

gents of the Refractions are obtained, from

whence the Proportions of the Sines being de

rived, they come out equal, so far as by view

ing the Spectrums and using some mathemati

cal Reasoning I could estimate. For I did not

make an accurate Computation. So then the

Proposition holds true in every Ray apart , so

far as appears by Experiment. And that it is

accurately true, may be demonstrated upon this

Supposition* That Bodies refract Light by act

ing upon its Rays in Lines perpendicular to

their Surfaces. But in order to this Demon

stration, I must distinguish the Motion of every

Ray into two Motions , the one perpendicular

to the refracting Surface , the other parallel to

it, and concerning the perpendicular Motion

lay down the following Proposition.

If any Motion or mqving thing whatsoever be"

incident with any velocity on any broad and

thin space terminated on both sides by two pa

rallel Planes, and in its passage through that

space be urged perpendicularly towards the far

ther Plane by any force which at given distances

from the Plane is of given quantities ; the per

pendicular velocity of that Motion or 'Thing,

at its emerging out of that space, shall be al

ways equal to the square Root of the sum of



the square of the perpendicular velocity of that

Motion orThing at its Incidence on that space ;

and of the square of the perpendicular velocity

which that. Motion or Thing would have at its

Emergence, if at its Incidence its perpendicu

lar velocity was infinitely little.

And the fame Proposition holds true of any

Motion or Thing perpendicularly retarded in

its passage through that space, if instead of the

sum of the two Squares you take their diffe

rence. The demonstration Mathematicians will

easily find out, and therefore I shall not trouble

the Reader with it.

Supposenow that a Ray coming most oblique

ly in the Line MC [in Fig. i.] be refracted at

C by the Plane RS into the Line CN, and if it

be required to find the Line C E into which

any other l^Lay AC shall be refracted; letMC,

AD, be the Sines of Incidence of the two Rays,

and NG, EF, their Sines of Refraction , and

let the equal Mptions of the incident Rays be

represented by the equal Lines MC and AC,

and the Motion MC being considered as paral

lel to the refracting Plane, let the other Motion

A C be distinguished into two Motions AD

and DC, one of which AD is parallel, and the

other DC perpendicular to the refracting Sur

face. In like manner, let the Motions of the

emerging RayS be distinguish'd into two, where

of the perpendicular ones are ^CGand~CF.

And if the force of the refra^ing Plane begins

to act upon the Rays either in that Plane or at

a certain distance from it on the one fide, and

ends at a certain distance from it on the_other

F 3 _ fide,
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side, and in all places between those two limits

acts upon the Rays in Lines perpendicular to

that refracting Plane, and the Actions upon the

Rays at equal distances from the refracting Plane

be equal, and at unequal ones either equal or

unequal according to any rate whatever ; that

Motion of the Ray which is parallel to the re

fracting Plane will suffer no alteration by that

force ; and that Motion which is perpendicular

to it will be altered according to the rule of the

foregoing Proposition. If therefore for the per

pendicular velocity of the emerging Ray CN

MC

you write — C G as above, then the perpendi

cular velocity of any other emerging Ray CE

AD

which was ^,CF, will be equal to the square

Root of C D q 4- ~r CG q. And by squaring

these Equals, and adding to them the Equals

ADq and MC q—CD^, and dividing the

Sums by the Equals CF' q -u EF^ and CGq -f

NGq, you will have equal to Whence

AD, the Sine of Incidence, is to EF the Sine

of Refraction, as MC to NG, that is, in a given

ratio. And this Demonstration being general,

without determining what Light is, or by what

kind of force it is refracted, or afluming any

thing farther than that the refracting Body

acts upon the Rays in Lines perpendicular to its

Surface ; I take it to be a very convincing Argu

ment of the full ttuth of this Proposition.

So then , if the ratio of the Sines of Inci

dence and Refraction of any fort of Rays be

found
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found in any one case, 'tis given in all cases;

and this may be readily found by the method

in the following Proposition.

TROT. VII. Theor. VI.

The Tersection of Telescopes is impeded by the

different Refrangibility of the Rays of Light.

THE Imperfection of Telescopes is vul

garly attributed to the spherical Figures

ot the Glasses, anfl therefore Mathematicians

have propounded to figure them by the coni

cal Sections. To shew that they are mistaken ,

I have inserted this Proposition; the truth of

Which will appear by the measures of the Re

fractions of the several sorts of Rays ; and these

measures I thus determine.

In the third Experiment of the first Book,

where the refracting Angle of the Prism was

624 Degrees, the half of that Angle 31 deg.

min. is the Angle of Incidence of the Rays at

their going out of the Glass into the Air ; and

the Sine of this Angle is 51 88, the Radius being

10000. When the Axis of this Prism was pa

rallel to the Horizon, and the Refraction of

the Rays at their Incidence on this Prism equal

to that at their Emergence out of it, I observed

with a Quadrant the Angle which the mean re

frangible Rays (that is, those which went to the

middle of the Sun's coloured Image) made with

the Horizon and by this Angle and the Sun's al

titude observed at the same time, I found the

Angle which the emergent Rays contained with

¥ 4 the
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the incident to be 44deg. and 40 min. and the

half of this Angle added to the Angle of Inci

dence 31 deg. 15 min. makes the Angle of Re

fraction, which is therefore 53 deg. 3 5 min. and

its Sine 8047. These are the Sines of Incidence

and Refraction of the mean refrangible Rays,

and their proportion in round numbers is 20 to

31. This Glass was of a colour inclining to

green. The last of the Prisms mentioned in the

third Experiment was of dear white Glass. Its

refracting Angle 634 Degrees. The Angle which

the emergent Rays contained, with the incident

45 deg. 50 min. The Sine of half the first An

gle 5262. The Sine of half the sum of the An

gles 8157. And their proportion in round num

bers to to 31, as before.

From the length of the Image, which was a-

bout 9! or 10 Inches, subduct its breadths which

wTas 24 Inches, and the remainder 7-i Inches

would be the length of the Image were the Sun

but a point , and therefore subtends the Angle

which the most and least refrangible Rays, when

incident on the Prism in the same Lines, do

contain with one another after their Emergence.

Whence this Angle is 2 deg. o'. 7". For the

distance between the Image and the Prism

where this Angle is made, was 184 Feet, and

at that distance the Chord 74- Inches subtends an

Angle of 2 deg. o'. 7". Now half this Angle is

the Angle which these emergent Rays contain

with the emergent mean refrangible Rays; and

a quarter thereof, that is 30'. 2". may be ac

counted the Angle which they would contain

with the fame emergent mean refrangible Rays,

were
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were they co-incident to them within the Glass

and suffered no other Refraction than that at

their Emergence. For if two equal Refractions,

the one at the Incidence of the Rays on the

Prism, the other at their Emergence, make half

the Angle 2 deg. d. 7". then one of those Re

fractions will make about a quarter of that An

gle , and this quarter added to and subducted

from the Angle of Refraction of the mean re

frangible Rays, which was 53 deg. 35', gives

the Angles of Refraction of the most and least

refrangible Rays 54 deg. 5'2", and 53 deg. 4' ?8",

whose Sines are 8099 and 7995', the common

Angle of Incidence being 31 deg. 15' and its

Sine 5188; and these Sines in the least round

numbers are in proportion to one another , as

78 and 77 to 50.

Now if you subduct the common Sine of In

cidence 50 from the Sines of Refraction 77 and

78, the remainders %y and 28 shew that in small

Refractions the Refraction of the least refran

gible Rays is to the Refraction of the most re

frangible ones as 27to 28 very nearly, and that

the difference of the Refractions of the least re

frangible and most refrangible Rays is about the

2,74-th part of the whole Refraction of the mean

refrangible Rays.

Whence they that are skilled in Opticks will

easily understand, that the breadth of the least

circular space into which Object-glasses of Te

lescopes can collect all forts of parallel Rays, is

about the %j2iKh part of half the Aperture of the

Glass, or 55th part of the whole Aperture ; and

that the Focus of the most refrangible Rays is

nearer
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nearer to the Object-glass than the Focus of the

least refrangible ones, by about the X74th part

of the distance between the Object-glass and the

Focus of the mean refrangible ones.

And if Rays of all forts , flowing from any

one lucid point in the Axis of any convex Lens,

be made by the Refraction of the Lens to con

verge to points not too remote from the Lens,

the Focus of the most refrangible Rays shall be

nearer to the Lens than the Focus of the least

refrangible ones , by a distance which is to the

2,74th part of the distance of the Focus of the

mean refrangible Rays from the Lens as the di

stance between that Focus and the lucid point

from whence the Rays flow is to the distance

between that, lucid point and the Lens very

nearly.

Now to examine whether the difference be

tween the Refractions which the most refrangi

ble and the least refrangible Rays flowing from

the fame point suffer in the Object-glasses of

Telescopes and such like Glasses, be so great as

is here described, I contrived the followingEx

periment.

Exper. 16, The Lens which I used in the se

cond and eighth Experiments, being placed six

Feet and an Inch distant from any Object, col

lected the Species of that Object by the' mean

refrangible Rays at the distance of six Feet and

an Inch from the Lens on the other side. And

therefore by the foregoing Rule it ought to col

lect the Species of that Object by the least re

frangible Rays at the distance of six Feet and

3-? Inches from the Lens ^ and by the most re

frangible
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frangible ones at the distance of five Feet and

i of Inches from it: So that between the two

places where these least and most refrangible

Kays collect the Species, there maybe the di

stance of about si Inches. For by that Rule,

as six Feet and an Inch (the distance of the Lens

from the lucid Object ) is to twelve Feet and

two inches (the distance of the lucid Objedl

from the Focus of the mean refrangible Rays)

that is, as one is to two, so is the zy-th. part

of six Feet and -an Inch (the distance between

the Lens and the fame Focus) to the distance

between the Focus of the most refrangible Rays

and the Focus of the least refrangible ones,

which is therefore Inches, that is very near

ly 57 Inches. Now to know whether this mea

sure was true, I repeated the second and eighth

Experiment with coloured Light , which was

less compounded than that I there made use

of: For I now separated the heterogeneous

Rays from one another by the method I de

scribed in the eleventh Experiment, so as to

make a coloured Spectrum about twelve or fif

teen times longer than broad. This Spectrum

I cast on a printed Book, and placing the above-

mentioned Lens at the distance of six Feet and

an Inch from this Spectrum to collect fehe Spe

cies of the illuminated Letters at the fame di

stance on the other side, I found that the Spe

cies of the Letters illuminated with blue were

nearer to the Lens than those illuminated with

deep red by about three Inches or three and a

quarter : but the Species of the Letters illumi

nated with indigo and violet appeared so con

fused
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fused and indistinct, that I could not read them:

Whereupon viewing the Prism, I found it was

full ofVeins running from one end of the Glass

to the other ; fo that the Refraction could not

be regular. I took another Prism therefore

which was free from Veins, and instead of the

Letters I used two or three parallel black I^ines

a little broader than the stroakes of the Let

ters, and casting the Colours upon these-Lines

in such manner that the Lines ran along the

Colours from one end of the Spectrum to the

other, I found that the Focus where the indigo,

_ or confine of this Colour and violet cast the

Species of the black Lines most distinctly, to

be about four Inches or 4? nearer to the Lens

than the Focus where the deepest red cast the

Species of the fame black Lines most distinct

ly. The violet was so faint and dark, that I

could not discern the Species of the Lines di

stinctly by that Colour; and therefore consi

dering that the Prism was made of a dark co

loured Glass inclining to green, I took another

Prism of clear white Glass ; but the Spectrum

of Colours which this Prism made had long

white streams of faint Light shooting out from

both ends of the Colours, which made me con

clude that something was amiss ; and viewing,

the Prism , I found two or three little bubbles

in the Glass which refracted the Light irregu

larlyJ Wherefore I covered that part of the Glass

with black Paper, and letting the Light pass

through another part of it which was free from

such bubbles, the Spectrum of Colours became

free from those irregular Streams of Light, and

was
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was now such as I desired. But still I found

the violet so dark and faint, that I could scarce

see the Species of the Lines by the violet, and

not at all by the deepest part of it , which was

next the end of the Spectrum. I suspected '

therefore that this faint and dark Colour might

be allayed by that scattering Light which was

refracted, and reflected irregularly, partly by

some very small bubbles in the Glasses, and

partly by the inequalities of their Polish : which

Light, tho' it was but little, yet it being of a

white Colour, might suffice to affect the Sense

so strongly as to disturb the Phænomena of that

weak and dark Colour the violet , and there

fore I tried, as in the i2th, 13th and 14th Ex

periments, whether the Light of this Colour

did not consist of a sensible mixture of heteroge

neous Rays, but found it did not. Nor did the

/ Refractions cause any other sensible Colour than

violet to emerge out of this Light, as they

would have done- out of white Light, and by

consequence out of this violet Light had it been

sensibly compounded with white Light. And

therefore I concluded, that the reason why I

could not see the Species of the Lines distinct

ly by this Colour, was only the darkness of this

Colour and thinness of its Light, and its di

stance from the Axis of the Lens ; I divided

therefore those parallel black Lines into equal

parts, by which I might readily know the di

stances of the Colours in the Spectrum from

one another, and noted the distances of the

Lens from the Foci of such Colours as cast the

Species of the Lines distinctly, and then consi

dered
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dered whether the difference of those distances

bear such proportion to 5-\ Inches, the greatest

difference of the distances which the Foci of

the deepest red and violet ought to have from

the Lens , as the distance of the observed Co

lours from one another in the Spectrum bear to

the greatest distance of the deepest red and

violet measured in the rectilinear fides of the

Spectrum, that is, to the length of those Sides

or Excess of the length of the Spectrum above

its breadth. And my Observations were as fol

lows.

When I. observed and compared the deepest

sensible red, and the Colour in the Confine of

green and blue , which at the rectilinear Sides

of the Spectrum was distant from it half the

length of those Sides, the Focus where the Con

fine of green and blue cast the Species of the

Lines distinctly on the Paper,, was nearer to the

Lens than the Focus where the red cast those

Lines distinctly on it by about 24 or i\ Inches.

For sometimes the Measures were a little great

er, sometimes a little less, but seldom varied

from one another above ~ of an Inch. For it

was very difficult to define the places of the

Foci, without some little Errors. Now if tlie

Colours distant half the length of the Image,

(measured at fts rectilinear Sides) give 24 or 2\

difference of the distances of their Foci from

the Lens , then the Colours distant the whole

length ought to give 5 or 5? Inches difference

of those distances.

But here it's to be noted , that I could not

fee the red to the full end of the Spectrum ,

but
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but only to the center of the Semicircle which

bounded that end , or a little farther ; and

therefore I compared this red not with that

Colour which was exactly in the middle of the

Spectrum , or Confine or green and blue , but

with that which verged a little more to the blue

than to the green: And as I reckoned the

whole length of the Colours not to be the whole

length of the Spectrum, but the length of its

rectilinear Sides, so completing the semicircu

lar Ends into Circles , when either of the ob

served Colours fell within those Circles, I mea

sured the distance of that Colour from the se

micircular end of the Spectrum , and subduct

ing half this distance from the measured di

stance of the two Colours, I took the remain

der for their corrected distance 5 and in these

Observations set down this corrected distance

for the difference of the distances of their Foci

from the Lens. For as the length of the recti

linear Sides of the Spectrum would be the who'e

length of all the Colours, were the Circles of

which (as we (hewed) that Spectrum consist's

contracted and reduced to physical Points, so

in that case this corrected distance would be the

real distance of the two observed Colours.

When therefore 1 farther observed the deep

est sensible red, and that blue w hose corrected

distance from it was parts of the length of

the rectilinear Sides of the Spectrum, the dif

ference of the distances of their Foci -from the

Lens was about 3^ Inches, and as 7 to 1i so is

3-? to 51.

When
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When I observed the deepest sensible red,

and that indigo whose corrected distance was

tt or 4 of the length of the rectilinear Sides of

the Spectrum, the difference of the distances of

their Foci from the Lens, was about 3-f- Inches,

and as z to 3 so is 3-} to 54.

When I observed the deepest sensible red ,

and that deep indigo whose corrected distance

from one another was or ^ of the length of

the rectilinear Sides of the Spectrum , the dif

ference of the distances of their Foci from the

Lens was about 4 Inches ; and as 3 to 4 so is 4

to si-

•When I observed the deepest sensible red,

and that part of the violet next the indigo,

whose corrected distance from the red was 4^J

or 4 of the length of the rectilinear Sides of the

Spectrum , the difference of the distances of

their Foci from the Lens was about 44 Inches,

and as 5 to 6, so is 44 to 54. For sometimes

when the Lens was advantagioufly placed, so

that its Axis respected the blue, and all things

else were well ordered, and the Sun shone clear,

and I .held my Eye very near to the Paper on

which the Lens cast the Species of the Lines, I

could fee pretty distinctly the Species of those

Lines by that part of the violet which was next

the indigo; and sometimes I could fee them

by above half the violet. For in making these

Experiments I had observed, that the Species

of those Colours only appear distinct which were

in or near the Axis of the Lens : So that if the

blue or indigo were in the Axis, I could fee

their Species distinctly ; and then the red ap

peared



peared niuch less distinct than before. Where*

fore I contrived to make the Spectrum of Co

lours shorter than before, so that both its ends

might be nearer to the Axis of the Lens. And

now its length was about 2*4 Inches and breadth

about 4 or 4 of an Inch. Also instead of the

black Lines on which the Spectrum was cast, I

made one black Line broader than those* that

I might fee its Species more easily? and this

Line I divided by short cross Lines into equal

parts, for measuring the distances of the obser

ved Colours. And now I could sometimes fee

the Species of this Line with its divisions al

most as far as the center of the semicircular

violet end of the Spectrum , and made these

farther Observations.

When I observed the deepest sensible red,and

that part of the Violet whose corrected distance

from it was about 4 parts of the rectilinear Sides

of the Spectrum the difference of the distances

of the Foci of those Colours from the Lens,

was one time 44, another time 4-$, another time

44 Inches , and as 8 to 9, so are 47, 4^ 44, to

ft, 544 respectively.

When I observed the deepest sensible red ,

and deepest sensible violet , ( the corrected di

stance of which Colours when all things were

ordered to the best advantage , and the Sun

flione very clear, was about 44 or 44 parts of

the length1Of the rectilinear Sides of the co

loured Spectrum) I found the difference of the

distances of their Foci from the Lens sometimes

4v sometimes and for the most part 5 In-

G cheS
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ches or thereabouts: and as n to 1% or i$ to

1 6, so is five Inches to ?4-or 5- Inches.

And by this progression of Experiments I sa

tisfied my self, that had the Light at the very

ends of the Spectrum been strong enough to

make the Species of the black Lines appear

plainly on the Paper, the Focus of the deepest

violet would have been found nearer to the

Lens, than the Focus of the deepest red, by a-

bout Inches at least. And this is a farther

evidence , that the Sines of Incidence and Re

fraction of the several sorts of Rays, hold the

fame proportion to one another in the smallest

Refractions which they do in the greatest.

Myprogress in making this nice and trouble

some Experiment I have set down more at large,

that they that mail try it after me may be aware

of the circumspection requisite to make it suc

ceed well. Aiid if they cannot make it suc

ceed so well as I did , they may notwithstand

ing collect by the proportion of the distance of

the Colours of the Spectrum, to the difference

of the distances of their Foci from the Lens,

what Would be the success in the more distant

Colours by a better trial. And yet if they use

a broader Lens than I did, and fix it to a long

straight Staff by means of which it may be rea

dily and truly directed to the Colour whose Fo

cus is desired , I question not but the Experi

ment will succeed better with thenhthan it did

with me. For I directed the Axis as nearly as I

could to the middle of the Colours, and then

the faint ends of the Spectrum being remote

from the Axis^ cast their Species less distinctly

on
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6ri the Paper than they would have done had

the Axis been successively directed to them.

Now by what has been said, it's certain that

the Rays which differ in Refrangibility do not

converge to the lame Focus, but if they flow

from a lucid point, as far from the Lens on one

side as their Foci are on the other, the Focus

of the most refrangible Rays mail be nearer to

the Lens than that of the "least refrangible, by

above the fourteenth part ofthe whole distance :

dnd if they flow from a lucid point, so very re

mote from the Lens that before their Incidence

they may be accounted parallel , the Focus of

the most refrangible Rays shall be nearer to the1

Lens than the Focus of the least refrangible,

by about the Z7th.0r z8th part Of their whole

distance from it. And the diameter of the Cir

cle in the middle space between those two Fo-»

ci which they illuminate when they fall there

on any Plane, perpendicular to the Axis (which

Circle is the least into which they can all be ga

thered) is about the 55th part of the diameter

of the Aperture of the Glass. So that 'tis a won

der that Telescopes represent Objects so distinct

as they do. But were all the Rays of Light e-

qually retrangible , the Error arising only from

the sphericalness of the Figures of Glasses would

be many hundred times less. For if the Object-

glass of a Telescope be Plano-convex, arid the

Plane side be turned towards the Object, and

the diameter of the Sphere whereof this Glass

is a segment, be called 0, and the semidiame-

ter of the Aperture of the Glass be called S,

and the Sine ofIncidence out of Glass into Air,

1 G % be
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Be to the Sine of Refraction as I to R : the Rays

which come parallel to the Axis of the Glalsr

sliall in the place where the Image of the Object

is most distinctly made, be scattered all over a

Ettle Circle whose diameter is x ?/ - very
lq D quad. J

nearly, as I gather by computings the Errors of

the Rays by the method of infinite Series, and

rejecting the Terms whose Quantities are in

considerable. As for instance, if the Sine of

incidence I, be to the Sine of Refraction R, as

lo to si, and if D the diameter of the Sphere

to which the convex fide of the Glass is ground*

be 100 Feet or i2oo Inches, and S the femidia-

meter of the Aperture be two Inches, the dia

meter of the little Circle (that is till— ) will

Lt xl) yuaa. '

be -—-— ' (or .'- ''' ' - J parts ot an Inch.
2c mo x 1 200 x 1 200 v 72000000-' r

But the diameter of the Kttle Circle through

which these Rays are scattered by Unequal Re

frangibility, will be about the 55th part of the

Aperture of the Object-glass which here is four

Inches. And therefore the Error arising from

the spherical Figure of the Glass, is to the Er

ror arising from the different Refrangibility of

the Rays, as^|^ to £ that is as r to 5449 5

and therefore being in comparison so very lit

tle, deserves not to be considered-

But you will fay, if the Errors caused by the

different Refrangibility be so very great, how

comes it to pass that Objects appear through

Telescopes so distinct as they do ? I answer, 'tis

* ''» because
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because the erring Rays are not scattered uni

formly over all that circular space, but collect

ed infinitely more densely in the center than in

any other part of the Circle, and in the way

from the center to the circumference grow

continually rarer and rarer, so as at the circum

ference to become infinitely rare ; and by rea

son of their rarity are not strong enough to be

visible , unless in the center and very near it.

Let ADE [in Fig. 27.]' represent one of those

Circles described with the Center C and Semi-

diameter AC, and let B FG be a smaller Circle

concentrick to the former, cutting with its'cir-

cumference the Diameter AC in B, and bisect

AC in N, and by my reckoning the Density of

the Light in any place B will be to its Density

in N, as AB to BC ; and the whole Light with

in the lesser Circle B F G, will be to the whole

Light within the greater AED, as the Excess

of the Square of AC above the Square of A B,

is to the Square of A C. As if B C be the fifth

part of AC, the Light will be four times den

ser in B than in N, and the whole Light within

the less Circle, will be to the whole Light with

in the greater, as nine to twenty five. Whence

it/s evident that the Light within the less Cir

cle, must strike the Sense much more strongly,

than that faint and dilated Light round about

between it and the circumference of the grea

ter. :

But it's farther to be noted, that the most lu

minous of the prismatick Colours are the yel

low and orange. These affect the Senses more

strongly than all the rest together, and next to

G 3 these
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these in strength are the red and green. The

blue compared with these is a faint and dark

Colour, and the indigo and violet are much

darker and fainter, so that these compared with

the stronger Colours are little to be regarded.

The Images of Objects are therefore to be pla

ced, not in the Focus pf the mean refrangible

Rays which are in the confine of green, and

blue, but in the Focus of those Rays which are

in the middle of the orange and yellow ; there

where the Colour is most luminous and fulgent,

that is in the brightest yellow, that yellow which

inclines more to orange than to green. And

by the Refraction of these Rays (whose Sines of

Incidence and Refraction in Glass are as 17 and

.f 1) the Refraction of Glass and Crystal for op

tical t/fes is to be measured. Let us therefore

place the Image of the Object in the Focus of

t these Rays, and all the yellow and orange will

fall, within a Circle , whose diameter is about

the 2yoth part of the diameter of the Aperture

of the Glass. And if you add the brighter half

of the red, (that half which is next the orange)

and the brighter half of the green, (that half

which is next the yellow) about three fifth

parts of the Light of these twp Colours will

fall within the fame Circle, and two fifth parts

Will fall without it round about ; and that which

falls without will be spread through almost as

much more space as that which falls within,

and so in the gross be almpst three times rarer.

Of the other half of the red and green, (that is

of the deep dark red and willow green) about

pne quarter will fall within this Circle, and
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three quarters without, and that which falls

without will be spread through about four or

five times more space than that which falls with

in ; and so in the gross be rarer , and if com

pared with the whole Light within it, will be

about t5 times rarer than all that taken in the

gross;, or rather more than 30 or 40 times ra

rer , because the deep red in the end of the

Spectrum of Colours made by a Prism is very

thin and rare, and the willow green is some

thing rarer than the orange and yellow. The

Light of these Colours therefore being so very

much rarer than that within the Circle, will

scarce affect the Sense, especially since the deep

red and willow green of this Light, are much

darker Colours than the rest. And for the fame

reason the blue and violet being much darker

Colours than these , and much more rarified,

may be neglected. For the dense and bright

Light of the Circle, will obscure the rare and

' weak Light of these dark Colours round about

it, and render them almost insensible. The

sensible Image of a lucid point is therefore

scarce broadej than a Circle whose diameter is

the 2foth part of the diameter of the Aperture

of the Object-glass of a good Telescope, or not

much broader, if you except a faint and dark mis

ty Light round about it, which a Spectator will

scarce regard. And therefore in a Telescope

whose aperture is four Inches, and length an

hundred Feet, it exceeds not 2" 45''", or 3". And

in a Telescope whole aperture is two Inches,

and length zo or 30 Feet, it may be f or 6"

and scarce above, And this answers well to

G 4 expe
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experience : For some Astronomers have found

the Diameters of the fix'd Stars, in Telescopes

of between 20 and 60 Feet in length, to be a-

bout 5" or 6"t or at most 8" or 10" in diame

ter. But if the Eye-Glass be tincted faintly

with the smoke of a Lamp or Torch, to ob^

scure the Light of the Star , the fainter Light

in the circumference of the Star ceases to be

visible, and the Star (if the Glass be sufficient

ly soiled with smoke) appears something more

like a mathematical Point. And for the same

reason, the enormous part of the Light in the

circumference of every lucid Point ought to

be less discernible in shorter Telescopes than in

longer, because the shorter transmit less Light

to the Eye.

Now that the fix'd Stars, by reason of their

immense distance, appear like Points, unless so

far as their Light is dilated by Refraction, may

appear from hence ; that when the Moon pair

ses over them and eclipses them, their Light

vanishes, not gradually like that of the Planets,

but all at once ; and in the end of the Eclipse

it returns into Sight all at once, or certainly in

less time than the second of a Minute ; the Re-r

fraction of the Moon's Atmosphere a little pror

tratting the time in which the Light of the Star

first vanishes, and afterwards returns into Sight.

Now if we suppose the sensible Image of a lu-

.cid Point, to be even 150 times narrower than

the aperture of the Glass : yet this Image would

be still much greater than if it were only from

the spherical Figure of the Glass. For were

it npt for the different Refrangibility of the

Rays,
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Rays , its breadth in an 100 Foot Telescope

whose aperture is^4 Inches would be but .

parts of an Inch, as is manifest by the foregoing

computation. And therefore in this cafe the

greatest Errors arising from the spherical Figure

of the Glass, would be to the greatest sensible

Errors arising from the different Refrangibility

of the Rays as zr~~— to ~ at molt, that is oh-
J 72000000 ZfO .

ly as 1 to i2oo. And this sufficiently shews that

it is not the spherical Figures of Glasses but the

different Refrangibility of the Rays which hin

ders the perfection of Telescopes.

There is another Argument by which it may

appear that the different Refrangibility of Rays,

is the true cause of she imperfection of Tele

scopes. For the Errors of the Rays arising

from the spherical Figures of Object-glasses, are

as the Cubes of the Apertures of the Object-

glasses ; and thence to make Telescopes of va

rious lengths , magnify with equal distinctness,

the Apertures of the Object-glasses, and the

Charges or magnifying Powers, ought to be a$

- the Cubes of the square Roots of their lengths ;

which doth not answer to experience. But the

Errors of the Rays arising from the different

Refrangibility, are as the Apertures of the Ob

ject-glasses, and thence to make Telescopes of

various lengths, magnify with equal distinctness,

their Apertures and Charges ought to be as the

square Roots of their lengths ; and this answers

to experience, as is well known. For instance>

a Telescope of 64 Feet in length, with an Aper

ture.
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ture of 2-' Inches, magnifies about i2o times,

with as much distinctness as one of a Foot in

length, with .} of an Inch aperture, magnifies

XS times.

Now were it not for this' different Refrangi-

bility of Rays, Telescopes might be brought to

a greater perfection than we have yet defcrib'd,

by composing the Object-Glass of two Glasses

with Water between them. LetADFC[inF/g-.

z8.] represent the Object-glass composed of two

Glasses ABED and BEFG, alike convex on the

outsides AGD and C H F, and alike concave

on the insides BME, BNE, with Water in

the concavity BMEN. Let the Sine of Inci

dence out of Glass into Air be as I to R, and

out of Water into Air as K to R, and by con

sequence out of Glass mt« Water, as I to K :

and let the diameter of the Sphere to which the

convex fides AGD and CHF are ground be

D, and the diameter of the Sphere to which

the concave sides BME and BNE are ground

be to D, as the Cube Root of KK—KI to the

Cube Root of RK—RI: and the Refractions

on the concave fides of the Glasses , will very

much correct the Errors of the Refractions on

the convex sides , so far as they arise from the

sphericalness of the Figure. And by this means

might Telescopes be brought to sufficient per

fection, were it not for the different Refrangi-

bility of several sorts of Rays. But by reason

fcf this different Refrangibility, I do not yet fee

any other means of improving Telescopes by

Refractions alone than that of increasing their

lengths, for which end the late Contrivance of
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Hugenius seems well accommodated. For ve

ry long Tubes are cumbersome, and scarce to

be readily managed , and by reason of their

length are very apt to bend, and' make by bend

ing so as to cause a continual trembling in the

Objects, whqreby it* becomes difficult to fee

them distinctly : whereas by his contrivance the

Glasses are readily manageable, and the Object-

glass being fix'd upon a strong upright Pole be

comes more steady.

Seeing therefore the Improvement of Tele

scopes of given lengths by Refractions is despe

rate; I contrived heretofore a Perspective by

"Reflexion, using instead of an Object-glass a

concave Metal. The diameter of the Sphere

to which the Metal was ground concave was a-

bout , 2f English Inches , and. by consequence

the length of the Instrument about six Inches

and a quarter. The Eye-glass was Piano-con-

yex, and the diameter of the Sphere to which

the convex fide was ground was about 4- of an

Inch , or a little less , and by consequence it

magnified between 30 and 40 times. By ano

ther way of measuring I found that it magnified

about 35- times. The concave Metal bore an

Aperture of an Inch and a third part ; but the

Aperture was limited not by an opake Circle,

covering the Limb of the Metal round about,

but by an opake Circle placed between the Eye

glass and the Eye , and perforated in the mid

dle with a little round hole for the Rays to pass

through to the Eye. For this Circle by being

placed here, stopp'd much of the erroneous

Light , which otherwise would have disturbed
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the Vision. By comparing it with a pretty good

Perspective of four Feet in length, made with

a concave Eye-glass, I could read at a greater

distance with my own Instrument than with the

Glass. Yet Objects appeared much darker in

it than in the Glass, and that partly because

more Light was lost by Reflexion in the Metal,

than by Refraction in the Glass, and partly be

came my Instrument was overcharged. Had it

magnified but 30 or 25 times it would have

made the Object appear more brisk and plea

sant. Two of these I made about 16 Years a-

go, and have one of them still by me by which

I can prove the truth of what I write. Yet it

is not so good as at the first. For the concave

has been divers times tarnished and cleared a-

gain, by rubbing it with very soft Leather. When

I made these, an Artist in London undertook to

imitate it ; but using another way of polishing

them than I did, he fell much short of what I

had attained to, as I afterwards understood by

discoursing the under Workman he had em

ployed. The Polish I used was in this man

ner. I had two round Copper Plates each

iix Inches in diameter, the one convex the o-

ther concave, ground very true to one another.

On the convex I ground the Object-Metal or

Concave which was to be polifli'd, till it had

taken the Figure of the Convex and was ready

for a Polish. Then I pitched over the convex

very thinly, by dropping melted Pitch upon it

and warming it to keep the Pitch soft, whilst

I ground it with the concave Copper wetted

to make it spread eavenly all over the convex,

r.'j Thus
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Thus by working it well I made it as thin as a

Groat, and after the convex was cold I ground

it again to give it as true a Figure as I could.

Then I took Putty which I had made very fine

by washing it from all its groiler Particles^ and;

laying a little of this upon the: Pitch, I ground

it upon the Pitch with the concave Copper till

it had done making a noise ; and then upon the

Pitch I grounji the Object-Metal with a brisk

motion, for about two or three Minutes of,

time , leaning hard upon it. Then I put freih

Putty upon the Pitch and ground it again till it

had done making a noise, and afterwards ground

the Object-Metal upon it as before. And this-

Work I repeated till the Metal was polithed,

grinding it the last time with all my strength

for a good while together, and frequently

breathing upon the Pitch to keep it moilt with

out laying on any more fresh Putty. The Ob

ject-Metal was two Inches broad and about one

third part of an Inch thick, to keep it from

bending. I had two of these Metals, and when

I had polished them both I tried which was

best, and ground the other again to see if I could

make it better than that which I kept. , And

thus by many Trials I learn'd the way of po

lishing, till I made those two reflecting Perspe

ctives I spake of above. For this Art of po

lishing will be better learn'd by repeated Pra^

ctice than by myDescription. Before I ground

the Object-Metal on the Pitch, I always ground

the Putty on it with the concave Copper till it

had done making a noise , because if the Parti

cles of the Putty were not by this means made
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to stick fast in the'Piteh, they would by rolling

up and down grate and fret the Object-Metal'

and rill it full of little , holes.

But because Metal is more difficult to polish

than Glass, and is afterwards very apt to be

spoiled by tarnishing, and reflects not so much

Light as Glass quick-silver'd over does : I would,

propound to use instead of the Metal, a Glass

ground concave on the forefide ,*and as miich'

convex on the back-fide, and quick-silver'd o-

ver on the convex side. The Glass must be e-

very where of the fame thickness exactly. O-

therwise it will make Objects look colour'd and

indistinct. By such a Glass I tried about five or

six Years ago to make a reflecting Telescope of

four Feet in length to magnify about 150 times,

and I satisfied my self that there wants nothing

but a good Artist to bring the Design to perfe-^

ction. For the Glass being wrought by one of

our London Artists after such a manner as they

grind Glasses for Telescopes, tho' it seemed as

well wrought as the Object-glasses use to be, yet

when it was quick-silver'd, the Reflexion dis

covered innumerable Inequalities all over the

Glass. And by reason ofjihese Inequalities, Ob^

jects appeared indistinct in this Instrument. For

the Errors of reflected Rays caused by any In

equality of the Glass, are about six times great

er than the Errors of refracted Rays caused by

the like Inequalities. Yet by this Experiment

I satisfied my self that the Reflexion on the

concave side of the Glass, which I feared would

disturb the Vision, did no sensible prejudice to

it, and by consequence that nothing is wanting

... to
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to perfect these Telescopes, but good Work

men who can grind and polish Glasses truly

spherical. An Object-glass of a fourteen Foot

Telescope, made by an Artificer at London, I

once mended considerably , by grinding it on

Pitch with Putty, and leaning very easily on it

in the grinding, lest the Putty mould scratch it.

Whether this way may not do well enough for

polishing these reflecting Glasses, I have not yet

tried. But he that shall try either this or any

other way of polishing which he may think bet

ter, may do well to make his Glasses ready for

polishing by grinding them without that vio

lence, wherewith our London Workmen press

their Glasses in grinding. For by such violent

pressure, Glasles arc apt to bend a little in the

grinding, and such bending will certainly spoil

their Figure. To recommend therefore the

consideration of these reflecting Glasses, to such

Artists as are curious in figuring Glasses, I mall

describe this optical Instrument in the follow

ing Proposition.

ana as much convex on the backside CD, so

that it be every where of an equal thickness.

Let it not be thicker on one side than on the

other, lest it make Objects appear colour'd and

 

TROT. Yn> Prob. IL|

To shorten Telescopes.

ABDC [in Fig. 29.] represent a Glass

;rically concave on the foreside AB,

indi-



indistinct, and let it be very truly wrought and

quick-silver'd over on the backside ; and set in

the Tube VXYZ which must be very black

within. Let EFG represent a Prism of Glass

or Crystal placed near the other end of the

Tube, in the middle of it, by means of a han

dle of Brass or Iron FGK, to the end of which

made flat it is cemented. Let this Prism be

rectangular atE, and let the other two Angles

at F and G be accurately equal to each other,

and by consequence equal to half right ones,

and let the plane fides FE and GE be square,

and by consequence the third side F G a rectan

gular Parallelogram, whose length is to its

breadth in a subduplicate proportion of two to

one. Let it be so placed in the Tube , that

the Axis of the Speculum may pass through the

middle of the square side E F perpendicularly,

and by consequence through the middle of the

side F G at an Angle of 45 Degrees, and let the

side E F be turned towards the Speculum, and

the distance of this Prism from the Speculum

be such that the Rays of the Light PQ, RS, &c.

which are incident upon the Speculum in Lines

parallel to the Axis thereof, may enter thePrism

at the side EF, and be reflected by the side

F G, and thence go out of it through the side

GE, to the point T which must be the com

mon Focus of the Speculum ABDC, and of a

Plano-convexEye-glass H, through which those

Rays must pass to the Eye. And let the Rays

at their coming out of the Glass pass through

a small round hole, or aperture made in a lit

tle plate of Lead, Brass, or Silver, wherewith

br;l the
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the Glass is to be covered, which hole must be

no bigger than is necessary for Light enough

to pass through. For so it will render the Ob

ject distinct, the Plate in which 'tis made inter

cepting all the erroneous part of the Light

which comes from the verges of the Speculum

AB. Such an Instrument well made* if it be'

fix Foot long, (reckoning the length from thdi

Speculum to the Prism, and thence to the Fo

cus T) will bear an aperture of fix Inches at the

Speculum, and magnify between two and three

hundred times. But the hole H here limits

the aperture with more advantage, than if the

aperture was placed at the Speculum. If the'

Instrument be made longer or shorter, the aper

ture must be in proportion as the Cube of the

square-square Root of the length, and the mag

nifying as the aperture. But it's convenient that

the Speculum be an Inch or two broader than

the aperture at the least, and that the Glass of

the Speculum be thick, that it bend not in the

working. The Prism EFG must be no bigger

than is necessary, and its back fide F G must

not be quick-filver'd over. For without quick

silver it will reflect all the Light incident On it

from the Speculum.

In this Instrument the Object will be invert

ed j but may be erected by making the square

'sides EF and EG of the Prism E FG not plane

but spherically convex, that the Rays may cross

«s well before they come at it as afterwards

between it and the Eye-glass. If it be desired

that the Instrument bear a larger aperture, that

H may
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may be also done by composing the Speculum

of two Glasses with Water between them.

If the Theory of making Telescopes could at

length be fully brought into practice, yet there

would be certain Bounds beyond which Tele

scopes could not perform. For the Air through

which we look upon the Stars , is in a perpe

tual Tremor ; as may be seen by the tremulous

Motion of Shadows cast from high Towers,

and by the twinkling of the fk'd Stars. But

these Stars do not twinkle when viewed through

Telescopes which have large apertures. For

the Rays of Light which pass through divers

parts of the aperture, tremble each of them a-

part, and by means of their various and some

times contrary Tremors , fall at one and the

fame time upon different points in the bottom

of the Eye, and their trembling Motions are too

quick* and confused to be perceived severally.

And all these illuminated Points constitute one

broad lucid Point, composed of those many

trembling Points confusedly and insensibly mix

ed with one another by very short and swift

Tremors, and thereby cause the Star to appear

broader than it is, and without any trembling

of the whole. LongTelescopes may cause Ob

jects to appear brighter and larger than short

ones can do, but they cannot be so formed as

to take away that confusion of the Rays which

arises from the Tremors of the Atmosphere.

The only remedy is a most serene and quiet Air,

such as may perhaps be found on the tops of

the highest Mountains above the grosser Clouds.

THE
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FIRST BOOK

OPTICKS.

; part n.

TROT. I Theor. t

The Thœnomena of Colours in refraffed or re-

fieBed Light are not caused by new Modifi

cations of the Light varioujly impress'd9 ac

cording to the various Terminations of the

Light and Shadow.

The Proof by Experiments.

Exper. x.KSBHQR if the Sun shine into a

Spffl very dark Chamber through

i^^^m an oblong hole F, [in Fig. i.]

'^^^ whose breadth is the sixth or

eighth part of an Inch, or something less ; and

his beam F H do afterwards pass first through a

H * very
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very large Prism ABC, distant about 2,0 Feet

from the hole, and parallel to it, and then (with

its white part) through an oblong hole H, whose

breadth is about the fortieth or sixtieth part of

an Inch, and which is made in a black opake

BodyG I, and placed at the distance of two or

three Feet from the Prism , in a parallel Situa

tion both to the Prism and to the former hole,

and if this white Light thus trasmitted through

the hoie H, fall afterwards upon a white Paper

/ t, placed after that hole H, at the distance of

three, or four Feet from it,, and there paint the

usual "Colours of the Prism , suppose red at ?,

yellow at j, green at r, blue at q, and Violet

at p ; you may with an Iron Wire, or any such

like slender opake Body, whose breadth is a-

bout the tenth part of an Inch, by intercepting

of the Colours at /, j-, r, q or whilst the other

Colours remain upon the Paper as before ; or

with an Obstacle something bigger you may'

take away any two, or three, or four Colours

together, the rest remaining: So that any one

of the Colours as well as violet may become

outmost in the Confine of the Shadow towards

p, and any one of them as well as red may be

come outmost in the Confine of the Shadow

towards t, and any one of them may also bor

der upon the Shadow made within the Colours

by the Obstacle R intercepting some interme

diate part of the Light ; and, lastly, any one of

them oy being left alone may border upon the

Shadow on either hand. All the Colours have

themselves indifferently to any Confines of Sha-

the Ra'

 

take away any one

dow,



dow, and therefore the differences of these Co

lours from one another, do not arise from the

different Confines of Shadow, whereby Light

is variously modified , as has hitherto been the

Opinion of Philosophers. In trying these things

'tis to be observed, that by how much the holes

F and H are narrower , and the Intervals be

tween them, and the Prism greater, . and the

Chamber darker, by so much the better doth

the Experiment succeed ; provided the Light

be not so far diminished, but that the Colours

at p t be sufficiently visible. To procure a.Prism

of solid Glass large enough for this Experiment

will be difficult, and therefore a prismatick

Vessel must be made of polifli'd Glass Plates ce

mented together, and filled with salt Water or

clear Oil.

Exper. z. The Sun's Light let into a dark

Chamber through the round hole F, [in Fig.z.~]

half an Inch wide, passed first through the Prism

ABC placed at the hole, and then through a

Lens P T something more than four Inches

broad, and about eight Feet distant from the

Prism , and thence converged to O the Focus

of the Lens distant from it about three Feet ,

and there fell upon a white Paper D E. If that

Paper was perpendicular to that Light incident

upon it, as 'tis represented in the posture DE,

all the Colours upon it at O appeared white.

But if the Paper being turned about an Axis

parallel to the Prism, became very much incli

ned to the Light as 'tis represented in the Po

sitions d e and h ; the fame Light in the one

case appeared yellow and red, in the other blue.

H 3 Here
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Here one and the same part of the Light in

one and the same place, according to the va

rious Inclinations of the Paper, appeared in one

case white, in another yellow or red, in a third

blue, whilst the Confine of Light and Shadow,

and the Refractions of the Prism in all these ca

ses remained the fame.

Exfer. 3. Such another Experiment may be

more easily tried as follows. Let a broad beam

of the Sun's Light coming into a dark Cham

ber through a hole in the Window-shut be re

fracted by a large Prism ABC , [in Fig, 3.]

whose refracting Angle C is more than 60 De

grees, and so soon as it comes out of the Prism

let it fall upon the white Paper DE glewed up

on a stiff Plane; and this Light, when the Pa

per is perpendicular to it, as 'tis represented in

D E, will appear perfectly white upon the Pa

per, but when the Paper is very much ihclin'd

to it in such a manner as to keep always paral

lel to the Axis of the Prism , the whiteness of

the whole Light upon the Paper will according

to the inclination of the Paper this way or that

way, change either into yellow and red, as in

the posture de, or into blue and violet, as in

the posture h. And if the Light before it fall

upon the Paper be twice refracted the fame

way by two parallel Prisms, these Colours will

become the more conspicuous. Here all the .

middle parts of the broad beam of white Light

which fell upon the Paper, did without any

Confine of Shadow to modify it , become co-

lour'd all over with one uniform Colour , the

Colour being always the fame in the middle of

. ' ; the
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the Paper as at the edges, and this Colour chan

ged according to the various Obliquity of the

reflecting Paper, without any change in the Re

fractions or Shadow, or in the Light which fell

upon the Paper. And therefore these Colours

are to be derived from some other Cause than

the new Modifications of Light by Refractions ,

and Shadows.

If it be asked , What then is their Cause ? I

answer, That the Paper in the posture de, be

ing more oblique to the more refrangible Rays

than to the less refrangible ones, is more strong

ly illuminated by the latter than by the former,

and therefore the less refrangible Kays are pre

dominant in the reflected Light. And where-

ever they are predominant in any Light they

tinge it with red or yellow, as may in some rrfea-

fure appear by the first Proposition of the first

Book, and will more fully appear hereafter.

And the contrary happens in the posture of the

Paper h, the more refrangible Rays being then

predominant which always tinge Light with

blues and violets.

Exfer.^. The Colours ofBubbles with which

Children play are various, and change their Si

tuation variously, without any respect to any

Confine of Shadow. If such a Bubble be co-

ver'd with a concave Glass, to keep it from be

ing agitated by any Wind or Motion of the Air,

the Colours will slowly and regularly change

their Situation , even whilst the Eye , and the

Bubble, and all Bodies which emit any Light,

,dr cast any Shadow, remain unmoved. And

therefore their Colours arise from some regular

H 4 / cause
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Cause which depends not on any Confine of

Shadow. What this Cause is will be shewed in

the next Book.

To these Experiments may be added the

tenth Experiment of the first Book, where the

Sun's Light in a dark Room being trajected

through the parallel Superficies of two Prisms

tied together in the form of a Parallelopipede,

became totally of one uniform yellow or red

Colour, at its emerging out of the Prisms,

Here, in the production of these Colours , the

Confine of Shadow can have nothing to do.

For the Light changes from white to yellow,

orange and red successively, without any alte

ration of the Confine of Shadow : And at both

edges of the emerging Light where the con

trary Confines of Shadow ought to produce

different Effects, the Colour is one and the

fame, whether it be white, yellow, orange or

red: And in the middle of the emerging Light,

where there is no Confine of Shadow at all, the

Colour is the very fame as at the edges, the

whole Light at its very first Emergence being

of one uniform Colour, whether white, yellow,

orange or red, and going on thence perpetual

ly without any change of Colour, such as the

Confine of Shadow is vulgarly supposed to work

in refracted Light after its Emergence. Nei-

, ther can these Colours arise from any new Mo

difications of the Light by Refractions, because

they change successively from white to yellow,

orange and red, while the Refractions remain

the fame, and a|so because the Refractions are

made contrary ways by parallel Superficies which

destroy



destroy one anothers Effects. They, arise not

therefore from any Modifications ofLight made

by Refractions and Shadows, but have some o-

ther cause. What that Cause is we shewed a-

bove in this tenth Experiment , and need not

here repeat it.

. There is yet another material circumstance

of this Experiment. For this emerging Light

being by a third Prism HIK [in Fig. 22. Tart i.]

refracted towards the Paper PT, and there paint

ing the usual Colours of the Prism, red, yellow,

green, blue, violet: If these Colours arose from

the Refractions of that Prism modifying the

Light, they would not be in the Light before

its Incidence on that Prism. And yet in that

Experiment we found that when by turning

the two first Prisms about their common Axis

all the Colours were made to vanish but the

red ; the Light which makes that red being

left alone , appeared of the very fame red Co

lour before its Incidence on the third Prism.

And in general we find by other Experiments *

that when the Rays which differ in Refrangibi-

lity are separated from one another, and any

one sort of them is considered apart, the Co

lour of the Light which they compose cannot

be changed by any Refraction or Reflexion

whatever, as it ought to be were Colours no

thing else than Modifications of Light caused

by Refractions, and Reflexions, and Shadows.

This unchangeableness of Colour I am now to

describe in the following Proposition.

TROT.
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TROT. H. Theor. n.

y^// homogeneal Light has itsproper Colour an

swering to itsfDegree of Refrangibility^ dnd

that Colour cannot be changed by Reflexions

and Refractions.

IN the Experiments of the fourth Proposition

of the first Book, when I had separated the

heterogeneous Rays from one another, the Spe

ctrum ft formed by the separated Rays, did

in the progress from its end p , on which the

most refrangible Rays fell, unto its other end t,

on which the least refrangible Rays fell, appear

tinged with this series of Colours, violet, indi

go, blue, green, yellow, orange, red, together

with all their intermediate degrees in a conti

nual Succession perpetually varying. So that

there appeared as many degrees of Colours, as

there were forts of Rays differing in Refrangi-

bility.

Exper. 5'. Now that these Colours could not

be changed by Refraction, I knew by refracting

with a Prism sometimes one very little part of

this Light, sometimes another very little part,

as is described in the twelfth Experiment of

the first Book. For by this Refraction the Co

lour of the Light was never changed in the least.

If any part of the red Light was refracted, it

remained totally of the fame red Colour as be

fore. No orange, no yellow, no green or blue,

no other new Colour was produced by that

Refraction. Neither did the Colour any ways

change by repeated Refractions, but continued

. :*. . • always
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always the fame red entirely as at first. The

like constancy and immutability I found also in

the blue, green, and other Colours. So also if

I looked through a Prism upon any Body illu

minated with any part of this homogeneal Light,

as in the fourteenth Experiment ofthe first Book

is described ; I could not perceive any new Co

lour generated this way. All Bodies illumina

ted with compound Light appear through Prisms

confused (as was said above) and tinged with

various new Colours, but those illuminated with

homogeneal Light appeared through Prisms

neither lei's distinct, nor otherwise colour'd ,

than when viewed with the naked Eyes. Their

Colours were not in the least changed by the

Refraction of the interposed Prism. I speak

here of a sensible change of Colour : For the

Light which I here call homogeneal, being not

absolutely homogeneal , there ought to arise

some little change of Colour from its hetero

geneity. But if that heterogeneity was so lit

tle as it might be made by the said Experiments

of the fourth Proposition, that change was not

sensible, and therefore in Experiments, where

Senle is Judge, ought to be accounted none

at all.

Exper. 6. And as these Colours were not

changeable by Refractions, so neither were they

by Reflexions. For all white, grey, red, yel

low, green, blue, violet Bodies, as Paper, Aslies,

red Lead, Orpiment, Indico, Bise, Gold, Sil

ver, Copper, Grass, blue Flowers, Violets,

Bubbles of Water tinged with various Colours,

Peacock's Feathers, the Tincture of Lignum

Nepkri



Nephriticum, and such like, in red homogeneal

Light appeared totally red, in blue Light to

tally blue, in green Light totally green, and so

of other Colours. In the homogeneal Light

of any Colour they all appeared totally of that

fame Colour, with this only difference, that

some of them reflected that Light more strong

ly, others more faintly. I never yet found any

Body which by reflecting homogeneal Light

could sensibly change its Colour.

From all which it is manifest, that if the Sun's

Light consisted of but one fort of Rays, there

would be but one Colour in the whole World,

nor would it be possible to produce any new-

Colour by Reflexions and Refractions, and by

consequence that the variety of Colours de

pends upon the composition of Light.

"DEFINITION.

THE homogeneal Light and Rays which

appear red, or rather make Objects ap

pear so, I call Rubrific or Red-making ; those

which make Objects appear yellow, green, blue

and violet, I call Yellow-making, Green-ma

king, Blue-making, Violet-making, and so of

the rest. And if at any time I speak of Light

and Rays as coloured or endued with Colours,

I would be understood to speak not philoso

phically and properly, but grossly, and accor

dingly to such Conceptions as vulgar People in

seeing all these Experiments would be apt to

frame. For the Rays to speak properly are not

coloured. In them there is nothing else than a

certain
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certain power and disposition to stir up a Sen

sation of this or that Colour. For as Sound in

a Bell or musical String, or other sounding Bo

dy, is nothing but a trembling Motion, and in

the Air nothing but that Motion propagated

from the Object, and in the Sensorium 'tis a

Sense of that Motion under the form of Sound ;

so Colours in the Object are nothing but a Dis

position to reflect this or that sort of Rays more

copiously than the rest ; in the Rays they are

nothing but their Dispositions to propagate this

or that Motion into the Sensorium, and in the

Sensorium they are Sensations of those Motions

under the forms of Colours.

TROT. HI. Prob. I.

To define the Refrangibility ofthe severalsorl

of homogeneal Light answering to the seve

ral Colours.

EOR determining this Problem I made the

following Experiment.

Exper. 7. When I had caused the rectili

near sides AF, GM, [in Fig. 4.] of the Spe

ctrum of Colours made by the Prism to be di

stinctly defined , as in the fifth Experiment of

the first Part is described, there were found in

it all the homogeneal Colours in the fame or

der and situation one among another as in the

Spectrum of simple Light, described in the

fourth Proposition of that Part. For the Cir

cles of which the Spectrum of compound Light

PT
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PT is composed, and which in the middle parts

of the Spectrum interfere and are intermix'd

with one another, are not intermix'd in their

outmost parts where they touch those rectili

near sides A F and G M. And therefore in

those rectilinear sides when distinctly defined,

there is no new Colour generated by Refra

ction. I observed also, that if any where be

tween the two outmost Circles TMF and

PGA a right Line, as yf, was cross to the

Spectrum, so as at both ends to fall perpendi

cularly upon its rectilinear sides, there appear

ed one and the fame Colour and degree of Co

lour from one end of this Line to the other, f

delineated therefore in a Paper the perimeter

of the Spectrum FAPGMT, and in trying

the third Experiment of the first Book, I held

the Paper so that the Spectrum might fall upon

this delineated Figure, and agree with it exact

ly, whilst an Assistant whose Eyes for distinguish

ing Colours were more critical than mine, did

by right Lines */3, y$, e£ &c. drawn cross the

Spectrum , note the Confines of the Colours,

that is of the red M <*|3 F, of the orange ay £/3,

of the yellow yil)> of the 'green «>? 0 £ of the

blue >?;x0, of the indico iAjm.*, and of the vio

let a G A p. And this Operation being divers

times repeated both in the fame and in several

Papers , I found that the Observations agreed

well enough with one another, and that the

rectilinear sides MG and FA were by the said

cross Lines divided after the manner of a mu-

V steal Chord. Let GM be produced to X, that

MX may be equal to GM, and conceive

GX,
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GX, aX, iX, ^X, «X, yX, aX, MX, to be.

in proportion to one another, as the numbers,-

U 4, 4, tj .», 4, and so to represent the-

Chords of the Key, and of a Tone, a third Mi

nor, a fourth, a fifth, a sixth Major, a seventh .

and an eighth above that Key: And the Inter- :

vals M<«, <ty, >fi* «a, and aG, will be -

the Spaces which the several Colours (red, o- -

range, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet)

take up.

Now these Intervals or Spaces subtending the

differences of the Refractions of the Rays go

ing to the limits of those Colours, thas is, to

the Points-M, <*, y, e, »?, <, a, G, may without

any sensible Error be accounted proportional

to the differences of the Sines of Refraction of

those Rays having one common Sine of Inci

dence, and therefore since the common Sine of

Incidence of the most and least refrangible Rays .

out of Glass into Air was (by a method descri

bed above) found in proportion to their Sines

of Refraction, as 50 to 77 and 78, divide the-

difference between the Sines of Refraction 77 •

and 78, as.the Line G M is divided by those

Intervals^^u will have 77, 774, 774, 77t, 77t>'

77t, ,77v, 78, the Sines of Refraction of those

Rays out of Glass into Air, their common Sine

of Incidence being so. So then the Sines of

the Incidences of all the red-making Rays out

of Glass into Air, were to the Sines of their Re

fractions, not greater than jo to 77, nor less

than 50 to 77?, but they varied from one ano

ther according to all intermediate proportions.

And the Sines of the Incidences of the green-

making
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making Rays were to the Sines of their Refra*

ctions in all proportions from that of 5:0 to 777,

unto that of 50 to 774. And by the like limits

abovementioned were the Refractions of the

Rays belonging to the rest of the Colours de

fined, the Sines of the red-making Rays extend

ing from 77 to 774, those of the orange-making

from 774 to 774, those of the yellow-making

from 774 to 774, those of the green-making

from 774 to 774, those of the blue-making from

774 to 77*-, those of the indigo-making from

774 to 77^ , and those of the violet from 77I

to 78.

These are the Laws of the Refractions made

out of Glass into Air, and thence by the third

Axiom of the first part of this Book, the Laws

of the Refractions made out of Air into Glass

are easily derived.

Exper. 8. I found moreover that when Light

goes out of Air through several contiguous re

fracting Mediums as through Water and Glass,

and thence goes out again into Air , whether

the refracting Superficies be parallel or inclin'd

to one another, that Light as often as bv con

trary Refractions 'tis so corrected, that^emer-

geth in Lines parallel to those in which it was

incident, continues ever after to be white. But

if the emergent Rays be inclined to the inci-^

dent, the whiteness of the emerging Light will

by degrees in passing on from the place of E-

mergence, become tinged in its edges with

Colours. This I tryed by refracting Light with

Prisms of Glass placed within a prismatickVes

sel of Water. Now those Colours argue a di

verging
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Merging and separation of the heterogeneous

Rays from one another by means of their une

qual Refractions* as iri what follows will more

fully appear. And, ori the contrary, she per

manent whiteness argues, that iri like hidden-',

ces of the Rays there is no such separation .of

the emerging Kays, and,by consequence no in

equality of their whole Refractions. .. Whence

I leem to gather the two followingTheorems.

t ( ; : t t , . ' ► *

i. The Excesses of the Sines of Refraction

6f severai forts of Rays above their common

Sine of Incidence when the Refractions are

made out of divers denser MediuniS. immedi

ately into one and the same rarer Medium, sup

pose of Air, are to one another in a given Pro-'

portion.

±. Tne Proportion of the Sine of Incidence

to the Sine of Refraction of one and the same

sort of Rays out of ohe Medium into another,

is composed of the Proportion Of the Sine of

Incidence td the Sine of Refraction' out of the*

first Medium into any third Medium; and ofthe

Proportion of the Sine of Incidence , to the Sine

of Refraction out of that third Medium into'

the second Medium.

By the first Thedrern the Refractions of the

Rays of every fort made out of any Medium in* ..

to Air are known by having the Refraction of

the Rays of; any one fort. As for instance* if

the Refractions of the Rays1 of every fort! out

t>f Rain-water into1 Air be desired,- let the com

mon Sine of Incidence out. of Glaf^into Ait be

f fu&i'
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Refraction, andsubducted from the Sines of

the Excesses will be %%> x7t, z7t, *7;b>7^,

zjj, zyg,2%. Suppose, now that the Sine of

Incidence of the least refrangible Rays be to

their Sine of Refraction out of Rain-water in-*

to Air as 3 to 4, and fay as 1 the difference of

those Sines is to 3 the Sine of Incidence, so is

zy the least of the Excesses above-mentioned,

to a fourth number 81 ; and 81 will be the

common Sine of Incidence out of Rain-water

into Air, to which Sine if you add all the a-

bovementioned Excesses you will have the de-

fired Sines of the Refractions 108, 1084* 1084*

1087, 'io&j£ io8T, 108^, 109. ...

By the latter Theorem the Refraction out of

one Medium into another is gathered as often

as you have the Refractions out of them both

into any third Medium. As if the Sine of In

cidence of anyRay out of Glass into Air be to

its Sine of Refraction, as zo. to 31, -and the Sine

of Incidence of the fame Ray out of Air into

Water, be to it's Sine of Refraction as 4 to 3 ;

the Sine of Incidence of that Ray out of Glass

into Water will be to its Sine of Refraction as;

2.0 to 31 and 4 to 3 jointly, that is, as the Fa-

ctum of zo and 4 to the Factum of 31 and

or as 80 to 93.

And these Theorems being admitted into Op-

ticks, there would be scope enough of hand

ling that Science voluminously after a new man

ner ; not only by teaching those things which

tend to the perfection of Vision, but also by

determining mathematically all kinds of Phæ-

nomena of Colours which could be produced

s by



by Refractions. For to do this, there is no-'

thing else requisite than to find out the Separa

tions of heterogeneous Rays, and their various

Mixtures and Proportions in every Mixture.

By- this way of arguing I invented almost all the

Phænomena described in these Books, beside

some others less necessary to the Argument;

and by the successes I met with in the Trials, I

dare promise, that to him who shall argue tru

ly , and then try all things with good Glasses

and sufficient Circumspection, the expected E-

vent will not be wanting. But he is first to

know what Colours will arise from any others'

mix'd in any assigned Proportion.

 

TROT. IV, Theor. III. -

Colours may be produced by Composition which

Jkall be like to the Colours ofhomogenealLight

as to the Appearance of Colour, but not as to

the Immutability of Colour and Constitution

of Light. And those Colours by how much^

they are more compounded by fo, much are they

less full and intense, and by too much Compo-

Jition they may be diluted and weaken d till .

they cease, and the Mixture becomes white or .

grey. There may be also Colours produced by

Composition, which are not fully like any of

the Colours of homogeneal Light.

FOR aMixture ofhomogeneal red and yel

low compounds an orange,' like in appea

rance of Colour to that orange which in the

I % series
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series' of unmixed prismatick Colours lies be-*

tween them ; but the Light of one, orange is

homogeneal as to Refrangibility., that of the

other is heterogeneal, and the Colour of the

one, if viewed through a Prism, remains.un-?

changed, that of the other is changed and re

solved into its component Colours red and yel

low. And after the fame manner other neigh

bouring homogeneal Colours may compound

new Colours, like the, intermediate homoge-;

neal ones, as yellow and green, the Colour be

tween them both, and afterwards, if blue be ad

ded, there will be made a green the middeCo

lour of the three which enter the Composition.

For the yellow and blue on either hand, if they

are equal in quantity they draw the intermedi

ate green equally towards themselves in Com

position, .and so keep it as it were in Æquilibrio,

that it verge not more to the yellow on the one

hand, than to the blue on the other, but by

their mix'd Actions remain still a middle Colour.

To this mix'd green there may be farther ad

ded some red and violet, and yet the green

will not presently cease but only grow lels full

and vivid, and by increasing the red and vio

let it will grow more and more dilute, until by

the prevalence of the added Colours it be over

come and turned into whiteness, or some other

Colour. So if to the Colour of any homoge

neal Light, the Sun's white Light composed of

all sorts of Rays be added, that Colour will not

vanish or change its Species but be diluted ,

and by adding more and more white it will be

diluted more and more perpetually. Lastly, if

** ' red
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red and violet be mingled, there will be gene-'

rated according to their various Proportions

various Purples, such as are not like in appear

ance to the Colour of any homogeneal Light,

and of these Purples mixd with yellow and

blue may be made other new Colours.

TROT, V. Theor. IV.

Whiteness and all grey Colours between white

and black, may be compounded of Colours., and

. the whiteness of the Sun's Light is compound

ed of all the primary Colours mix'd in a due

Proportion. ' .• . - t . '

The Proof by Experiments.

Exper. 9.' I *H:E Sun mining into a dark

1 Chamber through a littfe round

hole in the Window-shut, and his Light being

there refracted by a Prism to cast his coloured

Image PT [in Fig. 5.] upon the opposite Wall : I

held a white Paper V to that Image in such man

ner that it might be illuminated by the colour'd

Light reflected from thence, and yet not inter

cept any part of that Light in its passage from

the Prisin to the Spectrum. And I found that

when the Paper was held nearer to any Colour

than to the rest, it appeared of that Colour to

which it approached nearest; but when it was

equally or almost equally distant from all the

Colours , c so that it might be equally illumina

ted by themall it appeared white. Arid in this

last situation of the Paper, if feme Colours were/

^ ' I 3 inter-
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intercepted, the Paper lost its white Colour, and

appeared of the Colour of the rest of the Light

which -was not intercepted. So then the Pa-r

lours,, namely, red, yellow, green, blue and

vioiet, and every part of the Light retained its

proper Colour, until it was incident on the Pa

per, and became reflected thence to the Eye ;

ib that if it had been either alone (the rest of

the Light being intercepted) or if it had a-

bounded most and been predominant in the.

Light reflected from the Paper, it would have

tinged the Paper with its own Colour ; and yet

being mixed with the rest of the Colours in a

due proportion, it made the Paper look white,

and therefore by a Composition with the rest

produced that Colour. The several parts of

the coloured Light reflected from the Spectrum,

whilst they are propagated from thence through

the Air, do perpetually retain their proper Con

tours, because wherever they fall upon the Eyes

of any Spectator, they make the several parts of

the Spectrum to appear under their proper Co

lours, They retain therefore their proper Co

lours when ifhey fall upon the Paper V, and so

by the confusion and perfect mixture of those

Colours compound the whiteness of the Light

reflected from thence.

Exper. jo. Let tl^at Spectrum or solar Image,

PT [in Fig. 6.] fall now upon, the Lens MNr

above four Inches broad, and abotifl Feet di

stant from the Prism ABC, and so figured that

it may cause the coloured Light which diverge

eth from the Prism, to converge anol meet again

 

illuminated with Lights of various Co

at



at its Focus G, about fix or eight Feet distant

from the Lens, and there to fall perpendicular

ly upon a white Paper And if you move

this Paper to and fro , you will perceive that

near the Lens* as at'/fe* the whole solar Image

(suppose at pt) will appear upon it intensely

coloured after the manner above-explained, and

that by receding from the Lens those Colours

will perpetually come towards one another, and

by mixing more and more dilute one another

continually, until at length the Paper come to

the Focus G, where by a perfect mixture they

will wholly vanish and be converted into white

ness, the whole Light appearing now upon the

Paper like a little white Circle. And after

wards by receding farther from the Lens, the

Rays which before converged will now cross

one another in the Focus G, and diverge from

thence, and thereby make the Colours to ap

pear again, but yet in a contrary order; sup

pose at where the red t is now above Which

before was below, and the violet / is below

which before was above.

Let us now stop the Paper at the Focus G

where the Light appears totally white and cir

cular, and let us consider its whiteness. \ fay,

that this is composed of the converging Colours.

For if any of those Colours be intercepted at

the Lens, the whiteness will cease and degene

rate into that Colour which ariseth from the

composition of the other Colours which are not

intercepted. And then if the intercepted Co

lours be let pass and fall upon that compound

Colours they mix witrrifv and by their fmxtilre

I 4 restore
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restore the whiteness. So if the violet, blu$

and green be intercepted, the remaining yelT

Jow, orange' and red will compound uppn the,

Paper an orange , and then if the intercepte4

.Colours' be let pass they will fall upon this com

pounded prange, and together with it decom

pound a/ white. So also if the red and violet

be intercepted, the remaining yellow, green

jand blue, will compound a green upon the Pa

per, and then the red and violet being let pass

Will fall upon this green , and together with it

^decompound a white. ' And that in this Com

position of white the several Rays do not suffer

any Change in their colorific qualities by acting

upon one another, but are only mixed, and by

ja mixture of their Colours produce wfiite, may

farther appear by these Arguments.

If the Paper be placed beyond the Focus G,

suppose at S e, and then the red Colour at the

Lens be alternately intercepted, and let pass aT

gain, the violet Colour on the Paper will not

suffer any Change thereby, as it ought to do if

the several sorts of Rays acted upon one ano

ther in the Focus G, where they crojfs. Nei

ther will the red upon the Paper be changed

by apy alternate stopping, and letting pass the

violet which crosseth it. '\ ; •

And if the Paper be placed at the Focus G,

and the white round Image at G be viewed

through the Prism HlK, and by the Refraction

of that Prism be translated to the place -r-u, and

there appear tinged with yarious Cojours, name

ly, the violet at v and red at r, and others be

tween, and then the red Colour at the Lens
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foe often stopp'd and let pass by turns, the red

at r will accordingly disappear and return as

often, but the violet at v will not thereby suf

fer any change. An,d so by stopping and letting

pass alternately the blue at the Lens , the blue

at r will accordingly disappear and return, with

out any change made in the red at r. The red

therefore depends on one fort of Rays, and

the blue on another fort, which in the Focus G

where they are commix'd do not act on one

another. An$l there is the fame reason of the

other Colours ' , -

I considered farther, that when the most re

frangible Rays P }>, and the least refrangible

ones Tty are by converging inclined to one a-

nother, the Paper, if held very oblique to those

Rays in the Focus G, might reflect one sort of

them more eppioufly than the other sort, and

by that means the reflected Light would be

tinged in that Focus with the Colour of the pre-^

dominant Rays, provided those Rays severally

retained their Colours or colorific Qualities in

the Composition of white made by them in that

Focus. But if they did not retain them in that

white, but became all of them severally endued

theretwith a disposition to strike the Sense with

the perception of white, then they could never

lose their whiteness by such Reflexions. I in

clined therefore the Paper to the Rays very ob

liquely, as in the second Experiment of this

Book, that the most refrangible Rays might be

more copiously reflected than the rest, and the

whiteness at length changed successively into

Jjlue , indigo and violet. Then I inclined it
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might be more copious in- the reflected Light

than the rest, and the whiteness turned suc

cessively to yellow, orange and red.

Lastly, I made an Instrument XY in fashion

of a Comb, whose Teeth 'being in number fix-

teen were about an Inch and an half broad, and

the Intervals of the Teeth about two Inches

wide. Then by interposing successively the

Teeth of this Instrument near the Lens, I in

tercepted part of the Colours by the interposed

Tooth, whilst the rest of them went on through

the interval of the Teeth to the Paper DE, and

there tpainted a round solar Image. But the

Paper I had first placed so, that the Imagemight

appear white as often as the Comb was taken

away ; and then the Comb being as was said in

terposed, that whiteness by reason of the inter

cepted part of the Colours at^the Lens did al

ways' change into the Colour compounded of

those Colours which were not intercepted,, and

that Colour was by the motion of the Comb

perpetually varied-so, that in the passing ofevery

sooth over 'the Lens all these Colours red,

yellow, green, blue and purple, did always suc

ceed one another; I caused therefore all the

Teeth to pass successively over the Lens, Ihd

when the Motion was stow , there appeared a

perpetual succession Of the Colours upon the

Paper : But if I so much -accelerated the Mo

tion, that the Colours by reastwof their quick

succession could not be distinguished from one

another, the appearance of the single Colours

ceased. There was no red-, no yellow, ho

green,
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green, no blue, nor purple to be seen any Ion-*

ger, but from a confusion of them all there

rose one uniform white Colour. Of the Light-

which now by the mixture of allthe Colours ap

peared white, there was no part really white.

One part was red, another yellow, a third green,

a fourth blue, a: fifth purple, and every part re

tains its proper Colour till it strike the Sensori-

um. If the Impressions follow one another

slowly, so that they may be severally perceived,

there is made a diitinct Sensation of all the Co

lours one after another in a continual succes

sion. But if the Impressions follow one ano

ther so quickly that they cannot be severally

perceived, there ariseth out of them all one

common Sensation, which is neither of this

Colour alone nor of that alone, but hath it self

indifferently to 'em all , and' this is a Sensation

of whiteness. By the quickness of the Succes

sions the Impreflions of the several Colours are

confounded in the Sensorium, and out of that

confusion ariseth a mix'd Sensation. If a burn

ing Coal be nimbly moved round in a Circle

with Gyrations continually repeated, the whole

Circle will appear like Fire ; the reason of

which is, that the Sensation of the Coal in the

several places of that Circle remains impress'd

on the Sensorium , until the Coal return again

to the same place. And so in a quick consecu

tion of the Colours the Impression of every Co

lour remains in the Sensorium, until a revolu

tion of all the Colours be compleated, and-that

first Colour return again. The Impressions there

fore of all the successive Colours are at once ij*
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the Sensorium, and jointly stir up a Sensation.;

of them all; and so it is manifest by this Expe-:

riment, that, the commixU Impressions of all.

the Colours do .stir up and beget a Sensation of

white, that is, that whiteness is compounded

of all the Colours.

And if the Comb be now taken -away, that

all the Colours may at, once pass from the Lens

to the Paper, and be there intermixed, and to

gether reflected thence to the Spectators Eyes ;

their Impressions on the Sensorium being now-

more subtilly and perfectly commixed there ,,

ought much, more to stir up a Sensation of

whiteness. ; , ••

You may instead of the Lens use two Prisms;

HIK and LMN, which by refracting the co-"

loured Light the contrary way to, that of the

first Refraction, may make the diverging Rays

converge and meet again in as. you fee re

presented in the seventh Figure. For where

they meet and mix they will compose a white

Light, as when a Lens is used. vj, m .. ' •.

Exfer. 11 . Let the Sun's coloured' Image PHT

[in Fig. 8.] fall upon the Wall of a .dark Cham

ber, as in the third Experiment of the first Book,

and let. the fame be viewed through . a Prism

abcr held parallel to the Prism ABC, by whose

Refraction that Image was. made, and let it now

appear lower than before, suppose in the place

S over against the red Colour, TV : And if you

go near to the Image P T, the Spectrum S will

appear oblong and coloured like jrhe ImagePXj

but if you recede from it, the Colours of the

Spectrum S wii] be contracted more and- more,
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and at length vanish, that Spectrum S becoming

perfectly round . and white ; j and if you recede

yet farther, the Colours will emerge again, but

in a contrary order. Now that Spectrum S ap

pears white m that cafe when the Rays of le-

veral forts which converge from the several;

parts of the Image PT, to the Prism abc, are

so refracted unequally by it, that in their pas

sage from the Prism to the. Eye they may di

verge from, one and the same point or the Spe

ctrum S, and so fall afterwards upon one and

the fame poinr in the bottom of the Eye, and

there be mingled. .,• • ,: •

And farther, if the Comb be here made use

of, by whose Teeth, the Colours at the Image

PT may be successively intercepted; the Spe

ctrum S when the Comb is moved slowly will

be perpetually tinged with successive Colours :

But when by accelerating the motion of the

Comb, the succession of the Colours is so quick

that they cannot be severally seen, that Spe

ctrum S, by a confused and mix'd Sensation of

them all, will appear white.

Exper. ii. The Sun shining through a large

Prism ABC [in Fig. 9. } upon a Comb X Y,

placed immediately behind the Prism, his Light

which passed through the Interstices of the

Teeth fell upon a white Paper D E. The

breadths of the Teeth were equal to their In

terstices, and seven Teeth together with their

Interstices took up an Inch in breadth. Now

when the Paper was about two or three Inches

distant from the Comb , the Light which pat-

fed through its several Interstices painted si>

many
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many ranges of Colours* kl, mri, op, ary

which were parallel to one another and conti

guous, and without any mixture of white. And

these ranges of Colours , if the Comb was lfto-^ .

ved continually up and down with a reciprocal

motion, ascended and descended in the Paper ,

and when the motion ofthe Comb was so quick,

that the Colours could not be distinguished

from one another, the whole Paper by their*

confusion and mixture in the Sensorijim appear

ed white/ . ' : •'

1; Let the Comb now rest, and let the Paper

be removed farther from the Prism , and the

several ranges of Colours will be dilated and

expanded into one another more and more ,

and by mixing their Colours will dilute one a-

nother, and at length, when the distance of

the Paper from the Comb is about a Foot, or a

little more (suppose in the place 2 D*2 E) they

will so far dilute one another as to become

white..

With any obstacle let all the Light be now

stopp'd which pastes through any one interval

of the Teeth, so that the range of Colours which

comes from thence may be taken away, and

you will fee the Light of the rest of the ranges

to be expanded into the place of the range ta

ken away, and there to be coloured. Let the

intercepted range pass on as before, and its

Colours falling upon the Colours of the other'

ranges, and mixing with them, will restore the

whiteness.

Let the Paper 2 D 2E be now very much in

clined to the Rays, si> that the most refrangible

Rays
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Raysiriaybe more copiously reflected than the

rest, and the white Colour of the Paper through

the Excess of those ;R#ys will be changed into

#bine and violet. Let the Paper be as much in

clined the contrary way* that the least refran-.

gible Rays may be- now more copiously reflects

ed than the rest, and by their Excess the whiter

ness w;ill be changed into yellow and red. The

several Rays therefore in tha£ white Light do

retain their colorific qualities, by which thoso

of any sort, whenever they become more co

pious than the rest, do by their Excess and Pre

dominance cause their proper Colour to ap

pear., . . .

And by the same way of arguing, applied to

the third Experiment of this Book, it may be

concluded , that the white Colour of all refra

cted Light at its very first Emergence, wherfe

it appears as white as before its Incidence,, i&

compounded of various Colours.

Exper. 13. In the foregoing Experiment the

several intervals of the Teeth of the Comb do<

the office of so many Prisms, every interval pro-r

ducing the Phænomenon of one Prism. Whence

instead of those intervals using several Prisms,

I try'd to compound whiteness by mixing their;

Colours, and did it by using only three Prisms*

as also by using only two as follows. Let two:

Prisms ABC and abc, [in Fig. 10.] whose re^

fracting Angles B and b are equal, be so placedt

parallel to one another, that the refracting An

gle B of the one may touch the Angle c at the

Base of the other , and their Planes C B and

cb, at w*hich the Rays emerge, may lie in Di-

rectum.
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fecttfm. Then let the Light trajected through*

them fall upon the Paper MN, distant about $

or 11 Inches from the Prisms. And the Co

lours generated .by the interior limits B and c

of the two Prisms, will be mingled at P-rT, ancf

there compound white. For if either Prism

be taken away, the Colours made by the other

will appear in that place PT, and when the

Prism is restored to its place again, so that its

Colours may there fall upon the Colours of the'

other, the mixture of them both will restore

the whiteness.

This Experiment succeeds also, as I have tri

ed, when the Angle b of the lower Prism, is a

little greater than the Angle B of the upper,

and between the interior Angles B and- c, there

intercedes some space B c, as is represented irt

the Figure, and the refracting Planes BC and

be, are neither in directum, nor parallel to one

another. For there is nothing more requisite

to the success of this Experiment, than that

the Rays of all forts may be uniformly mixed

upon the Paper in the place PT. If the most

refrangible Rays coming from the superior

Prism take up all the space from M to P, the

Rays of the fame fort which come from the in

ferior Prism ought to begin at P,- and take up

all the rest of the space from thence towards

If the least refrangible Rays coming from

the superior Prism take up the spate MT, the

Rays of the fame kind which come from the^o-

ther Prism ought to begin at T, and take 'up'

the remaining space T N. If one' soft of the

Rays which have intermediate degrees of Re*

frangibilityy
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frangibility, and come from the superior Prism

be extended through the space M Q, and an

other sort of those Rays through'the space MR,

and a third fort of them through the space MS,

the same sorts of Rays coming from the lower

<Prism, ought to illuminate the remaining spaces

QN, RN, SN, respectively. And the same

is to be understood of all the other forts of

Rays. For thus the Rays of every fort will be

scattered uniformly and eavenly thro' the whole

space MN, and so being every where mix'd in

the same proportion, they must every where

produce the fame Colour. And therefore since

by this mixture they produce white in the ex-

terior spaces MP and TN, they must also pro

duce white in the interior space PT. This is

the reason of the composition by which white-

ness was produced in this Experiment, and by

what other way soever I made the like compo

sition the result was whiteness*

Lastly, If with the Teeth of a Comb of a diie

size, the coloured Lights of the two Prisms

which fall upon the space PT be alternately

intercepted, that space P T, when the motion

of the Comb is flow , will always appear co

loured , but by accelerating the motion of the

Comb so much, that the successive Colours

cannot be distinguished from one another; it

will appear white.

Exper. i^. Hitherto I have produced White

ness by mixing the Colours of Prisms. If now"

the Colours of natural Bodies are to be min

gled , let Water a little thicken'd with Soap be

agitated to raise a Froth* and after that Froth

K has



has stood a little, there will appear to one- that

shall view it intently various Colours every where

in the Surfaces of the several Bubbles ; but to

one that shall go so far off that he cannot di

stinguish the Colours from one another, the

whole Froth will grow white with a perfect

whiteness.

pound a white by mixing the coloured Powders

which Painters use, I consider'd that all co

lour'd Powders do suppress and stop in them a

Very considerable part of the Light by which

they are illuminated. For they become colour'd

by reflecting the Light of their own Colours

more copiously, and that of all other Colours

more sparingly, and yet they do not reflect the

Light of their own Colours so copiously as

white Bodies do. If red Lead , for instance »

and a white Paper, be placed in the red Light

of the colour'd Spectrum made in a dark Cham

ber by the Refraction of a Prism, as is descri

bed in the third Experiment of the first Book ;

the Paper will appear more lucid than the red

Lead , and therefore reflects the red-making

Rays more copiously than red Lead doth. And

if they be held in the Light of any other Co

lour, the Light reflected by the Paper will ex

ceed the Light reflected by the red Lead in a

much greater proportion. And the like hap

pens in Powders of other Colours. And there

fore by mixing such Powders we are not to ex

pect a strong and full white, such as is that of

Paper, but some dusky obscure one, such as

might arise from a mixture of light and dark-

 

Lastly, in attempting to com-

iiess.
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ness, or from white and black, that is, a^fey*

or dun, or russet brown, such as are the Co

lours of a Man's Nail, of a Mouse, of Allies ,

of ordinary Stones, of Mortar* of Dust and

Dirt in High-ways, and the like. And filch a

dark white I have often produced by mixing

colqur'd Powders. For thus one part of red

Lead, and five parts of Viride Æris, comj^o-'

fed a dun Colour like that of a Mouse, tor'

these two Colours were severally so compound*

ed of others, that in both together were a mix-"

ture of all Colours ; and there was less red Lead

used than Viride Mris, because of the' fulness

of its Colour. Again, one part of red Lead t

and four parts of blue Bise , composed a dun

Colour verging a little to purple, and by ad

ding to this a certain mixture of Orpiment and

Viride Æris in a due proportion, the mixture

lost its purple tincture , and became perfectly

dun. But the Experiment succeeded best with-'

out Minium thus. To Orpiment I added by

little and little a certain full bright purple,

which Painters use until the Orpiment ceased

to be yellow, and became of a pale red. Then

I diluted that red by adding a little Viride Æ*

ris, and a little more blue Bise than Viride Æ*

ris, until it became of such a grey or pale white,

as verged to no one of the Colours more than

to another. For thus it became of a Colour e->

qual ill whiteness to that of Aslies or of Wood

newiy cut, or of a Man's Skin. TheOrpimentf

reflected more Light than did any othef of the

Powders, and therefore conduced more to the

whiteness of the compounded Colour than they*
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To assign the Proportions accurately may be

difficult, by reason of the different goodness of

Powders of the fame kind. Accordingly as the

Colour of any Powder is' more or less full and

luminous, it ought to be used in a less or great

er proportion.

Now considering that these grey and dun Co

lours may be also produced by mixing whites

and blacks, and by consequence differ from

perfect whites not in species of Colours but on

ly in degree of Luminousness, it is manifest

that there is nothing more requisite to make

them perfectly white than to increase their Light

sufficiently ; and, on the contrary, if by increa

sing their Light they can be brought to perfect

whiteness, it will thence also follow, that they

are of the fame species of Colour with the bell

whites, and differ from them only in the quan

tity of Light. And this I tried as follows. I took

the third of the abovemention'd grey Mixtures

(that which was compounded of Orpiment, Pur

ple, Bise, and Viride Æris) and rubbed it thick

ly upon the Floor of my Chamber, where the

Sun shone upon it through the opened Case

ment ; and by it, in the shadow, 1 laid a piece

of white Paper of the same bigness. Then going

from them to the distance of i2 or 18 Feet, so

that I could not discern the uneavenness of the

Surface of the Powder, nor the little Shadows

let fall from the gritty Particles thereof ; the

Powder appeared intensely white, so as to tran

scend even the Paper it self in whiteness , espe

cially if the Paper were a little shaded from the

Light of the Clouds, and then the Paper com

pared



pared with the Powder appeared of such a grey

Colour as the Powder had done before. But

by laying the Paper where the Sun shines thro'

the Glass of the Window, or by strutting the

Window that the Sun might shine through the

Glass upon the Powder , and by such other fit

means of increasing or decreasing the Lights

wherewith the Powder and Paper were illumi-5

nated, the Light wherewith the Powder is illu

minated may be made stronger' in such a due

proportion than the Light wherewith the Paper

is illuminated , that they shall both appear ex

actly alike in whiteness. For when I was try

ing this, a Friend coming to visit me, I stopp'd

him at the Door, and before I told him what

the Colours were, or what I was doing 5 I ask

ed him, Which of the two Whites were the

best, and wherein they differed? And after he

had at that distance viewed them well, he an-

swer'd, That they were both good Whites, and

that he could not fay which was best, nor

wherein their Colours differed. Now if you

consider, that this white of the Powder in the

Sun-shine was compounded of the Colours

which the component Powders (Orpiment,

Purple, Bise, and Viride ÆrisJ have in the

fame Sun-shine, you must acknowledge by this

Experiment, as well as by the former, that per

fect whiteness may be compounded of Colours.

From what has been said it is also evident,

that the whiteness of the Sun's Light is com

pounded of all the Colours wherewith the se

veral sorts of Rays whereof that Light consists,

when by their several Refrangibilities they are

K 3 iepa
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separated from one another, do tinge Paper or

any other white Body whereon they fall. For

those Colours by Trop. if are unchangeable ,

and whenever all thole Rays with thole their

Colours are mix'd again , they reproduce the

fame white Light as before,

TROT. VI. Prob, n.

In a mixture ofprimary Colours, the quantity

and quality of each being given, to know the

Colour of the Compound, .: . y>.

WITH the Center O [in Fig. «0'andRa~

dius OD describe a Circle ADF, and

dillinguifli its circumference into seven parts

PE, EF, FG, GA, AB, BC, CD, propor

tional to the seven musical Tones or Intervals

of the eight Sounds, Sol, la, fa, JoI, la, mi, fa,

sol, contained in an eight, that is, proportional

to the number ~, tt, tV, i, -r-rt i. Let the

first part DE represent a red Colour, the se

cond EF orange, the third FG yellow, the

fourth CA green, the fifth AB blue, the sixth

B C indigo, and the seventh C D violet. And

conceive that these are all the Colours of un-

compounded Light gradually passing into one

another, as they do when made by Prisms ; the

circumference PEFGABCD, representing

the whose series of Colours from one end of

the. Sun's colour'd Image to the other, so that

from P to E be all degrees of red, at E the

mean Colour between red and orange, fromE
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to Fall degrees of orange, at F the mean ber

tween orange and yellow, from F to G all de

grees of yellow, and fb on. Let p be the cen

ter of gravity of the Arch DE, and q, r, s, t,

«, xy the centers of gravity of the Arches E F,

FG, G A, AB, feC and CD respectively, and

about those centers of gravity let Circles pro

portional to the number of Rays of each Co

lour in the given Mixture be describ'd ; that is,

the Circle p proportional to the number of the

red-making Rays in the Mixture , the Circle q

proportional to the number of the orange-ma

king Rays in the Mixture, and so of the rest.

Find the common center of gravity of all those

Circles p. Let that center be

Z; and from the center of the Circle ADF,

through Z to the circumference , .drawing the

tight Line O Y, the place of the PointY in the

circumference shall shew the Colour arising

from the composition of all the Colours in the

given Mixture, and she Line O Z shall be pro

portional to the fulness or intenseness of the

Colour, that is, to its distance from whiteness.

As if Y fall in the middle between F and G,

the compounded Colour shall be the best yel

low; if Y verge from the middle towards F

or G , the compound Colour shall accordingly

be a yellow, verging towards orange or green.

If Z fall upon the circumference the Colour

shall be intense and florid in the highest degree ;

if it fall in the mid way between the circum

ference and center, it shall be but half so

intense, that is, it shall be such a Colour a*

would be made by diluting the intensest yellow

K 4 with
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with an equal quantity of whiteness ?' and if it

Fall upon the center O, the Colour shall have

lost all its intenfenefs, and; become a;white. But

it is to be noted, That if the point Z fall in or

near the line OD, the main ingredients being

the red and violet,, the Colour compounded

shall not be any of theprifmatiek Colours, but

a purple, inclining to red or violet, according-

Sas the point Z lieth on the fide of the line

O towards E or towards C , and in general

the compounded violet is;more bright and more

fiery than the uncompounded. AJfq if only two

of the primary Colours which in t&e circle are

opposite: to one another, be mixed.isian equal

^proportion, the point; Z shall fall xuponxthe. cen

ter 0 , and yet the Colour compounded of

' those two shall not be perfectly white, . but some

faint anonymous Colour, For If could never

yet by mixing only two primary Colours pro

duce a perfect white.^ Whether it may be com

pounded, of a mixture of three taken at equal

distances in the circumference I- do-not know,

~but of four, or five I do not much; question but

it may. , But these are Curiosities of little or no

moment to the understanding the Phænomena

of Nature. For in all whites produced by Na

ture, there uses to be a mixture of all forts of

Rays, and by consequence a composition of all

Colours,

To give an instance of this Rule ; suppose a

Colour is compounded of these homogeneal

Colours, of violet one part, of indigo one part,

of blue two parts, of green three parts, of yel-

Jow five parts, of orange six parts, and of red
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ten parts. Proportional to these parts describe!

the Circles x, v, t, s, r, q, />, respectively, that

is, so that if the Circle x be one, the Circle v

may be one, the Circled two,, the Circle j- three,

and the Circles r, q and f, five, six and ten.

Then I find Z the common cente f gravity of

these Circles, and through Z draw ing sheLine

O the Point. Y falls upon the circumference

between E and F, some thing nearer to Ethan

to-F, and thence I Conclude,, that the' Cotoaf

compounded of - these Ingredients, wall, be arfo-

range, verging a -little more to red than to yel*

low. Also I find that OZ is' a . little less than

one half of O Y, and thence I conclude, that

this orange hath a little less than 'half the ,fUH

ness or intenscness of an uncompounded. o*

range ; that is to fay, that it- is/ such ah orange

as maybe made (by mixing an.homogeneal

range with a good white in the proportion of

the Line O Z to the Line Z Y, th\s Proportion

being not of the -quantities of mixed orange and

white Povders, • 't.of the quantities of the

Lights reflected irom them. - j ... ,j j;- it

... This Rule L conceive accurate enough for

practice, though not mathematically accurate ;

and the truth of it may be sufficiently proved to

Lens in the tenth Experiment of this Book. For

the relt of the Colours which are not ftopp'd,

but pass on to the Focus of the Lens, will there

compound either accurately or very nearlysuch

a Colour as by this Rule ought to result from

$hejr Mixture,

 

of the Colours at. the
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TROT. VIL The or, V.

AU the Colours in the^Vniver/e which are made

by Light, and depend not on the Tower of 1-

imagination, are either the Colours of homoge-

tieal Lights, or compounded of these*, and that

either accurately or very nearly, according t9

the Rule of the foregoing Troblem.

FOR it has been proved (inTrop.i. Tart.z.)

that the changes of Colours made by Re

fractions do not arise from any new Modifica

tions ofthe Rays imprefs'd by those Refractions,

and by the various Terminations of Light and

Shadow, as has been the constant and general

Opinion of Philosophers. It has also been pro

ved that the several Colours of the homogeneal

Rays do constantly answer to their degrees of

Refrangibility, {Trop. 1.'Tart i. and Trop.z.

Tart i,.) and that their degrees of Refrangibi

lity cannot be changed by Refractions and Re

flexions, (Trop. z. Tart. i.J and by consequence

that those their Colours are likewise immuta

ble. It has also been proved directly by refra

cting and reflecting homogeneal Lights apart ,

that their Colours cannot be changed, (Trop. z,

Tart.z.) It has been proved also, that when

the several sorts ofRays are mixed/ and in cros

sing pass through the fame space, they do not

act on one another so as to change each others

colorific qualities. (Exper. 10. Tart.z.) but by

mixing their Actions in the Sensorium beget a

Sensation differing from what either would do

apart, that is a Sensation of a mean Colour be

tween
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tween theif proper Colours; and particularly

when by the concourse and mixtures of aU

forts of Rays, a white Colour is produced, the

white is a mixture of all the Colours which the

Rays would have apart, (Trop. f. "Parti.J

The Rays in that mixture do not lose or alter

their several colorific qualities but by all their

various kinds of Actions mix'd in the Sensor*-

urn 4 beget a Sensation of a middling Colour

between all their Colours , which is whiteness.

For whiteness is a mean between all Colours,

having it self indifferently to them all, so as with

equal facility to be tinged with any of them.

A red Powder mixed with a little blue , or a

blue with a little red , doth not presently lose

its Colour, but a white Powder mix'd with any

Colour is presently tinged with that Colour,

and is equally capable of being tinged with any

Colour whatever. It has been lhewed also,

that as the Sun's Light is mix'd of all forts

of Rays , so its whiteness is a mixture of the ,

Colours of all forts of Rays ; those Rays having

from the beginning their several colorific qua

lities as well as their several Refrangibilities ,

withstanding any Refractions or Reflexions they

may at any time suffer, and that whenever any

sort of the Sun's Rays is by any means (as by

Reflexion in Exper. 9 and 10. Tart 1. or by

Refraction as happens in all Refractions ) sepa

rated from the rest, they then manifest their

proper Colours. These things have been prov'd,

and the sum of all this amounts to the Proposi

tion here to be proved. For if the Sun's Light

and retaining them

 

Jly unchanged not-
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i$rnix?d of several sorts of Rays, each of which

hjave,originally their several Refrangibiliti.es ^nd

colorific Qualities , and notwithstanding their

Refractions and Reflexions ,' ' and their various

Separations or Mixtures,- t^eep those their ori-1'

ginal Properties ; perpetually the fame without

alteration ; then all the Colours in the Workt

mutt be such as constantly ought to arise from

thedriginal colorific qualities! ofthe Rays where- [

ofIthe;Lights consist by which those Colours ]

aretfeen. And therefore if the reason of any

Colour whatever be required, we have nothing

else to do than to consider how the Rays in the

Sun.;s Light have by Reflexions ( or- Refractions,

or^dther causes been parted from One another,

or mixed together ; or otherwise to find out

what sorts of Rays are in the' Light by which

ttiat Colour is. made, and in what proportion;*

andlfihen by.the lastProblemto learn the Go- '

lour which ought to arise by mixing those Rays .

(ofi their Colours) in that proportion. - 1 speak

here of Colours so far as they arise from Light. '

Farrthey appear sometimes by other Causes, as

When by the power of Phantasy we see Colours

in a dream, or: a imad Man sees things before-

him which are not there ; or when we see Fire

hy< striking the Eye, or see Colours like the Eye

ofla-Peacock's Feather, by pressing our Eyes in

either corner whilst; we look the other way.

Where these and such like Causes interpose not,

the Colour always answers to the fort or forts

of the Rays whereof the Light consists , as I

have constantly found in whatever Phænomena

of/Colours I have hitherto- beenUble to exa-

;i mine.
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mine. I (hall in the following Propositions give

instances of this in the Phænomena of chiefest

note. v i

 

TROT. VIII. Prob. in.
» • '

By the discovered ^Properties of Light to ex

plain the Colours made by Tr'ifms.

LET ABC [in. Fig. i2.] represent a Prism

refracting the Light of the Sun, which.'

comes into a dark Chamber through a hole Fpi

almost as broad as the Prism, and let MN re

present a white Paper on which the refracted-

Light is cast, and suppose the most refrangible? v

or deepest violet-making Rays fall upon the

Space P sr, the least refrangible or deepest red-

making Rays upon the Space T7, the middle

fort between the indigo-making and blue-ma

king Rays upon the Space Q^, the middle fort

of the green-making Rays upon the Space R^,

the middle fort between the yellow-making and

orange-makingRays upon the Space Sr, and o-

ther intermediate forts upon intermediate Spa-,

ce's. For so the Spaces upon which the several

sorts adequately fall will Tby reason of the dif

ferent Refrangibility of those sorts be one lower

than another. Now if the Paper MN be so;

near the Prism that the Spaces PT and w7 do

not interfere with one another, the distance be-,

tween them TV will be illuminated by all the

forts of Rays in that proportion to one another

which they have at their very first coming out
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of the Prism, and consequently be white. But

the Spaces PT and *\ on either hand, will not

be illuminated by them all , and therefore will

appear coloured. And particularly at P, where

the outmost Violet-making Rays fall alone, the

Colour must be the deepest violet. AtQ where

the violet-making and indigo-making Rays are

mixed, it must be a violet inclining much to

indigo. At R where the violet-making, indi

go-making, blue-making, and one half of the

green-making Rays are mixed , their Colours

must ( by the construction of the second Pro

blem) compound a middle Colour between in

digo and blue. At S where all the Rays are

mixed except the red-making and orange-ma

king, their Colours ought by the fame Rule to

compound a faint blue, verging more to green

than indigo. And in the progress from S toT,

this blue will grow more and more faint and

dilute, till at T, where all the Colours begin tot

be mixed, it ends in whiteness.

So again, on the other side of the white at r,

Where the least refrangible or utmost red-ma

king Rays are alone, the Colour must be the

deepest red. At c the mixture of red and o-

range will compound a red inclining to orange.

At ^ the mixture of red, orange, yellow, and

one half of the green must compound a middle

Colour between orange and yellow. At % the

mixture of all Colours but violet and indigo will

compound a faint yellow, verging more to green

than to orange. And this yellow will grow

more faint and dilute continually in its progress

From
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from x so *', where by a mixture of all sorts

of Rays it will become white.

These Colours ought to appear were the Sun's

Light perfectly white : But Decause it inclines

to yellow, the Excess of the yellow-making

Rays whereby 'tis tinged with that Colour, be

ing mixed with the faint blue between SandT,

will draw it to a faint green. And so the Co

lours in order from P to t ought to be violet,

indigo, blue, very faint green, white, faint yel

low, orange, red. Thus it is by the computa

tion: And they that please to view the Colours

made by a Prism will find it so in Nature.

These are the Colours on both fides the white

when the Paper is held between the Prism, and

the Point X where the Colours meet, and the

interjacent white vanishes. For if the Paper be

held still farther off from the Prism, the most-

refrangible and least refrangible Rays will be

wanting in the middle of the Light, and the

rest of the Rays which are found there, will by

mixture produce a fuller green than before. Al

so the yellow and blue will now become less

compounded, and by consequence more intense

than before. And this also agrees with expe

rience.

And if one look through a Prism upon a

white Object encompassed with blackness or

darkness , the reason of the Colours arising on

the edges is much the fame , as will appear to

one that shall a little consider it. If a black Ob-

. ject be encompassed with a white one, the Co

lours which appear through the Prism are to be

derived from the Light ofthe white one, spread

 

ing
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ing into the Regions of the black , and there

fore they appear in a contrary order to that,

when a white Object is surrounded with black.

And the same is to be understood when an Ob

ject is viewed, whose parts are some of them

less luminous than others. For in the borders

pf the more and less luminous parts , Colours

ought always- by the fame Principles to arise

from the Excess of the Light of the more lu

minous, and to be of the fame kind as if the

darker parts were black, but yet to be more

faint and dilute. " -.• '!:

What is said of Colours made by Prisms may

be easily applied to Colours made by the Glasses

of Telescopes or Microscopes , or by the Hu

mours of the Eye. For if the Object-glass of

a Telescope be: thicker on one side than on the

other, or, if one half of the Glass, or one half

of the Pupil of the Eye be cover'd with any

opake substance : the Object-glass, or that part

of it or of the Eye which is not cover'd , may

be consider'd as a Wedge with crooked Sides,

and every Wedge of Glass or other pellucid

Substance has the effect Of a Prism in refracting

the Light which passes through it.

How the Colours in the ninth and tenthEx

periments of the first Part arise from the diffe

rent Restexibility of Light, is evident by what

was there said. But it is observable in the ninth

Experiment, that whilst the Sun's direct Light

is yellow, the Excels of the blue-making Rays

in the reflected beam of Light MN, suffices

only to bring that yellow to a pale white incli

ning to blue, and not to tinge it with a mani
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festly blue Colour. To obtain therefore a bet

ter blue, I used instead of the yellow Light of

the Sun the white Light of the Clouds, by va

rying a little the Experiment, as follows.

Exper. i6. Let HFG [in Fig. 13.] repre

sent a Prism in the open Air, and S the Eye of

the Spectator, viewing the Clouds by their

Light coming into the Prism at the plane side

FIGK, and reflected in it by its base HEIG,

and thence going out through its plane fide

HE'FK to the Eye. And when the Prism and

Eye are conveniently placed, so that the Angles

of Incidence and Reflexion at the Base may be

about 40 Degrees, the Spectator will fee a Bow

MN of a blue Colour, running from one end of

the Base to the other, with the concave side

towards him, and the part of the Base IMNG

beyond this Bow will be brighter than the other

part EMNH on the other side of it. This blue Co

lour MN being made by nothing else than by re

flexion of a specular Superficies, seems so odd a

Phænomenon, and so difficult to be explain

ed by the vulgar Hypothesis of Philosophers ,

that I could not but think it deserved to be ta-

. ken notice of. Now for understanding the rea

son of it, suppose the Plane ABC to cut the

plane Sides and Base of the Prism perpendicu

larly. From the Eye to the Line B C, where

in that Plane cuts the Base, draw the Lines S/

and S t, in the Angles S/> c 50 degr. 4, and S tc

49 degr. -5T-, and the Point ]> will be the limit

beyond which none of the most refrangible

Rays can pals through the Base of the Prism,

and be refracted, whose Incidence is such that

L they
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they may be reflected to the Eye ; and the

Point t will be the like limit for the least re5-

frangible Rays, that is, beyond which none of

them can pass through the Base , whose Inci-

dence is such that by Reflexion they may come

to the Eye. And the Point r taken in the mid

dle way between p and t, will be the like limit

for the meanly refrangible Rays. And there

fore all the least refrangible Rays which fall up

on the Base beyond t, that is, between t and B,

and can come from thence to the Eye will be

reflected thither: But on this side t, that is,

between t and <r, many of these Rays will be

transmitted through the-Base. And all the most

refrangible Rays which fall upon the Base be

yond that is, between / and B , and can by

reflexion come from thence to the Eye, will be

reflected thither, but every where between p

and c, many of these Rays will get through the

Base and be refracted; and the same is to be

understood of the meanly refrangible Rays on

either side of the Point r. Whence it follows,

that the Base of the Prism must every where

between t and B, by a total reflexion of all sorts

of Rays to the Eye, look white and bright.

And every where between / and C , by reason

of the transmission of many Rays of every fort,

look more pale , obscure and dark. But at r,

and in other places between / and t> where all

the more refrangible Rays are reflected to the

Eye, and many of the less refrangible are trans

mitted , the Excess of the most refrangible in

the reflected Light will tinge that Light with

their Colour, which is violet and blue. And

this
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this happens by taking the Line C prt B ally

where between the ends of the Prism H G

and E L

TROT, IX. Prob. IV,

By the discovered Troperties of Light to explain

the Colours of the Rain-bow.,

THIS Bow neves appears but where it

rains in the Sun-shine, and may be made

-artificially by spouting up Water which may

break aloft , and scatter into drops , and fall

down like Rain. For the Sun mining upon these

drops certainly causes the Bow to appear to a

Spectator Handing in a due position to the Rain

and Sun. And hence it is now agreed upon*

that this Bow is made by refraction of the Sun's

Light in drops of falling Rain. This was un

derstood by some of the Ancients, and of late

more fully discover'd and explain'd by the fa

mous Antonius de Dominis Archbishop of Spa^

lato, in his Book De Radiis V'tsth & Lucis, pub

lished by his Friend Bartolus at Venice? in the

Year 1611, and written above 20 Years before,

For he teaches there how the interior Bow is

made in round drops of Rain by two Refra

ctions of the Sun's Light, and one Reflexion

between them, and the exterior by two Refra

ctions and two forts of Reflexions between

them in each drop of Water, and proves his

Explications by Experiments made with a Phial

full of Water, and with Globes of Glass filled

L 2 with
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with Water, and placed in the Sun to make the

Colours of the two Bows appear in them. The

fame Explication ^Des-Cartes hath pursued in

his Meteors, and mended that of the exterior

Bow. ' But whilst they understood not the true

origin of Colour's, it's necessary to pursue it

here a little farther. For understanding there

fore how the Bow is made, let a drop of Rain

or any other spherical transparent Body be repre

sented by the Sphere B NF G, [in Fig. 14.] de

scribed with the center C, and semi-diameter

CN. And let AN be one of the Sun's Rays

incident upon it atN, and thence refracted to

F, where let it either go out of the Sphere by

Refraction towards V, or be reflected to G;

and at G let it either go out by Refraction to R,

or be reflected to H ; and at H let it go out by

Refraction towards S, cutting the incident Ray

in Y ; produce A N and R G, till they meet in

X, and upon AX and NF let fall the perpen

diculars CD and CE, and produce' CD till it

fall upon the circumference at L. Parallel to-

the incident Ray AN draw the diameter BQy

and let the Sine, of Incidence put of Air into

Water be to the Sine of Refraction as I to R.

Now if you suppose the Point of Incidence N

to move from the Point B , continually till it

come to L, the Arch Q F will first increase and

then decrease , ' and so will the Angle AXR

which the Rays -AN and GR contain ; and the

Arch QF and Angle AXR will be biggest

when ND is to CN as v'ii-rr toV 3 RR, in.

which cafe NE will be to ND as z R to I. Al

so the Angle AYS which the Rays AN and HS

contain
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contain will first decrease , and then increase

and grow least when ND is to C N as v/iTTrr

to V 8 RR, in which case NE will be to ND

as 3 R to I. And so the Angle which the next

emergent Ray (that is, the emergent Ray after

three Reflexions) contains with the incident

Ray AN will come to its limit when ND is to

CN as i/ii-rr to V is RR, in which case NE

will be to ND as 4R to I. And the Angle which

the Ray next after that emergent , that is, the

Ray emergent after four Reflexions, contains

with the incident will come to its limit , when

ND is to CN as vTmR to ✓ 24RR, in which

case NE will be to ND as 5 R to I ; and so on

infinitely, the numbers 3, 8, 15, 14, &c. being

gather'd by continual addition of the terms of

the arithmetical Progression 3, 5, 7, 9, &c. The

truth of all this Mathematicians will easily ex

amine.

Now it is to be observed, that as when the

Sun comes to his Tropicks, Days increase and

decrease but a very little for a great while to

gether ; so when by increasing the distance CD,

these Angles come to their limits, they vary

their quantity but very little for some time to

gether , and therefore a far greater number of

the Rays which fall upon all the Points N in the

Quadrant BL, sliall emerge in the limits of.

these Angles, than in any other Inclinations.

And farther it is to be observed, that the Rays

which differ in Refrangibility will have diffe

rent limits of their Angles of Emergence, and

by consequence according to their different de

grees of Refrangibility emerge most copiously

L 3 in
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in different Angles, and being separated from

one another appear each in their proper Co

lours. And what those Angles are may be ea

sily gather'd from the foregoing Theorem by

computation.

For in, the least refrangible Rays the Sines I

and R (as was found above) are 108 and 81,

and thence by computation the greatest Angle

AXR will be found 42 Degrees and 2 Minutes,

and the least Angle AYS, 50 Degrees and 57

Minutes. And in the most refrangible Rays the

Sines I and R are 109 and 81 , and thence by

computation the greatest Angle AXR will be

found 40 Degrees and 17 Minutes, and the least

Angle AYS 54 Degrees and 7 Minutes.

Suppose now that O [in Fig. 15'.] is the Spe

ctator's Eye, and OP a Line drawn parallel to

the Sun's Rays, and let POE, POF, POG,

POH, be Angles of 4oDegr. i7Min. 42 Degr.

2 Min. 50 Degr. 57 Min. and 5-4 Degr. 7 Min.

respectively , and these Angles turned ahput

their common Side O P, mall with their other

Sides OE, OF; OG, OH, describe the Verges

of two Rain-bows AF BE and CHD G. For.

if E, F, G, H, be drops placed- any where in

the conical Superficies described by OE, OF,

O G, O H, and be illuminated by the Sun's Rays

SE, SF, SG, SH; the Angle SEO being e-

qual to the Angle POE or 40 Degr. 17 Min.

shall be the greatest Angle in which the most

refrangible Rays can after one Reflexion be reT

fracted to the Eye, and therefore all the drops

in the Line OE shall fend the most refrangible

Ilays most copiously to the Eye, and thereby

strike
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strike the Senses with the deepest violet Colour

in that Region. And in like manner the Angle

SFO being equal to the Angle POF, or ^

Degr. 2 Min. shall be the greatest in which the

least refrangible Rays aster one Reflexion can

emerge out of the drops, and therefore those

Rays shall come most copiously to the Eye from

the drops in the Line OF, and strike the Senses

with the deepest red Colour in that Region.

And by the fame Argument , the Rays which

have intermediate degrees of Refrangibility shall

come most copiously from drops between E and

F, and strike the Senses with the intermediate

Colours in the order which their degrees of

Refrangibility require, that is in the progress

from E to F, or from the inside of the Bow to

the outside in this order, violet, indigo, blue,

green, yellow, orange, red. But the violet, by

the mixture of the white Light of the Clouds,

will appear faint and incline to purple.

Again, the Angle SGO being equal to the

Angle POG, or 5:0 Gr. ?i Min. shall be the least

Angle in which the least refrangible Rays can

after two Reflexions emerge out of the drops,

and therefore the least refrangible Rays shall

come most copiously to the Eye from the drops

in the Line O G, and strike the Sense with the

deepest red in that Region. And the Angle

SHObeing equal to the Angle POH or $^Gv.

7 Min. shall be the least Angle in which the most

refrangible Rays after two Reflexions can e-

merge out of the drops, and therefore those

Rays shall come most copiously to the Eye from

she drops in the Line OH, and strike the Senses

L 4 with
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with the deepest violet in that Region, And

by the same Argument , the drops in the Re

gions between G and H shall strike the Sense

with the intermediate Colours in the order

which their degrees of Refrangibility require,

that is, in the progress from Gto H, or from

the inside of the Bow to the outside in this or-r

der, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo,

violet. And since these four Lines O E, OF,

O G, O H, may be situated any where in the

abovemention'd conical Superficies, what; is said

of the Drops and Colours in these Lines is to

be understood of the Drops and Colours every

where in those Superficies.

Thus shall there be made two Bows of Co^

lours, an interior and stronger, by one Reflexion

in the drops , and an exterior and fainter by

two; for the Light becomes fainter by every

Reflexion. And their Colours shall lie in a con-r

trary order to one another , the red of botb

Bows bordering upon the. Space G F which is

between the Bows, The breadth of the inte-r

rior Bow EOF measured cross the Colours

shall be i Degr. 45- Min. and the breadth of the

•exterior GOH mall be 3 Degr. 10 Min. and the

distance between them GOF (hall be 8Gr. 15

Min. the greatest Semi-diameter of the inner

most, that is, the Angle P O F being 41 Gr. %

Min. and the least Semi-diameter of the outer

most PO G, being 50 Gr. 57 Min, These are

the Measures of the Bows, as they would be

were the Sun but a point ; for by the breadth

of his Body the breath of the Bows will be in-r

creased and their distance decreased by half 4
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Degree, and so the breadth of the interior Iris •

will be 2 Degr. 15 Min. that of the exterior 3 •

Degr. 40 Min. their distance 8 Degr. 25 Min. •

the greatest Semi-diameter of the interior Bow '

42 Degr. 17 Min. and the least of the exterior

50 Degr. 42 Min. Arid such.are the Dimensions •

of the Bows in the Heavens found to be very •

nearly, when their Colours appear strong and '

perfect. For once, by such means as I then

had, I measured the greatest Semi-diameter of

the interior Iris about 42 Degrees,^the breadth

of the red, yellow and green in that Iris 63 or

64 Minutes , besides the outmost faint red ob

scured by the brightness of the Clouds, for

which we may allow 3 or 4 Minutes more. The

breadth of the blue was about 40 Minutes more

besides the violet, which was so much obscu-r

red by the brightness of the Clouds, that I could

not measure its breadth. But supposing the

breadth of the blue and violet together to equal

that of the red, yellow and green together, the

whole breadth of this Iris will be about 2- De

grees, as above. The least distance between

this Iris and the exterior Iris was about 8 De

grees and 30 Minutes. The exterior Iris was

broader than the interior, but so faint, especi-r

ally on the blue side, that I could not measure

its breadth distinctly. At another time when

both Bows appeared more distinct , I measured

the breadth of the interior Iris 2 Gr. 10', and

the breadth of the red, yellow and green in the

exterior Iris, was to the breadth of the fame

Colours in the interior as 3 to z,

This
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This Explication of the Rain-bow is yet far

ther confirmed by the known Experiment (made

by Antonius de Dominis and 'Des-CartesJ of

hanging up any where in the Sun-shine a Glass

Globe filled with Water, and viewing it in such

a posture that the Rays which come from the

Globe to the Eye may contain with the Sun's

Rays an Angle of either 42 or 50 Degrees. For

if the Angle be about 4^ or 43 Degrees , the

Spectator ( suppose at O ) shall see a full red

the Sun as 'tis represented at F, and if that An

gle become less (suppose by depressing the Globe

to E) there will appear other Colours, yellow,

green and blue successively in the same side of

the Globe. But if the Angle be made about

50 Degrees (suppose by lifting up the Globe to

G) there will appear a red Colour in that fide

of the Globe towards the Sun, and if the An

gle be made greater (suppose by lifting up the

Globe to H) the red will turn successively to

the other Colours, yellow, green' and blue.

The fame thing I have tried by letting a Globe

rest, and raising or depressing the Eye, or o-r

therwise moving it to make the Angle of a just

magnitude.

I have heard it represented, that if the Light

of a Candle be refracted by a Prism to the Eye ;

when the blue Colour falls upon the Eye the

Spectator shall see red in the Prism, and when

the red falls upon the Eye he shall see blue;

and if this were certain, the Colours of the

Globe and Rain-bow ought to appear in a con

trary order to what we find. But the Colours

Colour in that side of the Globe
 

>oied to

of
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of the Candle 'being very faint, the mistake

seems to arise from the difficulty of discerning

what Colours fall on the Eye. For, on the con

trary, I have sometimes had occasion to ob

serve in the Sun's Light refracted by a Prism,

that the Spectator always fees that Colour in the

Prism which falls upon his Eye. And the fame

I have found true also in Candle-light. For

when the Prism is moved slowly from the Line

which is drawn directly from the Candle to the

Eye, the red appears first in the Prism and then

the blue , and therefore each of them is seen

when it falls upon the Eye. For the red pas

ses over the Eye first, and then the blue.

The Light which comes through drops of

Rain by two Refractions without any Reflexion,

ought to appear strongest at the distance of a-

bout 26 Degrees from the Sun, and to decay

gradually both ways as the distance from him

increases and decreases. And the fame is to

be understood of Light transmitted through

spherical Hail-stones. And if the Hail be a lit

tle flatted, as it often is, the Light transmitted

may grow so strong at a little less distance than

that of 2 6 Degrees, as to form a Halo about

the Sun or Moon ; which Halo, as often as the

Hail-stones are duly figured may be colour'd,

and then it must be red within by the least re

frangible Rays, and blue without bv the most

refrangible ones , especially if the LTail-slones

have opake Globules of Snow in their center

to intercept the Light within the Halo (as Hu-

genius has observ'd) and make the inside there

of more distinctly defined than it would otheiv

wise
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wise be. For such Hail-stones , though sphe

rical, by terminating the Light by the Snow ,

may make a Halo red within and colourless

without, and darker in the red than without,

as Halos use to be. For of those Rays which

. pass close by the Snow the Rubriform will be

least refracted, and so come to the Eye in the

• directest Lines.

• • -The Light which passes through a drop of

•Rain after two Refractions, and three or more

• Reflexions, is scarce strong enough to cause a

• sensible Bow ; but in those Cylinders of Ice by

•which Hugenius explains the Tarhelia, it may

•perhaps be sensible.

TR O 5P. X. Prob. V.

•By the discovered Properties of Light to ex-

•plain the permanent Colours of Natural Bo^

dies.

THESE Colours arise from hence, that

some natural Bodies reflect some sorts of

• Rays , others other forts more copiously than

• the rest. Minium reflects the least refrangible

• or red-making Rays most copiously, and thence

. appears red. Violets reflect the most refrangi

ble, most copiously, and thence have their Co

lour, and so of other Bodies. Every Body re

flects the Rays of its own Colour more copi

ously than the rest, and from their excess and

predominance in the reflected Light has its

Colour,

Exper,
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Exper. 17. For if in the homogeneal Lights

obtained by the solution of the Problem pro

posed in the fourth Proposition of the first Part

you place Bodies of several Colours, you will

find , as I have done , that every Body looks

most splendid and luminous in the Light of its

own Colour. Cinnaber in the homogeneal red

Light is most resplendent , in the green Light

it is manifestly less resplendent, and in the blue

Light still less. Indigo in the violet blue Light-

is most resplendent, and its splendor is gradu

ally diminish'd as it is removed thence by de

grees through the green and yellow Light to

the red. By a Leek the green Light, and next

that the blue and yellow which compound green,

are more strongly reflected than the other Co

lours red and violet, and so of the rest. But to

make these Experiments the more manifest, such

Bodies ought to be chosen as have the fullest and

most vivid Colours, and two of those Bodies

are to be compared together. Thus, for in

stance, if Cinnaber and ultra-marine blue, or

some other full blue be held together in the

homogeneal Light, they will both appear red,

but the Cinnaber will appear of& strongly lu

minous and resplendent red, and the ultra-mz-

rine blue of a faint obscure and dark red ; and

if they be held together in the blue homogeneal

Light they will both appear blue, but the ultra-

marine will appear of a strongly luminous and

resplendent blue , and the Cinnaber of a faint

and dark blue. Which puts it out of dispute,

that the Cinnaber reflects the red Light much

more copiously than the ultra-marine doth, and

' . the
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the ultra-marine reflects the blue Light much

more copiously than the Cinnaber doth. The

fame Experiment may be tried successfully with

red Lead and Indigo , or with any other two

colour'd Bodies, if due allowance be made for

the different strength or weakness of their Co

lour and Light.

And as the reason of the Colours of natural

Bodies is evident by these Experiments, so it

•is farther confirmed and put past dispute by the

two first Experiments of the first Part* where

by 'twas proved in such Bodies that the reflect

ed Lights which differ in Colours do differ also

in degrees of Refrangibility. For thence it's

certain, that some Bodies reflect the more re

frangible, others the less refrangible Rays more

copiously.

And that this is not only a true reason of

these Colours, but even the only reason may ap

pear farther from this consideration, that the

Colour of homogeneal Light cannot be chan

ged by the Reflexion of natural Bodies.

For if Bodies by Reflexion cannot in the least

change the Colour of any one sort of Rays, they

cannot appear colour'd by any other means than

by reflecting those which either are of their

own Colour, or which by mixture must pro

duce it.

But in trying Experiments of this kind care

must be had that the Light be sufficiently ho

mogeneal. For if Bodies be illuminated by the

ordinary prismatick Colours , they will appear

neither of their own Day-light Colours, nor of

the Colour of the Light east on them , but of

some
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some middle Colour between both, as I have

found by Experience. Thus red Lead (for in

stance) illuminated with the ordinary prisma-

tick green will not appear either red or green,

but orange or yellow , or between yellow and

green, accordingly as the green Light by which

'tis illuminated is more or less compounded.

For because red Lead appears red when illu

minated with white Light, wherein all forts of

Rays are equally mix'd, and in the green Light

all forts of Rays are not equally mix'd, the Ex

cess of the yellow-making, green-making and

blue-making Rays in the incident green Light,

will cause those Rays to abound so much in

the reflected Light as to draw the Colour from

red towards their Colour. And because the

red Lead reflects the red-making Rays most

copiously in proportion to their number, and

next after them the orange-making and yellow-

making Rays ; these Rays in the reflected Light

will be more in proportion to the Light than

they were in the incident green Light, and there

by will draw the reflected Light from green to

wards their Colour. And therefore the red

Lead will appear neither red nor green, but of

a Colour between both.

In transparently colour'd Liquors Tis obser

vable, that their Colour uses to vary with their

thickness. Thus, for instance, a red Liquor in

a conical Glass held between the Light and the

Eye , looks of a pale and dilute yellow at the

bottom where 'tis thin, and a little higher where

'tis thicker grows orange, and where 'tis still

thicker becomes red , and where 'tis thickest

z<^>\ the



. the red is deepest and darkest. For it is to be

. conceiv'd that such a Liquor slops the indigo-

. making and violet-making Rays most easily, the

. blue-making Rays more difficultly, the green-

•making Rays still more difficultly, and the red-

.making most difficultly : And that if the thick

ness of the Liquor be only so much as suffices

•to stop a competent number of the violet-ma-

•king and indigo-making Rays , without dimi-

•nilhing much the number of the rest, the rest

•must ( by 'Prop. 6. Tart 2. ) compound a pale

•yellow. But if the Liquor be so much thicker

•as to stop also a great number of the blue-ma-

• king Rays, and some os the green-making, the

• reft must compound an orange ; and where it

• is so thick as to slop also a great number of the

•green-making and ,a .considerable number of

-the yellow-making, the rest must begin to com

pound a red, and this red must grow deeper

• and darker- as the yellow-making and orange-

• making Rays are more and more stopp'd by in-

• creasing the thickness of the Liquor, so that

•few Ray$ besides the red-making can get

through.

• • - Of this kind is an Experiment lately related

• to me by Mr. Halley, who, in diving deep into

• the Sea in a diving Vessel, found in a clear Sun-

• ihineDay, that when he was funk many Fathoms

- deep into the Water, the upper part of his Hand

•on which the Sun shone directly through the

•Water ancl^rpug^^Jmall Glass Window in

•the VeflS^Wofa Damask Rose, and the

Water below and the under part of his Hand

illuminated by Light reflected from the Water

below
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below lodk'd green; For thence it may be ga

thered, that the Sea Water reflects back the

violet and blue-making Rays most easily, and

lets the red-making Rays pass most freely and

copiously to great depths. For thereby the Sun's

direct Light at all great depths , by reason os'

the predominating red-making Rays, must ap

pear red ; and the greater the depth is, the ful

ler and intenser must that red be. And at such

depths as the violet-making Rays scarce pene

trate unto, the blue-making* green-making and

yellow-making Rays being reflected from be

low more copiously than the red-making ones*

must compound a green. '

Now if there be two Liquors of full Colours*

suppose a red and, a blue, and both of them so

thick as suffices to make their Colours suffice

ently full ; though either Liquor be sufficient

ly transparent apart , yet will you not be able?

to see through both together. For if only the!

red-making Rays pass through one Liquor, and

only the blue-making through the other, no Rays

can pass through both. This Mr. Hook tried

casually with Glass Wedges filled with red and

blue Liquors, and was surprized at the Unex^

pected event, the reason of it being then un

known ; which makes me trust the more to his

Experiments though I have not tried it my self.

But he that would repeat it, must take care the!

Liquors be of very good and full Colours.

Now whilst Bodies becomesolousedby reflect-

ing or transmitting this or that fort of Rays more: •

. copiously than the rest* it is to be conceived

that they'slop and stifle in themselves the Rays

M which



which they do not reflect or transmit. For if

Gold be foliated and held between your Eye and

the Light, the Light looks of a greenish blue,

and therefore massy Gold lets into its Body the

blue-making Rays to be reflected to and fro

within it till they be slopp'd and stifled, whilst

it reflects the yellow-making outwards, and

thereby looks yellow. And much after the

fame manner that Leaf Gold is yellow by re

flected, and blue by transmitted Light, and mas

sy Gold is yellow in all Positions of the Eye ;

there are some Liquors, as the Tincture of

Lignum Nephritkum , and some sorts of Glass

which transmit one sort of Light most copious

ly, and reflect another sort, and thereby look

of several Colours, according to the position

of the Eye to the Light. But if these Liquors

or Glasses were so thick and massy that no Light

could get through them, I question not but

they would like all other opake Bodies appear

of one and the fame Colour in all Positions of

the Eye, though this I cannot yet affirm by ex

perience. For all colour'd Bodies, so far as my

Observation reaches , may be seen through if

made sufficiently thin, and therefore are in some

measure transparent, and dirler only in degrees

of Transparency from tinged transparent Li

quors; these Liquors, as well as those Bodies,

by a sufficient thickness becoming opake. A

transparent Body which looks of any Colour by

transmitted Light, may also look of the same

Colour by reflected Light, the Light of that

Colour being reflected by the farther Surface

pf the Body, or by the Air beyond it. And

. then
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then the reflected Colour will be diminished*

and perhaps cease , by making the Body very

thick, and pitching it on the backside to dirru-

nisti the Reflexion of its farther Surface* so that

the Light reflected from the tinging' Particles

may predominate. In such cases , the Colour

of the reflected Light will be apt to vary from

that of the Light transmitted. But whence it

is that tinged Bodies and Liquors reflect some

fort of Rays , and intromit or transmit other;

sorts, shall be said in the next Book. In this

Proposition I content my self to have put it part

dispute, that Bodies have such Properties, and

thence appear colour'd.

 

TROT. XI. Prob. VL •

By mixing colour'd JLights to compound a beam

of Light of the fame Colour and Nature with

a beam of the Sun's direcf Lights and therein

to experience the Truth of the foregoing Pro

positions. •

LET ABC abc [ in Fig.i6.-\ represent a

Prism by which the Sun's Light let into

a dark Chamber through the Hole F, may be

refracted towards the Lens MN, and paint up- •

on it at />> q, r, j and t, the usual Colours vio«

let, blue, green, yellow and red, and' let the

diverging Rays by the Refraction of this Lens

converge again towards X, and there, by the

mixture of all those their Colours, compound a

white according to what was ihewh above.

M * Then
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Then let another Prism DEG degy parallel to

the former, be placed at X, to refract that

white Light upwards towards Y. Let the re

fracting Angles of the Prisms, and their distances

from the Lens be equal, so that the Rays which

converged from the Lens towards X, and with

out Refraction, would there have crossed and .

diverged again , may by the Refraction of the

second Prism be reduced into Parallelism and

diverge no more. For then those Rays will re-

compose a beam of white Light X Y. If the

refracting Angle of either Prism be the bigger,

that Prism must be so much the nearer to the

Lens. You will know when the Prisms and the

Lens are well set together, by observing if the

beam of Light XY which comes out of the se

cond Prism be perfectly white to the very edges

of the Light, and at all distances from the Prism

continue perfectly and totally white like a beam

of the Sun's Light. For till this happens , the

position of the Prisms and Lens to one another

must be corrected, and then if by the help of a

long beam of Wood, as is represented in the

Figure, or by a Tube, or some other such-In

strument mad.e for that purpose, they be made

fast in that situation , you may try all the same

Experiments in this compounded beam ofLight

X Y, which have been made in the Sun's direct

Light. For this compounded beam of Light

has the fame appearance, and/ is endow'd with

all the fame Properties with a direct beam of

the Sun's Light, so far as my Observation reaches.

And in trying Experiments in this beam you

may by stopping any of the Colours q, r, s
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and /?, at the Lens, fee how the Colours pro

duced in the Experiments are no other than

those which the Rays had at the Lens before

they enteiithe composition of this Beam : And

by consequence that they arise not from any new

modifications of the Light by Refractions and

Reflexions, but from the various Separations

and Mixtures of the Rays originally endow'd

with their colour-making qualities.

So, for instance, having with a Lens ^ Inches

broad, and two Prisms on either hand 6^ Feet

distant from the Lens, made such a beam of

compounded Light : to examin the reason of

the Colours made by Prisms, I refra6ted this

compounded beam of Light XY with another

Prism HIK kh; and thereby cast the usual pris-

matick Colours PQRSTupon the Paper LV

placed behind. And then by stopping any of

the Colours q, r, s, t, at the Lens, I found

per. So if the purple / was slopp'd at the

Lens , the purple P upon the Paper would va

nisti, and the rest of the Colours would remain

unalter'd, unless perhaps the blue, so far as

some purple latent in it- at the Lens might be

separated from it by the following Refractions.

And so by intercepting the green upon the I^ens,

the green R upon the Paper would vanisli, and

so of the rest ; which plainly shews, that as the

white beam of Light XY was compounded of

several Lights variously colour'd at the Lens,

so the Colours which afterwards emerge out of

it by new Refractions are no other than those

of which its whiteness was compounded. The

 

would vanisti at thePa-

M 3 Refra
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Refraction of the Prism HIK kh generates the

Colours PQRST upon the Paper, not by

changing the colorific qualities of the Rays, but

by separating the Rays which had the*very fame

colorific qualities before they enter'd the Com

position of the refracted beam of white Light

X Y. For otherwise the Rays which were of

one Colour at the Lens might be of another

upon the Paper, contrary to what we find.

So again , to examin the - reason of the Co

lours of natural Bodies , I placed such Bodies

in the Beam of Light X Y, and found that they

all appeared there of those their own Colours

which they have in Day-light , and that those

Colours depend upon the Rays which had the

fame Colours at the Lens before they enter'd

the Composition of that beam. Thus, for in

stance , Cinnaber illuminated by this beam ap

pears of the fame red Colour as in Day-light ;

and if at the Lens you intercept the green-ma

king and blue-making Rays, its redness will be

come more full and lively : But if you there in

tercept the red-making Rays, it will not any

longer appear red, but become yellow or green,

or of some other Colour, according to the sorts

of Rays which you' do not intercept. Sq Gold

in this Light XY appears of the fame yellow

Colour as in Day-light , but by intercepting at

the Lens a due quantity of the yellow-making

Rays it will appear white like Silver ( as I have

tried) which mews that its yellowness arises

from the Excess of the intercepted Rays tinging

that whiteness with their Colour when they are

let pass.. ..So the infusion of Lignum Nephriti-

Z. ., cum
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cum (as I have also tried) when held in this

beam of Light X Y, looks blue by the reflect

ed panrof the Light ; and red by the transmit

ted part of it, as when 'tis view'd in Day-light,

but if you intercept the blue at the Lens the

infusion will lose its reflected blue Colour, whilst

its transmitted red remains perfect and by the

loss of some blue-making Rays wherewith it was

allay'd becomes more intense and full. And,

on the contrary, if the red and orange-making

Rays be intercepted at the Lens, the Infusion will

lose its transmitted red, whilst its blue will re

main and become more full and perfect. Which

mews, that the Infusion does not tinge the Rays

with blue and red, but only transmit those

most copiously which were red-making before,

and reflects those most copiously which were

blue-making before. And after the same man

ner may the Reasons of other Phænomena be

examined, by trying them in this artificial beam

of Light XY.

 

M 4 THE
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THE

SECOND BOOK

OPTICKS.

PARTI.

Observations concerning the Reflexions, Refra

ctions, aud Colours of thin transparent Bo

dies.

T has been observed by others, that

transparent Substances, as Glass, Wa

ter, Air, &c. when made very thin by

being blown into Bubbles, or otherwise

formed into Plates, do exhibit various Colours

according to their various thinness, although at

a' greater.
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a greater thickness they appear very clear and

colourless. In the former Book I forbore to

treat of these Colours, because they seemed of

a more difficult Consideration , and were not

necessary for establishing the Properties ofLight

there discoursed of. But becauie they may con

duce to farther Discoveries for completing the

Theory of Light, especially as to the constitu

tion of the parts of natural Bodies , on which

their Colours or Tranlparency depend ; I have*

here set down an account of them. To render

this Discourse short and distinct, I have first: de

scribed the principal of my Observations, and

then consider'd and made use of them. The

Observations are these. . - ,' .*.,.'•

Obs. i. Compresling two Prisms hard toge

ther that their fides (which by chance were a

very little convex) might somewhere touch one

another : I found the place in which they touch

ed to become absolutely transparent, as if they

had there been one continued piece of Glass.

For when the Light fell so obliquely on the

Air, which in other places was between them,

as to be all reflected ; it seemed in that place of

contact to be wholly transmitted, insomuch that

when look'd upon, it appeared like a black or

dark spot, by reason that little or no sensible

Light was reflected from thence, as from other

places ; and when looked through it seemed (as

it were ) a hole in that Air which was formed

into a thin Plate, by being compress'd between

the Glasses. And through this hole Objects that

were beyond might be seen distinctly , which

pould not at all be seen through other parts of

the
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the Glasses where the Air was interjacent.. Al

though the Glasses were a little convex, yet this

transparent spot was of a considerable breadth,

which breadth seemed principally to proceed

from the yielding inwards , of the parts of the

Glasses, by reason of their mutual pressure. For

by pressing them very hard together it would

become much broader than otherwise.

Obs. t. When the Plate of Air, by turning «

the Prisms about their common Axis , became *

so little inclined to the incident Rays, that some

of them began to be transmitted, there arose

in it many slender Arcs of Colours which at first

were shaped almost like the Conchoid , as you

fee them delineated in the first Figure. And

by continuing the Motion of the Prisms, these

Arcs increased and bended more and more a-

bout the said transparent spot, till they were

completed into Circles or Rings incompasling

it, and afterwards continually grew more and

more contracted

These Arcs at their first appearance were of

a violet and blue Colour, and between them

were white Arcs of Circles , which presently

by continuing the Motion of the Prisms became

a little tinged in their inward Limbs with red

and yellow , and to their outward Limbs the /

blue was adjacent. So that the order of these

Colours from the central dark spot, was at that

time white, blue, violet; black, red, orange,

yellow, white, blue, violet, &c. But the yel

low and red were much fainter than the blue

and violet. . » . . .
*

The
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The Motion of the Prisms about their Axis

being continued, these Colours contracted more

and more, shrinking towards the whiteness on

either fide of it, until they totally vanished in

to it. And then the Circles in those parts ap-

pear'd black and white, without any other-Co

lours intermix'd. But by farther moving the

Prisms about, the Colours again emerged out of

the whiteness, the violet and blue at its inward

Limb, and at its outward Limb the red and

yellow. So that now their order from the cen

tral Spot was white, yellow, red ; black ; vio

let, blue, white, yellow, red, Sir. contrary to

what it was before. . - - J± ' ,

Obs. 3. When the Rings or some parts of

them appeared only black and white, they were

very distinct and well defined, and the back-

ness seemed as intense as that of the central

Spot. Also in the Borders of the Rings, where

the Colours began to emerge out of the white

ness, they were pretty distinct, which made

them visible to a very great multitude. I have

sometimes number'd above thirty Successions

(reckoning every black and white Ring for one

Succession) and seen more of them, which by

reason of their smalness I could not number.

But in other Positions of the Prisms , at which

the Rings appeared of many Colours , I could

not distinguish above eight or nine of them ,

and the Exterior of those were very confused

and dilute.

In these two Observations to fee the Rings di

stinct, and without any other Colour than black

and white, 1 found it necessary to hold myEye

' . at
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at a good distance from them. For by ap

proaching nearer, although in the same inclina

tion of myEye to the Plane of the Rings, there

emerged a blueish Colour out of the white,

which by dilating it self more and more into

the black, render'd the Circles less distinct, and

left the white a little tinged with red and yel

low. I found also by looking through a flit or

oblong hole, which was narrower than the Pu

pil of my Eye, and held close to it parallel to

the Prisms , I could fee the Circles much di-

stincter and visible to a far greater number than

otherwise. :' j- , . ,

Obs. 4. To observe more nicely the order

of the Colours which arose out of the white

Circles as the Rays became less and less incli

ned to the Plate of Air; I took two Object-

glasses , the one a Piano-convex for a fourteen.

Foot Telescope , and the other a large double

Convex for one of about fifty Foot; and upon

this, laying the other with its plane fide down

wards, I pressed them slowly together, to make

the Colours successively emerge in the middle

of the Circles, and then slowly lifted the upper

Glass from the lower to make them successive

ly vanish again in the fame place. The Colour,

which by pressing the Glasses together emerged

last in the middle of the . other Colours, would

upon its first appearance look' like a Circle of a .

Colour almost uniform from the circumference

to the center, and by compressing the Glasses still

more, grow continually broader until a new Co

lour emerged in its center, and thereby it became

a Ring encompassing that new Colour. And by

com
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compressing the Glasses still more, the diameter

of this Ring would increase, and the breadth

of its Orbit or Perimeter decrease until another

new Colour emerged in the center of the last :

And so on until a third , a fourth , a fifth , and

other following new Colours successively emer

ged there, and became Rings encompasling the

innermost Colour, the last of which was the

black: Spot. And , on the contrary, by lifting

up the upper Glass from the lower, the diame

ter of the Rings would decrease, and the breadth

of their Orbit increase, until their Colours reach

ed successively to the center ; and then they

being of a considerable breadth, I could more

easily discern and distinguish their Species than

before. And by this means I observ'd their Suc

cession and Quantity to be as followeth.

Next to the pellucid central Spot made by

the contact of the Glasses succeeded blue, white,

yellow, and red. The blue was so little in quan

tity that I could not discern it in the Circles

made by the Prisms, nor could I well distinguish

any violet in it, but the yellow and red were

pretty copious, and seemed about as much in

extent as the white, and four or five times more

than the blue. The next Circuit in order of

Colours immediately encompassing these were

violet, blue, green, yellow, and red : and these

were all of them copious and vivid, excepting

the green, which was very little in quantity,

and seemed much more faint and dilute than

the other Colours. Of the other four, the vio

let was the least in extent, and the blue less

than the yellow or red. The third Circuit or

Orde*
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Order was purple, blue, green, yellow, and

red; in which the purple seemed more reddish

than the violet in the former Circuit , and the

green was much more conspicuous, being as

brisk and copious as any of the other Colours,

except the yellow ; but the red began to be a

little faded, inclining very much to purple. Af

ter this succeeded the fourth Circuit of green

and red. The green was very copious and live

ly, inclining on the one fide to blue, and on

the other side to yellow. But in this fourth

Circuit there was neither violet, blue, nor yel

low, and the red was very imperfect and dir

ty. Also the succeeding Colours became more

and more imperfect and dilute, till after three

ox four revolutions they ended in perfect

whiteness. Their form, when the Glasses were

most compress'd so as to make the black Spot

appear in the center, is delineated in the se

cond Figure ; where a, b} c, d, e : /, g, h, i,

k : /, mt 0, p : q, r : s, t : v, x : jyy z de

note the Colours reckon'd in order from the

center, black, blue, white, yellow, red: vio

let, blue, green, yellow, red: purple, blue,

green, yellow, red : green, red : greenish blue,

red : greenish blue, pale red : greenish blue,

reddisli white.

Obf 5. To determine the interval of the

Glasses, or thickness of the interjacent Air, by

which each Colour was produced, I measured

the Diameters of the first six Rings at the most

lucid part of their Orbits, and squaring them, I

found their Squares to be in the arithmetical

Progression of the odd Numbers, 1, 3, 5-, 7, 9, 1 1.

• . And
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And since one of these Glasses was plane, and '

the other spherical, their Intervals at those Rings

must be in the fame Progression. I measured

also the Diameters of the dark or faint Rings

between the more lucid Colours, and found

their Squares to be in the arithmetical Progres

sion of the even Numbers, 2,, 4, 6, 8, 10, i2.

And it being very nice and dirhctilt to take

these measures exactly ; I repeated them divers

times at divers parts of the Glasses, that by their

Agreement I might be confirmed in them. And

the fame method I used in determining some

others of the following Observations.

Obs. 6. The Diameter of the sixth Ring at

.cS

the most lucid part of its Orbit was ~o parts of

an Inch , and the Diameter of the Sphere on

which the double convex Object-glass was

ground was about ioz Feet, and hence I ga

thered the thickness of the Air or Aereal Inter

val of the Glasses at that Ring. But some time

after, suspecting that in making this Observation

I had not determined the Diameter of the

Sphere with sufficient accurateness, and being

uncertain whether the Plano-convex Glass was

truly plane, and not something concave or con

vex on that side which I accounted plane ; and

whether I had not pressed the Glasses together,

as I often did , to make them touch ; (For by

pressing such Glasses together their parts easily

yield inwards , and the Rings thereby become

sensibly broader than they would be , did the

Glasses keep their Figures.) I repeated the

Experiment, and found the Diameter of the

- . . sixth
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sixth lucid Ring about ^ parts of an Inch. 1

repeated the Experiment also with such an Ob

ject-glass of another Telescope as I had at hand.

This was a double Convex ground on both

sides to one and the fame Sphere , and its Fo

cus was distant from it 83 * Inches. And thence,

if the Sines*of Incidence and Refraction of the

bright yellow Light be assumed in proportion

as 11 to 17, the Diameter of the Sphere to

which the Glass was figured will by computa

tion be found i8z Inches. This Glass I laid

upon a flat one, so that the black Spot appear

ed in the middle of the Rings of Colours with

out any other Pressure than that of the weight

of the Glass. And now measuring the Diame

ter of the fifth dark Circle as accurately as I

could, I found it the fifth part of an Inch pre

cisely. This Measure was taken with the points

of a pair of Compasses on the upper Surface

on the upper Glass, and my Eye was about

eight or nine Inches distance from the Glass,

almost perpendicularly over it , and the Glass

was 4 of an Inch thick, and thence it is easy to

collect that the true Diameter of the Ring be

tween the Glasses was greater than its measur'd

Diameter above the Glasses in the Proportion

of 80 to 79, or thereabouts, and by consequence

equal to -f? part of an Inch, and its true Semi-

diameter equal to TSP- parts. Now as the Dia

meter of the Sphere (i82 Inches) is to the Se

mi-diameter of this fifth dark Ring (-1- parts of

an Inch) so is this Semi-diameter to the thick

ness of the Air at this fifth dark Ring ; which is

•' ' there
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therefore ^ or parts ofan Inch ; andt

the fifth part thereof, viz. the part of art

Inch, is the thickness of the Air at the first

of these dark Rings.

The fame Experiment 1 repeated with ano-

ther double convex Object-glass ground on both

fides to One and the fame Sphere, Its- Focus

was distant from it 168^ Inches, and therefore

the Diameter of that Sphere was 184 Inches.

This Glass being laid upon the fame plain Glass*

the Diameter of the fifth of the dark Rings* .

when the black Spot in their center appear'd

plainly without pressing the Glasses, was by the

measure of the Compalfes upon the upper Glass

^~ parts of an Inch, and by consequence be

tween the Glasses it was For the upper

Glass was 4 of an Inch thick* and my Eye was

distant from it 8 Inches. And a third propor

tional to half this from the Diameter of the

Sphere is ggf^; parts of an Inch. This is there

fore the thickness of the Air at this Ring, and*

fifth part thereof* viz. the g~^th part of art

Inch is the thickness thereof at the first of the

Rings, as above.

I tried the fame thing by laying these Ob

ject-glasses upon flat pieces of a broken Look-

ing-glassj and found the fame Measures of the

Rings : Which makes me rely upon them till
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they can be determin'd more accurately by

Glasses ground to larger Spheres, though in

such Glasses greater care must be taken of a true

Plane.

These Dimensions were taken when my Eye

was placed almost perpendicularly over the

Glasses, being about an Inch, or an Inch and a

quarter, distant from the incident Rays, and

eight Inches distant from the Glass; so that the

Rays were inclined to the Glass in an Angle of

about four Degrees. Whenceby the following

Observation you will understand , that had the

• Rays been perpendicular to the Glasses , the

thickness of the Air at these Rings would have

been less in the proportion of the Radius to- the

Secant of four Degrees, that is of ioooo to

10024. Let the thicknesses found be therefore

diminifli'd in this Proportion, and they will be

come and £~ , or ( to use the nearest

round number ) the §^^th part of an Inch.

This is the thickness of the Air at the darkest

part of the first dark Ring made by perpendi

cular Rays, and half this thickness multiplied

by the Progression, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, &c. gives

the thicknesses of the Air at the most luminous

parts of all the brightest Rings, viz. 7^5^,5

i^sk' ,-tE2S, their arithmetical

Means £^< J^fc* .'1-75I5 , beinS its

thicknesses at the darkest parts of all the dark

ones.

• s Obf.
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Obs. 7. The Rings were least whdn my Eye:

was placed perpendicularly over the Glasses irt

the Axis of the Rings : And when I view'd

them obliquely they became bigger* continual

ly swelling as I removed my Eye farther from

the Axis. And partly by measuring the Diame-*

ter of the same Circle at several Obliquities of

my Eye, partly by other means, as also by ma

king use of the two Prisms for very great Obli

quities, I found its Diameter, and consequent

ly the thickness of the Air at its Perimeter in

all those Obliquities to be very nearly in the*

Proportions express'd in this Table;

Angle ofIn- Angle ofRe DiameterThickness

~cpdence on fraction in Of the ofthe

the Air. to the'Air. Ring. Air.

Deg. Min. 1

00 GO 00 00 10 10

06 z6 ,10 .00 IOt? 10-1V

12
45

20 OO, ; 10* IOf

18
49

30 OO

*4
30 40 OO

*9 37 50 OO Hi .

33 58 60 OO
'4

20

35 65 00 z34

37 19 70 OO 28^

38 33 75
00 37

39 27 80 po 22«
.5**

40 00 85 00 ii 2*9 ' 84tV

40 11 90 00 . 35
12.24

N % . - In
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In the two first Columns are express'd the

Obliquities of the incident and emergent Rays

to the Plate of the Air,, that is, their Angles of

Incidence and Refraction. In the third Column

the Diameter of any colour'd Ring at those Ob

liquities is expressed in parts, of which ten con

stitute that Diameter when the Rays are per

pendicular. And in the fourth Column the

thickness of the Air at the circumference of

that Ring is expressed in parts of Which also

ten constitute its thickness when the Rays are

perpendicular.

And from these Measures I seem to gather

this Rule : That the thickness of the Air is

proportional to the secant of an Angle, 'whose

Sine is a certain mean Proportional between

the Sines of Incidence and Refraction. And that

mean Proportional, so far as by these Measures

I can determine it, is the first of an hundred

and fix -arithmetical mean Proportionals be

tween those Sines counted from the bigger Sine,

that is, from the Sine of Refraction When the

Refraction is made out of the Glass into the

Plate ofAir, or from theSine ofIncidence wheii

the Refraction is made out of the Plate of Air

into the Glass.

Obs. 8< The -dark Spot in the middle of the

Rings increased also by the Obliquatkm of the

Bye, although almost insensibly. But if incteact

of the Qbject-glafles the Prisms were made uffe

of, its Increase was more manifest when view

ed so obliquely that no Colours appear'd about

it. ' If was least when the Rays were incident

5ipst obliquely on^tM interjacent Air, and as

i the
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the obliquity decreased it increased more and

more until the colour'd Rings appear'd, and

then decreased again, but not so much as it in

creased before. And hence it is evident, that

the Transparency was not only at the absolute

Contact of the Glasses, hut also where they had

some little Interval. I have sometimes observed

the Diameter of that Spot to be between half

and two fifth parts of the Diameter of the ex

terior Circumference of the red in the first Cir

cuit or Revolution of Colours when view'd al

most perpendicularly; whereas when view'd

obliquely it hath wholly vanish'd and become

opake and white like the other parts of the

Glass; whence it may be collected that the

Glasses did then scarcely, or not at all, touch

one another, and that their Interval at the pe

rimeter of that Spot when view'd perpendicu

larly Was about a fifth or sixth part of their In

terval at the circumference of the said red.

Obs. 9. By looking through the two conti

guous Object-glasses, I found that the interja

cent Air exhibited Rings of Colours , as well

by transmitting Light as by reflecting it. The

central Spot was now white, and from it the

order ofthe Colours were yellowish red ; black,

violet, blue, white, yellow, red; violet, blue,

green , yellow , red , &c. But these Colours

were very faint and dilute , unless when the

Light was Irajected very obliquely through the

Glasses: For by that means they became pretty

vivid. Only the first yellowish red, like the

blue in the fourth Observation, was so little and

faint as scarcely to be discern'd. Comparing

N 3 - the
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the colour'd Rings made by Reflexion, with

these made by transmission of the Light ; I

found that white was opposite to black, red to

blue, yellow to violet, and green to a Compound

of red and violet. That is, those parts of the

Glass were black when looked through, which

when looked upon appear'd white, and on the

contrary. And so those which in one case ex

hibited blue, did in the other case exhibit red.

And the like of the other Colours. The man

ner you have represented in the third Figure,

Where AB, C D, are the Surfaces of the Glas

ses contiguous at E, and the black Lines ber

tween them are their Distances in arithmetical

Progression, and the Colours written above are

seen by reflected Light, and those below by

Light transmitted.

Obs. io. Wetting the Object-glasses a little

at their edges, the Water crept in slowly be

tween them , and the Circles thereby became

less and the Colours more faint : Insomuch that

as the Water crept along one half of them at

w7hich it first arrived would appear broken off

from the other half, and contracted into a less

Room. By measuring them I found the Pro

portions or their Diameters to the Diameters of

the like Circles made by Air to be about seven

to eight, and consequently the Intervals of the

Gipsies at like Circles, caused by those two Me

diums Water and Air, are as about three to four.

Perhaps it may be a general Rule, That if any

other Medium more or less dense than Water

be compress'd between the Glasses, their Inter

vals at the Rings caused thereby will be to their

Intervals
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Intervals caused by interjacent Air, as the Sines

are which measure the Refraction made out of:

that Medium into Air.

Obf 1 1 . When the Water was between the

Glasles, if I pressed the upper Glass-variously at

its edges to make the Rings move nimbly from

one place to another, a little white Spot would

immediately follow the center of them, which

upon creeping in of the ambient Water into that

place would presently vanish. Its appearance

was such as interjacent Air would have caused,

and it exhibited the same Colours. But it was

not Air, for where any Bubbles of Air were in

the Water they would not vanish. The Refle

xion must have rather been caused by a subtiler

Medium , which could recede through the

Glasses at the creeping in of the Water.

Obs.x-L. These Observations were made in

the open Air. But farther to examine the Ef

fects of colours Light falling on the Glasses, I

darken'd the Room , and view'd them by Re

flexion of the Colours of a PriTm cast on a Sheet

of white Paper, my Eye being so placed that I

could see the colour'd Paper by Reflexion in the

Glasses, as in a Looking-glass. And by this

means the Rings became distincter and visible

to a far greater number than in the open Air.

I have sometimes seen more than twenty of

them* whereas in the open Air I could not dis

cern above eight or nine.

Obs. 13. Appointing an Assistant to move the

Prism to and fro about its Axis, that all the

Colours might successively fall on that part of

the Paper which I saw by Reflexion from thac

N 4 part
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Part of the Glasses, where the Circles appear'd,

so that all the Colours might be successively re

flected from the Circles to my Eye whilst I held

it immovable , I found the Circles which the

red Light made to be manifestly bigger than

those which were made by the blue and violet.

And it was very pleasant to see them gradually

swell or contract accordingly as the Colour ofthe •

Light was changed. The Interval of the Glas

ses at any of the Rings when they were made

by the utmost red Light, was to their Interval

at the fame Ring when made by the utmost

violet, greater than as 3 to and less than as

13 to 8. By the most of my Observations it was?

as 14 to 9. And this Proportion seem'd very

nearly the fame in all Obliquities of my Eye ;

unless when two Prisms were made use of in

stead of the Object-glasses. For then at a cer

tain great obliquity of my Eye, the Rings made

by the several Colours seem'd equal , and at a

greater obliquity those made by the violet woul4

be greater than the same Rings, made by the

red ; the Refraction of the Prism in this cafe

causing the most refrangible Rays to fall more

obliquely on that plate of the Air than the least

refrangible ones. Thus the Experiment suc

ceeded in the colour'd Light , which was suf

ficiently strong and copious to make the Rings

sensible. And thence it may be gather'd, that

if the most refrangible and least refrangible Rays

had been copious enough to make the Rings

sensible without the mixture of other Rays, the

Proportion Which here was 14 to 9 would have

t>een a little greater, suppose 14? or 14s to 9.
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Ohs. 14. ,Whilst the Prism was turn'd about

its Axis with an uniform Motion, to make all

the federal Colours fall successively upon the

Object-glasses, and thereby to make the Rings

contract and dilate: The Contraction or Dila

tation of each Ring thjs made by the variation

of its Colour was swiftest in the red, and slow

est in the violet, and in the intermediate Colours

it had intermediate degrees of Celerity. Com

paring the quantity of Contraction and Dilata

tion made by all the degrees of each Colour, I

found that it was greatest in the red ; less in

the yellow, still less in the blue, and least in the

violet. And to make as just an Estimation as I

could of the Proportions of their Contractions

or Dilatation's , I observ'd that the Whole Con

traction or Dilatation of the Diameter of anv

Ring made by all the degrees of red , was to

that of the Diameter of the fame Ring made by

all the degrees of violet, as about four to three,

or five to four , and that when the Light was

of the middle Colour between yellow and green,

the Diameter of the Ring was very nearly an

arithmetical Mean between the greatest Diame

ter of the fame Ring made by the outmost red,

and the least Diameter thereof made by the

outmost violet: Contrary to what happens in

the Colours of the oblong Spectrum made by

the Refraction of a Prism, where the red is

most contracted, the violet most expanded,

and in the midst of all the Colours is the Con

fine of green and blue. And hence I seem to

collect that the thicknesses of the Air between

the Glasses there, where the Ring is successive
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ly made by the limits of the five principal Co

lours (red, yellow, green, blue, violet) in or

der (that is, by the extreme red, by the limit

of red and yellow in the middle of the orange,

by the limit of yellow and green , by the limit

of green and blue , by the limit of blue and

violet in the middle pf the indigo, and by the

extreme violet) are to one another very nearly

as the six lengths of a Chord which found the

Notes in a sixth Major, sol, la, mi, sa, sol, la.

But it agrees something better with the Obser

vation to fay , that the thicknesses of the Air

between the Glasses there, where the Rings are

successively made by the limits of the seven Co

lours, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indi

go, violet in order, are to one another as the

Cube Roots of the Squares of the eight lengths

of a Chord, which found the Notes in an eighth,

sol, la, sa, sol, la, mi, sa, sol-, that is, as the

Cube Roots of the, Squares of the Numbers, i«

« r i i } 9 '

'?,.'+, T, TJ '^5

Obs. 1$. These Rings were not of various

Colours like those made in the open Air, but

appeared all over of that prismatick Colour on

ly with which they were illuminated. And by

projecting the prilmatick Colours immediately

upon the Glasses, I found that the Light which

fell on the dark Spaces which were between

the colour'd Rings, was transmitted through the

Glasses without any variation of Colour. For

on a white Paper placed behind, it would paint

Rings of the fame Colour with those which

were reflected, and of the bigness of.their im~

mediate Spaces. And from thence the origin
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of these Rings is manifest ; namely , that the

Air between the Glasses, according to its vari

ous thickness, is disposed in some places to re

flect, and in others to transmit the Light of a-

ny one Colour ( as you may fee represented in

the fourth Figure) and in the same place to re

flect that of one Colour where it transmits that

of another.

Obs. 16, The Squares of the Diameters of

these Rings made by any prifmatick Colour were

in arithmetical Progression, as in the fifth Ob

servation. And the Diameter of the sixth Cir

cle, when made by the citrine yellow, and

viewed almost perpendicularly, was about'--

parts of an Inch , or a little less , agreeable to

rhe sixth Observation.

The precedent Observations were made with

a. rarer thin Medium , terminated by a denser,

such as was Air or Water compress'd between

two Glasses. In those that follow are set down

the Appearances of a denser Medium thin'd

within a rarer , such as are Plates of Muscovy

Glass, Bubbles of Water, and some other thin

Substances terminated on all sides with Air.

Obs. 17. If a Bubble be blown with Water

first made tenacious by dissolving a little Soap

in it, 'tis a common Observation , that after a

while it will appear tinged with a great variety

of Colours. To defend these Bubbles from be

ing agitated by the external Air (whereby their

Colours are irregularly moved one among ano

ther, so that no accurate Observation can be

made of them,) as soon as I had blown any of

' them
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them I cover'd it with a clear Glass, and by that

means its Colours emerged in a very regular

order, like so many concentrick Rings encom-

. passing the top of the Bubble. And as the Bub

ble grew thinner by the continual subsiding of

the Water, these Rings dilated slowly and over

spread the whole Bubble, descending in order '

to the bottom of it, where they vanisiYd suc

cessively. In the mean while, after all the Co

lours were emerged at the top, there grew in

the center of the Rings a small round black

Spot, like that in the first Observation , which

continually dilated it self till it became some

times more than 4 or 4 of an Inch in breadth

before the Bubble broke. At first I thought

there had been no Light reflected from the Wa

ter in that place, but observing it more curi

ously, I saw within it several smaller round

Spots, which appeared much blacker and dark

er than the rest , whereby 1 knew that there

was some Reflexion at the other places which

were not so dark as those Spots. And by far

ther Tryal I found that I could fee the Images

m of some things (as of a Candle or the Sun) ve

ry faintly reflected , not only from the great

black Spot, but also from the little darker Spots

• which were within it. . *

Besides the aforesaid 'Colour'd Rings there

would often appear small Spots of Colours, as

cending and descending up and down the sides

of the Bubble, by reason of some Inequalities

in the subsiding of the Water. And sometimes

small black Spots generated at the fides would

ascend
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ascend up to the larger black Spot at the top

of the Bubbler and unite with it.

Obs. 1 8. Because the Colours of these Bub

bles were more extended and lively than those

of the. Air thinn'd between two Glasses, and so

more easy to be distinguished, I shall h&re give

you a farther description of their order, as they

were oblerv'd in viewing them by Reflexion

of the Skies when of a white Colour, whilst a

black substance was placed behind the Bubble.

And they were these, red, blue ; red, blue ;

red, blue; red, green; red, yellow, green,

blue, purple; red, yellow, green, blue, violet.;

red, yellow, white, blue, black.

r The three first Successions of red and blue

were very dilute and dirty, especially the first,

where the red seem'd in a manner to be white.

Among these there was scarce any other Colour

sensible besides red and blue, only the blues

(and principally the second blue) inclined 'a lit

tle to green.

The fourth red was also dilute and dirty, but

not so much as the former three; after that

succeeded little or no yellow, but a copious

green, which at first inclined a little to yellow,

and then became a pretty brisk and good wil

low green, and afterwards changed to a bluish

Colour; but there succeeded neither blue nor

violet. .' .

The fifth red at first inclined very much to

purple, and afterwards became more bright

and brisk, but yet .not very pure. This was

succeeded with a very bright and intense yel- -

low, which was but little in quantity, and soon

'. chang'd
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chang'd to green : But that green was copious

and something more pure, deep and lively, thar*

the former green. After that follow'd an ex

cellent blue of a bright Sky-colour, and then a;

purple, which was less in quantity than the bluey

and much inclined to red.

-The sixth red was at first of a very fair and

lively Scarlet, and soon after of a brighter Co

lour, being very pure and brisk, and the best

of all the reds. Then after a lively orange fol

low'd an intense bright and copious yellow,

which was also the best of all the yellows , and

this changed first to a greenish yellow, and then

to a greenish blue ; but the green between the

yellow and the blue* was very little and dilute,

seeming rather a greenish white than a green.

The blue which succeeded became very good,

and of a very fair bright Sky-colour , but yet

something inferior to the former blue? aud the

violet was intense and deep with little or no

redness in it. And less in quantity than the

blue.

In the last red appeared a tincture of scarlet

next to violet* which soon changed to a bright

er Colour, inclining to an orange ; and the yel

low which follow'd was at first pretty good

and lively, but afterwards it grew more dilute,

until by degrees it ended in perfect whiteness.

And this whiteness, if the Water was very te

nacious and well temper'd, would slowly spread

and dilate it self over the greater part of thfc

Bubble ; continually growing paler at the top,

where at length it would crack in many places,

and those cracks, as they dilated, would appear



of a pretty good, but yet obscure and dark

Sky-colour; the white between the blue Spots

diminishing, until it resembled the Threds of

an irregular Net-work, and soon after vanish'd

and left all the upper part of the Bubble of the

said dark blue Colour. And this Colour, after

the aforesaid manner; dilated it self downwards,

until sometimes it hath overspread the whole

Bubble. In the mean while at the top, which

was of a darker blue than the bottom, and ap-

pear'd also full of many round blue Spots, some

thing darker than the rest, there would emerge

one or more very black Spots, and within those,

other Spots of an intenser blackness , which I

mention'd in the former Observation ; and these

continually dilated themselves until the Bubble

broke.

If the Water was not very tenacious the black

Spots would break forth in the white, without

any sensible intervention of the blue. And

sometimes they would break forth within the

precedent yellow, or red, or perhaps within

the blue of the second order, before the inter

mediate Colours had time to display themselves.

By this description you may perceive how

great an affinity these Colours have with those

of Air described in the fourth Observation, al

though set down in a contrary order, by reason

that they begin to appear when the Bubble is

thickest, and are most conveniently reckon'd

from the lowest and thickest part of the Bub

ble upwards.

Obs. 19. Viewing in several oblique Positions

of my Eye the Rings of Colours emerging on

the
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the top of the Bubble, I found that they were

sensibly dilated by increasing the obliquity, but

yet not so much by far as those made by thinn'd

Air in the seventh Observation. For there they

were dilated so much as, when view'd most ob

liquely , to arrive at a part of the Plate more

than twelve times thickerthan that where they

appear'd when viewed perpendicularly ; Where

as in this case the thickness of the Water, at

which they arrived when viewed most oblique

ly, was to that thickness which exhibited them

by perpendicular Rays , something less than us

8 to f. By the best of my Observations it was

between 15 and 15-7 tono; an increase about

Z4 times less than in the other case.

Sometimes the Bubble would become of an

uniform thickness all over, except at the top of

it near the black Spot, as I knew, becaule it

would exhibit the fame appearance of Colours

in all Positions of the Eye. And then the Co

lours which were seen at its apparent circumfe

rence by the obliquest Rays, would be different

from those that were seen in other places , by

Rays less oblique to it. And divers Spectators

might fee the fame part of it of differing .Co

lours, by viewing it at very differing Obliqui

ties. Now observing how much the Colours at

the fame places of the Bubble, ot at divers pla

ces of equal thickness, were varied by the se

veral Obliquities of the Rays ; by the assistance

of the 4th, 14th, 1 6th and 18th Observations,'

as they are hereafter explain'd , I collect the

thickness of the Water requisite to exhibit any

one and the fame Colour, at several Obliquities,

to*



to be very nearly in the Proportion e:

in this Table.

Incidence on

the Water,

Refraction in

to the Water.

Thickness of

theWater.

Deg. Min. Deg. Min.

OO oo 00 00 10

15' oo 11 11

30 00 1% . 1 IO-£

45 00 3* 2,

60 00 40 30 13

75 00 46 144

90 00 48 35 i*4

In the two first Columns are express'd the

Obliquities of the Rays to the Superficies of the

Water, that is, their Angles of Incidence and

Refraction. Where I suppose that the Sines

which measure them are in round Numbers, as '

3 to 4, though probably the dissolution of Soap

in the Water, may a little alter its refractive

Virtue. In the third Column the thickness of

the Bubble, at which any one Colour is exhibit

ed in those several Obliquities, is express'd in

parts, ofwhich ten constitute its thickness when -

the Rays are perpendicular. And the Rule

found by the seventh Observation agrees well

with these Measures , if duly apply'd ; namely,

that the thickness of a Plate of Water requisite

' to exhibit one and the fame Colour at several

Obliquities of the Eye , is proportional to the

secant of an Angle whose Sine is the first of an

hundred and fix arithmetical mean Proportio-

O nals.
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nils between the Sines of Incidence and Refra

ction counted from the lesser Sine, that is, from

the Sine of Refraction when the Refraction is

made but of Air into Water, otherwise from

the Sine of Incidence.

I have sometimes obferv'd , that the Colours

which arise on polisti'd Steel by heating it, or

on Bell-metal , and some other metalline Sub

stances, when melted and pour'd on the ground,

where they may cool in the open Air, have, like

the Colours of Water-bubbles, been a little

changed by viewing them at divers Obliquities,

and particularly that a deep blue, or violet,

when vievv'd very obliquely, hath been changed

to a deep red. But the Changes of these Co

lours are not so great andt.(ensible as of those

made by Water. For the Sc#&a or vitrified part

of the Metal, which most-Metals when heated or

melted do continually protrude, and lend out

to their Surface, and which by covering the

Metals in form of a thin glassy Skin, causes

these Colours, is much denser than Water ; and

I find that the Change made by the Obliquation

of the Eye is least in Colours of the densest thin

Substances.

Obs. zo. As in the ninth Observation, so here,

the Bubble, by transmitted Light, appear'd of

a contrary Colour to that which it exhibited by

Reflexion. Thus when the Bubble being look'd

on by the Light of the Clouds reflected from

it, seemed red at its apparent circumference,

if the Clouds at the fame time, or immediately

after* were view'd through it, the Colour at its

circumference would be blue. And, on the

contrary,
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contrary, when by reflected Light it appeared

blue, it would appear red by transmitted Light.

Obs.2t. By wetting very thin Plates of Mus

covy Glass, whose thinness made the like Co

lours appear, the Colours became more faint

and languid, especially by wetting the Plates on

that side opposite to the Eye : But I could not

perceive any variation of their Species. So then

the thickness of a Plate requisite to produce

any Colour, depends only on the density of the

Plate, and not on that of the ambient Medium.

And hence, by the ioth and 1 6th Observations,

may be known the thickness which Bubbles of

Water, or Plates of Muscovy Glass, or other

Substances, have at any Colour produced by

them.

Obs.zi. A thin transparent Body, which is

denier than its ambient Medium, exhibits more

brisk and vivid Colours than that which' is so

much rarer ; as I have particularly observed in

the Air and Glass. For blowing Glass vefy thin

at a Lamp Furnace, those Plates encompasled

with Air did exhibit Colours much mote vivid

than those of Air made thin between two Glas

ses.

Obs. zj. Comparing the quantity of Light

reflected from the several Rings, I found that

it was most copious from the first or inmost,

and in the exterior Rings became gradually less

and less. Also the whiteness 6f the first Ring

was stronger than that reflected from those

parts of the thin Medium or Plate which were

without the Rings ; as I could manifestly per

ceive by viewing at a distance the Rings made

O2 by
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by the two Object-glasses ; or by comparing two

Bubbles of Water blown at distant times, in

the first of which the whiteness appear'd, which

succeeded all the*Colours, and in the other,

the whiteness which preceded them all.

Obs. 24. When the two Object-glasses were

lav'd upon one another, so as to make the Rings

of the Colours appear, though with my naked

Eye I could not discern above eight or nine of

those Rings, yet by viewing them through a

Prism I have seen a far greater multitude, inso

much that I could number more than fort)7, be

sides many others, that were so very small and

close together , that I could not keep my Eye

steady on them severally so as to number them,

but by their Extent I have sometimes estimated

them to be more than an hundred. And I be

lieve the Experiment may be improved to the

discovery of far greater Numbers. For they

seem to be really unlimited, though visible on

ly so, |ayLa^they can be separated by the Refra-

ction^as^^iall hereafter explain.

But it was but one side or these Rings, name

ly, that towards which the Refraction was made,

which by that Refraction was render'd distinct,

and the other side became more confused than

when view'd by the naked Eye, iasomuch that

there I could not discern above one or two,

and sometimes none of those Rings, of which

I could discern eight or nine with my naked

Eye. And their Segments or Arcs, which on

the other side appear'd so numerous, for the

most part exceeded not the third part of a Cir

cle. If the Refraction was very great, or the

Prism
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Prism very distant from the Object-glasses, the

middle part of those Arcs became also confu

sed , so as to disappear and constitute an even

whiteness, whilst on either fide their ends, as

also the whole Arcs farthest from the center,

became distincter than before, appearing in the

form as you fee them design'd in the fifth Fi

gure.

The Arcs, where they seem'd distinctest, were

only white and black successively, without any

other Colours intermix'd. But in other places

there appeared Colours, whose order was in

verted by the Refraction in such manner, that

if I first held the Prism very near the Object-

glasses, and then gradually removed it farther

off towards my Eye, the Colours of the zd, 3d,

4th , and following Rings shrunk towards the

white that emerged between them , until they

wholly vanish'd into it at the middle of the

Arcs, and afterwards emerged again in a con

trary order. But at the ends of the Arcs they

retain'd their order unchanged.

I have sometimes so lay'd one Object-glass

upon the other , that to the naked Eye they

have all over seem'd uniformly white, without

the least appearance of any of the colour'd

Rings; and yet by viewing them through a

Prism, great multitudes of those Rings have

discover'd themselves. v And in like manner

Plates of Muscovy Glass, and Bubbles of Glass

blown at a Lamp Furnace, which were not so

thin as to exhibit any Colours to the naked Eye,

have through the Prism exhibited a great varie

ty of them ranged irregularly up and down in

O 3 v the
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the form of Waves. And so Bubbles of Wa

ter, before they began to exhibit their Colours,

to the naked Eye of a By-stander, have appear

ed through a Prism, girded about with many

parallel and horizontal Rings ; to produce which

Effect , it was necessary to hold the Prism pa

rallel, or very nearly parallel to the Horizon,

and to dispose it so that the Rays might be -re

fracted upwards.

 

THE
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THE

SECOND BOOK

OPTICKS.

 

Remarks upon the foregoing Observations.

AV ING given my Observations ofthese

Colours, before I make use of them to

unfold the Causes of the Colours of na

tural Bodies, it is convenient that by

the simplest of them, such as are the id, 3d,

4th, 9th, izth, 1 8th, zoth, and 14th, I first ex-

O 4 plaiw
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plain the more compounded. And first to shew

how the Colours in the fourth and eighteenth

Observations are produced, let there be taken

in any right Line from the Point Y, [in Fig. 6.]

the lengths YA, YB, YC, YD, YE, YF, YG,

YH, in proportion to one another, as the* Cube

Roots of the Squares of the Numbers, 4, tV, 4,

t, 75 h 4y i , whereby the lengths of a musical

Chord to sound all the Notes in an eighth are

represented ; that is, in the proportion of the

Numbers 6300, 6814, 7114, 7631, ^$^-» 8855-,

9243, 10000. And at the Points A, B, C, D,

E, F, G, H, let perpendiculars A a, -B/3, &c. be

erected , by whose Intervals the Extent of the

several Colours set underneath against them, is

to be represented. Then divide the Line Act

in such proportion as the Numbers 1, 2, 3, s>

6; 7, 9, 10, 11, &c. set at the Points of Division

denote. And through those Divisions from Y

draw Lines il, 2K, 3 L, yM, 6N, 7O, &c.

Now if A 2 be supposed to represent the

thickness of any thin transparent Body, at which

the outmost violet is most copiously reflected

in the first Ring, or Series of Colours, then by

the 13th Observation, HKwill represent its

thickness, at which the utmost red is most co

piously reflected in the fame Series. Also by

the 5th and 1 6th Observations, A 6 and HN

will denote the thicknesses at which those ex

treme Colours are most copiously reflected in

the second Series, and A 10 and HQ the thick

nesses, at which they are most copiously reflect

ed in the third Series, and so on. And the

thickness at which any of the intermediate Co

lours
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lours are reflected most copiously, will, accor

ding to the 14th Observation, be defined by the

distance of the Line AH from the intermediate

parts of the Lines 2K, 6N, 10 Q, &c. against

which the Names of those Colours are written

below.

But farther, to define the Latitude of these

Colours in each Ring or Series , let A 1 design

the least thickness , and A 3 the greatest thick

ness, at which the extreme violet in the first

Series is reflected, and let HI, and HL, de

sign the like limits for the extreme red, and let

the intermediate Colours be limited by the in

termediate parts of the Lines 1 1, and 3 L, a-

gainst which the Names of those Colours are

written, and so on : But yet with this caution,

that the Reflexions be supposed strongest at the

intermediate Spaces, zK, 6N, 10 Q, &c. and

from thence to decrease gradually towards these

limits, 1 1, 3 L, 5 M, 7 O, &c. on cither side ;

where you must not conceive them to be pre

cisely limited, but to decay indefinitely. And

whereas I have aslign'd the fame Latitude to e-

very Series, I did it, because although the Co

lours in the first Series seem to be a little broad

er than the reft, by reason of a stronger Re

flexion there, yet that inequality is so insensi

ble as scarcely to be determin'd by Observa

tion.

Now according to this Description, concei

ving that the Rays originally of several Colours

are by turns reflected at the Spaces 1 1 L 3, 5 M

O 7, y P R 1 1, &f. and transmitted at the Spaces

AHI1, 3L My, 7OP9, ®c. it is easy to know

what
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what Colqur must in the open Air be exhi

bited at any thickness of a transparent thin Bo

dy. For if a Ruler be applied parallel to A H,

at that distance from it by which the thickness

of the Body is represented the alternate Spaces

1 1 L 3, 5 M O 7, &c. which it crosseth will de

note the reflected original Colours, of which

the Colour exhibited in the open Air is com

pounded. Thus if the constitution of the green

in the third Series of Colours be desired, apply

the Ruler as you fee at t p <r <p , and by its pal-

sing through some of the blue at tt and yellow

at <r, as well as through the green at ^ you may

conclude that the green exhibited at that thick

ness of the Body is principally constituted of

original green , but not without a mixture of

some blue and yellow.

By this means you may know how the Co

lours from the center of the Rings outward

ought to succeed in order as they were descri

bed in the 4th and 18th Observations. For if

you move the Ruler gradually from AHthrough

all distances , having pass'd over the first Space

which denotes little or no Reflexion to be made

by thinnest Substancesrit will first arrive at 1 the

violet , and then very quickly at the blue and

green, which together with that violet com

pound blue, and then at the yellow and red, by

whose farther addition that blue is converted

into whiteness, which whiteness continues du

ring the transit of the edge of the Ruler from

I to 3 , and after that by the successive defici-

ence of its component Colours, turns first to

compound yellow, and then to red, and last of
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all the red ceaseth at L. Then begin the Co

lours of the second Series , which succeed in

order during the transit of the edge of the

Ruler from 5 to O, and are more lively than

before , because more expanded and severed.

And for the same reason, instead of the former

white there intercedes between the blue and

yellow a mixture of orange, yellow, green,

blue and indigo, all which together ought to

exhibit a dilute and imperfect green. So the

Colours of the third Series all succeed in or

der i first, the violet, which a little interferes

with the red of the second order, and is there

by inclined to a reddish purple; then the blue

and green, which are less mix'd with other

Colours, and consequently more lively than be

fore, especially the green: Then follows the

yellow, some of which towards the green is di

stinct and good, but that part of it towards the

succeeding red, as also that red is mix'd with

the violet and blue of the fourth Series, where

by various degrees of red very much inclining

to purple are compounded. This violet and

blue, which mould succeed this red, being mix

ed with, and hidden in it, there succeeds a

green. And this at first is much inclined to

blue, but soon becomes a good green, the on

ly unmix'd and lively Colour in this fourth Se

ries. For as it verges towards the yellow , it

begins to interfere with the Colours of the fifth

Series , by whose mixture the succeeding yel

low and red are very much diluted and made

dirty, especially the yellow, which being the

weaker Colour is scarce able to shew it self.

After
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After this the several Series interfere more and

more, and their Colours become more and more

intermix'd, till after three or four more revo

lutions (in which the red and blue predominate

by turns) all sorts of Colours are in all places

pretty equally blended, and compound an even

whiteneis.

• i And since by the 15th Observation the Rays

endued with one Colour are transmitted, where

those 'of another Colour are reflected, the rea

son of the Colours made by the transmitted

Light in the 9th and 2oth Observations is from

hence evident.

If not only the Order and Species of these

Colours, but also the precise thickness of the

Plate, or thin Body at which they are exhibited,

be desired in parts of an Inch, that may be also

; obtained by assistance of the 6th or 1 6th Obser

vations. For according to those Observations

the thickness of the thinned Air, which be

tween two Glasses exhibited the most luminous

I parts of the first six Rings were ,

rsho> 75ib, ,is5£, t£z Parts of an Inch-

! Suppose the Light reflected most copiously at

these thicknesses be the bright citrine yellow,

* or confine of yellow and orange, and these

thicknesses will b£ F », 0, F 7- And

this being known, it is easy to determine what

thickness of Air is represented by G <p , or by

any other distance of the Ruler from AH.

But farther, since by the 10th Observation the

thickness of Air was to the thickness of Water,

which



which between the same Glasses exhibited the

fame Colour, as 4 to 3, and by the 2 ist Obser

vation the Colours of thin Bodies are not varied

by varying the ambient Medium; the thick

ness or a Bubble of Water, exhibiting any Co

lour, will be 4 of the thickness of Air produ

cing the fame Colour. And so according to'

the same 10th and 1 ist Observations the thick

ness of a Plate of Glass, whose Refraction of

the mean refrangible Ray , is measured by the

proportion of the Sines 3 1 to 20, may be -ff of

the thickness of Air producing the fame Co

lours ; and the like of other Mediums. I do

not affirm, that this proportion of 20 to 31,

holds in all, the Rays; for the Sines of other

sorts of Rays have other Proportions. But the

differences of those Proportions are so little

that I do not here consider them. On these

Grounds I have composed the following Ta

ble, wherein the thickness of Air, Water, and

Glass, at which each Colour is mod intense

and specifick , is expressed in parts of an Inch

divided into ten hundred thousand equal parts.

The



the thickness of cotiur'd Plates md Particles of

Their Colours of the

first Order,

Of the second Order,

Of the third Order,

Of the fourth Order,

Of the fifth Order,

Of the sixth Order,

Of the seventh Or

der,

fVery. black

' Black

Begitining of

Black

Blue

White

Yellow

Orange

Ued

/'Violet

V Indigo

>Bkc

./Green

\ Yellow

J Orange

f Bright red

V, Scarlet

-Purple

Indigo

)Blue

'Green

\ Yellow
fRed

Bluisti red

'Bluish green

(Green

> Yellowish green

.Red

s Greenish blue

\Red

{Greenish blue

Red

{Greenish blue

Ruddy white

a.

Water.

V

Glass.

Si

.19

8

X

i*

I O
> 1

,4s-

5*

H 7t

8—11* 9i

»?

14 9

I Si 9-1-

ip-r

tq

i $4 I Z-J-

I7J.

i8f

i3

I4i

if*

is} i

it 'Si

r6i
14-i

m .
I7tt

i?tV

ic4-

IST-

i6|

19
!***
14

i74

184

. 31

34

354-

36

40s

1ST

"*

i3-i-

16

17

3°i

46

52t

34t

391- • 34

S*

44

1 41

71

.3t
57i-

45f

77 4Cf

Now
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Now if this Table be compared with the 6th

Scheme, you will there lee the constitution of

each Colour, as to its Ingredients , or the ori

ginal Colours of which it is compounded , and

thence be enabled to judge of its Intenseness or

Imperfection ; which may suffice in explication

of the 4th and 18th Observations, unless it be

farther desired to delineate the manner how

the Colours appear, when the two Object-glas

ses are laid upon one another. To do which,

let there be described a large Arc of a Circle,

and a streight Line which may touch that Arc, 0

and parallel to that Tangent several occult

Lines, at such distances from it, as the Num

bers) set against the several Colours in the Ta

ble -denote. For the Arc, and its Tangent, will

represent the Superficies of the Glasses termi

nating the interjacent Air ; and the places where

the occult Lines cut the Arc will mow at what

distances from the center, or Point of contact,

each Colour is reflected.

There are also other Uses of this Table : For '

by its assistance the thickness of the Bubble in

the 19th Observation was determin'd by theCo-

Iours which it exhibited. And so the bigness

of the parts of natural Bodies may be Conje

ctured by their Colours, as shall be hereafter

sliewn. Also, if two or more very thin Plates

be laid one upon another, so as to compose one

Plate equalling them all in thickness, the result

ing Colour may be hereby determin'd. For in

stance, Mr. Hook observed, as is mentioned in

his Micrographia , that a faint yellow Plate of

Muscovy Glass laid upon a blue one, constituted

; a very
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a very deep purple. The yellow of the first

Order is a faint one , and the thickness of the

Plate exhibiting it, according to the Table is

4r, to which add 9, the thickness exhibiting

blue of the second Order, and the Sum will be

134, which is the thickness exhibiting the pur

ple of the third Order.

To explain, in the next place, the circum

stances of the 2d and 3d Oblervations ; that is,

how the Rings of the Colours may (by turning

the Prisms about their common Axis the con

trary way to that expressed in those Observa

tions) be converted into white and black Rings,

and afterwards into Rings of Colours again, the

Colours of each Ring lying now in an inverted

order ; it must be remember'd, that those Rings

of Colours are dilated by the obliquation of the

Rays to the Air which intercedes the Glasses,

and that according to the Table in the 7th Ob

servation, their Dilatation or Increase of their

Diameter is most manifest and speedy when

they are obliquesl. Now the Rays of yellow

being more refracted by the first Superficies of

the laid Air than those of red, are thereby

made more oblique to the second Superficies,

at which they are reflected to produce the co

lour'd Rings, and consequently the yellow Cir

cle tn each Ring will be more dilated than the

red ; and the Excess of its Dilatation will be so

much the greater, by how much the greater is

the obliquity of the Rays, until at last it be

come of equal extent with the red of the fame

Ring. And for the fame reason the green, blue

and violet, will be also so much dilated by the

still
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still greater obliquity of their Rays, as to be

come all very nearly of equal extent with the

fed, that is, equally distant from the center of

the Rings., And then all the Colours of the

fame Ring must be coincident, and by their

mixture exhibit a white Ring. And these white

Rings must have black and dark Rings between

them, because they do not spread and interfere

with one another as before. And for that rea

son also they must become dislincter and visible

to far greater numbers. But yet the violet be

ing obliquest* will be something more dilated

in proportion to its extent than the other Co

lours, and so very apt to appear at the exterior

Verges of the white.

Afterwards, by a greater obliquity of the

Rays, the violet and blue become more sensibly

dilated than the red and yellow, and so being

farther removed from the center of the Rings*

the Colours must emerge out ofLthe white in an

order contrary to that which they had before,

the violet and blue at the exterior Limbs of

each Ring, and the red and yellow at the in

terior. And the violet, by reason of the great

est obliquity of its Rays , being in proportion

most of all expanded, will soonest appear at

the exterior Limb of each white Ring, and be

come more conspicuous than the rest. And the

several Series of Colours belonging to the seve

ral Rings , will by their unfolding and spread

ing, begin again to interfere, and thereby ren

der the Rings less distinct, and not visible to so

great numbers..

P If
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If instead of the Prisms the Object-glasses he

made use of, the Rings which they exhibit be

come not white and distinct by the obliquity of

the Eye, by reason that the Rays in their passage

through that Air which intercedes the Glasles

are very nearly parallel to those Lines in which

they were first incident on the Glasses, and con

sequently the Rays endued with several Colours

are not inclined one more than another to that

Air, as it happens in the Prisms.

There is yet another circumstance of these

Experiments to be consider'd, and that is why

the black and white Rings which when view'd

at a distance appear distinct, should not only be

come confused by viewing them near at hand,

but also yield a violet Colour at both the edges

of every white Ring. And the reason is, that

the Rays which enter the Eye at several parts

of the Pupil, have several Obliquities to the Glas

ses, and those which are most oblique, if consi

der'd apart, would represent the Rings bigger

than those which are the least oblique. Whence

the breadth of the Perimeter os every white

Ring is expanded outwards by the obliquest

Rays, and inwards by the least oblique. And

this Expansion is so much the greater by how

much the greater is the difference of the Obli

quity ; that is, by how much the Pupil is wider,

or the Eye nearer to the Glasses. And the

breadth of* the violet must be most expanded ,

because the Rays apt to excite a Sensotion of

that Colour are most oblique to a second, or

farther Superficies of the thinn'd Air at which

they are reflected , and have also the greatest

4 varia
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Variation of Obliquity, which makes that Cd-

lour soonest emerge out of the edges of the

white. And as the breadth of every Ring is

thus augmented, the dark Intervals must be di-

minish'd, until the neighbouring Rings become

continuous, and are blended, the exterior first*

and then those nearer the center, so that they

can no longer be distinguish'd apart, but seem

to constitute an even and uniform whiteness.

Among all the Observations there is none ac*

companied with so odd circumstances as the

twenty fourth. Of those the principal are, that

in thin Plates, which to the naked Eye seem of (

an even and uniform transparent whiteness,

without any terminations of Shadows, the Re

fraction of a Prism mould make Rings of Co

lours appear, whereas it usually makes Objects

appear colour'd only there where they are ter

minated with Shadows, or have parts unequal

ly luminous ; and that it mould make those

Rings exceedingly distinct and white, although

it usually renders Objects confused and colour

ed. The Cause of these things you will under

stand by considering, that all the Rings of Co

lours are really in the Plate, when view'd with

the naked Eye, although by reason of the great

breadth of their Circumferences they so much

interfere and are blended together, that they

seem to constitute an uniform whiteness. But

when the Rays pass through the Prism to the

Eye, the Orbits of the several Colours in every

Ring are refracted, some more than others, ac

cording to their degrees of Refrangibilky ; By

which means the Colours on one side of the

P i Ring
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Ring (that is,on one side of its center) become

more unfolded and dilated , and thole on the

other side more complicated and contracted.

And where by a due Refraction they are so

much contracted, that the several Rings be

come narrower than to interfere with one ano

ther, they must appear distinct, and also white,

if the constituent Colours be so much contract

ed as to be wholly coincident. But, on the

other side , where the Orbit of every Ring is

made broader by the farther unfolding of its

Colours, it must interfere more with other Rings

than before, and so become less distinct.

To explain this a little farther , suppose the

concentrick Circles AV, and B X, [in Fig. 7.]

represent the red and violet of any Order,

which, together with the intermediate Colours,

constitute any one of these Rings. Now these

being view'd through a Prism, the violet Circle

BX, will by a greater Refraction be farther

translated from its place than the red AV, and

so approach nearer to it on that side of theCirr

cles, towards which the Refractions are made.

For instance, if the red be translated to av,

the. violet may be translated to bx, so as to ap

proach nearer to it at x than before, and if the

red be farther translated to a v, the violet may

be so much farther translated to b x as to con

vene with it at x, and if the red be yet farther

translated to«Y, the violet may be still so much

farther translated to /3 1 as to pass beyond it at

£, and convene with it at e and /. And this

being understood not only of the red and vio

let, but of all the other intermediate Colours*
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and also of every revolution of those Colours,

you will easily perceive how those of the same

revolution or order, by their nearness at xv

and T|, and their coincidence at x v, e and f,

ought to constitute pretty distinct Arcs of Cir

cles, especially at xv, or at e and/, and that

they will appear severally at xv, and at xv ex

hibit whiteness by their coincidence, and again

appear several at T£, but yet in a contrary or

der to that which they had before, and Hill re

tain beyond e and f. But, on the other side,

at ab, ab, or aB, these Colours must become

much more confused by being dilated and spread

so, as to interfere with those of other Orders.

And the fame confusion will happen at T| be

tween e and f, if the Refraction be very great,

or the Prism very distant from the Object-glas

ses: In which case no parts of the Rings will

be seen , save only two little Arcs at e and f,

whose distance from one another, will be aug

mented by removing the Prism still farther from

the Object-glasses : And these little Arcs must

be distinctest and whitest at their middle, and

at their ends,' where they begin to grow con

fused they must be colour'd. And the Colours

at one end of every Arc must be in a contrary

order to those at the other end, by reason that

they cross in the intermediate white ; namely,

their ends, which verge towards T £, will be

red and yellow on that side next the center,

and blue and violet on the other side. But

their other ends which verge from T£ will on

£he contrary be blue and violet on that side to-

P 3 wards
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wards the center, and on the other side re4

and yellow.

Now as all these things follow from the pro

perties of Light by a mathematical way of rea

soning, so the truth of them may be manifested

by Experiments. For in a dark Room, by view

ing these Rings through a Prism , by reflexion

or the several prismatick Colours, which an

assistant causes to move to and fro upon a Wall

or Paper from whence they are reflected, whilst

the Spectator's Eye, the Prism and the Object-

glasses (as in the 13 th Observation) are placed

steady : the Position of the Circles made suc

cessively by the several Colours, will be found

such, in respect of one another, as I have de

scribed in the Figures abxv, or abxv, or

*£|T, Arid by the fame method the truth of

the Explications of other Observations may be

examined.

By what hath been said, the like Phænomena

of Water, and thin Plates of Glass may be un

derstood. But in small fragments of thole Plates,

there is this farther observable, that where they

lye flat upon a Table and are turned about their

centers whilst they are viewed through a Prism,

they will in- some postures exhibit Waves of va

rious Colours, and some of them exhibit these

Waves in one or two Positions only, but the

most of them do in all Positions exhibit them,

and make them for the most part appear al

most all over the Plates, The reason is , that

the Superficies of such Plates are not even, but

have many Cavities and Swellings, which how

shallow soever 4o a little vary the thickness of
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the Plate. For at the several sides of those Ca

vities, for the Reasons newly described, there

ought to be produced Waves in several po

stures of the Prism. Now though it be but

some very small, and narrower parts ofthe Glass,

by which these Waves for the most part are cau

sed , yet they may seem to extend themselves

over the whole Glass, because from the narrow

est of those parts there are Colours of several

Orders, that is of several Rings, confusedly re

flected, which by Refraction of the Prism are

unfolded, separated, and according to their

degrees of Refraction, dispersed to several pla

ces, so as to constitute so many several Waves,

as there were divers orders of Colours promis

cuously reflected from that part of the Glass.

Thefe«are the principal Phænomena of thin

Plates or Bubbles, whose Explications depend

on the properties of Light, which I have here

tofore deliver'd. And these you see do neces

sarily follow from them, and agree with them,

even to their very least circumstances ; and not

only so, but do very much tend to their proof.

Thus, by the 14th Observation, it appears, that

the Rays ofseveral Colours made as well by thin

Plates or Bubbles, as by Refractions of a Prism,

have several degrees of Refrangibility, where

by those of each order , which at the reflexion

from the Plate or Bubble are intermix'd with

those of other Orders, are separated from them

by Refraction, and associated together so <as to

become visible by themselves like Arcs of Cir

cles. For if the Rays were all alike refrangi

ble, 'tis impossible that the whiteness, which

P 4 to
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to the naked Sense appeVs uniform, should by

Refraction have its parts transposed and ranged

into those black and white Arcs,

It appears also that the unequal Refractions,

of difform Rays proceed not from any contin

gent irregularities ; such as are Veins, an uneven

Polish , or fortuitous Position of the Pores of

Glass; unequal and casual Motions in the Air

or Æther, the spreading, breaking, or dividing

the same Ray into many diverging parts, or the

like. For, admitting any such irregularities,

it would be impossible for Refractions to render

those Rings so very distinct, and well defined,

as they do in the Z4th Observation. It is ne

cessary therefore that every Ray have its proper

and constant degree of Refrangibility connate

' with it, according to which its refraction is e-

ver justly and regularly perform'd,. and that se

veral Rays have several of those degrees.

And what is said of their Refrangibility may

be also understood of their Reflexibility, that is

of their Dispositions to be reflected some at a,

greater, and others at a less thickness, of thin

* Plates or Bubbles, namely, that • those Disposi

tions are also connate with the Rays, and im-t

mutable; as may appear by the 13th, 14th, and

ifth Observations compared with the fourth

#nd eighteenth.

By the precedent Observations i\ appears air

so, that whiteness is a dissimilar mixture of all

Colours 7 and that Light is a mixture of Rays

endued with all those Colours, For consider

Jng the multitude of the Rings of Colours, in

fh.e 3 d, ?2.th afld z$t\\ Observations, it is manir
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fest, that although in the 4th and 1 8th Obser

vations there appear no more than eight or

nine of those Rings , yet there are really a far

greater number, which so much interfere and

mingle with one another, as after those eight :

or nine revolutions to dilute one another whol

ly, and constitute an even and sensibly uniform

whiteness. And consequently that whiteness

must be allow'd a mixture of all Colours, and

the Light which conveys it to the Eye must

be a mixture of Rays endued with all those Co

lours, /

But farther, by the 24th Observation, it ap

pears, that there is a constant relation between

Colours and Refrangibility , the most refrangi

ble Rays being violet, the least refrangible red,

and those, of intermediate Colours having pro-

portionably intermediate degrees of Refrangibi

lity. And by the 13th, 14th and 15th Obser

vations, compared with the 4th or 18th, there

appears to be the fame constant relation be

tween Colour and Reflexibility, the violet be

ing in like circumstances reflected at least thick

nesses of any thin Plate or Bubble, the red at

greatest thicknesses, and the intermediate Co

lours at intermediate thicknesses. Whence it

follows, that the colorifick Dispositions of Rays

are also connate with them and immutable, and

by consequence that all the Productions and

Appearances of Colours in the World are de

rived not from any physical Change caused in

Light by Refraction or Reflexion, but only

from the various Mixtures or Separations of

Jiays, by virtue of their different Refrangibility

or
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orReflexibility. And in this respect the Science

of Colours becomes a Speculation as truly ma^

thematical as any other part of Opticks. I mean

so far as they depend on the Nature of Light ,

and are not produced or alter'd by the Power

of Imagination, or by striking or pressing the

Eye.
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THE

SECOND BOOK

OPTICKS.

PART III.

Ofthepermanent Colours ofnatural Bodies, and

the Analogy between them and the Colours of

thin transparent "Plates.

Hffiaa«| AM now come to another part of

UT l KM ^is Design, which is to consider how

^^^^ the Phænomena of thin transparent

«*^hsk8 Plates stand related to those of all o-

ther natural Bodies. Of these Bodies I have al

ready told you that they appear of divers Co

lours,
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lours, accordingly as they are disposed to reflect

mosl: copiously the Rays originally endued with

those Colours. But their Constitutions, where

by they reflect some Rays more copiously than

others, remain to be discover'd , and these I

shall endeavour to manifest in the following

Propositions.

Those Superficies of transparent Bodies reflect

the greatest quantity of Light, which have

the greatest refracting Tower ; that is, which

intercede Mediums that differ most in their

refractive Densities. And in the Confines of

equally refracting Mediums there is no Re~

THE Analogy between Reflexion and Re

fraction will appear by considering, that

when Light passeth obliquely out of one Medi

um into another which refracts from the per

pendicular, the greater is the difference of their .

refractive Density , the less Obliquity of Inci

dence is requisite to cause a total Reflexion.

For as the Sines are which measure the Refra

ction, so is the Sine of Incidence at which the

total Reflexion begins, to the Radius of the

Circle, and consequently that Angle of Inci

dence is least where there is the greatest diffe

rence of the Sines. Thus in the passing of

Light out of Water into Air, where the Refra

ction is measured by the Ratio of the Sines 3 to

4, the total Reflexion begins when the Angle

of Incidence is about 48 Degrees 35 Minutes.

Prop. I.
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In passing out of Glass into Air, where the Re

fraction is measured by the Ratio of the Sines

to to 31, the total Reflexion begins when the

Angle of Incidence is 40 Degrees 10 Minutes;

and so in passing out of Crystal, or more strong

ly refracting Mediums into Air, there is still a less

Obliquity requisite to cause a total Reflexion.

Superficies therefore which refract most do

soonest reflect all the Light which is incident

on them* and so must be allowed most strongly

reflexive.

But the truth of this Proposition will farther

appear by observing, that in the Superficies in

terceding two transparent Mediums, (such as are

Air, Water, Oil, common Glass, Crystal, me

talline Glasses, Island Glasses, white transparent

Arsenick, Diamonds, &c.) the Reflexion is

stronger or weaker accordingly, as the Super

ficies hath a greater or less refracting Power.

For in the Confine of Air and Sal-gem 'tis

stronger than in the Confine of Air and Water,

and still stronger in the Confine of Air and com

mon Glass or Crystal, and stronger in the Con

fine of Air and a Diamond. If any of these,

and such like transparent Solids, be immerged

in Water, its Reflexion becomes much weak

er than before, and still weaker if they be im

merged in the more strongly refracting Liquors

of well rectified Oil of Vitriol or Spirit of Tur

pentine. If Water be distinguish 'd into two

parts, by any imaginary Surface, the Reflexion

in the Confine of those two parts is none at all.

In the Confine of Water and Ice 'tis very little,

in that of Water aud Oil 'tis something greater,
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in that of Water and Sal-gem still greater, and

in that of Water and Glass, or Crystal, or other

denser Substances still greater, accordingly as

those Mediums differ more or less in their re

fractingPowers. Hence in the Confine of com

mon Glass and Crystal, there ought to be a

weak Reflexion, and a stronger Reflexion in

the Confine of common and metalline Glass*

though I have not yet tried this. . But* in the

Confine of two Glasses of equal density, there

is not any sensible Reflexion, as was shewn iri

the first Observation. And the same may be

understood of the Superficies interceding two

j , ^ . , ^ -—j

stances in which no Refraction is caused. So

then the reason why uniform pellucid Mediums*

(such as Water, Glass, or Crystal) have no sen

sible Reflexion but in their external Superficies,

where they are adjacent to other Mediums of

a different density, is because all their conti

guous parts have one and the fame degree of

The least parts of almost all natural Bodies are

in some measure transparent : And the Opa~>

city of those Bodies arifeth from the multi

tude of Reflexions caused in their internal

Tarts.

THAT this is so has been observed by o-

thers, and will easily be granted by them

that have been conversant with Microscopes,

And it may be also tried by applying any^ sub-

Crystals, or two Li<

 

other Sub-

 

Prop. II.

stance
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stance to a hole through which some Light is

immitted into a dark Room. For how opake

soever that Substance may seem in the open

Air, it will by that means appear very manifest

ly transparent, if it be of a sufficient thinness.

Only white metalline Bodies must be excepted,

which by reason of their excessive density seem

to reflect almost all the Light incident on their

first Superficies, unless by solution in Menstru-

ums they be reduced into very small Particles,

and then they become transparent.

Prop. HI.

Between the parts of opake and coloured Bodies

are many Spaces, either empty or repleniflydf

with Mediums of other 'Densities ; as Water

between the tinging Corpuscles wherewith a-

ny Liquor is impregnated, Air between the

aqueous Globules that constitute Clouds or

Mists ; and for the most part Spaces -void of

both Air and Water, but yet perhaps not

wholly void of all Substance, between the

parts of hard Bodies.

THE truth of this is evinced by the two

precedent Propositions : For by the se

cond Proposition there are many Reflexions

made by the internal parts of Bodies, which,

by the first Proposition, would not happen if

the parts of those Bodies were continued with

out any such Interstices between them, because

Reflexions are caused only in Superficies, which

intercede Mediums of a differing density by

'Prop. i.
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But farther , that this discontinuity of parts

is the principal Cause of the opacity of Bodies,

will appear by considering, that opake Substan

ces become transparent by filling their Pores

with any Substance ofequal or almost equal den

sity with their parts. Thus Paper dipped in

Water or Oil , the Oculus Mundi Stone steep'd

in Water, Linen Cloth oiled or varnish'd , and

and many other Substances soaked in such Li

quors as will intimately pervade their little

Pores, become by that means more transparent

than otherwise ; so, on the contrary, the most

transparent Substances may by evacuating their

Pores, or separating their parts, be render'd

sufficiently opake, as Salts or wet Paper, or the

Oculus Mundi Stone by being dried, Horn by

being scraped, Glass by being reduced to Pow

der, or otherwise flawed, Turpentine by being

stirred about with Water till they mix imper

fectly, and Water by being form'd into many

small Bubbles, either alone in the form of Froth,

or by making it together with Oil of Turpen

tine, or Oil Olive, or with some other conve

nient Liquor, with which it will not perfectly

incorporate. And to the increase of the opa

city of these Bodies it conduces something, that

by the 23d Observation the Reflexions of very

thin transparent Substances are considerably

stronger than those made by the same Substan

ces of a greater thickness.

Prop.
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Prop. IV.

The parts of Bodies and their Interstices must

not be less than of some definite bigness , to

render them opake and colour 'd.

FOR the opakest Bodies, if their parts be

subtily divided, (as Metals by being dissol

ved in acid Menstruums, &c.) become perfect

ly transparent. And you may also remember,

that in the eighth Observation there was ho

sensible reflexion at the Superficies of the Ob-

je6t-glasses where they were very near one an

other, though they did not absolutely touch.

And in the 17th Observation the Reflexion of

the Water-bubble where it became thinnest was

almost insensible, so as to cause very black Spots

to appear on the top of the Bubble by the want

of reflected Light.

On these grounds I perceive it is that Water,

Salt, Glass, Stones, and such like Substances,

are transparent. For, upon divers Considera

tions, they seem to be as full of Pores or Inter

stices between their parts as other Bodies are,

but yet their Parts and Interstices to be too

small to cause Reflexions in their common Sur

faces.

Q
Prop.
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Prop. V.

The transparent parts of Bodies according t$

their severalsizes reflect Rays of one Colour>

and transmit those of another , on the same

grounds that thin lates or Bubbles do reflect

or transmit those Rays. And this I take to

be the ground of all their Colours.

FOR if a thinn'd: or plated Body, which

being of an even thickness, appears all o-

ver of one uniform Colour, should be flit into

Threds, or broken into Fragments, of the fame

thickness with the Plate ; I fee no reason why

every Thred or Fragment should not keep its

Colour, and by consequence why a heap of

those Threds -or Fragments should not consti

tute a Mass or Powder of the fame Colour,

which the Plate exhibited before it was broken.

And the parts of all natural Bodies being like

so many Fragments of a Plate, must on the fame

grounds exhibit the fame Colours.

Now that they do so, will appear by the affi

nity of their Properties. The finely colour'd

Feathers of some Birds, and particularly those

of Peacocks Tails,, do in the very fame part of

the Feather appear of several Colours in several

Positions of the Eye, after the very fame mari

ner that thin Plates Were found to do in the '

7th and 19th Obfervationsr and therefore their

Colours arise from the thinness of the transpa

rent parts of the Feathers ; that is, from the

slenderness of the very fine Hairs , or Capilla~

mental which grow out of the sides of the

J 'grosser
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grosser lateral Branches or Fibres of those Fea

thers. And to the fame purpose it is, that the

Webs of some Spiders by being spun Very fine

have appeared colour'd, as some have obferv'd;

and that the colour'd Fibres of some Silks by

varying the Position of the Eye do vary their

Colour. Also the Colours of Silks , Cloths *

and other Substances , which Water or Oil cari

intimately penetrate, become more faint and

obscure by being imffierged in those Liquors *

and recover their Vigour again by being dried}

much after the manner declared of thin Bodies

in the ioth and list Observations. Leaf Golds

some forts of painted Glass, the Infusion of

Lignum Nephriticum, and some other Substan

ces reflect one Colour, and transmit another i

like thin Bodies in the 9th and zoth Observa

tions. And some of those colour'd Powders

which Painters use , may have their Colours a

little changed , by being very elaborately and

finely ground. Where I fee no't what can be

justly pretended for those changes, besides the

breaking of their parts into less parts by that

contrition after the fame manner that the Co

lour of a thin Plate is changed by varying: its

thickness. For which reason also it is that the

colour'd Flowers of Plants and Vegetables by

faeing bruised usually become more transparent

than before, or. at least in some degree or o-

ther change their Colours. Nor is it much less

to my purpose , that by mixing divers Liquors

very odd and remarkable Productions and

Changes of Colours may be effected, of which

ho cause can be more obvious and rational than

Q 2 . that
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the saline Corpuscles of one Liquor do vari

ously act upon or unite with the tinging Cor

puscles of another, so as to make them swell,

or shrink (whereby not only their bulk but their

density also may be changed) or to divide them

into smaller Corpuscles, (whereby a colour'd

Liquor may become transparent) or to make

many of them associate into one cluster, where

by two transparent Liquors may compose a co

lour'd one. For we see how apt those saline

Menstruums are to penetrate and dissolve Sub

stances to which they are applied, and some of

them to precipitate what others dissolve. In

like manner , if we consider the various Phæ-

nomena of the Atmosphere, we may observe,

that when Vapours are first raised, they hinder

not the transparency of the Air, being divided

into parts too small to cause any Reflexion in

their Superficies. But when in order to com

pose Drops of Rain they begin to coalesce and

constitute Globules of all intermediate sizes,

those Globules when they become of a conve

nient size to reflect some Colours and transmit

others, may constitute Clouds of various Co

lours according to their sizes. And I fee not

what can be rationally conceived in so, transpa

rent a Substance as Water for the production

of these Colours, besides the various sizes of its

fluid and globular Parcels.

Prop.
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Prop. VI. .

The parts of-Bodies on which their Colours de

pend, are denser than the Medium^ whichper-r

• vades their Interstices.

THIS will appear by considering, that the

Colour of a Body depends not only on

the Rays which are incident perpendicularly

on its parts , but on those also which are inci

dent at all other Angles. And that according

to the 7th Observation, a very little variation

of obliquity will change the reflected Colour

where the thin Body or small Particle is rarer

than the ambient Medium, insomuch that suck

a small Particle will at diverfly oblique Inci

dences reflect all forts of Colours, in Ib great a

variety that the Colour resulting from them all,

confusedly reflected from a heap of such Parti

cles, must rather be a white or grey than any

other Colour , or at best it must be but a very-

imperfect and dirty Colour. Whereas if the

thin Body or small Particle be much denser than

the ambient Medium, the Colours according to

the 19th Observation are so little changed by

the variation of obliquity, that the Rays which

are reflected least obliquely may predominate

over the rest so much as to cause a heap of such

Particles to appear very intenfly of their Co

lour.

It conduces also something to the confirma

tion of this Proposition, that, according to the

2zd Observation, the Colours exhibited by the

denser thin Body within the rarer, are more

Q 3 brisk
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brisk than those exhibited by the rarer within

she denser.

ProP. VII. *

The bigness of the component parts of natural

Bodies may be conjectured by their Colours.

FO^. since the parts of these Bodies by

Trop. 5. do most probably exhibit the

lame Colours with a Plate of equal thickness,

provided they have the fame refractive density ;'

and since their parts seem for the most part ta

have much the same density with Water or

Glass, as by many circumstances is obvious to

collects tq determine the fees of those parts

you need only have recourse to the precedent

Tables, in which the thickness of Water or

Glass exhibiting any Colour is expressed. Thus

if it be desired to know the diameter of a Cor

puscle, which being of equal density with Glass

fliall reflect green ofthe third Order ; the Num

ber i6~ shews it to be parts of an Inch.

The greatest difficulty is here to know of

what order the Colour of any Body is. And

for this end we must have recourse to the 4th

and 1 8th Observations, from whence may bq

collected these particulars.

Scarlets, and other reds, oranges, and yel-

lows,'\{ they be pure and intense are most.pro

bably of the second order,. Those of the first

and thir^ order also may be pretty good , Only

the yellow of the first order is faint , and the

qrange.
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©range and red of the third order have a great

mixture of violet and blue.

There may be good greens of the fourth or

der, but the purest are of the third. And of

this order the green of all Vegetables seem to

be, partly by reason of the intenseness of their

Colours, and partly because when they wither

some of them turn to a greenish yellow, and

others to a more perfect yellow or orange, or

pei haps to red, passing first through all the a-

foresaid intermediate Colours. Which Changes

seem to be effected by the exhaling of the moi

sture which may leave the tinging Corpuscles

more dense , and something augmented by the

( accretion of the oily and earthy part of that

' moisture. Now the green without doubt is of

the fame order with those Colours into which

it changeth, because the Changes are gradual,

and those Colours, though usually not very full,

yet are often too full and lively to be of the

fourth order,

Blues and fursles may be either of the se

cond or third order, but the best are of the

third. Thus the Colour of violets seems to be

of that order, because their Syrup by acid Li

quors turns red , and by urinous and alcalizate

turns green. For since it is of the nature of

Acids to dissolve or attenuate, and of Alcalies

to precipitate or incrassate, if the purple Co

lour of the Syrup was of the second order, »an

acid Liquor by attenuating its tinging Cor

puscles would change it to a red of the first or

der, and an Alcali by incrassating them would

change it to a green of the second order;

Q 4 which
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which red and green, especially the green,

seem too imperfect to be the Colours produ

ced by these Changes. But if the said purple

be supposed of the third order , its Change to

red of the second, and green of the third, may

without any inconvenience be allow'd.

. If there be found any Body of a deeper and

less reddish purple than that of the violets,, its

Colour most probably is of the second order.

But yet there being no Body commonly known

whose Colour is constantly more 'deep than

theirs, I have made use of their name to de

note the deepest and least reddish purples, such

as manifestly transcend their Colour in purity.

The' blue of the first order, though very faint

and little, may possibly be the Colour of some

Substances ; and particularly the azure Colour

of the Skies seems to be of this order. For all

Vapours when they begin to condense and co

alesce into small parcels , become first of that

bigness whereby such an Azure must be reflect

ed before they can constitute Clouds of other

Colours. And so this being the first Colour

which Vapours begin to reflect, it ought to be

the Colour of the finest and mojt^ransparent

Skies in which Vapours are not arrived to that

grossncls requisite to reflect other Colours, as

we find it is by experience.

Whiteness, if most intense and luminous, is

thajt of the first order , if less strong and lumi

nous a mixture of the Colours of several or

ders. Of this last kind is the whiteness of

Froth, Paper, Linen, and most white Sub'

stances; of the former, I reckon that of white

r • • Metals
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Metals to be. For whilst the densest of Me

tals, Gold, iffoliated, is transparent, and all Me

tals, become transparent if dissolved in Men-

struums or vitrified, the opacity of white Me

tals ariseth not from their density alone. They

being less dense than Gold would be more trans

parent than it, did not some other Cause con-,

cur with their density to make them opake.

And this cause I take to be such a bigness of

their Particles as fits them to reflect the white

of the first order. For if they be of other thick

nesses they may reflect other Colours, as is ma

nifest, by the Colours which appear upon hot

Steel in tempering it, and sometimes upon the

Surface of melted Metals in the Skin or Scoria

which arises upon them in their cooling. And

as the white of the first order is the strongest

which can be made by Plates of transparent

Substances, so it ought to be stronger in the

denser Substances of Metals than in the rarer

of Air, Water and Glass. Nor do I fee but

that metallic Substances of such a thickness as

may fit them to reflect the white of the first or

der, may, by reason of their great density (ac

cording to the tenour of the first of these Pro-* .

positions) reflect all the Light incident upon

them, and so be as opake and splendent as it's

possible for any Body to be. Gold, or Copper

mix'd with less than half their weight of Silver,

or Tin, or Regulus of Antimony, in fusion, or

amalgamed with a very little Mercury, become

white; which shews both that the Particles of

white Metals have much more Superficies, and

so are smaller, than those of Gold and Copper,

and
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and also that they are so opake as not to suffer

the Particles of Gold or Copper to shine through

them. Now it is scarce to be doubted, but

that the Colours of Gold and Copper are of

the second or third order , and therefore the

Particles of white Metals cannot be much big

ger than is -'requisite to make them reflect the

white of the first order. The volatility of Mer

cury argues that they are not much bigger,

nor may they be much less, left they lose their

opacity, and become either transparent as they

do when attenuated by vitrification, or by So

lution in Menstruums, or black as they do when

ground smaller, by rubbing Silver, or Tiri, or

Lead, upon other Substances to draw black

Lines. The first and only Colour which white

Metals take by grinding their Particles smaller,

is black, and therefore their white ought to be

that wh'ich borders upon the black Spot in the

center of the Rings of Colours, that is, the

white of the frst order. But if you would

hence gather the bigness of metallic Particles,

you must allow for their density. For were

Mercury transparent, its density is such that

the Sine of Incidence upon it ( by my compu

tation) would be to the Sine of its Refraction,

as 71 to 10, or 7 to 2. And therefore the

thickness of its Particles, that they may exhibit

the fame Colours with those of Bubbles of Wa

ter, ought to be less than the thickness of the

Skin of those Bubbles in the proportion of 2

to 7. Whence it's possible that the Particles

of Mercury may be as little as the Particles of
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some transparent and volatile Fluids, and yet

reflect the white of the first order.

Lastly, for the production of blacks the Cor-

Eufcles must be less than any of those which ex-

ibit Colours. For at all greater sizes there is

too much Light reflected to constitute this Co

lour. But if they be supposed a little less than

is requisite to reflect the white and very faint

blue of the first order, they will, according to

the 4th, 8th, 17th and 1 8th Observations, reflect

so very little Light as to appear intenfly black,

and yet may perhaps variously refract it to and

fro within themselves so long, until it happen

to be stifled and lost, by which means they will

appear black in all positions of the Eye without

any transparency. And from hence may be under

stood whyFire, and the more subtile dissolver Pu

trefaction, by dividing the Particles of Substan

ces, turn them to black, why small quantities-

of black Substances impart their Colour very

freely and intenfly to other Substances to which

they are applied ; the minute Particles of these,

by reason of their very great number, easily o-:

verspreading the gross Particles of others ; why

Glass ground very elaborately with Sand on a

Copper Plate, 'till it be well polisli'd, makes

the Sand, together with what is worn off', from

the Glass and. Copper, become very black:

why black Substances do soonest of all others

become hot in the Sun's Light and burn, (which

Effect may proceed partly from the multitude

of Refractions in a little room, and partly from

the easy Commotion of so very small Cor

puscles ;) and why blacks are usually a little in

clined
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clined to a bluish Colour. For that they are so

may be seen by illuminating white Paper by

Light reflected from black Substances. For

the Paper will usually appear of a bluish white;

and the reason is, that black Borders on the ob

scure blue of the first order described in the

1 8th Observation, and therefore reflects more

Rays of that Colour than of any other.

In these Descriptions I have been the more

particular, because it is not impossible but that

Microscopes may at length be improved to the

discovery of the Particles of Bodies on which

their Colours depend, if they are not already in

some measure arrived to that degree of per

fection. For if those Instruments are or can be

so far improved as with sufficient distinctness

to represent Objects five or fix hundred times

bigger than at a Foot distance they appear to

our naked Eyes, I should hope that we might

be able to discover some of the greatest of those

Corpuscles. And by one that would magnify

three or four thousand times perhaps they might

all be discover'd , but thole which produce

blackness. In the mean while I fee nothing ma

terial in this Discourse that may rationally be

doubted of, excepting this Position. That trans

parent Corpuscles of the fame thickness and

density with a Plate, do exhibit the fame Co

lour. And this I would have understood not

without some Latitude, as well because those

Corpuscles may be of irregular Figures, and

many Rays must be obliquely incident on them,

and so have a shorter way through them than

the length of their Diameters , as because the

straitness
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straitpess of the Medium pent in on all sides

within such Corpuscles may a little alter its Mo

tions or other qualities on which the Reflexion

depends. But yet I cannot much suspect the

last, because I have observed of some small

Plates ofMuscovy Glass which were of an even

thickness, that through a Microscope they have

appeared of the same Colour at their edges and

corners where the included Medium was ter

minated, which they appeared of in other pla

ces. However it will add much to our Satis

faction , if those Corpuscles can be discover'd

with Microscopes ; which if we shall at length

attain to, I fear it will be the utmost improve

ment of this Sense. For it seems impossible

to fee the more secret and noble Works of Na

ture within the Corpuscles by reason of their

transparency.

Prop. VIII.

The Cause of Reflexion is not the impinging of

Light on the solid or impervious parts ofBo

dies, as is commonly believed.

THIS will appear by the following Consi

derations. First, That in the passage of

Light out of Glass into Air there is a Reflexion

as strong as in its passage out of Air into Glass,

or rather a little stronger, and by many degrees

stronger than in its passage out of Glass into

Water. And \tjggffi& not probable that Air

should have moreTr?rœcting parts than Water

or Glass. But if that mould possibly be suppo

sed, yet it will avail nothing ; for the Reflexion
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is as strong or stronger when the Air is d/awfl

aÆtelf^#^^,in Ae Air-Pump

invents Dy Mr. Boyle) as when it is adjacent

to it. Secondly* If Light in its passage out of

Glass into Air be incident more obliquely than

at an Angle of 40 or 41 Degrees it is wholly

reflected, if less obliquely it is in great mea

sure transmitted. Now it is not to be imagined

that Light at one degree of obliquity should

meet with Pores enough in the Air to transmit

the greater part of it, and at another degree of

obliquity mould meet with nothing but parts

to reflect it wholly, especially considering that

in its passage out of Air into Glass, how ob

lique soever be its Incidence * it finds Pores e-

nough in the Glass to transmit a great part of

it. If any Man suppose that it is not reflected .

by the Air, but by the outmost superficial parts

of the Glass , there is still the fame difficulty :

Besides , that such a Supposition is unintelligi

ble, and will also appear to be false by. applying

Water behind sortie part of the Glass instead of

Air. For so m a convenient obliquity of the

Rays, suppose of 45 or 46 Degrees , it which

they are all reflected where the Air is adjacen?

to the Glass, they shall be in great measure trans

mitted where the Water is adjacent to it ; which

argues, that their Reflexion or Transmission

depends on the constitution of the Air and Wa

ter behind the Glass, and not on the striking of

the Rays upon the parts of the Glass. Third

ly , If the Colours made by a Prism placed at

the entrance of a Beam ofLight into a darken'd

Room be successively cast on a second Prism

placed
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placed at a greater diitance from the former,

in such manner that they are all alike incident

upon it, the second Prism may be so inclined to

the incident Rays , that thole which are of a

blue Colour shall be all reflected by it, and yet

those of a red Colour pretty copiously transmit

ted. Now if the Reflexion be caused by the

parts of Air or Glass, I would ask, why at the

fame Obliquity of Incidence the blue mould

wholly impinge on those parts so as to be all

Reflected, and yet the red find Pores enough

to be in a great measure transmitted. Fourth

ly, Where two Glasses touch one another, there

is no sensible Reflexion as was declared in the

first Observation ; and yet I see no reason why

the Rays should not impinge on the parts of

Glass as much when contiguous to other Glass

as when contiguous to Air. Fifthly, When

the top of a Water-Bubble (in the 17th Obser

vation) by the continual subsiding and exha

ling of the Water grew very thin, there was

such a little and almost insensible quantity of

Light reflected from it, that it appeared in-

tensly black ; whereas round about that black

Spot, where the Water was thicker, the Refle

xion was so strong as to make the Water seem

Very white. Nor is it only at the least thick

ness of thin Plates or Bubbles, that there is no

manifest Reflexion, but at many other thick

nesses continually greater and greater. For in

the 15th Observation the Rays of the fame Co

lour were by. turns transmitted at one thicknessj

and reflected at another thickness, for an in

determinate number of Successions. And yet

in
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in the Superficies of the thinned Body, where

it is of any one thickness , there are as many

parts for the Rays to impinge on , as where it

is of any other thickness. Sixthly, IfReflexion

were caused by the parts of reflecting Bodies,

it would be impossible for thin Plates or Bub

bles at one and the fame place to reflect the

Ray s of one Colour and transmit those of ano

ther, as they do according to the 13th and 15th

Observations. 'For it is not to be imagined

that at one place the Rays which for instance

exhibit a blue Colour, mould have the fortune

to dash upon the parts, and those which exhi

bit a red to hit upon the Pores of the Body ;

and then at another place , where the Body«is

either a little thicker, or a little thinner, that

on the contrary the blue should hit upon its

pores, and the red upon its parts. Lastly, were

the Rays of Light reflected by impinging on

the solid parts of Bodies, their Reflexions from

polish'd Bodies could not be so regular as they

are. For in polishing Glass with Sand, Putty or

Tripoly , it is not to be imagined that those

Substances can by grating and fretting the Glass

bring all its least Particles to an accurate Polish ;

so that all their Surfaces shall be truly plain or

truly spherical, and look all the same way, so

as together to compose one even Surface. The

smaller the Particles of those Substances are,

the smaller will be the Scratches by which they

continually fret and wear away the Glass until

it be polisli'd , but be they never so small they

C3n wear away the Glass no otherwise than by

grating and scratching it, and breaking the

Prom



Protuberances, and therefore polish it ho o-

therwife than by bringing its roughness to a ve

ry fine Grain , so that the Scratches and Fret-

tings of the Surface become too small to be

visible. And therefore if Light were reflected

by impinging upon the solid parts of the Glass,'

it would be scatter'd as much by the most po-

lish'd Glass as by the roughest. So then it re

mains a Problem* how Glass polish'd by fretting

Substances can reflect. Light so regularly as it

does. And this Problem is scarce otherwise to

be solved than by saying, that the Reflexion of

a Ray is effected, not by a single point of the

reflecting Body, but by some power of the Bo

dy which is evenly diffused all over its Surface,'

and by which, it acts upon the Ray without im

mediate Contact. For that the parts of Bodies^

do' act upon Light at a distance shall be shewn;

hereafter. , 4

Now if Light be reflected not by impinging;

on the solid parts of Bodies, but by some other

principle ; it's probable that as many of its Rays

as impinge on the solid parts of Bodies are not

reflectedbut stifled and lost hi the Bodies. For

otherwise we must allow two sorts of Refle

xions. t Should all the Rays be reflected which

impinge on the internal parts of clear Water or

Crystals those Substances would rather have a

cloudy Colour than £ clear Transparency. To

make Bodies look black, it's necessary that ma

ny Rays be stopp'd, retained and loft in them,

and it seems not probable that any Rays can be

stopp'd and stifled in them which do not im

pinge on their parts. . x .,.

R And
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And hence we may understand that Bodies

are much more rare and porous than i-s com

monly believed. Water is nineteen times light

er, and by consequence nineteen times rarer

than Gold, and Gold is so rare as very readily

and without the least opposition to transmit the

magnetick Effluvia, and easily to admit Quick

silver into its Pores, and to let Water pass

through it. For a concave Sphere of Gold ril

led with Water, and soder'd up, has upon pres

sing the Sphere with great force, let the Water

squeeze through it , and stand all over its out-

fide in multitudes of small Dr*ps, like Dew,*

without bursting or cracking the Body of the

Gold as I have been inform'd by an Eye wit

ness. From all which we may conclude , that

Gold has more Pores than solid parts , and by

consequence that Water has above forty times

-^more Pores thaftParts. And he that shall find

out an Hypothesis, by which Water may be so

'rare, and yet not be capable of compression by

force, may doubtless by the fame Hypothesis

make Gold and Water, and all other Bodies as

j much rarer as he pleases, so that Light may

. find a ready passage through transparent Sub

stances.

The Magnet acts upon Iron through all dense

Bodies not magnetick nor red hot, without a-

ny diminution of its virtue ; as for instance ,

through Gold, Silver, Lead, Glass, Water.

The gravitating Power of the Sun is transmit

ted through the vast Bodies of the Planets with

out any diminution, so as to act upon all their

parts to their very centers with the fame Force

and
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and according to the same Laws as if the part

upon which it acts were not surrounded with

the Body of the Planet. The Rays of Light

whether they be very small Bodies projected^

or only Motion or Force propagated, are mo-,

ved in right Lines; and whenever a Ray of

Light is by any Obstacle turned out of its recti

linear way, it will never return into the fame

rectilinear way, unless perhaps by very great ac

cident. And yet Light is tranlmitted through

pellucid solid Bodies in right Lines to very great

distances. How Bodies can have a sufficient

quantity of Pores for producing these Effects is

very difficult to conceive , tut perhaps not al

together impossible. For the Colours ofBodies

arise from the Magnitudes of the Particles which,

reflect them, as was explained above. Now if

we conceive these Particles of Bodies to be so

disposed amongst themselves, that the Intervals

or empty, Spaces between them may be equal irt

magnitude t6 them, all; and that these Parti

cles may be composed of other Particles much

smaller, which have as much empty Space be-,

tweeh them as equals all the Magnitudes of

these smaller Particles : And that in like man

ner these smaller Particles are again composed

of others much smaller, all which together are.

equal to all the Pores or. empty Spaces between:

them ; and so on perpetually till, you come to1

solid Particles, such as have no Pores or empty

Spaces, within them: And if in any gross Body-,

there be , for instance , three such degrees of

Particles, the least of which are solid ; this Bo

dy will have seven times more Pores than,folid;

R x Parts:
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Parts. But if there be four such degrees of

Particles, the least of which are solid, the Bo

dy will have fifteen times more Pores than fo-

lid Parts. If there be five degrees , the Body-

will have one and thirty times more Pores than

solid Parts. If six degrees, the Body will have

sixty and three times more Pores than solid

Parts. And so on perpetually. And there are

other ways of conceiving how Bodies may be

exceeding porous. But what is really their in-^

ward Frame is not yet known to us.

Prop. IX.

Bodies reflect and refract Light by one and the

fame power variously exercised in various Cir

cumstances.

THIS appears by several Considerations.

First, Because when Light goes out of

Glass into Air, as obliquely as it. can possibly

do, IF its Incidence be made still more oblique,

it becomes totally reflected. For the power of

the Glass after it has refracted the Light as ob

liquely as is possible if the Incidence be still

made more oblique , becomes too strong to let

any of its Rays go through, and by consequence

causes total Reflexions. Secondly, Because

Light is alternately reflected and and transmit

ted by thin Plates of Glass for many Successions

accordingly as the thickness of the Plate increa

ses in an arithmetical Progression. For here

she thickness of the Glass determines whether

that Power by which Glass acts upon Light

fliall cause it to be reflected, or suffer it to be

trans
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transmitted. And, Thirdly, because those Sur

faces oftransparent Bodies which have the great

est refracting Power, reflect the greatest quan

tity of Light, as was shew'd in the first Propo

sition.

Prop. X.

If Light be swiffer in Bodies than in Vac'uo in

the proportion of the Sines which measure the

Jiefraiiion of the Bodies , the Forces of the

Bodies to refletl and refraEt Lights are 'very

nearly proportional to the densities of the

fame Bodies, excepting that untluow and ftI- •

phureom Bodies refracl more than others of

this fame density.

LET AB represent the refracting plane Sur

face of any Body, and IC a Ray incident

very obliquely upon the Body in C, lo that the

I 

Angle AC I may be infinitely little, and letCR

be the refracted Ray. From a given Point B

perpendicular to the refracting Surface-erect BR

meeting with the refracted Ray CR in R, and

if CR represent the Motion of the refracted

Ray, and this Motion be distinguisti'd into two

Motions CB and BR, whereof CB is paral-

R 3 lei



lei to the refracting Plane, and B R perpendi

cular to it : C B shall represent the Motion of

the incident Ray, and BR the Motion genera

ted by the Refraction, as Opticians have of late

explain'd.

Now if any Body or thing, in moving through

any Space of a given breadth terminated on

both sides by two parallel Planes, be urged for

ward in all parts of that Space by Forces tend

ing directly forwards towards the last Plane, and

before itsjncidence on the first Plane , had no

Motion towards it, or but an infinitely little

one ; and if the Forces in all parts of that Space,

between the Planes be at equal distances from

the Planes equal to one another, but at several

distances be Bigger or less in any given Propor

tion , the Motion generated by the Forces in

the whole passage of the Body or thing through

that Space (hall be in a subduplicate Proportion

pf the Forces, as Mathematicians will easily

understand. And therefore if the Space of acti

vity of the refracting Superficies of the Body

be consider'd as such a Space , the Motion of

the Ray generated by the refracting Force of

the Body, during jts passage through that Space,

that is the Motion B R, must be in a subdupli

cate Proportion of that refracting Forcp. I say

therefore that the Square of the Line B R, and

by consequence the refracting Force of the Bo

dy is vefy nearly as the density of the fame Bo

dy. For this will appear by the following Ta

ble, wherein the Proportion of the Sines which

measure the Refractions of several Bodies, the

Square of B R supposing C B an unite, the Den-

' ; - " side?

♦ .
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fities of the Bodies estimated by their specifick

gravities, and their refractive Power in respect

of their densities are set down in several Co

lumns.

 

The refracting Bo»

dies.

A Pscudo-Topaihi?,

being a natural,

pellucid , britt e ,

hairy Stone, of a

yellow Colour.

Air.

Glass of Antimony.

\ Selenitis.

Glass vul^r.

Crystal of the Rock,

[(land Orystal.

ia! Gemmae.

•Murae.

3orax.

Niter.

)antzick Vitriol.

Oil of Vitriol.

:iain Wa'.er-

Gum' Arabick.

pitjt of Wine well

rectified,

"ampliire.

Oil Olive.

Linseed Oil.

spirit of Turpentine.

\mbar.

The Proportion

of the Sines cj

Incidence and

RefraHion

yellow Light

A the

23 to

TheSquare\The den

>/BR, tej

which

refra

cting jorce

of the Bo

dy is pro

portionate]

i '(Jog

}2or

17

Ci

3'

*S

5

17

3$

32

303

10

5*9

3r

to 32ooo'oco6ij

V568

1-213

14025

1 '445

1-778

1 '388

1'1267

i'iji r

i'345

To

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

9

4'

20|

16

3

1 1

24

'5

21

100 to

3

22

40

iS

14

100

to

to

to

to

to

to

looji ZOJ

7jl'041

396o'/845

21 i'i79

73°'87'5J

I .
2 1 25

15 ''IS'*

27 i'i948

17 i'-i626

9 f'42
41 4949

fety and

specifick

graxtty

ostheBo

dy.

417

o 00 1 2

5'28

2 252

2'58

i'6j

2'7i

z'i43

i'7i4

1'714

i*9

i'7tj

i'7

r

i'37S

o'866

0^96

°'9'3

o93i

o'874

1 04

|*4

Lue ic-

frattivt

Power

of the

Body in

respect

of its

density.

3979

5208

4864

5386

S43*

5450

6)3°

6477

6570

6716

7079

755 1

6124

7845

8574

1 oi 2 1

12551

12607

12819

13222

13654

1455*

The Refraction ofthe Air in this Table is de-

termin'd by that of the Atmosphere observed

R 4 by
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by Astronomers. For if Light pass through

many refracting Substances or Mediums gradu

ally denser and denser, and terminated with

parallel Surfaces, the sum of all the Refractions

will be equal to the single Refraction which it

would have suffer'd in passing immediately out

of the first Medium into the last. And this holds

true, though the number of the refracting Sub

stances , be increased to infinity, and the distan

ces from one another as much decreased , sq

that the Light may be refracted in every point

of its Passage, and by continual Rqfractions bent

into a curve Line. And therefore the whole

Refraction of Light in passing through the At

mosphere from the highest and rarest part there

of down to the lowest and densest part, must

be equal to the Refraction which it would suf

fer in passing at like obliquity out of a Vacuum

immediately into Air of equal density with that

in the lowest part of the Atmosphere.

Now, although a Pseudo-Topaz, a Selenitis,

Rock Crystal, Ifland Crystal, Vulgar Glass

(that is, Sand melted together) and Glass of

Antimony, which are terrestrial stony alcalizate

Concretes, and Air which probably arises from

such Substances by Fermentation, be Substan

ces very differing from one another in density,

yet by this Table , they have their refractive;

rowers almost in the fame proportion to one

another as their densities are , excepting that

the Refraction of that strange Substance Island

Crystal is a little bigger than the rest. And

particularly Air, which is 3500 times rarer than

the Pseudo-Topaz, and 4400 times rarer than

: Glass
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Glass of Antimony, and 2000 times rarer than

the Selenitis, Glass .vulgar, or Crystal of the

Rock, has notwithstanding its rarity- the fame

refractive Power in respect of its density which

those very dense Sustances have in respect of

theirs, excepting so far as those differ from one

another.

Again, the Refraction ofCamphire, Oil Olive,

Linseed Oil, Spirit of Turpentine andAmbar,

which are fat sulphureous unctuous Bodies, and

a Diamond, which probably is an unctuous Sub

stance coagulated, have their refractive Powers

in proportion to one another as their densities

without any considerable variation. But the

refractive Powers of these unctuous Substances

are two or three times greater in respect of their

densities than the refractive Powers of the for

mer Substances in respect of theirs.

Water has a refractive Power in a middle de

gree between those two sorts of Substances,

and probably is of a middle nature. For out

of it grow all vegetable and animal Substances,

which consist as well of sulphureous fat and in-

flamable parts, as of earthy lean and alcalizate

ones.

Salts and Vitriols have refractive Powers in a

middle degree between those of earthy Sub

stances and Water, and accordingly are com

posed of those two sorts of Substances.- For

py distillation and rectification of their Spirits a

great part of them goes into Water, and a great

part remains behind in the form of a dry fix'd

JEarth capable of vitrification.

Spirit

1
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Spirit of Wine has a refractive Power in a

middle degree between thole of Water and

oily Sublianccs , and accordingly seems to be

composed of both, united by Fermentation;

the Water, by means of some saline Spirits with

which 'tis impregnated, dissolving the Oil, and

volatizing it by the action. For Spirit of Wine

is infiamable by means of its oilyparts, and be

ing distilled often from Salt of Tartar, grows

by every distillation more and more aqueous

and phlegmatick. And Chymiits observe, that

Vegetables (as Lavender, Rue, Marjoram, &c.)

distilled per se, before fermentation -yield Oils

without any burning Spirits, but after fermen

tation yield ardent Spirits without Oils: Which

shews, that their Oil is by fermentation con

verted into Spirit. They find also, that if Oils

be poured in small quantity upon fermentating

'Vegetables, they dhtil over after fermentation

in the form of Spirits.

So then, by the foregoing Table, all Bodies

seem to have their refractive Powers propor

tional to their densities, ( or very nearly ; ) ex

cepting so far as they partake more or less of

sulphureous oily Particles, and thereby have their

refractive Power made greater or less. Whence

it seems rational to attribute the refractive Pow

er of all Bodies chiefly, if not wholly, to the

sulphureous parts with which they abound. For

it's probable that all Bodies abound more or less

with Sulphurs. And as Light congregated by

a Burning-glass acts most upon sulphureous Bo

dies, to turn them into Fire and Flame; so,

iince all action is mutual, Sulphurs ought to act:

molt
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most upon Light. For that the action between

Light and Bodies is mutual, may appear from

this Consideration; That the densest Bodies,

which refract and reflect Light most strongly

grow hottest in the Summer Sun, by the action

of the refracted or reflected Light..

I have hitherto explain'd the Power of Bo

dies to reflect and refract, and fhew'd, that thin

transparent Plates, Fibres and Particles do, ac

cording to their several thicknesses and densi

ties, reflect several sorts of Rays, and thereby

appear of several Colours, and by consequence

that nothing more is requisite for producing all

the Colours of natural Bodies than the several

sizes and densities of their transparent Particles.

But whence it is that these Plates, Fibres and

Particles do, according to their several thick

nesses and densities, reflect several sorts of Rays,

I have not yet explain'd. . To give some insight

into this matter, and make way for understand

ing the next part of this Book, I mall conclude

this Part with a few more Propositions. Those

which preceded respect the nature of Bodies,

these the nature of Light : - For both must be

understood before the reason of their actions

upon one another can be known. And because

the last Proposition depended upon the velocity

of Light, I will begin with a Proposition of that

kind.

Prop.
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P R O P. XI.

Light is propagated from luminous Bodies iff

time, and spends about seven or eight Mi

nutes of an Hour in pajjing from the Sun to

the Earth,

THIS was observed first by Roemer, and

and then by others, by means of the E?

clipses of the Satellites of Jupiter. For these

Eclipses, when the Earth is between the Sun

and Jupiter, happen about seven or eight Mi

nutes sooner than they ought to do by the Ta

bles, and when the Earth is beyond the Sun

they happen about seven or eight Minutes later

than they ought to do ; the reason being, that

the Light of the Satellites has farther to go in

the latter case than in the former by the Dia

meter of the Earth's Orbit. Some inequalities;

of time may arise from the Excentricities of the

. Orbs of the Satellites ; but those cannot answer

in all the Satellites, and at all times to the po

sition and distance of the Earth, from the Sun.

The mean motions of Jupiter's Satellites is alfa

swifter in his descent from his Aphelium to his

Perihelium, than in his ascent in the other half

of his Orb : , But this inequality has no respect

to the position of the Earth , and in the three

interior Satellites is insensible, as I find by com

putation from the Theory of their gravity.

•

Prop.
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Prop. XII.

Izvery Ray ofLight in its passage through any

refracting Surface is put into a certain tran

sient Constitution or State, which in the Pro

gress of the Ray returns at equal Intervals,

and disposes the Ray at every return to be

easily transmitted through the next refracting

Surface^ and between the returns to be easily

reflected by it,

THIS is manifest by the 5-th, yth, izth,

and 15th Observations. For by those Ob

servations it appears, that one and the fame

fort of Rays at equal Angles of Incidence on a-

tiy thin transparent Plate, is alternately reflect

ed and transmitted for many Successions accor

dingly as the thickness of the Plate increases

in arithmetical Progression of the Numbers, o,

i, 3, 4, Si 6> 7, 8, t$c. so that if the first Re

flexion ( that which makes the first or inner

most of the Rings of Colours there described)

be made at the thickness i, the Rays shall be

transmitted at the thicknesses o, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,

i2, &c. arid thereby make the central Spot an4

Rings of Light , which appear by transmission,

and be reflected at the thickness 1, 3, 5, 7, 9,

11, &c. and thereby make the Rings which

appear by Reflexion. And this alternate Re

flexion and Transmission, as I gather by the 24th

Observation , continues for above an hundred

vicissitudes, and by the Observations in the next

part of this Book , for many thousands, being

propagated from one Surface of a Glass Plate to

the



the other, though the thickness of the Plate be

a quarter of an Inch or above : So that this al

ternation seems to be propagated from every

refracting Surface to all distances without end

or limitation.

This alternate Reflexion and Refraction de

pends on both the Surfaces of every thin Plate,

because it depends on their distance. By the

list Observation, if either Surface of a thin

Plate ofJMuscovy Glass be wetted, the Colours

caused by the alternate Reflexion and Refra

ction grow faint , and therefore it depends on

them both.

It is therefore perform'd at the second Smv

face ; for if it were perform'd at the first, be

fore the Rays arrive at the secOnd, it would

not depend on the second.

It is also influenced by some action or dispo

sition, propagated from the first to the second/

because otherwise at the second it would not

depend on the first. And this action or dispo

sition, in its propagation, intermits and returns

by equal Intervals, because in all its progress it

inclines the Ray at one distance from the first

Surface to be reflected by the second , at ano-'

ther to be transmitted by it, and that by equal

Intervals for innumerable vicissitudes. And be

cause the Ray "is disposed to Reflexion at the

distances 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, &c. and to Transmission

at the distances o, z, 4, 6, 8, 10, &c.. (for its

transmission through the first Surface, is at the

distance o, and it is transmitted through both

together, if their distance be infinitely little' or'

much less than 1 ) the disposition to be trans

mitted1



mitted at the distances 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, is ta

be accounted a return of the fame dii position

which the Ray first had at the distance o, that is

at its transmistion through the first refracting

Surface. All which is the thing I would prove.

What kind of action or disposition this is;

Whether it consists in a circulating or a vibra

ting motion of the Ray, or of the Medium, or

something else, I do not here enquire. Those

that are averse from assenting to any new Dis

coveries, but such as they can explain by an

Hypothesis, may for the present suppose, that

as Stones by falling upon Water put the Water

into an undulating Motion * and all Bodies by

bercuffion excite vibrations in the Air ; so the

Rays of Light, by impinging on any refracting

or reflecting Surface, excite vibrations in the

refracting or reflecting Medium or Substance,

and by exciting them agitate the solid parts of

the refracting or reflecting Body, and by agita

ting them cause the Body to grow warm or

hot ; that the vibrations thus excited are pro

pagated in the refracting or reflecting Medium

or Substance, much after the manner that vibra

tions are propagated in the Air for causing

Sound* and move faster than the Rays so as to

overtake them ; and that when any Ray is in

that part of the vibration which conspires with

' its Motion, it easily breaks through a refracting

Surface, but when it is in the contrary part of

the vibration which impedes its Motion, it is

easily reflected ; and, 'by consequence, that e-

very Ray is successively disposed to be easily re

flected, or easily transmitted, by every vibra

tion
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tibn which overtakes it. But whether this Hy-

fothesis be true or false I do not here consider,

content my self with the bare Discovery, that

the Rays of Light are by some cause or other

alternately disposed to be reflected or refract

ed for many vicissitudes.

DEFINITION.

The returns of the disposition of any Ray to

be refletsed I will call its Fits of easy Re

flexion, and those of its disposition to be

transmitted its Fits of easy Transmission,

and the space it passes between every re

turn and the next return the Interval of

its Fits.

Prop. XIII.

The reason why the Surfaces of all thick trans

parent Bodies reflect part of the Light inci

dent on thenti and refrafl the reft, is, that .

some Rays at their Incidence are in Fits of

easy Reflexion, and others in Fits of easy

Transmission.

THIS may be gather'd from the 24th Ob

servation, where the Light reflected by

thin Plates of Air and Glass, which to the naked

Eye appear'd evenly white all over the Plate,

did through a Prism appear waved with many

Successions of Light and Darkness made by al

ternate Fits of easy Reflexion and easy Trans

mission, the Prism severing arid distinguishing

the Waves of which the white reflected Light

was composed,' as was explain'd above. ,
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And hence Light is in Fits of easy Reflexion

3nd easy Transmission, before its Incidence on

transparent Bodies. And probably it is put in

to such Fits at its first emission from luminous

Bodies, and continues in them during all its

progress. For these Fits are of a kiting nature,

as will appear by the next part of this Book.

In this Proposition I suppose the transparent

Bodies to be thick, becauie if the thickness of

the Body be much less than the Interval of the

Fits of easy Reflexion and Transmission of the

Rays, the Body loseth its reflecting power. For

if the Rays , which at their entering into the

Body are put into Fits of easy Transmission, ar

rive at the farthest Surface of the Body before

they be out of those Fits they must be transmit

ted. And this is the reason why Bubbles of

Water lose their reflecting power when they

grow very thin, and why all opake Bodies when

reduced into very small parts become transpa~

rent.

•

Prop. XIV.

Those Surfaces of transparent Bodies, which if

the Ray be in a Fit of Refraction do refraEt

it most strongly> if the Ray be in a Fit ofRe

flexion do reflect it most easily.

FOR we shewed above in Trof. 8. that the

cause of Reflexion is not the impin ing of

Light on the solid impervious parts of Bodies,

but some other Power by which those solid

parts act on Light at a distance. We shewed,

also in Trop. 9. that Bodies reflect and refract

S LigaS
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Light by one and the. same Power variously ex

ercised in various circumstances, and'mTrop.i.

that the most strongly refracting Surfaces reflect:

the most Light : All which compared together

evince and ratify both this and the last Propo

sition.

Prop. XV.

In any one and the same sort of Rays emerging

in any Angle out ofany refracting Surface in

to one ana the fame Medium, the Interval of

the following Fits ofeasy Reflexion andTrans

mission are either accurately or very nearly,

as the Rectangle ofthe Secant of the Angle of

Refraction, and of the Secant of another An

gle, whose Sine is the first of 106 arithmetical

mean Troportionals, between the Sines of In

cidence and Refraction countedfrom the Sine

of Refraction.

THIS is manifest by the 7th and 19th Ob

servations.
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Prop. XVI.

In several sorts of Rays emerging in equal An

gles out of any refracting Surface into the

same Medium, the Intervals of the following

Fits of easy Reflexion and easy Transmission

are either accurately or very nearly, as the

Cube-Roots of the Squares of the lengths of a

Chord, which found the Notes in an Eight,

sol, la, fa, sol, la, mi, fa, sol, with all their

intermediate degrees answering ta the Colours

of those Rays, according to the Analogy de

scribed in the seventh Experiment of the se

cond Tart of the first Book.

THIS is .manifest by the 13th and 14th Ob

servations.

Prop. XVII.

If Rays of any fort pass perpendicularly into

several Mediums , the Intervals of the Fits

of easy Reflexion and Transmission in any one

Medium, are to those Intervals in any other

as the Sine ofIncidence to the Sine ofRefra

ction, when the Rays paJS out of the first of

those two Mediums into the second.

This is manifest by the 10th Observation.
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Prop. XVIH

If the Rays which faint the Colour in the Con

fine ofyellow and orange passperpendicularly

out of any Medium into Air., the Intervals of

their Fits of easy Reflexion are the tb
J J 89000

part of an Inch. And of the fame length are

the Intervals of their Fits of eajy Tranjinif

sion,

THIS is manifest by the;6th Observation.

From these Propositions it is easy to col

led the Intervals of the Fits of easy Reflexion

and easy Transmission of any sort of Rays re

fracted in any Angle into any Medium , and

thence to know, whether the Kays shall be re

flected or transmitted at their subsequent Inci

dence upon any other pellucid Medium. Which

thing being useful for understanding, the next

part of this Book was here to be set down. And

for the fame reason I add the two following

Propositions.

1

Fp-pp,
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Prop. XIX.

If anjfort ofRays falling on the polite Surface

of any pellucid Medium be reflected back, the

Fits of easy Reflexion which they have at the

point of Reflexion, Jhall fill continue to re

turn, and the returns shall be at distances

from the point of Reflexion in the arithmeti

cal progression of the Numbers 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,

ii, &c. and between these Fits the Rays shall

be in Fits of easy Transmission.

OR since the Fits of easy Reflexion ard

* easy Transmission are of a returning na

ture, there is no reason why these Fits, which

continued till the Ray arrived at the reflecting

Medium, and there inclined the Ray to Refle

xion, mould there cease. And if the Ray at

the point of Reflexion was in a Fit of easy Re

flexion, the progression of the distances of these

Fits from that point must begin from o, and so

be of the Numbers o, 2, 4, 6, 8 , &c. And

therefore the progression of the distances of the

intermediate Fits of easy Transmission reckon'd

from the same point, must be in the progression

of the odd Numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, contra

ry to What happens when the fits are propaga

ted from points of Refraction.

S 3 Prop.
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Prop. XX. .

The Intervals of the Fits of eajy Reflexion and

eajy Transmission, propagated from points of

Reflexion into any Medium, are equal to the

Intervals of the like Fits which the fame

Rays would have, ifrefracted into the fame

Medium in Angles ofRefraction equal to their

Angles ofReflexion.

FOR when Light is reflected by the second

Surface of thin Plates , it goes out after

wards freely at the first Surface to make the

Rings of Colours which appear by Reflexion,

and by the freedom of its egress , makes the

Colours of these Rings more vivid and strong

than those which appear on the other side of

the Plates by the transmitted Light. The re

flected Rays are therefore in Fits of easy Trans

mission at their egress ; which would not always

happen, if the Intervals of the Fits within the

Plate after Reflexion were not equal both in

length and number to their Intervals before it.

And this confirms also the Proportions set down

in the former Proposition. For if the Rays

both in going in and out at the first Surface be

in Fits of easy Transmission , and the Intervals

and Numbers of those Fits between the first

and second Surface, before and after Reflexion,

be equal ; the distances of the Fits of easy

Tranimission from -either Surface, must be in

the same progression after Reflexion as before ;

that is, from the first Surface which transmit

ted them, in the progression of the .even Num
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bers o, 4, 6, 8, &c. and from the second

which reflected them, in that of the odd Num

bers 1, 3, 7, But these two Propo

sitions will become much more evident by the

Observations in the following part of this

Book.

 

9
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THE

SECOND BOOK

OPTIC KS.

PART IV.

CO3S^?S^^^0?^^e^ CCOs CSG>

Observations concerning the Reflexions and Co

lours of thick transparent polijtid Tlates.

HERE is -no Glass or Speculum how

well soever polish 'd, bur, besides the

Light which it. refracts or reflects re

gularly, scatters every way irregu^rly

a taint Light, by means of which the polish a

Surface, when illuminated in a dark room by a

 

bLain
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beam of the Sun's Light, may be easily seen in

all positions of the Eye. There are certain

Phænomena of this scatter'd Light, which when

I first observed them, seem'd very strange and

surprising to me. My Observations were as fol

lows.

Obs.i. The Sun shining into my darken'd

Chamber through a hole one third of an Inch

wide, I let the intromitted beam of Light fait

perpendicularly upon a Glass Speculum ground

concave on one side and convex on the other,

to a Sphere of five Feet and eleven Inches Ra

dius , and Quick-silver'd over on the convex

side. And holding a white opake Chart, or a

Quire of Paper at the center of the Spheres to

which the Speculum was ground, that is, at the

distance of about five Feet and eleven Inches-

from- the Speculum, in such manner, that the

beam of Light might pass through a little hole

made In the1 middle of the Chart to the Specu

lum, and thence be reflected back to the fame

hole : I observed upon the Chart four or five

concentric Irises or Rings ofColours, like Rain

bows , encompassing the hole much after the

manner that those, which in the fourth and fol

lowing Observations of the first part of this third

Book appear'd between the Object-glasses , en

compassed the black Spot , but yet larger and

fainter than those. These Rings as they grew

larger and larger became diluter and fainter, so

'that the fifth was scarce visible. Yet some

times, when the Sun shone very clear, there

appear'd faint Lineaments of a sixth and se

venth. If the distance of the Chart from the

Specu
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Speculum was much greater or much less than

that of six Feet , the Rings became dilute and

vanish'd. And if the distance of the Speculum

from the Window was much greater than that

of six Feet, the reflected beam of Light would

be so broad at the distance of six Feet from the

Speculum where the Rings appear'd, as to ob

scure one or two of the innermost Rings. And

therefore I usually placed .the Speculum at a-

bout six Feet from the Window ; so that its

Focus might there fall in with the center of its

concavity at the Rings upon the Chart. And

this Posture is always to be understood in the

following Observations where no other is ex-

press'd.

Gbs. z. The Colours of these Rain-bows

succeeded one another from the center out

wards, in the fame form and order with those

which were made in the ninth Observation of

the first Part of this Book by Light not reflect

ed, but transmitted through the two Object-

glasses. For, first, there was in their common

center a white round Spot of faint Light, some

thing broader than the reflected beam ofLight,

which beam sometimes fell upon the middle of

the Spot, and sometimes by a little inclination

of the Speculum receded from the middle, and

left the Spot white to the center.

This white Spot was immediately encompas

sed with a dark grey or russet, and that dark grey

with the Colours of the first Iris; which Colours

on the inside next the dark grey were a little

violet and indigo, and next to that a blue, which

on the outside grew pale, and then succeeded a

little



little greenish yellow, and after that a brighter

yellow, and then on the outward edge of the

Iris a red which on the outside inclined to pur

ple. .

This Iris was immediately encompassed with

a second, whose Colours were in order from

the inside outwards, purple, blue, green, yel

low, light red, a red mix'd with purple.

Then immediately follow'd the Colours of

the third Iris, which were in order outwards a

green inclining to purple, a good green, and

a red more bright than that of the former Iris.

The fourth and fifth Iris seem'd of a bluish

green within, and red without, but so faintly

that it was difficult to discern the Colours.

Obs. 3. Measuring the Diameters of these

Rings upon the Chart as accurately as I could,

I found them also in the fame proportion to

one another with the Rings made by Light

transmitted through the two Object-glasses. For

the Diameters of the four first of the bright

Rings measured between the brightest parts of

their Orbits, at the distance of fix Feet from the

Speculum were i-fis.24, z44, 34 Inches, whose

Squares are in arithmetical progression of the

numbers 1, 2, 3, 4. If the white circular Spot

in the middle be reckon'd amongst the Rings,

and its central Light, where it seems to be most

luminous , be put equipollent to an infinitely

little Ring ; the Squares of the Diameters of the

Rings will be in the progression o, 1, 2, 3, 4,

&c. I measured also the Diameters of the dark

Circles between these luminous ones, and found

their Squares in the progression of the num
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feers 4, 1 4, i4, 34, 6fc the Diameters of the

first four at the distance of fix Feet from the

Speculum, being iiV, 2-nr, 2^, 3^ Inches. If

the distance 'of the Chart from the Speculum

was increased or diminished, the Diameters of

the Circles were increased or diminished pro

portionally^

Obs. 4. By the analogy between these Rings

and thoie described in the Observations of the

first Part of this Book, I suspected that there

were many more of them which spread into

one another, and by interfering mix'd their Co

lours, and diluted one another so that they

could not be seen apart. I viewed them there

fore through a Prism, as I did those in the 14th

Observation of the first Part of this Book. And

when the Prism was so placed as by refracting

the Light of their mix'd Colours to separate

them, and distinguish the Rings from one ano

ther, as it did those in that Observation, I could

then see them distincter than before, and easily

number eight or nine of them , and sometimes

twelve or thirteen. And had not their Light

been so very faint, I question not but that I

might have seen many more.

Obs. 5. Placing a Prism at the Window to

refract the intromitted beam of Light, and cast

the oblong Spectrum of Colours on the Specu

lum : I covered the Speculum with a black Pa

per which had in the middle of it a hole to let

any one of the Colours pass through to the

Speculum, whilst the rest were intercepted by

the Paper. And now I found Rings of that Co

lour only which fell upon the Speculum. If



the Speculum was illuminated with red, th#

Rings were totally red with dark Intervals, if

with blue they were totally blue, and so of the

other Colours. And when they were illumi

nated with any one Colour, the Squares of their

Diameters measured between their most lumi

nous parts, were in the arithmetical progreision

of the numbers o, 1, ^, 3, 4, and the Squares

of the Diameters of their dark Intervals in the

progression of the intermediate numbers 4, i4,

2-4, 34, But if the Colour was varied they va

ried their magnitude. In the red they were lar

gest, in the indigo and violet leafs, and in the

intermediate Colours yellow, green and blue,

they were of several intermediate bignesses an

swering to the Colour, that is, greater in yel

low than in green, and greater in green than in

biue. And hence I knew that when the Spe

culum was illuminated with white Light, the

red and yellow on the outside of the Rings were

produced by the least refrangible Rays, and the

blue and violet by the most refrangible, and that

the Colours of each Ring spread into the Co

lours of the neighbouring Rings on either fide,

after the manner explain'd in the first and se

cond Part of this Book, and by mixing diluted

one another so that they could not be distin-

guish'd, unless near the center where they were

Jeast mix'd. For in this Observation I could

see the Rings more distinctly, and to a greater

number than before , being able in the yellow

Light to number eight or nine of them, be

sides a faint shadow of a tenth. To satisfy my

ielf how much the Colours of the several Rings

♦ spread
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spread into one another, I measured the Dia

meters of the second and third Rings, and found

them when made by the Confine of the red and

orange to be to the fame Diameters when made

by the Confine of blue and indigo , as 9 to 8,

or thereabouts. For it was hard to determine

this Proportion accurately. Also the Circles

made successively by the red, yellow and green,

differ'd more from one another than those made

successively by the green, blue and indigo. For.

the Circle made by the violet was too dark to

be seen. To carry on the computation, let us

therefore suppose that the differences of the

Diameters of the Circles made by the outmost

red, the Confine of red and orange, the Confine

of orange and yellow, the Confine of yellow

and green, the Confine of green and blue, the

Confine of blue and indigo, the Confine of in

digo and violet, and outmost violet, are in pro

portion as the differences of the lengths of a

Monochord which found the Tones in an Eight ;

sol, la, sa, sol, la, mi, sa, sol, that is , as the

numbers i, -rV, -rV, -r?, -sV, tV, -V. And if the

Diameter of the Circle made by the Confine of

red and orange be 9 A, and that of the Circle

made by the Confine of blue and indigo be 8 A

as above, their difference 9 A— 8 A will be

to' the difference of the Diameters of the Cir

cles made by the outmost red, and by the Con

fine of red and orange, as tV -f t»- -f tV -f -rVto

y, that is as 4, to 4, or 8 to 3, and to the diffe

rence of the Circles made by the outmost vio

let, and by the Confine of blue and indigo, as

yt -h-rr 'b;ri +. ?V tO-iV + 'ft* that is, as -rr tO

or
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or as 16 to 5'. And therefore these differences

will be 4 A and tV A. Add the first to 9 A and

subduct the last from 8 A, and you will have the

Diameters of the Circles made by the least and

most refrangible Rays 7gs A and A. These

Diameters are therefore to one another as 75-

to 614 or 50 to 41, and their Squares as 25oo

to 1 68 1, that is, as 3 to i very nearly. Which

proportion differs not much from the propor

tion of the Diameters of the Circles made by

the outmost red and outmost violet in the 13 th

Observation of the first Part of this Book.

Obs. 6. Placing my Eye where these Rings

appear'd plainest, I saw the Speculum tinged all

over withWaves ofColours (red, yellow, green,

blue ; ) like those which in the Observations of

the first Part of this Book appeared between

the Object-glasles and upon Bubbles of Water,

but much larger. And after the manner of those,

they were of various Magnitudes in various Po

sitions of the Eye, swelling and shrinking, as I

moved.my Eye this way and that way. They

were Tormed like Arcs of concentrick Circles as

those were, and when myEye was over against

the center ofthe concavity of the Speculum (that

is-, 5 Feet and 10 Inches distant from the Specu

lum) their common center was in a right Line

with that center of concavity, and with the

hole in the Window. But in other postures of

my Eye their center had other positions. They

appear'd by the Light of the Clouds propagated

to the Speculum through the hole in the Win

dow, and when the Sun shone through that

hole upon the Speculum, his Light upon it

was

4
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was of the Colour of the Ring whereon it fell,

but by its splendor obscured the Rings made by

the Light of the Clouds, unless when the Spe

culum was removed to a great distance from

the Window, ib that his Light upon it might

be broad arid faint. By varying the position of

my Eye, and moving it nearer to or farther

from the direct beam of the bun's Light, the

Colour of the Sun's reflected Light constantly

varied upon the Speculum, as it did upon my

Eye, the fame Colour always appearing to a

By-llandcr upon my Eye which to me appear'd

upon the Speculum, And thence I knew that

the Rings of Colours upon the Chart were made

by theie retlecccd Colours propagated thither

from the Speculum in ievcral Angles, and that

their production depended not upon the ter

mination of Light and Shadow.

Obs. 7. By me Analogy of all these Pheno

mena with thole of the Ike Rings of Colours

described in the first Part of this Book, it seem

ed to me that these Colours were produced by

this thick Plate of Glass, much after the manner

that those were produced bv. very thin Plates.

For, upon tryal, I found that if the Quick-sil

ver were ruBb'd off from the backside of the

Speculum, the Glass alone would cause the

same Rings of Colours, but much more faint

than before; and therefore the Phenomenon

depends not upon the Quick-silver, unless so far

as the Quick-silver by increasing the Reflexion

of the backside of the Glass increases the Light

of the Rings of Colours. I found also that a

Speculum of Metal without Glass made some

Years
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Years since for optical uses, dnd very well

Wrought, produced none of those Rings;- and

thence I understood that these Rings arise not

from one specular Surface alone, but depend

upon the two Surfaces of the Plate of Glass

whereof the Speculum was made, and upon the

thickness of the Glass between them. For

as in the ?th and 19th Observations of the first

Part of this Book' a thin Plate of Air* Water,

or Glass of an even thickness appeared of one

Colour when the Rays were perpendicular to

it, of another when they were a little oblique,

of another when more oblique* of another when

still more oblique , and so on ; so here, in the

sixth Observation, the Lijght which emerged

out of the Glass in several Obliquities, made the

Glass appear of several Colours, and being pro

pagated in those Obliquities to the Chart, there;

painted Rings of those Colours. And as the

reason why a thin Plate appeared of several Co

lours in several Obliquities of the Rays, Was,

that the Rays of one and the fame fort are re

flected by the thin Plate at one obliquity and

transmitted at another, and those ofother sorts

transmitted where these arc reflected, and re

flected where these are transmitted: So the

reason why the thick Plate of Glass whereof

the Speculum was made did appear of various

Colours in various Obliquities , and in those

Obliquities propagated those Colours to the

Chart, was,, that the Rays of one and the

fame fort did at one Obliquity emerge out

of the Glass, at another did not emerge but

were reflected back towards the Quick-silver/

T by

.
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by the hitherSurface ofthe Glass, and according

ly as. the Obliquity became greater and greater

emerged and were reflected alternately for ma

ny Successions, and that in one and the fame

Obliquity the Rays of one fort were reflected,

and thole of another transmitted. This is ma- „

nifest by the fifth Observation of this Part of this

Book. For in that Observation, when the Spe

culum was illuminated by any one of the prif-

rMtick Colours, that Light made many Rings

of the fame Colour upon the Chart with dark

Intervals, and therefore at its emergence out of

the Speculum was alternately transmitted and

not transmitted from the Speculum to the Chart

for many Successions, according to the various

Obliquities of its Emergence. And when the

Colour cast on the Speculum by the Prism was

varied, the Rings became of the Colour cast on

it, and varied their bigness with their Colour,

and therefore the Light was now alternately

transmitted and not transmitted from the Spe

culum to the Chart at other Obliquities than

before. It seemed to me therefore that these

Rings were of one and the fame original with

those4of thin Plates, but yet with this difference,

that those of thin Plates are made by the alter

nate Reflexions and Transmissions of the Rays

at the second Surface of the Plate after one pas

sage through it , but here the Rays go twice

through the Plate before they are alternately re

flected and transmitted. First, they go through

:t from the first Surface to the Quick-silver, and

hen return through it from the Quick-silver

) the first Surface, and there are either trans

mitted
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fnitted to she Chart or reflected back to the

Quick-silver , accordingly as they are in their

Fits of easy Reflexion or Transmission when

they arrive at that Surface. For the Intervals

of the Fits of the Rays which fall perpendicu

larly on the Speculum, and are reflected back

in the fame perpendicular Lines* by reason of

the equality of these Angles and Lines , are of

the fame length and number within the Glass

after Reflexion as before by the 19th Proposi

tion of the third Part of this Book. And there

fore since all the Rays that enter through the

first Surface are in their Fits of easy Transmis

sion at their entrance, and as many of these as

are reflected by the second are in their Fits of

easy Reflexion there, all these must be a'gain in

their Fits of easy Transmission at their return

to the first, and by consequence there go out

of the Glass to the Chart, and form upon it the

white Spot of Light in the center of the Rings,

For the reason holds good in all forts of Rays*

and therefore all forts must go out promiscu

ously to that Spot, and by their mixture cause

it to be white. But the Intervals of the Fits of

those Rays which are reflected more obliquely

than they enter, must be greater after Reflexion

than before by the 15th and 2oth Propositions.

And thence it may happen that the Rays at their

return to the* first Surface, may in certain Ob

liquities be in Fits of easy Reflexion, and return

back to the Quick-silver, and in other interme

diate Obliquities be again in Fits of easy Trans

mission, and so go out to the Chart, and paint

on it the Rings ofColours about the white Spot.

T x An4
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And because the Intervals of the Fits at equal

Obliquities are greater and fewer in the less re

frangible Rays, and less and more numerous

in the more refrangible, therefore the less re

frangible at equal Obliquities shall make fewer

Rings than the more refrangible, and the Rings

made by those (hall be larger than the like

number of Rings made by these ; that is, the

red Rings shall be larger than the yellow, the

yellow than the green, the green than the blue,

and the blue than the violet, as they were real

ly found to be in the fifth Observation. And

therefore the first Ring of all Colours encom

passing the white Spot of Light shall be red

without any violet within, and yellow and

green and blue in the middle, as it was found

in the second Observation ; and these Colours

in the second Ring, and those that follow shail

be more expanded till they spread into one a-

nother, and blend one another by interfering.

These seem to be the Reasons of these Rings

in general ; and this put me upon observing the

thickness of the Glass, and considering whether

the Dimensions and Proportions of the Rings

may be truly derived from it by computation.

Obs. 8. I measured therefore the thickness of

this concavo-convex Plate ofGlass, 'and found it

every where of an Inch precisely. Now, by

the sixth Observation of the first Part of this

Book, a thin Plate of Air transmits the brightest

Light of the first Ring, that is the bright yel

low, when its thickness is the grr^th part of an

Inch, and by the tenth Observation of the same

Part,
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Part , a thin Plate of Glass transmits the fame

Light of the fame Ring when its thickness is

less in proportion of the Sine of Refraction to

the Sine of Incidence , that is , when its thick-

ness is the 7F^oth or rWh part of an Incb'

supposing the Sines are as 11 to 17. And if this

thickness be doubled it transmits the fame bright

Light of the second Ring, if trippled it trans

mits that of the third , and so on, the bright

yellow Light in all these cases being in its Fits

of Transmission. And therefore if its thickness

be multiplied 34386 times so as to become ~-of

an Inch it transmits the fame bright Light of

the 34386th Ring. Suppose this be the bright

yellow Light transmitted perpendicularly from

the reflecting convex side of the Glass through

the concave side to the white Spot in the cen

ter of the Rings of Colours on the Chart : And

by a Rule in the 7th and 19th Observations in

the first Part of this Book, and by the 15th and

2oth Propositions of the third Part of this Book,

if the Rays be made oblique to the Glass, the

thickness of the Glass requisite to transmit the

same bright Light of the same Ring in any Ob

liquity is to this thickness of £ of an Inch, as the

Secant of a certain Angle -to the Radius, the

Sine of which Angle is the first of an hundred

and six arithmetical Means between the Sines

of Incidence and Refraction, counted from the

Sine of Incidence'when the Refraction i§ made

out of any plated Body into any Mediiim en

compassing it, that is, in this case, out of Glass

into Air. Now if the thickness of the Glass be

T 3 increased
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increased by degrees , so as to bear to its first

thickness (viz. that of a quarter of an Inch)

the Proportions which 34306 (the number of

Fits of the perpendicular Rays in going through

the Glass towards the white Spot in the center

of the Rings,) hath to 34385', 34384, 34383 and

34382 (the numbers of the Fits of the oblique

Rays in going through the Glass towards the

first, second, third and fourth Rings of Co

lours,) and if the first thickness be divided in

to 100000000 equal parts, the increased thick

nesses will be 100001908, ioooo5'8i6, 100008715'

and 100011633, and the Angles of which these

thicknesses are secants will be 26' 13", 37* 5",

45-' 6" and 52' 26", the Radius being 100000000 ;

and the Sines of these Angles are 761, 1079,

1 321 and 1525, and the proportional Sines of

Refraction 1172, 1659, 2°3I an^ 2345, theRa-

dius being 100000. For since the Sines of In

cidence out of Glass into Air are to the Sines

of Refraction as 11 to 17, and to the above-

mentioned Secants as 11 to the first of 106 arith

metical Means between 11 and 17, that is, as

j j to n^6, those Secants will be to the Sines

of Refraction as 11 to 17, and by this Ana-^

logy will give these Sines. So then if the Ob-,

liquities of the Rays to the concave Surface of

the Glass be such that the Sines of their Refra

ction in passing out of the Glass through that

Surface into the Air be 1172, 165-9, 2-°3.1' 2345',

the bright Light of the 34386th Ring ihall e-

merge at the thicknesses of the Glass which are
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to? of an Inch as 34386 to 34385', 34384,34383,

34382, respectively. And therefore if the thick

ness in all these cases be i of an Inch (as it is in

the Glass of which the Speculum was made)

the bright Light of the 34385th Ring shall e-

merge where the Sine of Refraction is 1172,

and that of the 34384th, 384383th and 34382th

Ring where the Sine is 1659, 2-°3I) and 2345-

respectively. And in these Angles of Refra

ction the Light of these Rings shall be propaga

ted from the Speculum to the Chart, and there

paint Rings about the white central round Spot

of Light which we said was the Light of the

34386th Ring. And the Semidiameters of these

Rings shall subtend the Angles of Refraction

made at the concave Surface of the Speculum,

and by consequence their Diameters shall be to

the distance of the Chart from the Speculum as

those Sines of Refraction doubled are to the

Radius, that is as 1171, 1659, 2031, and 2345-,

doubled are to 100000. And therefore if the

distance of the Chart from the concave Surface

of the Speculum be fix Feet (as it was in the

third of these Observations) the Diameters of

the Rings of this bright yellow Light upon the

Chart shall be i'688, 2'389, z"w, 3*375 Inches:

For these Diameters are to fix Feet , as the a-

bovemention'd Sines doubled are to the Ra

dius. Now these Diameters of the bright yel

low Rings, thus found by computation are the

very fame with those found in the third of these

Observations by measuring them, viz. with

i-f-, i4, It!-, and 34 Inches, and therefore the

Theory of deriving these Rings from the thick-

T 4 • ness
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.ness of the Plate of Glass of which the Specu

lum was made , and from the Obliquity of the

emerging Rays agrees with the Observation. In

this computation I have equalled the Diameters

of the bright Rings made by Light of all Co

lours, to the Diameters of the Rings made by

the bright yellow. For this yellow makes the

.brightest part of the Rings of all Colours. If you

desire the Diameters of the Rings made by the

Light ofany other unmix'd Colour, you may find

them readily by putting them to theJDiameters

pf the bright yellpw Ones in a mbduplicate pro

portion of the Intervals of the Fits of the Rays

of those Coloufs when equally inclined to the

refracting or reflecting Surface which caused

those Fits, that is, by putting the Diameters of

the Rings made by the Rays in the Exremities

and Limits of the seven Colours, red, orange,

yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet, proportio

nal to the Cube-roots of the Numbers, 1, 4,

«?, t, 4, tv, 4, which express the lengths of a

Monochord founding the Notes in an Eighth :

For by this means the Diameters of the Rings

of these Colours will be found pretty nearly in

the fame proportion to one another, which

they Ought to have by the fifth of these Obser

vations,

And thus I satisfy'd my self that these Rings

were of the fame kind and original with thole

of thin RIates, and by consequence that the Fits

or alternate Dispositions of the Rays to be

reflected and transmitted are propagated to

great distances from every reflecting and re

p-acting Surface, But yet tq put. the m'aj-

ter
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ter out of doubt, I added the following Ob~

Xervation.

Obs. .9. If these Rings thus depend on the

.thickness of the Plate of Glass, their Diameters

at equal distances from several Speculums made

of such concavo-convex Plates of Glass as are

ground on the fame Sphere, ought to be reci

procally in a fubduplicate proportion of the

thicknesses of the Plates of Glass. And if this

Proportion be found true by experience it will

amount to a demonstration that these Rings

(like those formed in thin Plates) do depend

on the thickness of the Glass. I procured there

fore another concavo-convex Plate of Glass

ground on both fides to the fame Sphere with

the former Plate. Its thickness was 4x parts of

an Inch ; and the Diameters of the three first

bright Rings measured between the brightest

parts of their Orbits at the distance of fix Feet

from the Glass were 3. 4^. 5*4- Inches. Now

the thickness of the other Glass being ~ of an

Inch was to the thickness of this Glass as ~ to A,

that is as 31 to 10, or 310000000 to 100000000,

and the Roots of these Numbers are 17607 and

10000, and in the proportion of the first of

these Roots to the second are the Diameters of

the bright Rings made in this Observation by

the thinner Glass, 3. 4^. 54, to the Diameters of

the fame Rings made in the third of these Ob

servations by the thicker Glass i4t. 2,4. 244, that

is, the Diameters of the Rings are reciprocally

in a fubduplicate proportion of the thicknesses

pf the Plates of Glass.

So then in Plates of Glass which are alike

con
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concave on one side, and alike convex on the

other side, and alike quick-silver'd on the con

vex sides, and differ in nothing but their thick

ness, the Diameters of the Rings are recipro

cally in a subduplicate proportion of the thick

nesses of the Plates. And this shews sufficient

ly that the Rings depend on both the Surfaces

of the Glass. They depend on the convex Sur

face because they are more luminous when that

Surface is quick-silver'd over than when it is

without Quick-silver. They depend also upon

the concave Surface, because without that Sur

face a Speculum makes them not. They de

pend on both Surfaces and on the distances be

tween them, because their bigness is varied by

varying only that distance. And this depen-

dance is of the fame kind with that which the

Colours of thin Plates have on the distance of

the Surfaces of those Plates , because the big

ness of the Rings and their proportion to one

another, and the variation of their bigness ari

sing from the variation of the thickness of the

Glass, and the orders of their Colours, is such

as ought to result from the Propositions in the

end of the third Part of this Book, derived

from the Phænomena of the Colours of thin

Plates set down in the first Part.

There are yet other Phænomena of these

Rings of Colours but such as follow from the

fame Propositions, and therefore confirm both

the truth of those Propositions, and the Analo

gy between these Rings and the Rings of Co

lours made by very thin Plates. I shall subjoin

some of them.

Obf
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Obs. 10. When the beam of the Sun's Light

was reflected back from the Speculum not di

rectly to the hole in the Window, but to a place

a little distant from it, the common center of

that Spot, and of all the Rings of Colours fell

in the middle way between the beam of the in

cident Light, and the beam of the reflected

Light, and by consequence in the center of the

spherical concavity of the Speculum, whenever

the Chart on which the Rings of Colours fell

was placed at that center. And as the beam of

reflected Light by inclining the Speculum re

ceded more and more from the beam of inci

dent Light and from the common center of the

colour'd Rings between them, thole Rings grew

bigger and bigger, and so also did the white

round Spot, and new Rings of Colours emer

ged succeflively out of their common center,

and the white Spot became a white Ring en

compassing them ; and the incident and rerlect-

ed beams of Light always fell upon the oppo

site parts of this white Ring, illuminating its

Perimeter like two mock Suns in the opposite

parts of an Iris. So then the Diameter of this

3R.ing, measured from the middle,of its Light

on one fide to the middle of its Light on the

other fide, was always equal to the distance be

tween the middle of the incident beam of

Light, and the middle of the reflected beam

measured at the Chart on which the Rings ap

peared : And the Rays which form'd this Ring

were reflected by the Speculum in Angles equal

to -their Angles of Incidence, and by conse

quence to their Angles of Refraction at their

entrance



entrance into the Glass, but yet their Angles of

Reflexion were not in the fame Planes with

their Angles of Incidence.

Obf ii. The Colours of the new Rings were

in *a contrary order to those of the former, and

arose after this manner. The white round Spot

of Light in the middle of the Rings continued

white to the center till the distance of the in

cident and reflected beams at the Chart was a-

bout i parts of an Inch, and, then it began to

grow dark in the middle. And when that di

stance was about i-A of anlnch^ the white Spot

was become a Ring encompassing a dark round

Spot which in the middle inclined to violet and

indigo. And the luminous Rings encompassing

it were grown equal to those dark ones which

in the four first Observations encompassed them,

that is to fay, the white Spot was grown a

white Ring equal to the first of those dark

Rings, and the first of those luminous Rings was

now grown equal to the second of those dark

ones, and the second of those luminous ones to

the third of those dark ones, and so on. For

the Diameters of the luminous Rings were now

i-rV, i-Vj a-?, 3?V, &c. Inches.

When the distance between the incident and

reflected beams of Light became a little big

ger, there emerged out of the middle of the

dark Spot after the indigo a blue, and then out

of that blue a pale green, and soon after a yel

low and red. And when the Colour at the

center was brightest, being between yellow and

red, the bright Rings were grown equal to those

Rings which in the four first Observations next

encom



encompassed them ; that is to fay, the white

Spot in the middle of those Rings was now be

come a white Ring equal to the first of those

bright Rings, and the first of those bright ones

was now become equal to the second of those,

and so on. For the Diameters of the white

Ring, and of the other luminous Rings encom-

pasling it, were now i44, a-fi 2,44, 34, Sfr. or

thereabouts.

When the distance of the two beams of

Light at the Chart was a little more increased,

there emerged out of the middle in order after

the red, a purple,, a blue, a green, a yellow,

and a. red inclining much to purple, ana when

the Colour was brightest being between yellow

and red , the former indigo, blue, green, yel

low and red , were become an Iris or Ring of

Colours equal to the first of those luminous

Rings which appeared in the four first Obser

vations, and the white Ring which was now

becdjpne the second of the luminous Rings was

grown equal to the second of those, and the

first of those which was now become the third

Ring was become equal to the third of those,

and so on. For their Diameters were i44, 2l,

2.4t, 34 Inches, the distance of the two beams

of Light, and the Diameter of the. white Ring

being 24 Inches.

When these two beams became more distant

there emerged out of the middle of the pur

plish red, first a darker round Spot, and then

out of the middle of that Spot a brighter. And

now the former Colours (purple, blue, green,

yellow, and purplish red) were become a Ring

equal \
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equal to the first of the bright Rings mention*

ed in the four first Observations, and the Rings

about this Ring were grown equal to the Rings

about that respectively ; the distance between

the two beams of Light and the Diameter of

the white Ring (which was now become the

third Ring) being about 3 Inches.

The Colours of the Rings in the middle be

gan now to grow very dilute, and if the di

stance between the two Beams was increased

half an Inch, or an Inch more, they vanish'd

whilst the white Ring, with one or two of the

Rings next it on either side, continued still vi

sible. But if the distance of the two bea.ms of

Light was still more increased, these also va

nished : For the Light which coming from se

veral parts of the hole in the Window fell up

on the Speculum in several Angles ofIncidence,-

made Rings of several bignestes, which diluted

and blotted out one another, as I knew by in

tercepting some part of that Light. For if 1

intercepted that part which was nearest to the

Axis of the Speculum the Rings would be less*

if the other part which was remotest from it

they would be bigger.

Obs. iz. When the Colours of the Prism

were cast successively on the Speculum, that

Ring which in the two last Observations was

white, was of the fame bigness in all the Co

lours, but the Rings without it were greater in

the green than in the blue, and still greater in

the yellow, and greatest in the red. And, on the

contrary, the .Rings within that white Circle

were less in the green than in the blue, and still

less
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less in the yellow , and least in the red. For

the Angles of Reflexion of those Rays which

made this Ring, being equal to their Angles of

Incidence, the Fits of every reflected Ray within

the Glass after Reflexion are equal in length

and number to the Fits of the fame Ray with

in the Glass before its Incidence on the reflect

ing Surface. And therefore since all the Rays

of all forts at their entrance into the Glass were

in a Fit of Transmission, they were also in a Fit

of Transmission at their returning to the same

Surface after Reflexion ; and by consequence

were transmitted and went out to the white

Ring on the Chart. This is the reason why

that Ring was of the fame bigness in all the Co-

white. But in Rays which are reflected in o-

ther Angles, the Intervals of the Fits of the

least refrangible being greatest, make the Rings

of their Colour in their progress from this white

Ring, either outwards or inwards, increase or

decrease by the greatest steps ; so that the Rings

of this Colour without are greatest, and within

least. And this is the reason why in* the last

Observation, when the Speculum w7as illumina

ted with white Light, the exterior Rings made

by all Colours appeared red without and blue

within, and the interior blue without and red

within.

These are the Phænomena of thick convexo-

concave Plates of Glass, which are every where

of the fame thickness. There are yet other

Phænomena when these Plates are a little thick

er on one fide than on the other, and others

lours, and why in a mixture of all i

 

f when
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when the Plates are more or less concave than

convex,' or plano-convex, or double-convex.

For in all these cases the Plates make Rings of

Colours, but after various manners ; all which,

so far as I have yet observed , follow from the

Propositions in the end of the third part of this

Book, and so conspire to confirm the truth of

those Propositions. But the Phænomena aYe

too various, and the Calculations whereby they

follow from those Propositions too intricate to

be here prosecuted. I content my self with ha

ving prosecuted this kind of Phænomena so far

as to discover their Cause , and by discovering

it to ratify the Propositions in the third Part of

this Book.

Obs. 13 . As Light reflected by aLenSquick-

filver'd on the backside makes the Rings ofCo

lours above described, so it ought to make the

like Rings of Colours in passing through a drop

of Water. At the first Reflexion of the Rays'

within the drop, some Colours ought to be

transmitted, as in the cafe of a Lens, and others

to be reflected back to the Eye. For instance, -

if the Diameter of a' small drop or globule of

Water be- about the sooth part of an Inch, so

that a red-marking Ray in pasting through the

middle of this globule hffs %$o Fits of easy

Transmission within the globule * and that all

the red-making Rays which are at a certain di

stance from this middle Ray round about it

have 249 Fits within the globule,- and' all the

like Rays at a certain farther distance round a-

bout it have 248 Fits, and all those at a cer

tain farther distance 247 Fits, and so on ; these-

concer*
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concentrick Circles of Rays after their trans

mission, falling on a white Paper, will make

concentrick Rings of red upon the Paper, sup

posing the Light which passes through one sin

gle globule, strong enough to be sensible. And,

in like manner, the Rays of other Colours will

make Rings of other Colours. Suppose now

that in a fair Day the Sun mines through a thin

Cloud of such globules of Water or Hail, and

xhat the globules are all of the fame bigness ;

and the Sun seen through this Cloud mall ap

pear encompalsed with the like concentrick

Rings of Colours, and the Diameter of the first

Ring of red shall be 7^ Degrees, that of the se

cond io~ Degrees, that of the third i2 Degrees

33 Minutes. And accordingly as the Globules

of Water are bigger or less, the Rings shall be

less or bigger. This is the Theory, and Expe

rience answers it. For in June i6yz. I saw by

reflexion in a Vessel of stagnating Water three

Halos, Crowns, or Rings of Colours about the

Sun, like three little Rain-bows, concentrick

to his Body. The Colours of the first or in

nermost Crown were blue next the Sun, red

without, and white in the middle between the

blue and red. Those of the second Crown

were purple and blue within, and pale red with

out, and green in the middle. And those of

the third were pale blue within, and pale red

without; these Crowns enclosed one another

immediately, fo that their Colours proceeded

in this continual order from the Sun outward :

blue, white, red; purple, blue, green,; pale

U yellow
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yellow and red; pale blue, pale red. The Di

ameter of the second Crown measured from

the middle of the yellow and red on one side

of the Sun, to the middle of the same Colour

on the. other side was 97 Degrees, or therea

bouts, The Diameters of the first and third

I had not time to measure, but that of the first

seemed to be about five or six Degrees , and

that of the third about twelve. The like

Crowns appear sometimes about the Moon ;

for in the beginning of the Year 1664, Febr.

19th at Night, I saw two such Crowns about

her. The Diameter of the first or innermost

was about three Degrees, and that of the se

cond about five Degrees and an half. Next a-

bout the Moon was a Circle of white, and next

about that the inner Crown which was of a

bluish green within next the white, and of a

yellow and red without, and next about these

Colours were blue and green on the inside of

the outward Crown, and red on the outside of

it. At the fame time there appear'd a Halo a-t

bout Degrees 35' distant from the center of

t]\e Moon. It was elliptical, and its long Dia

meter was perpendicular to the Horizon, verg

ing below farthest from the Moon. I am told

that the Moon has sometimes three or more

eoncentrick Crowns, of Colours encompassing

one another next about her Body. The more

equal the globules of Water or Ice are to one

another, the more downs of Colours will ap

pear, and the Colours will be the more lively.

Thq Halo at the distance of ivi Degrees from
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the Moon is of another sort. By its being oval

and remoter from the Moon below than above,

I conclude , that it- was made by Refraction in

some sort of Hail or Snow floating in the Air

in ah horizontal posture, the refracting Angle

K",u" . * 0 or Degrees,

-j
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PARTI.;

Observations concerning the Inflexions of the,

Rays ofLight, and the Colours made thereby.

^^^MRI'MJL'BO has inform'd us, that

Im GiIm ^ a beam °f tne Sun's Light be let in-

^^^^f to a dark Room through a very small

hole, the Shadows of things in this

Light will be larger than they ought to be if

the Rays went on by the Bodies in strait Lines,

and
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and that these Shadows have three parallel

Fringes, Bands or Ranks of colour'd Light ad

jacent to them. But if the Hole be enlarged

the Fringes grow broad and run into one ano*

ther, so that they cannot be diffinguish'd. These

broad Shadows and Fringes have been reckon'd

by some to proceed from the ordinary refra

ction of the Air, but without due examinatiort

of the Matter. For the circumstances of the

Pbænomenon , so far as I have observed them,

are as follows;

Obs. i. I made in a piece of Lead a small

Hole with a Pin, whose breadth was the 4zd

part of an Inch. For 2i of those Pins laid to

gether took up the breadth of half an Inch*

Through this Hole I let into my darken'd

Chamber a beam of the Sun's Light, and found

that the Shadows of Hairs, Thred, Pins, Straws,

and such like slender Substances placed in this

beam of Lights were considerably broader than

they ought to be if the Rays of Light passed

on by these Bodies in right Lines. And parti*

cularly a Hair of a Man's Head, whose breadth

was but the 280th part of an Inch, being held

in this Light , at the distance of about twelve

Feet from the Hole, did cast a Shadow which

at the distance of four Inches from the Hair

was the sixtieth part of an Inch broad, that is,

above four times broader than the Hair, and at

the distance of two Feet from the Hair was a-

bout the eight and twentieth part of an Inch

broad, that is, ten times broader than the Hair,

and at the distance of ten Feet was -the eighth

part ofan Inch broad, that is 3 $ times broader.

U 3. Nor
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No* is it material whether the Hair be en

compassed \&ith Air, ior-ifcith any other pellucid

J^uWlance.. For I wetted a polifh'd Plate of

Glass, and laid the Hair in the Water upon the

Glass, and then laying another polish'd Plate of

Glass upon it, so that the Water might fill up

the space between the Glasses , I held them in

the aforesaid beam of Light, so that the Light

might pass through them perpendicularly, and

the Shadow of the Hair was at the fame di

stances as big as before. The Shadows of

Scratches, made in polish'd Plates of Glass were

also much broader than they ought to be, and

the Veins, in polish'd Plates of Glass did also cast

the like bro&d. Shadows. And therefore the

great breadth of these Shadows proceeds from

lome other' cause than the Refraction of' the￼

Let the Circle X [rn.Fig.iJ] represent the

middle of the Hair; AI>G, BEH, CFI,

three Rays pasting by one side of the Hair at

several distances; KNQ, LOR, MPS, three

other Rays passing by the other side of the Hair

at the like distances; D,E,F, and N, O, P, the

places where the Rays are bent in their pas

sage by the Hair ; G, H, I and Q, R, S, the

places where the Rays fall on a Paper GQ;

I S the breadth of the Shadow of the Hair cast

on the Paper, and TI, VS, two Rays passing

to the Points I and S without bending when

the Hair is taken away. And it's manifest that

all the Light between these two Rays TI and

VS is bent in passing by the Hair, and turned

aside from the Shadow I S, because if any part

 

Air.

of
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of this Light were not bent it would fall on the

Paper within the Shadow, and there illuminate

the Paper, contrary to experience. And be

cause when the Paper is at a great distance from

the Hair, the Shadow is broad, and therefore

the Rays TI and VS are at a great distance

from one another, it follows that the Hair acts

upon the Rays of Light at a good distance in

their passing by it. But the action is strongest

on the Rays which pass by at least distances*

and grows weaker and weaker accordingly as

the Rays pass by at distances greater and great

er, as is represented in the Scheme : For thence

it comes to pass, that the Shadow of the Hair

is much broader in proportion to the distance

of the Paper from the Hair, when the Paper is

nearer the Hair* than when it is at a great di

stance from it;

Obs. z. The Shadows of all Bodies (Metals,-

Stones, Glass* Wood, Horn, Ice, &c.J in this

Light were border'd with three parallel Fringes

or Bands ofcolour'd Light, whereof that which

was contiguous to the Shadow was broadest

and most luminous, and that which was remo

test from it was narrowest, and so faint, as not

easily to be visible. It was difficult to distinguish

the Colours unless when the Light fell very ob

liquely upon a smooth Paper, or some other

smooth white Body,- so as to make them appear

much broader than they would otherwise do.

• And then the Colours were plainly visible in

this Order : The first dr innesmost Fringe was

violet and deep blue next theShadow, and then

light blue, green and yellow in the middle, and

U 4 red
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red without. The second Fringe was almost

contiguous to the first, and the third to the se

cond , and both were blue within and yellow

and red without, but their Colours were very

faint , especially those of the third. The Co

lours therefore proceeded in this order from

the Shadow ; violet, indigo, pale blue, green,

yellow, red ; blue, yellow, red ; pale blue, pale

yellow and red. The Shadows made by Scratches

and Bubbles in polisli'd Plates of Glass were

border'd with the like Fringes ofcolour'd Light.

And if Plates of Looking-glass lloop'd off near

the edges with a Diamond-cut, be held in the

fame beam of Light, the Light which passes

through the parallel Planes of the Glass will be

border'd with the like Fringes of Colours where

those Planes meet with the Diamond-cut, and

by this means there will sometimes appear four

or five Fringes of Colours. Let AB, CD [in

.Fig. I.] represent the parallel Planes of a Look

ing-glass, and B D the Plane of the Diamond-

cut, making at B a very obtuse Angle With the

Plane AB. And let all the Light between the

Rays EN I and FB M pass directly through the

parallel Planes of the Glass , and fall upon the

Paper between I and M, and all the Light be

tween the Rays GO and HD be refracted by

the oblique Plane of the Diamond-cut B D, and

fall upon the Paper between K and L ; and the

Light which passes directly through the parallel

Planes of the Glass, and falls upon the Paper

between I and M, will be border'd with three

or more Fringes at M. -

3
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So by looking on the Sun through a Feather

or black Riband held close to the Eye, several

Rain-bows will appear ; the Shadows which the

Fibres orThreds cast on the Tunica Retina, be

ing border'd with the like Fringes of Colours.

Obs. 3. When the Hair was twelve Feet di

stant from this Hole, and its Shadow fell ob

liquely upon a flat white Scale of Inches and

parts of an Inch placed half a Foot beyond it,

and also when the Shadow fell perpendicularly

upon the fame Scale placed nine Feet beyond

it; I measured the breadth of the Shadow and

Fringes as accurately as I could, and found

them in parts of an Inch as follows.

;

!
1

The
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5s] ^^ distance iff halfa

Foot .

nine

Feet

T-he- breadth of the Shadow

——

The breadth between the Middles of

!the brightest Light ofthe innermost TT OT

1 * 7

5

Fringes on either side the Shadow
.

• •' . .-- , > .

The breadth between the Middles of

the brightest Light of the middle

most Fringes on either side the Sha

dow. •

I -4

The breadth between the Middles of

the brightest Light of the outmost

Fringes on either side the Shadow

1 i
i

The distance between the Middles

of the brightest Light of the first

and, second Fringes.

- 1

The distance between the Middles

of the brightest Light of the se

cond and third Fringes

t«

The breadth of the luminous part

(green, white, yellow and red) of

the first Fringe

. t

I f

The breadth of the darker Space be

tween the first and second Fringes

'f?

The breadth of the luminous part of

the second Fringe

» t

t *

The breadth of the darker Space be

tween the second and third Fringes

TT

r

Theie
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These Measures I took by letting the Shadow

of the Hair at half a Foot distance fall so ob

liquely on the Scale as to appear twelve times

broader than when it fell perpendicularly on k

at the fame distance, and setting down in this

Table the twelfth part of the Measures I then

took.

Obs. 4. When the Shadow and Fringes were

cast obliquely upon a smooth white Body, and

that Body was removed farther and farther

from the Hair, the first Fringe began to appear

and look brighter than the rest of the Light

at the distance of less than a quarter of an Inch'

from the Hair, and the dark Line or Shadow'

between that and the second Fringe began to-

of the third part of an Inch. The second Fringe

began to appear at a distance from the Hair of

less than half an Inch, and the Shadow between

that and the third Fringe at a distance less than:

an Inch, and the third Fringe at a distance less

than three Inches. At greater distances they

became much more sensible, but kept very-

nearly the same proportion of their breadths

and intervals which they had at their first ap

pearing. For the distance between the middle-

of the first and middle of the second Fringe*

was to the distance between the middle of the

second and middle of the third Fringe, as three-

to two, or ten to seven. And the last of these

two distances was equal to the breadth of the

bright Light or luminous part of the firstFringe.

And this breadth was to the breadth of the.

bright Light of the second Fringe as seven to.

 

less distance from the Hair than that

four,
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four, and to the dark Interval of the first and

second Fringe as three to two, and to the like

dark Interval between the second and third as

two to one. For the breadths of the Fringes

feem'd to be in the progression of the Numbers

1, V-)yV-rj and their Intervals to be in the

fame progression with them ; that is, the Frin

ges and their Intervals together to be in the

continual progression ofthe Numbers 1, v^4, v/-f,

v^, v'-fj or thereabouts. And these Propor

tions held the fame very nearly at all distances

from the Hair ; the dark Intervals Of the Fringes

being as broad in proportion to the breadth of

the Fringes at their first appearance as after

wards at great distances from the Hair, though

not so dark and distinct.

Obs. The Sun shining into my darken'd

Chamber through a Hole a quarter of an Inch

broad ; I placed at the distance of two or three

Feet from the Hole a Sheet of Pastboardj which

was black'd all over on both sides, and in the

middle of it had a Hole about three quarters

of an Inch square for the Light to pass through;

And behind the Hole I fasten'd to the Past-

board with Pitch the Blade of a sharp Knife, to

intercept some part of the Light which passed

through the Hole. The Planes of the Past-^

board and Blade of the Knife were parallel to

one another, and perpendicular to the Rays,

And when they were so placed that none of

the Sun's Light fell on the Paslboard, but all of

it passed through the Hole to the Knife,and there

part of it fell upon the Blade of the Knife, and

part of it passed by its edge : I let this part of

the
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the Light which passed by, fall on a white Pa

per two or three Feet beyond the Knife , and

there saw two streams of faint Light shoot out

both ways from the beam ofLight into the sha

dow like the Tails of Comets. But because the

Sun's direct Light by its brightness upon the

Paper obscured these faint streams, lo that I

.could scarce see them', I made a little hole in

the midst of the Paper for that Light to pass

through and fall on a black Cloth behind it ;

and then I saw the two streams plainly. They

were like one another, and pretty nearly equal

in length and breadth , and quantity of Light.

Their Light at that end next the bun's direct

Light was pretty strong for the space of about

a quarter of an Inch, or half an Inch, and in all

its progress from that direct Light decreased

gradually till it tfecame insensible. The whole

length of either of these streams measured up

on the Paper at the distance of three Feet from

the Knife was about six or eight Inches ; so that

it subtended an Angle at the edge of the Knife

of about 10 or 12, or at most 14 Degrees. Yet

sometimes I thought I saw it moot three or four

Degrees farther, but with a Light so very faint

that I could scarce perceive it, and suspected it

might (in some measure at least) arise from

some other cause than the two streams did. For

placing my Eye in that Light beyond the end

of that stream which was behind the Knife, and

looking towards the Knife, I could fee a line of

Light upon its edge, and that not only when

my Eye was in the line of the Streams, but al

so when it was without that line either towards

the
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the point of the Knife, or towards the handle, "

This line of Light appear'd contiguous to the

edge of the Knife and was narrower than the

Light of the innermost Fringe, and narrowest

-when myEye was farthest from the direct Light,

-and therefore feem'd to pass between the Light

of that, Fringe and the edge of the Knife, and

lhat which passed nearest the edge to be most

bent, though not all of it. . : . , .

; Ohs. M I placed another Knife by this, so

that their edges might be parallel and look to

wards one another, and that the beam of Light

might fall upon both the Knives, and some part

of it pass between their edges. And when the

distance of their edges was about the 400th

part of an Inch the stream parted in the mid

dle, and left a Shadow between the two parts.

This Shadow was so black and dark that all the

Light which, passed between the Knives feem'd

to be bent, and turn'd aside to the one hand

or to the other. And as the Knives still ap

proached one another the Shadow grew broad

er, and the Streams shorter at their inward

ends which were next the Shadow, until upon

the contact of the Knives the whole Light va-

iiilh'd leaving its place to the Shadow.

£. And hence I gather that the Light which is

Jeast bent, and goes to the inward ends of the

Streams, passes by the edges of the Knives at

the greatest distance, and this distance when

the Shadow' begins, to appear between the

fkreams is about the 800 part ofan Inch. And

the Light- which passes by the edges of the

ICmyes at ditaces still less and less is more and

; f more
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more bent, and goes to those parts of the

Streams which -.are farther and farther from the

direct Light, because when the Knives approach

one another till they touch, those parts of the

Streams vanish last which are farthest from the

direct Light- ' ... . •• "• •'! :trv

Obs. 7. In the fifth Observation the Fringes

did not appear, but by reason of the breadth of

the hole in theWindow became so broad as to run

into one another, and by joining, to make one

continued Light in the beginning of the Streams.

But in the sixth, as the Knives approached one

another, a little before the Shadow appear'd

between the two Streams, the Fringes began

to appear on the inner ends of the Streams on

either side of the direct Light, three on one

side made by the edge of one Knife, and three

on the other side made by the edge of the o-

ther Knife. They were distinctest when .\the

Knives were placed at the greatest distance from

the hole in the Window, and still became more

distinct by making the hole less, insomuch that

I could sometimes fee a faint Lineament of a

fourth Fringe beyond the three above men-

tion'd. And as the Knives continually ap-

proach'd one another, the Fringes grew di-s

stincter and larger until they vaniuYd. The

outmost Fringe vaniih'd first, and the middle

most next, and the innermost last. And after

they were all vanish'd , and the line of Light

which was in the middle between them was

grown very broad, enlarging it self on both fides

into the Streams of Light described in the fifth

pbservation, the above mention'd Shadow be

gan
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gan to appear in the middle of this line , and

divide it along the middle into two lines of

Light, and increased until the whole Light va-

nish'd. This enlargement of the Fringes was

so great that the Rays which go to the inner

most Fringe seem'd to be bent above twenty

times more when this Fringe was ready to va

nish, than when one of the Knives was taken

awayv

And from this and the former Observation

compared, I gather, that the Light of the first

Fringe passed by the edge of the Knife at a di

stance greater than the Sooth Dart of an Inch,

and the Light of the second Fringe passed by

the edge of the Knife at a greater distance than

the Light of the first Fringe did, and that of-

the third at a greater distance than that of the

second , and that of the Streams of Light de

scribed in the fifth and sixth Observations pas

sed by the edges of the Knives at less distances

than that of any of the Fringes.

Ohs.%. I caused the edges of two Knives

to be ground truly strait , and pricking their

points into a Board so that their edges might

look towards one another, and meeting near

their points contain a rectilinear Angle, I fasten'd

their Handles together with Pitch to make this

Angle invariable. The distance of the edges of

the Knives from one another at the distance of

four Inches from the angular Point, where the

edges of the Knives met, was the eighth part

of an Inch, and therefore the Angle contain'd

by the edges, was about i Degree 54 . The

Knives thus fix'd together I placed in a beam
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of the Sun's Light, let into my darken'd Cham

ber through a hole the ^zd part of an Inch

wide, at the distance of ioor 15 Feet from the

hole, and let the Light which passed between

their edges fall very obliquely upon a smooth

white Ruler at the distance of half an Inch* of

an Inch from the Knives, and there saw the

Fringes made by the two edges of the Knives

run along the edges of the Shadows of the

Knives in lines parallel to those edges without

growing sensibly broader , till they met in An

gles equal to the Angle contained by the edges

of the Knives, and where they met and joined

they ended without crossing one another. But

if the Ruler was held at a much greater di

stance from the Knives, the Fringes where they

were farther from the place of their meeting*

were a little narrower , and became something

broader and broader as they approach'd nearer:

and nearer to one another , and after they met

they cross'd one another, and then became much

broader than before.

Whence I gather that the distances at which

the Fringes pass by the Knives are not increa

sed nor alter'd by the approach of the Knives*

but the Angles in which the Rays are there bent

are much increased by that approach ; and that

the Knife which is nearest any Ray determines

which way the Ray shall be bent, and the other

Knife increases the bent.

Obs. 9. When the Rays fell very obliquely

upon the Ruler at the distance of the third part

of an Inch from the Knives , the dark line be

tween the first and second Fringe of the Sha

X AoW
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dow of one Knife, and the dark line between

the first and second Fringe of the Shadow of

the other Knife met with one another, at the

distance of the fifth part of an Inch from the

end of the Light which passed between the

Knives at the concourse of their edges. And

therefore the distance of the edges of the Knives

•at the meeting of these dark lines was the 160th

part of an Inch. For as four Inches to the

eighth part of an Inch , so is any length of the

edges of the Knives measured from the point

of their concourse to the distance of the edges

of the Knives at the end of that length, and so

is the fifth part of an Inch to the 160th part.

So then the dark lines above mention'd meet

in the middle of the Light which passes be

tween the Knives where they are distant the

160th part of an Inch, and the one half of that

Light passes by the edge of one Knife at a di

stance not greater than the 320th part of an

Inch, and falling upon the Paper makes the

Fringes of the Shadow of that Knife, and the

other half passes by the edge of the other Knife,

at a distance not greater than the 320th part of

an Inch, and falling upon the Paper makes the

Fringes of the Shadow of the other Knife. But

if- the Paper be held at a distance from the

Knives greater than the third part of an Inch,

the dark lines above mention'd meet at a great

er distance than the fifth part of an Inch from

the end of the Light which passed between the

Knives at the concourse of their edges ; and

therefore the Light which falls upon the Paper

where those dark lines meet passes between the

Knives
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Knives where their edges are distant above the

j 60th part of an Inch.

For at another time when the two Knives

were distant eight Feet and five Inches from

the little hole in the Window, made with a

small Pin as above, the Light which fell upon

the Paper where the aforesaid dark lines met,

passed between the Knives, where the distance

between their edges was as in the following

Table , when the distance of the Paper from

the Knives was also as follows.

'Distances ofthe 'Paper

from the Knives in

Inches.

14.

3f

84.

31.

96.

131.

^Distances between the

edges of the Knives

in millesimalfarts of]

an Inch.

o 012,

o'oio

o'o34

o'c>57

o'o8i

o'o8;

And hence I gather that the Light which

makes the Fringes upon the Paper is not the

fame Light at all distances of the Paper from

the Knives, but when the Paper is held near

the Knives, the Fringes are made by Light

which passes by the edges of the Knives at a

less distance, and is more bent than when the

Paper is held at a greater distance from the

Knives.

X 2 Obf.
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Obf 10. When the Fringes of the Shadows

of the Knives fell perpendicularly upon a Paper

at a great distance from the Knives, they were

in the form of Hyperbolas, and their Dimen

sions were as follows. Let C A, C B [in Fig. 3.]

represent lines drawn upon the Paper parallel

to the edges of the Knives, and between which

all the Light would fall , if it passed between

the edges of the Knives without inflexion ; DE

a right line drawn through C making the An

gles AC D, B C E, equal to One another, and

terminating all the Light which falls upon the

Paper from the point where the edges of the

Knives meet ; e t s, f k t> and glv, three hy

perbolical lines representing the Terminus of

the Shadow of one of the Knives, the dark line

between the first and second Fringes of that

Shadow, and the dark line between the second

and third Fringes of the fame Shadow ; x i/,jy k q

and .z/r, three other hyperbolical lines repre

senting theTerminus of the Shadow of the other

Knife, the dark line between the first and second

Fringes of that Shadow, and the dark line be^

tween the second and third Fringes of the fame

Shadow. And conceive that these three Hyper

bolas are like and equal toshe former three, and

cross them in the points /, k and /, and that the

Shadows of the Knives are terminated and distin-

guish'd from the first luminous Fringes by the

lines ei s and x if, until the meeting and cros

sing of the Fringes, and then those lines cross

the Fringes in the form of dark lines, termina

ting the first luminous Fringes within side, and

distinguishing them from another Light which

begins
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begins to appear at i, and illuminates all the

triangular space i/>DE s comprehended by these

dark lines, and the right line DE. Of these

Hyperbolas one Asymptote is the lineDE, and

their other Asymptotes are parallel to the lines

CA and CB. Let rv represent a line drawn

any where upon the Paper parallel to the Asym

ptote DE, and let this line cross the right lines

AC in w and B C in n , and the six dark hy

perbolical lines in p, q,r; s,t,v; and by mea

suring the distances ps, qt, rv , and thence

collecting the lengths of the Ordinates np, n q,

nr or ms, mt, mv, and doing this at several

distances of the line r v from the Asymptote

DD, you may find as many points of these Hy

perbolas as you please, and thereby know that

these curve lines are Hyperbolas differing little

from the conical Hyperbola. And by measur

ing the lines C /', C k, C /, you may find other

points of these Curves,

For instance , when the Knives were distant

from the hole in the Window ten Feet, and the

Paper from she Knives nine Feet, and the An

gle contained by the edges of the Knives to

which the Angle A C B is equal, was subtend

ed by a Chord which was to the Radius as i

to 32., and the distance of the line r v from the

Asymptote DE was half an Inch : I measured

the lines ps, at, rv, and found them Q'35:,

o'65', o'9 8 Inches respectively, and by adding

to their halfs the line imn (which here was

the iz 8th part of an Inch, or o'oq/8 Inches) the

Sums np, nq,nr, were o'i828, o'33z8, 0*4978

Inches, I measured also the distances of the

X 3 brightest
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brightest parts of the Fringes whieh run be

tween /^and st, qr and.*t>, and next beyond

r and v, and found them o'^,p'8,and 1*17 Inches.

Obf. 11, The Sun shining into my darken'd

Room through a small round hole made in a

Plate of Lead with a slender Pin as above ; I

placed at the hole a Prism to refract the Light,

and form on the opposite Wall the Spectrum

of Colours, described in the third Experiment

of the first Book. And then I found that the

Shadows of all Bodies held in the colour'd

Light between the Prism and the Wall, were

border'd with Fringes of the Colour of that

Light in which they were held. In the full red

Light they were totally red without any sensi

ble blue or violet , and' in the deep blue Light

they were totally blue without any sensible red

or yellow ; and so in the green Light they were

totally green, excepting a little yellow and blue,

which were mix'd in the green Light of the

Prism, And comparing the Fringes made in

the several colour'd Lights, I found that those

made in the red Light where largest, those

made in the violet were least, and those made

in the green were of a middle bigness. For

the Fringes with which the Shadow of a Man's

Hair were border'd, being measured cross the

Shadow at the distance of six Inches from the

Hair ; the distance between the middle and most

luminous part of the first or innermost Fringe

on one side of the Shadow, and that of the like-

Fringe on the other side of the Shadow was in

the full reel Light ~, of an Inch, and in the full

o/f

• violet
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violet t?. And the like distance between the

middle and most luminous parts of the second

Fringes on either fide the Shadow was in the

full red Light -A , and in the violet ^- of an

Inch. And these distances of the Fringes held

the fame proportion at all distances from the

Hair without any sensible variation.

So then the Rays which made these Fringes

in the red Light pasted by the Hair at a greater

distance than those did which made the like

Fringes in the violet; and therefore the Hair

in causing these Fringes acted alike upon the

red Light or least refrangible Rays at a greater

distance, and upon the violet or most refrangi

ble Rays at a less distance, and by those actions

disposed the red Light into larger Fringes, and

the violet into smaller, and the Lights of inter

mediate Colours into Fringes of intermediate

bignesses without changing the Colour of any

fort of Light.

When therefore the Hair in the first and se

cond of these Observations was held in the

white beam of the Sun's Light, and cast a Sha

dow which was border'd with three Fringes of

colour'd Light, those Colours arose not from

any new moditications impress'd upon the Rays

of Light by the Hair , but only from the vari

ous inflexions whereby the several sorts of Rays

were separated from one another, which before

separation by the mixture of all their Colours,

composed the white beam of the Sun's Light,

but whenever separated compose Lights of the

several Colours which they are originally dispo

sed to exhibit. In this iith Observation, where

X 4 the

«
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the Colours are separated before the Light pas

ses by the Hair, the least refrangible Rays, which

when separated from the rest make red, were

inflected at a greater distance from the Hair, so

as to make three red Fringes at a greater di

stance from the middle of the Shadow of the

Hair ; and the most refrangible Rays which

when separated make violet , were inflected at

a less distance from the Hair, so as to make

three violet Fringes at a less distance from the

middle of the Shadow of the Hair. And other

Rays of intermediate degrees of Refrangibility

were inflected at intermediate distances from

the Hair, so as to make Fringes of intermediate

Colours at intermediate distances from the mid

dle of the Shadow of the Hair. And in the

second Observation, where all the Colours are

mix'd in the white Light which passes by the

Hair, these Colours are separated by the vari

ous inflexions of the Rays, and the Fringes

which they make appear all together, and the

innermost Fringes being contiguous make one

broad Fringe composed of all the Colours in

due order, the violet lying on the inside of the

Fringe next the Shadow , the red on the out

side farthest from the Shadow, and the blue,

green and yellow, in the middle. And, in like

manner, the middlemost Fringes of all the Co

lours lying in order, and being contiguous,

make another broad Fringe composed of all the

Colours; and the outmost Fringes of all the

Colours lying in order , and being contiguous,

make a third broad Fringe composed of all the

Colours. These are the three Fringes of co

lours
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lour'd Light with which the Shadows of all

Bodies are border'd in the second Observation.

When I made the foregoing Observations, I

design'd to repeat most of them with more care

and exactness, and to make some new ones for

determining the manner how the Rays of Light

are bent in their passage by Bodies for making

the Fringes of Colours with the dark lines be

tween them. But I was then interrupted, and

cannot now think of taking these things into

farther consideration. And since I have not fi-

nish'd this part of my Design, I shall conclude,

with proposing only some Queries in order to a

farther search to be made by others.

a distance, and by their action bend its Rays,

and is not this action (caterisparibus) strong

est at the least distance ?

6}u. z. Do not the Rays which differ in Re-

frangibility differ also in Flexibility, and are

they not by their different Inflexions separated

from one another, so as after separation to make

the Colours in the three Fringes above descri

bed ? And after what manner are they inflect

ed to make those Fringes ?

ght. 3. Are not the Rays of Light in passing

by the edges and sides of Bodies, bent several

times backwards and forwards, with a motion

like that of an Eel ? And do not the three Frin

ges of colour'd Light above mention'd, arise

from three such bendings ?

4. Do not the Rays of Light which fall

upon Bodies, and are reflected or refracted, be

 

Do not Bodies act upon Light at

gin
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gin to bend before they arrive at the Bodies ;

and are they not reflected, refracted and in

flected by one and the fame Principle , acting

variously in various Circumstances ?

Qu. 5. Do not Bodies and Light act mutu

ally upon one another, that is to fay, Bodies

upon Light in emitting, reflecting, refracting

and inflecting it , and Light upon Bodies for

heating them, and putting their parts into a vi

brating motion wherein heat consists ?

6)u. 6. Do not black Bodies conceive heat

more easily from Light than those of other Co

lours do, by reason that the Light falling on

them is not reflected outwards, but enters the

Bodies, and is often reflected and refracted

within them, until it be stifled and lost ?

6H1. 7. Is not the strength and vigour of the

action between Light and sulphureous Bodies

observed above, one reason why sulphureous

Bodies take fire more readily, and burn more

vehemently, than other Bodies do ?

§h. 8. Do not all fix'd Bodies when heated

beyond a certain degree, emit Light and shine,

and is not this Emission perform'd by the vi

brating Motions of their parts ? And do not all

Bodies which abound with terrestrial parts, and

especially with sulphureous ones, emit Light

as often as those parts are sufficiently agitated ;

whether that agitation be made by Heat, or by

Friction, or Percussion, or Putrefaction, or by

any vital Motion, or any other Cause ? As for

instance; Sea Water in a raging Storm ; Quick

silver agitated in vacuo ; the Back of a Cat, or

Neck of a Horse obliquely struck or rubbed in

a dark
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a dark place ; Wood, Flesh and Fifli while they

putrefy ; Vapours arising from putrefy'd Wa

ters, usually call'd Ignes Fatui', Stacks ofmoist

Hay or Corn growing hot by fermentation i

Glow-worms and the Eyes of some Animals by

vital Motions ; the vulgar Thofthorus agitated

by the attrition of any Body , or by the acid

Particles of the Air; Ambar and some Dia

monds by striking, pressing or rubbing them ;

Scrapings of Steel struck off with a Flint ; Iron

hafnmer'd very nimbly till it become so hot as

to kindle Sulphur thrown upon it ; the Axle-

trees of Chariots taking fire by the rapid rota

tion of the Wheels; and some Liquors mix'd

with one another whose Particles come toge

ther with an Impetus, as Oil of Vitriol distilled

from its weight of Nitre, and then mix'd with

twice its weight of Oil of Anniseeds. So also a

„ Globe of Glass about 8 or 10 Inches in diameter,

being put into a Frame where it may be swift

ly turn'd round its Axis , will in turning shine

where it rubs against the palm of ones Hand

apply'd to it : And if at the fame time a piece

of white Paper or white Cloth, or the end of

ones Finger be held at the distance of about a

quarter of an Inch or half an Inch from that

part -of the Glass where it is most in motion,

friction of the Crlass against the Hand, will by

dashing against the white Paper, Cloth or Fin

ger, be put into such an agitation as to emit

Light, and make the white Paper, Cloth or Fin

ger, appear lucid like a Glow-worm ; and in

rushing out of the Glass will sometimes push

 

which* is excited by the
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against the Finger so as to be felt. And the

fame things have been found by rubbing a long

and large Cylinder of Glass or Ambar with a Pa

per held in ones hand, and continuing the fri

ction till the Glass grew warm.

Qu. 9. Is not Fire a Body heated so hot as to

emit Light copiously? For what else is a red

hot Iron than Fire ? And what else is a burning

Coal than red hot Wood ?

Qu. 10. Is not Flame a Vapour, Fume or Ex

halation heated red hot, that is, so hot as .to

fliine ? For Bodies do not flame without emit

ting a copious Fume, and this Fume burns in

the Flame. The Ignis Fatuus is a Vapour shi

ning without heat , and is there not the fame

difference between this Vapour and Flame , as

between'rcitten Wood mining without heat and

burning Coals of Fire ? In distilling hot Spirits ,

if the Head of the Still be taken off, the Va

pour which ascends out of the Still will take fire

at the Flame of a Candle, and turn into Flame,

and the Flame will run along the Vapour from

the Candle to the Still. Some Bodies heated by

Motion or Fermentation, if the heat grow in

tense, fume copiously, and if the heat be great

enough the Fumes will shine and become Flame.

Metals in fusion do not flame for want of a co

pious Fume, except Spelter, which fumes co

piously, and thereby flames. All flaming Bo

dies, as Oil, Tallow, Wax, Wood, fossil Coals,

Pitch, Sulphur, by flaming waste and vanish in

to burning Smoke, which Smoke, if the Flame

be put out, is very thick and visible, and some

times smells strongly, but in the Flame lpses ;ts

smell .
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smell by burning, and according to the nature

of the Smoke the Flame is of several Colours,

as that of Sulphur blue, that of Copper open'd

with sublimate green , that of Tallow yellow,

that of Camphire white. Smoke passing through

Flame cannot but grow red hot, and red hot

Smoke can have no other appearance than that

of Flame. When Gun-powder takes fire, it

goes away into flaming Smoke. For the Char

coal and Sulphur easily take fire, and set fire to

the Nitre, and the Spirit of the Nitre being

thereby rarified into Vapour, rushes out with

Explosion much after the manner that the Va

pour of Water rushes out of an Æolipile ; the

Sulphur also being volatile is converted into

Vapour, and augments the Explosion. And

the acid Vapour of the Sulphur (namely that

which distils under a Bell into Oil of Sulphur,)

entring violently into the fix't Body of the Ni

tre, sets loose the Spirit of the Nitre, and ex

cites a great Fermentation, whereby the Heat

is farther augmented, and the fix'd Body of the

Nitre is also rarified into Fume, and the Explo

sion is thereby made more vehement and quick.

For if Salt of Tartar be mix'd with Gun-pow

der, and that Mixture be warm'd till it takes

sire, the Explosion will be more violent and

quick than that of Gun-powder alone ; which

cannot proceed from any other cause than the

action of the Vapour of the Gun-powder upon

the Salt of Tartar, whereby that Salt is rarified.

The Explosion of Gun-powder arises therefore

from the violent action whereby all the Mixture

being quickly and vehemently heated, is rarified
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and converted into Fume and Vapour: which

Vapour, by the violence of that action, be

coming so hot as to stiine, appears in the form

of Flame.

Qu. n. Do not great Bodies conserve their

heat the longest, their parts heating one ano

ther, and may not great dense and fix'd Bo

dies, when heated beyond a certain degree, e-

mit Light so copiously, as by the Emission and

Re-action of its Light, and the Reflexions and

Refractions of its Rays within its Pores to grow

still hotter , till it comes to a certain period of

heat, such as is that of the Sun ? And are not

the Sun and fix'd Stars great Earths vehemently

hot, whose heat is conserved by the greatness

of the Bodies, and the mutual Action and Re

action between them, and the Light which they

emit, and whose parts are kept from fuming a-

way, not only by their fixity, but also by the

vast weight and density of the Atmospheres in

cumbent upon them , and very strongly com

pressing them, and condensing the Vapours and

Exhalations which arise from them? For if

Water be made warm in any pellucid Vessel

emptied of Air, that Water in the Vacuum will

bubble and boil as vehemently as it would in

the open Air in a Vessel set upon the Fire till

it conceives a much greater heat. For the

weight of the incumbent Atmosphere keeps

down the Vapours, and hinders the Water from

boiling, until it grow much hotter than is re

quisite to made in boil in vacuo. Also a mix

ture of Tin and Lead being put upon a red hot

Iron in vacuo emits a Fume and Flame, but the

. k • fame
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same Mixture in the open Air, by reason of the

incumbent Atmosphere, does not so much as e-

mit any Fume which can be perceived by Sight.

In like manner the great weight of the Atmo

sphere which lies upon the Globe of the Sun

may hinder Bodies there from rising up and

going away from the Sun in the form of Va

pours and Fumes, unless by means of a far

greater heat than that which on the Surface of

our> Earth would very easily turn them into Va

pours and Fumes. And the fame great weight

may condense those Vapours and Exhalations as

soon as they mall at any time begin to ascend

from the Sun , and make them presently fall

back again into him, and by that action increale

his. Heat much after the manner that in our'

E<arth the Air increases the Heat of a culinary

Fire. And the fame weight may hinder the

Globe of the Sun from being diminish'd, unless

by the Emission of Light, and a very small cnian-.

tity of Vapours and Exhalations.

Qu. i2. Do not the Rays of Light in falling

upon the bottom of the Eye excite Vibrations

in the Tunica Retina ? Which Vibrations, be

ing propagated along the solid Fibres of the op-

tick Nerves into the Brain , cause the Sense of

seeing. For because dense Bodies conserve their

Heat a long time, and the densest Bodies con

serve their Heat the longest, the Vibrations of

their parts are of a lasting nature, and there

fore may be propagated along solid Fibres of

uniform dense Matter to a great distance, for

conveying into the Brain the impressions made

upon all the Organs of Sense. For that Motion

which
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which can continue long in one and the same

part of a Body, can be propagated a long way

from one part to another* supposing the Body

homogeneal, so that the Motion may not be re

flected, refracted, interrupted or disorder'd by

any unevenness of the Body.

<gu. 13. Do not several sorts of Rays make

Vibrations of several bignesses, which according

to their bignesses excite Sensations of several

Colours, much after the manner that the Vibra

tions of the Air, according to their several big

nesses excite Sensations of several Sounds? And

particularly do not the most refrangible Rays

excite the shortest Vibrations for making a Sen

sation of deep violet, the least refrangible the

largest for making a Sensation of deep red, and

the several intermediate sorts of Rays , Vibra

tions of several intermediate bignesses to make

Sensations of the several intermediate Colours ?

6)u. 14. May not the harmony and discord

of Colours arise from the proportions of the

Vibrations propagated through the Fibres of

the optick Nerves into the Brain, as the harmo

ny and discord of Sounds arise from the pro

portions of the Vibrations of the Air? For

some Colours, if they be view'd together, are

agreeable to one another, as those of Gold and

Indigo, and others disagree.

6)u. 15. Are not the Species of Objects seen

with both Eyes united where the optick Nerves

meet before they come into the Brain, the Fi

bres on the right fide of both Nerves uniting

there, and after union going thence into the

Brain in the Nerve which is on the right fide of
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the Head, and the Fibres on the left side of*

both Nerves uniting in the fame place, and af

ter union going into the Brain in the Nerve

which is on the left fide of the Head, and these

two Nerves meeting in the Brain in such a man--

ner that their Fibres make but one entire Spe

cies or Picture, half of which on the right fide

of the Senforium comes from the right side of

both Eyes through the right fide of both op-

tick Nerves to the place where the Nerves meet,

and from thence on the right side of the Head

into the Brain, and the other half on the left

side of the Senforium comes in like manner

from the left side of both Eyes. For . the op-

tick Nerves of such Animals as look the fame

- way with both Eyes (as of Men, Dogs, Sheep,,

Oxen, &c.) meet before they come into the

Brain, but the optick Nerves of such Animals

as do not look the fame way with both Eyes

(as of Fishes and of the Chameleon) do not

meet, if I am rightly inform'd. ,

<^/.i6. When a Man in the dark presses either

corner of his Eye with his Finger, and turns his

Eye away from his Finger, he will fee a Circle

of Colours like those in the Feather of a Pea

cock's Tail. If the Eye and the Finger remain

quiet these Colours vanish in a second Minute of

Time, but if the Finger be moved with a qua

vering Motion they appear again. Do not these

Colours arise from such Motions excited in the

bottom of the Eye by the Pressure and Motion

of the Finger, as at other times are excited

there by Light for causing Vision? And do not

the Motions once excited continue about a Se-

Y cond
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cond of Time before they cease? And when a'

Man by a stroke upon his Eye fees a flash of

Light, are not the like Motions excited in the

Retina by the stroke ? And when a Coal of Fire

moved nimbly in the circumference of a Cir- •

cle, makes the whole circumference appear like

• a Circle of Fire: Is it not because the Motions

excited in the bottom of the Eye by the Rays

of Light are of a lasting nature , and continue

till the Coal of Fire in going round returns to

• its former place? And considering the lastmg-

. ness of the Motions excited in the bottom of

the Eye by Light , are they not of a vibrating

-nature?

- <0>u. 17. If a Stone be thrown into stagnating

• Water, the Waves excited thereby continue

some time to arise in the place where the Stone

•fell into the Water, and are propagated from

- thence in concentrick Circles upon the Surface

•of the Water to great distances. And the Vi-

. brations or Tremors excited in the Air by per-

• cuffion, continue a little time to move from the

•place of percussion in concentrick Spheres to

, great distances. And in like manner, when a

•Ray of Light falls upon the Surface of any pel-

• lucid Body, and is there refracted or reflected:

> may not Waves of Vibrations, or Tremors, be

'thereby excited in the refracting or reflecting

'Medium at the point ofIncidence, and continue

i to arise there, and tobe propagated from thence

Xas long as they continue ttajassT when they are

excited in the bottom ofthe Eye by the Pres

sure or Motion of the Finger, or by the Light

which comes from the Coal of Fire in the Ex

periments

1
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peiiments above mention'd ? And are not these

Vibrations propagated from the point of Inci

dence to great distances ? And do they not o-

vertake the Rays of Light, and by overtaking

them successively, do they not put them into

the Fits of easy Reflexion and easy Transmission

described above ? For if the Rays endeavour to

recede from the densest part of the Vibration,

they may be alternately accelerated and retard

ed by the Vibrations overtaking them.

^u. 1 8. If in two large tall cylindrical Ves

sels of Glass inverted, two little Thermometers

be suspended so as not to touch the Vessels, and

the Air be drawn out of one of these Vessels,

and these Vessels thus prepared be carried out

of a cold place into a warm one ; the Thermo

meter in vacuo will grow warm as much , and

almost as soon as the Thermometer which is

not in -vacuo. And when the Vessels are carri

ed back into the cold place, the Thermometer

in vacuo will grow cold almost as soon as the

other Thermometer. Is not the Heat of the

warm Room convey'd through the Vacuum by

the Vibrations of a much subtiler Medium than

Air, which after the Air was drawn out remain

ed in the Vacuum ? And is not this Medium the

fame with that Medium by which Light is re

fracted and reflected, and by whose \ ibrations

Light communicates Heat to Bodies , and is

put into Fits of easy Reflexion and easy Trans-;

mission ? And do not the Vibrations of this Me

dium in hot Bodies contribute to the intenleness

and duration of their Heat ? j And do not hot

Bodies communicate their Heat to contiguous

Y 2 cold
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cold ones , by the Vibrations of this Medium

propagated from them into the cold ones? And

is not this Medium exceedingly more rare and

subtile than the Air, and exceedingly more ela-

stick and active ? And doth it not readily per

vade all Bodies ? And is it not (by its elaitick

force) expanded through all the Heavens?

6)u. 19. Doth not the Refraction of Light

proceed from the different density of this Æthe-

real Medium in different places, the Light re

ceding always from the denser parts of the Me

dium ? And is not the density thereof greater

in free and open Spaces void of Air and other

grosser Bodies, than within the Pores of Wa

ter, Glass, Crystal, Gems, and other compact

Bodies ? For when Light pastes through Glass

or Crystal, and falling very obliquely upon the

farther Surface thereof is totally reflected, the

total Reflexion ought to proceed rather from

the density and vigour of the Medium without

and beyond the Glass, than from the rarity and

weakness thereof.

G)u. 20. Doth not this Æthereal Medium in

passing out of Water, Glass, Crystal, and other

compact and dense Bodies into empty Spaces,

grow denser and denser by degrees, and by

that means refract the Rays of Light not in a

point, but by bending them gradually in curve

Lines? And doth not the gradual condensa

tion of this Medium extend to some distance

from the Bodies , and thereby cause the Infle

xions of the Rays of Light, which pass by the

edges of dense Bodies, at some distance from

the Bodies ?
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G£u. 21. Is not this Medium much rarer with

in the dense Bodies of the Sun, Stars, Planets

and Comets, than in the empty celestial Spaces

between them ? ' And in passing from them to

great distances, doth it not grow denser and

denser perpetually, and thereby cause the gra

vity of those great Bodies towards one another,

and of their parts towards the Bodies; every

Body endeavouring to go from the denser parts

of. the Medium towards the rarer ? For if this

Medium be rarer within the Sun's Body than at

its Surface , and rarer there than at the hun

dredth part of an Inch from its Body, and ra

rer there than at the fiftieth part of an Inch from

its Body, and rarer there than at the Orb of

Saturn ; I fee no reason why the Increase of

density mould stop any where, and not rather

be continued through all distances from the Sun

to Saturn, and beyond. And though this In

crease of density may at great distances be ex

ceeding slow , yet if the elastick force of this

Medium be exceeding great, it may suffice to

impel Bodies from the denier parts of the Me<-

dium towards the, rarer, with all that power

which we call Gravity. And that the elastick

force of this Medium is exceeding great, may

be gather'd from the swiftness of its Vibrations.

Sounds move about 1140 Englijh Feet in a se

cond Minute of Time , and in seven or eight

Minutes ofTime they move about one hundred

English Miles, Light moves from the Sun to

us in about seven or eight Minutes of Time ,

which distance is about 70000000 English Miles,

supposing the horizontal Parallax qf the Sun to

Y 3 be
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be about i2". And the Vibrations or Pulses of

this Medium, that they may cause the alternate

Fits of easy Transmiiiion and easy Reflexion ,

must be swifter than Light, and by consequence

above 700000 times swifter than Sounds. And

therefore the elastick force of this Medium, in

proportion to its density, must be above 700000

x 700000 (that is, above 490000000000)

times greater than the elastick force of the Air

is in proportion to its density. For the Veloci

ties of the Pulses of elastick Mediums are in a

fubduplicate Ratio of the Elasticities and the Ra

rities of the Mediums taken together.

As Attraction is stronger in small Magnets

than in great ones in proportion to their bulk,

and Gravity is greater in the Surfaces of small

Planets than in those of great ones in propor

tion to their bulk, and small Bodies are agita

ted much more by electric attraction than great

ones ; so the smallness of the Rays of Light

may contribute very much to the the power of

the Agent by which they are refracted. And

so if any one should suppose that Æther ( like

our Air) may contain Particles which endeavour

to recede from one another (for I do not know

what this Æther is ) and that its Particles are

exceedingly smaller than those of Air, or even

than those of Light : The exceeding smallness

of ,its Particles may contribute to the greatness

of the force by which those Particles may re

cede from one another, and thereby make that

Medium exceedingly more rare and elastick

than Air, and by consequence exceedingly less

able to resist the motions of Projectiles , and

exceed
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exceedingly more able to press upon gross Bo

dies , by endeavouring to expand it self.

Qu. 22. May not Planets and Comets, and all

gross Bodies, perform their Motions more free

ly, and with less resistance in this ÆtherealMe

dium than in any Fluid, which fills all Space ade

quately without leaving any Pores, and by conse

quence is much denser thanQuick-silver or Gold?

And may not its resistance be so small, as to be

inconsiderable? For instance; IfthisÆfher (for

so I will call it ) should be supposed 700000

times more elastick than our Air, and above

700000 times more rare ; its resistance would

be above 600000000 times less than that ofWa

ter. And so small a resistance would scarce

make any sensible alteration in the Motions of

the Planets in ten thousand Years. If any one

would ask how a Medium can be so rare, let

him tell me how the Air, in the upper parts of

the Atmosphere, can be above an hundred thou

sand thousand times rarer than Gold. Let him

also tell me, how an electrick Body can by Fri

ction emit an Exhalation so rare and subtile, and

yet so potent , as by its Emission to cause no

sensible Diminution of the weight of the ele

ctrick Body, and to be expanded through a

Sphere, whose Diameter is above two Feet, and

yet to be able to agitate and carry up Leaf Cop

per, or Leaf Gold, at the distance of above a

Foot from the electrick Body? And how the

Effluvia of a Magnet can be 10 rare and subtile,

as to pass through a Plate of Glass without any

Resistance or Diminution of their Force, and

yet so potent as to turn a magnetick Needle

beyond the Glass ?

Y4
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<^a.i3. Is not Villon perform'd chiefly by the

Vibrations of this Medium, excited in the bot

tom of the Eye by the Rays of Light, and pro

pagated through the solid, pellucid and uniform

Capillamenta of the optick Nerves into the place

of Sensation ? And is not Hearing perform'd

by the Vibrations either of this or some other

Medium, excited in the auditory Nerves by the

Tremors of the Air, and propagated through

the solid, pellucid and uniform Capillamenta of

those Nerves into the place of Sensation ? And

so of the other Senses.

§ht. 24. Is not Animal Motion perform'd by

the Vibrations of this Medium^ excited in the

Brain by the power of the Will, and propaga

ted from thence through the solid,- pellucid and

uniform Capillamenta of the Nerves into the

Muscles, for contracting and dilating them ? I

suppose that the Capillamenta of the Nerves are

each of them solid and uniform, that the vibra

ting Motion of theÆthereal Medium may he

propagated along them from one end to the o-

ther uniformly, and without interruption : For

Obstructions in the Nerves create Palsies. And

that they may be sufficiently uniform, I suppose

them to be pellucid when view'd singly, tho'

the Reflexions in their cylindrical Surfaces may

make the whole Nerve (composed of manyCa

pillamenta) appear opake and white. For opaci

ty arises from reflecting Surfaces, such as may di

sturb and interrupt the Motions of this Medium.

6)u. 2s- Are there not other original Proper

ties of the Rays of Light , besides those alrea-r

fly described ? An instance of another original
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Property we have in the Refraction of Island

Crystal, described first by Erasmus Bartholine,

and afterwards more exactly by Hugenius, in

his Book T>e la Lumiere: This Crystal is a pel

lucid fissile Stone, clear as Water or Crystal of

the Rock, and without Colour ; enduring a red

Heat without losing its transparency, and in a

very strong Heat calcining without Fusion.

Steep'd a Day or two in Water, it loses its na

tural Polish. Being rubb'd on Cloth, it attracts

pieces of Straws and other light things, like Am-

bar or Glass, ; and with Aqua fortis. it makes an

Ebullition. It seems to be a fort of Talk, and

is found in form of an oblique>Parallelopiped,

with six parallelogram Sides and eight solid An

gles. The obtuse Angles of the Parallelograms

are each of them 101 Degrees and 51 Minutes ;

the acute ones 78 Degrees and 8 Minutes. Two

of the solid Angles opposite to one another, as

C and E, are compafled each of

them with three of these obtuse See th's,llow-

a 1 1 1 r - 1 i tnt Scheme.

Angles, and each or the other

six with, one obtuse and two acute ones. It

cleaves easily in Planes parallel to any of its

Sides, and not in any other Planes. It cleaves

with a glosij polite Surface not perpectly plane,

but with some little unevenness. It is easily

fcratch'd, and by reason of its softness it takes

a Polish very difficultly. It polishes better up

on polish'd Looking-glass than upon Metal, and

perhaps better upon Pitch, Leather or Parch

ment. Afterwards it must be rubb'd with a

Jittle Oil or White of an Egg, tp fill up its

Scratches ; whereby it will become very trans

parent
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parent and polite. But for several Experiments,

it is not necessary to polish it. If a piece of this

crystalline Stone be laid upon a Book, every

Letter of the Book seen through it will appear

double, by means of a double Refraction. And

if any beam ofLight falls either perpendicularly,

or in any oblique Angle upon any Surface of this

Crystal, it becomes divided into two beams by

means of the fame double Refraction. W hich

beams are of the fame Colour with the incident

beam of Light, and seem equal to one another

in the quantity of their Light, or very nearly

equal. One of these Refractions is perform'd

by the usual Rule of Opticks, the Sine of Inci

dence out of Air into this Crystal being to the

Sine of Refraction, as five to three. The other

Refraction, which may be called the unusual

Refraction, is perform'd by the following Rule,

 

Let ADBC represent the refracting Surface

of
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of the Crystal, C the biggest solid Angle at that

Surface, GEHF the opposite Surface, andCK

a perpendicular on that Surface. This perpen

dicular makes with the edge of the Crystal CF,

an Angle of 19 Degr. 3'. Join KF, and in it

take K L , so that the Angle K C L be 6 Degr.

40'. and the Angle LCF 12 Degr. 23'- And if

ST represent any beam of Light incident atT

in any Angle upon the refracting Surface ADBC,

let XV be the refracted beam determin'd by

the given Proportion of the Sines 5' to 3, accor

ding to the usual Rule of Opticks. Draw VX

parallel and equal to KL. Draw it the fame

way from V in which L lieth from K ; and

joining TX, this line TX shall be' the other re

fracted beam carried from T to X, by the un

usual Refraction.

If therefore the incident beam ST be per

pendicular to the refracting Surface , the two

beams TV and TX, into which it shall be

come divided, shall be parallel to the lines C K

and C L ; one of those beams going through

the Crystal perpendicularly, as it ought to do

by the usual Laws of Opticks , and the other

TX by an unusual Refraction diverging from

the perpendicular, and making with it an An

gle VTX of about 6- Degrees, as is found by

experience. And hence, the Plane VTX,

and such like Planes which are parallel to the

Plane C F K, may be called the Planes of per

pendicular Refraction. And the Coast towards

which the lines K L and VX are drawn, may

be call'd the Coast of unusual Refraction.

In like manner Crystal of the Rock has a

double
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1

double Refraction: But the difference of the

two Refractions is not so great and manifest, as

in Island Crystal.

When the beam ST incident on Ifland Cry

stal, is divided into two beams TV and TX,

and these two beams arrive at the farther Sur

face of the Glass; the beam TV, which was

refracted at the first Surface after the usual man-

; ner, shall be again refracted entirely aster the

usual manner at the second Surface ; and the

beam TX, which was refracted after the unu

sual manner in the first Surface, shall be again

refracted entirely after the unusual manner in

' the second Surface ; so that both these beams

mail emerge but of the second Surface in lines

parallel to the first incident beam ST.

And if two pieces of Ifland Crystal be pla

ced one after another, in such manner that all

the Surfaces of the latter be parallel to all the

corresponding Surfaces of the former: The

Rays which are refracted after the usual man

ner in the first Surface of the first Crystal shall

be refracted after the usual manner in all the

following Surfaces ; and the Rays which are re

fracted after the unusual manner in the first Sur

face , mall be refracted after the unusual manner

in all the following Surfaces. And the fame

thing happens, though the Surfaces of the Cry

stals be any ways inclined to one another, provir-

ded that their Planes of perpendicular Refraction

be parallel to one another.

And therefore there is an original difference

in the Rays of Light, by means of which some

Rays are in this Experiment constantly refract

ed
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ed after the usual manner, and others constant

ly after the unusual manner : For if the diffe

rence be not original, but arises from newMo

difications irripress'd on the Rays at their first

Refraction, it would be alter'd by new Modifi

cations in the three following Refractions ;

whereas it suffers no alteration, but is constant,

and has the fame effect upon the Rays in all the

Refractions. The unusual Refraction is there

fore perform'd by an original property of the

Rays. And it remains to be enquired, whe

ther the Rays have not more original Properties

than are yet difcover'd.

Qu. z6. Havcnot the Rays of Light several

sides, endued with several original Properties?

For if the Planes of perpendicular Refraction

of the second Crystal, be at right Angles with

the Planes of perpendicular Refraction of the

first Crystal, the Rays which are refracted after

the usual manner in pasting through the first

Crystal, will< be all of them refracted after the

unusual manner in passing through the second

Crystal ; and the Rays which are refracted af

ter the unusual manner in pasting through the

first Crystal, will be all of them refracted after

the usual manner in passing through the second

Crystal. And therefore there are not two sorts

of Rays differing in their nature from one ano

ther, one of which is constantly and in all Po

sitions refracted after the usual manner, and the

other constantly and in all Positions after the

unusual manner. The difference between the

two sorts of Rays in the Experiment mention'd

in the 25th Question, was only in the Positions
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of the Sides of the Rays to the Planes of per

pendicular Refraction. For one and the fame

Ray is here refracted sometimes after the usual,

and sometimes after the unusual manner, ac

cording to the Position which its Sides have to

the Crystals. If the fides of the Rays are posi

ted the fame way to both Crystals, it is refract

ed after the fame manner in them both : But

if that side of the Ray which looks towards

the Coast of the unusual Refraction of the first

Crystal, be 90 Degrees from that side of the

fame Ray which looks towards the Coast of the

unusual Refraction of the second Crystal, (which

may be effected by varying the Position of the

second Crystal to the first, and by consequence

to the Rays of Light) the Ray shall be refracted

after several manners in the several Crystals.

There is nothing more required to determine

whether the Rays of Light which fall upon the

second Crystal, lhall be refracted after the usual

or after the unusual manner , but to turn about

this Crystal, so that the Coast of this Crystal's

unusual Refraction may be on this or on that

fide of the Ray. And therefore every Ray may

be consider'd as having four Sides or Quarters,

the Ray to be refracted after the unusual man

ner , as often as either of them are turn'd to

wards the Coast of unusual Refraction ; and the

other two, whenever either of them are turn'd

towards the Coast of unusual Refraction, do not

incline it to be otherwise refracted than after

the usual manner. The two first may there

fore be call'd the Sides of unusual Refraction.

two of which

 

osite to one another incline

And
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And since these Dispositions were in the Rays

before their Incidence on the second, third and

fourth Surfaces of the two Crystals, and suffer

ed no alteration (so far as appears) by the Re

fraction of the Rays in their passage through

those Surfaces, and the Rays were refracted by

the fame Laws in all the four Surfaces ; it ap

pears that those Dispositions were in the Rays

originally, and suffer'd no alteration by the first

Refraction, and that by means of thole Disposi

tions the Rays were refracted at their Incidence

on the first Surface of the first Crystal, some of

them after the usual, and some of them after the

unusual manner, accordingly as their Sides of

unusual Refraction were then turn'd towards

the Coast of the unusual Refraction of that Cry

stal, or sideways from it.

ELvery Ray of Light has therefore two oppo

site Sides, originally endued with a Property

on which the unusual Refraction depends, and

the other two opposite Sides not endued with

that Property. And it remains to be enquired,

whether there are not more Properties ofLight

by which the Sides of the Rays differ, and are

distinguished from one another.

In explaining the difference of the Sides of

the Rays above mention'd, I have supposed that

the Rays fall perpendicularly on the first Cry

stal. But if they fall obliquely on it , the Suc

cess is the fame. Those Rays which are refract

ed after the usual manner in the first Crystal

will be refracted after the unusual manner ift

the second Crystal, supposing the Planes of per

pendicular Refraction to be at right Angles with

i one
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one another, as above : and on the contrary.

If the Planes of the perpendicular Refraction

of the two Crystals be neither parallel nor per

pendicular to one another, but .contain an acute

Angle : The two beams of Light which emerge

out of the first Crystal, will be each of them di

vided into two more at their Incidence on the

second Crystal. For in this case the Rays in

each of the two Beams will some of them have

their Sides of unusual Refraction, and some of

them their other Sides turn'd towards the Coast

of the unusual Refraction of the second Cry

stal.

^u. rj. Are not all Hypotheses erroneous

which have hitherto been invented for explain

ing the Phenomena of Light, by new Modifica

tions of the Rays ? For those Phenomena de

pend not upon new Modifications, as has been

supposed, but upon the original and unchange

able Properties of the Rays.

6)u. 28. Are not all Hypotheses erroneous,

-in which Light is supposed to consist in Pres-

sion or Motion, propagated through a fluid Me

dium ? For in all these Hypotheses, the Pheno

mena of Light have been hitherto explain'd by

supposing that they arise from new Modifica

tions of the Rays ; which is an erroneous Sup

position.

If Light consisted only- in P^reslion propaga

ted without actual Motion, it would not be a-

ble to agitate and heat the Bodies which refract

and reflect it. If it consisted in Motion propa

gated to all distances in, an instant, it would re

quire an infinite force every moment, in every

shining
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shining Particle, to generate that Motion. And

if it consisted in Prelfion or Motion, propaga

ted either in an instant or in time, it would

bend into the Shadow. For Pression or Motion

cannot be propagated in a Fluid in right Lines

beyond an Obstacle whictrstops part of the Mo

tion, but will bend and spread every way into

the quiescent Medium which lies beyond the

Obstacle. Gravity tends downwards, but the

Prestiire of Water arising from Gravity tends

every way with equal force, and is propagated

as readily, and with as much force sideways as

downwards , and through crooked passages as

through strait ones. The Waves on the Surface

of stagnating Water , palling by the sides of a

broad Obstacle which stops part of them, bend

afterwards and dilate themselves gradually into

the quiet Water behind the Obstacle, The

Waves, Pulses or Vibrations of the Air, where

in Sounds consist, bend manifestly, though not

so much as the Waves of Water. For a Bell

or a Canon may be heard beyond a Hill which

intercepts the sight of the sounding Body, and

Sounds are propagated as readily through crook

ed Pipes as through streight ones. But LighC

is never known to follow crooked Passages not

to bend into the Shadow. For the fix'd Stars

by the Interposition of any of the Planets cease

to be seen. And so do the Parts of the Sun

by the Interposition of the Moon, Mercury of

Vmus> The Rays which pass very near to the

edges of any Body, are bent a little by the action

of the Body, as we Ihew'd above ; but this

bending is not towards but from the Shadow,

Z 1 and
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and is perform'd only in the passage of the Ray

by the Body, and at a very small distance from

it. So soon as the Ray is past the Body, it

goes right on.

To explain the unusual Refraction of Island

Crystal by Presfion or Motion propagated, has

not hitherto been attempted (to my knowledge)

except by Huygens^ who for that end supposed

two several vibrating Mediums within that Cry

stal. But when he tried the Refractions in two

successive pieces of that Crystal, and found

them such as is mention'd above : He confes

sed himself at a loss for explaining them. For

Preffions or Motions, propagated from a shining

Body through an uniform Medium, must be

on all sides alike; whereas by those Experi

ments it appears, that the Rays of Light have

different Properties in their different Sides.

He suspected that the Pulses of Æther in pas

sing through the first Crystal might receive cer

tain new Modifications, which might determine

them to be propagated in this or that Medium

within the second Crystal, according to the

Position of that Crystal.

Mais pour dire comment But what Modifications

ct'!Lfe "ay r'T those might be he could

trove jHjqu ici qui me ja- » ... r

tisfajfe. c h. de la lumi- not lay, nor think or any

ere. c. S. P. 9 1. thing satisfactory in that

Point. And if he had

known that the unusual Refraction depends not

on new Modifications, but on the original and

unchangeable Dispositions of the Rays, he would

have found it as difficult to explain how those

Dispositions which he supposed to be impress'd

on
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oh the Rays by the first Crystal > could be 1st

them before their Incidence on that Crystal }

and in general, how all Rays emitted by ihi--

ning Bodies, can have thole Dispositions in

them from the beginning. To me, at least,

this seems inexplicable, if Light be nothing

else than Pression or Motion propagated through

Æther.

And it is as difficult to explain by these Hy

potheses , how Rays can be alternately in Fits

of easy Reflexion and easy Transmission ; unless

perhaps one might suppose that there ire in all

Space two Æthereal vibrating Mediums , and

that the Vibrations of one of them constitute

Light, and the Vibrations ofthe other are swift-

er, and as often as they overtake the Vibrations

of the first, put them into those Fits. But how

two Æthers can be diffused through all Space,

one of which acts upon the other, and by con

sequence is re-acted upon, without retarding,

mattering, dispersing and confounding one an-

others Motions, is inconceivable. And against

filling the Heavens with fluid Mediums, unless

they be exceeding rare, a great Objection arises

from the regular and very lasting Motions of

the Planets and Comets in all manner of Courses

through the Heavens. For thence it is mani

fest, that the Heavens are void of all sensible

. Resistance , and by consequence of all sensible

Matter.

For the resisting Power of fluid Mediums a-

rises partly from the Attrition of the Parts of

the Medium , and partly from the Vis inertia

of the Matter. That part of the Resistance of

Z z a sphe
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a spherical Body which arises from the Attri

tion of the Parts of the Medium is very nearly

as the Diameter, or, at the most, as the FaFlum

of the Diameter, and the Velocity of the sphe

rical Body together. And that part of the Re

sistance which arises from the Vis inertia of

the Matter , is as the Square of that Factutn.

And by this difference the two forts of Resi

stance may be distinguish'd from one another

in any Medium ; and these being distinguish'd,

it will be found that almost all the Resistance

of Bodies of a competent Magnitude moving

in Air, Water, Quick-silver, and such like Flu

ids with a competent Velocity, arises from the

Vis inertia of the Parts of the Fluid.

Now that part of the resisting Power of any

Medium which arises from the Tenacity, Fri

ction or Attrition of the Parts of the Medium,

may be diminish'd by dividing the Matter into

smaller Parts, and making the Parts more smooth

and slippery: But that part of the Resistance

which arises from the Vis inertia, is proportio

nal to the Density of the Matter, and cannot be

diminish'd by dividing the Matter into smaller

Parts, nor by any other means than by decrea

sing the Density of the Medium. And for these

Reasons the Density of fluid Mediums is very

nearly proportional to their Resistance. Li

quors which differ not much in Density, as Wa

ter, Spirit of Wine, Spirit of Turpentine, hot

Oil, differ not much in Resistance. Water is

thirteen or fourteen times lighter than Quick

silver, and by consequence thirteen or fourteen

times rarer, and its Resistance is less than that

of
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ofQuick-silver in the same Proportion, or there

abouts , as I have found by Experiments made

with Pendulums. The open Air in which ws

breathe is eight or nine hundred times lighter

than Water, and by consequence eight or nine

hundred times rarer, and accordingly its Resi

stance is less than that of Water in the fame

Proportion, or thereabouts ; as I have also found

by Experiments made with Pendulums. And in

thinner Air the Resistance is still left, and at

length, by rarifying the Air, becomes insensi

ble. For small Feathers falling in the open Air

meet .with great Resistance, but in a tall Glass

well emptied of Air, they fall as fast as Lead or

Gold, as 1 have seen tried several times. Whence

the Resistance seems still to decrease in propor

tion to the Density of the Fluid. For I do not

find by any Experiments, that Bodies moving

in Quick-silver, Water or Air, meet with any

other sensible Resistance than what arises from

the Density and Tenacity of those sensible Flu

ids, as they would do if the Pores of those Flu

ids, and all other Spaces, were filled with a

dense and subtile Fluid. Now if the Resistance

in a Vessel well emptied of Air, was but an

hundred times less than in the open Air , it

would be about a million of times less than in

Quick-silver. But it seems to be much less in

such a Vessel , and still much less in the Hea

vens, at the height of three or four hundred

Miles from the Earth, or above. ForMr.Boyle

has fhew'd that Air may be rarified above ten

thousand times in Vessels of Glass; and the

Heavens are much emptier of Air than any/7^-

Z 3 cunm
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cuum we can make below. For since the Air

is- comprefr'd by the weight of the incumbent

Atmosphere, and the Density of Air is propor

tional to the Force comprelling it , it follows

by Computation, that at the height of about se

ven English Miles from the Earth, the Air is

four times rarer than at the Surface of the

Earth ; and at the height of 14 Miles, it is six

teen times rarer than that at the Surface of the

Earth ; and at the height of 21, 28, or 35 Miles,

it is respectively 64, 2^6, or 1024 times rarer,

or thereabouts; and at the height of 70, 140,

210 Miles, it is about 1000000, 1000000000000

or 1000000000000000000 times rarer; and so

on.

Heat promotes Fluidity very much, by dimi

nishing the Tenacity of Bodies. It makes ma

ny Bodies fluid which are not fluid in cold, and

increases the Fluidity of tenacious Liquids, as

of Oil, Balsam and Honey, and thereby de

creases their Resistance. But it decreases not

the Resistance ofWater considerably, as it would

do if any considerable part of the Resistance of

Water arose from the Attrition or Tenacity of

its Parts. And therefore*the Resistance of W a-

ter arises principally and almost entirely from

the Vis inertia of its Matter; and by conse

quence, if the Heavens were as dense as Wa

ter, they would not have much less Resistance

than Water ; if as dense as Quick-silver, they

would not have much less Resistance than Quicks

silver; if absolutely dense, or full of Matter

without any Vacuum? let the Matter be never

so subtile and fluid, they would have a greater

Resistance
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Resistance than Quick-silver. A solid Globe in

such a Medium would lose above half its Mo

tion in moving three times the length of its

Diameter, and a Globe not solid (such as are

the Planets) would be retarded sooner. And

therefore to make way for the regular and last

ing Motions of the Planets and Comets, it's ne

cessity to empty the Heavens of all Matter, ex

ceptJperhaps some very thin Vapours, Steams

or Effluvia, arising from the Atmospheres of the

Earth, Planets and Comets, and from such an

exceedingly rare Æthereal Medium as we de

scribed above. A dense Fluid can be of no use

for explaining the Phænomena of Nature , the

Motions of the Planets and Comets being better

explain'd without it. It serves only to disturb

and retard the Motions of those great Bodies,

and make the Frame of Nature languish : And

in the Pores of Bodies , it serves only to stop

the vibrating Motions of their Parts, wherein

their Heat and Activity consists. And as it is

of no use , and hinders the Operations of Na

ture, and makes her languish, so there is no e-

vidence for its Existence, and therefore it ought

to be rejected. And if it be rejected, the Hy

potheses that Light consists in Preffion or Mo

tion propagated through such a Medium, are

rejected with it.

And for rejecting such a Medium , we have

the Authority of those the oldest and most ce

lebrated Philosophers of Greece and ^Phœnicia?

who made a Vacuum and Atoms, and the Gra

vity of Atoms, the first Principles of their Phi

losophy ; tacitly attributing Gravity to some o-

Z 4 they
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ther Cause than dense Matter. Later Philoso

phers banish the Consideration of such a Cause

out of Natural Philosophy, feigning Hypotheses

for explaining all things mechanically, and re

ferring other Causes to Metaphysicks : \V hereas

the main Business of Natural Philosophy is to

argue from Phænomena without feigning Hy

potheses, and to deduce Causes from Effects,

till we come to the very first Cause, which cer

tainly is not mechanical ; and not only to un

fold the Mechanism of. the World, but chiefly

to resolve these and such like Questions. W hat

is there in places almost empty of Matter, and

whence is it that the Sun and Planets gravitate

towards one another, without dense Matter be

tween them ? Whence is it that Nature doth

nothing in vain ; and whence arises all that Or

der and Beauty which we fee in the World?

To what end are Comets,, and whence is it that

Planets move all one and the fame way in Orbs

concentrick, while Comets move all manner of

ways in Orbs very excentrick, and what hinders

the fix'd Stars from falling upon one another ?

How came the Bodies of Animals to be contri

ved with so much Art, and for what ends were

their several Parts ? Was the Eye contrived

without Skill in Opticks, and the Ear without

Knowledge of Sounds? How do the Motions

of the Body follow from the Will, and whence

is the Instinct in Animals ? Is not the Sensory of

Animals that place to which the sensitive Sub

stance is present, and into which the sensible

Species ofThings are carried through the Nerves

and Brain, that there they may be perceived
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by their immediate presence to that Substance ?

And these things being rightly dispatch'd, does

it not appear from Phænomena that there is a

Being incorporeal, living, intelligent, omnipre

sent, who in infinite Space, as it were in his Sen

sory, sees the things themselves intimately, and

throughly perceives them, and comprehends

them wholly by their immediate presence to

himself: Of which things the Images only car

ried through the Organs of Sense into our little

Sensoriums, are there seen and beheld by that

which in us perceives and thinks. And tho'

every true Step made in this Philosophy brings

us not immediately to the Knowledge of the

first Cause, yet it brings us nearer to it, and

on that account is to be highly valued.

Qu. 29. Are not the Rays of Light very

small Bodies emitted from shining Substances ?

For such Bodies will pass through uniform Me

diums in right Lines without bending into the

Shadow , which is the Nature of the Rays of

Light. They will also be capable of several

Properties, and be able to conserve their Pro

perties unchanged in passing through several

Mediums, which is another Condition of the

Rays of Light. Pellucid Substances act upon

the Rays of Light at a distance in refracting, re

flecting and inflecting them, and the Rays mu

tually agitate the Parts of those Substances at a

distance for heating them ; and this Adtion and

Re-action at a distance, very much resembles an

attractive Force between Bodies. If Refraction

be perform'd by Attraction of the Rays, the

Sines of Incidence must be to the Sines of Re

fraction
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fraction in a given Proportion, as we shew'd in

our Principles of Philosophy : And this Rule is

true by Experience. The Rays of Light in

going out of Glass into a Vicuum, are bent to

wards the Glass ; and if they fall too obliquely

on' the Vacuum they are bent backwards into

the Glass, and totally reflected ; and this Refle

xion cannot be ascribed to the Resistance of an

absolute Vacuum , but must be caused by the

Power of the Glass attracting the Rays at their

going out of it into the Vacuum, and bringing

them back. For if the farther Surface of the

Glass be moisten'd with Water or clear Oil, or

liquid and clear Honey ; the Rays which would

otherwise be reflected, will go into the Water,

Oil, or Honey, and therefore are not reflected

before they arrive at the farther Surface of the

Glass, and begin to go out of it. If they go out

of it into the Water, Oil or Honey, they

go on, because the Attraction of the Glass is

almost balanced and render'd ineffectual by

the contrary Attraction of the Liquor. But if

they go out of it into a Vacuum which has no

Attraction to balance that of the Glass, the At

traction of the Glass either bends and refracts

them, or brings them back and reflects them.

And this is still more evident by laying together

two Prisms of Glass, or two Object-glasses of

of very long Telescopes , the one plane the o-

ther a little convex, and so compressing them

that they do not fully touch, nor are too far a-

sunder. For the Light which falls upon the

farther Surface of the first Glass where the In

terval between the Glasses is not above the ten

hundred
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hundred thousandth part of an Inch, will go

through that Surface , and through the Air or

Vacuum between the Glasses, and enter into the

second Glass, as was explain'd in the first, fourth

and eighth Observations of the first Part of the

second Book. But if the second Glass be taken

away, the Light which goes out of the second

Surface of the first Glass into the Air or Vi-

cuum, will not go on forwards, but turns back

into the first Glass, and is reflected ; and there

fore it is drawn back by the Power of the first

Glass, there being nothing else to turn it back.

Nothing more is requisite for producing all the

variety of Colours and degrees of Refrangibi-

lity, than that the Rays of Light be Bodies of

different Sizes , the least of which may make

violet the weakest and darkest of the Colours,

and be more easily diverted by refracting Sur

faces from the right Course; and the rest as

they are bigger and bigger, may make the

stronger and more lucid Colours, blue, green,

yellow and red, and be more and more diffi

cultly diverted. Nothing more is requisite for

putting the Rays of Light into Fits of easy Re

flexion and easy Transmission, than that they be

small Bodies which by their attractive Powers,

or some other Force, stir up Vibrations in what

they act upon, which Vibrations being swifter

than the Rays, overtake them successively, and

agitate them so as by turns to increase and de

crease their Velocities , and thereby put them

into those Fits. And lastly, the unusual Refra

ction of Island Crystal looks very much as if it

were perform'd by some kind of attractive vir

tue
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tue lodged in certain Sides both of the Rays,

and of the Particles of the Crystal. For were

it not for some kind of Disposition or Virtue

lodged in some Sides of the Particles of the

Crystal, and not in their other Sides, and which

inclines and bends the Rays towards the Coast

of unusual Refraction, the Rays which fall per

pendicularly on the Crystal, would not be re

fracted towards that Coast rather than towards

any other Coast, both at their Incidence and at

their Emergence, so as to to emerge perpendi

cularly by a contrary Situation of the Coast of

unusual Refraction at the second Surface ; the

Crystal acting upon the Rays after they have

pass'd through it, and are emerging into the

Air; or, if you please, into a Vacuum. And

since the Crystal by this Disposition or Virtue

does not act upon the Rays, unless when one

of their Sides of unusual Refraction looks to

wards that Coast, this argues a Virtue or Dis

position in those Sides of the Rays , which an

swers to and sympathizes with that Virtue or

Disposition of the Crystal, as the Poles of two

Magnets answer to one another. And as Mag

netism may be intended and remitted, and is

found only in the Magnet and in Iron : So this

Virtue of refracting the perpendicular Rays is

greater in Island Crystal, less in Crystal of the

Rock, and is not yet found in other Bodies. I

do not fay that this Virtue is magnetical : It

seems to be of another kind. I only fay, that

what ever it be, it's difficult to conceive how

the Rays of Light, unless they be Bodies, can

have a permanent Virtue in two of their Sides

which
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which p not in their other Sides , and this

without any regard to their Position to the

Space or Medium through which they pass.

What I mean in this Question by a Vacuum.,

and by the Attractions of the Rays of Light to

wards Glass or Crystal,' may be understood by

what was said in the 18th, 19th and 2oth Que

stions.

Qu. 30. Are not gross Bodies and Light con

vertible into one another, and may not Bodies

receive much of their activity from the Parti

cles of Light which enter their Composition ?

For all fix'd Bodies being heated emit Light so

long as they continue sufficiently hot, and Light

mutually stops in Bodies as often as its Rays

strike upon their Parts, as we sliew'd above. I

know no Body less apt to shine than Water;
and yet WTater by frequent Distillations changes

into fix'd Earth, as Mr. Boyle has tried; and

then this Earth being enabled to endure a suf

ficient Heat, shines by Heat like other Bodies.

The changing ofBodies into Light, and Light

into Bodies, is very conformable to the Course

of Nature, which seems delighted with Trans

mutations. Water, which is a very fluid tast-

lessSalt, she changes byHeat into Vapour, which

is a fort of Air, and by Cold into Ice, which is

a hard, pellucid, brittle, fusible Stone : and this

Stone returns into Water by Heat, and Vapour

returns into Water by Cold. Earth by Heat be

comes Fire , and by Cold returns into Earth.

Dense Bodies by Fermentation rarify into seve

ral sorts of Air, and this Air by Fermentation,

and sometimes without it, returns into dense

Bodies.
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Bodies. Mercury appears sometimes in the

form of a fluid Metal, sometimes in the form

of a hard brittle Metal, sometimes in the form

of a corrosive pellucid Salt call'd Sublimate,

sometimes in the form of a tastless, pellucid*

volatile white Earth , call'd Mercurius dulcls ;

or in that of a red opake volatile Earth, call'd

Cinnaber ; or in that of a red or white Preci

pitate, or in that of a fluid Salt ; and in Distil

lation it turns into Vapour, and being agitated

in vacuo, it shines like Fire. And after all these

Changes it returns again into its first form of

Mercury. Eggs grow from insensible Magni

tudes, and change into Animals; Tadpoles into

Frogs; and Worms into Flies. AU Birds, Beasts

and Fishes , Insects , Trees , and other Vegeta

bles, with their several parts, grow out of Wa

ter and watry Tinctures and Salts, and by Pu

trefaction return again into watry Substances.

And Water standing a few Days in the open

Air, yields a Tincture, which (like that of

Mault) by standing longer yields a Sediment

and a Spirit, but before Putrefaction is fit Nou

rishment for Animals and Vegetables. And a-

mong such various and strange Transmutations,

why may not Nature change Bodies into Light,

and Light into Bodies ?

G}u. 31. Have not the small Particles of Bo

dies certain Powers, Virtues or Forces, by

which they act at a distance, not only upon the

Rays of Light for reflecting, refracting and in

flecting them, but also upon one another for

producing a great part of thePhænomena of

Nature ? For it's well known that Bodies act

one
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one upon another by the Attractions of Gravi

ty, Magnetism and Electricity ; and these In

stances shew the Tenor and Course of Nature,

and make it not improbable but that there may

be more attractive Powers than these. For Na

ture is very consonant and conformable to her

self. How these Attractions may be perform'd,

I do not here consider. What I call Attraction

may be perform'd by impulse, or by some other

means unknown to me. I use that Word here

to signify only in general any Force by which

Bodies tend towards one another , whatsoever

be the Cause. For we must learn from < the

Phænomena of Nature what Bodies attract one

another, and what are the Laws and Properties

of the Attraction, before we enquire the Cause

by which the Attraction is perform'd, The At

tractions of Gravity, Magnetism and Electrici

ty, reach to very sensible distances, and so have

been observed by vulgar Eyes, and there may

be others which reach to so small distances as

hitherto escape Observation ; and perhaps ele

ctrical Attraction may reach to such small di

stances, even without being excited by Friction.

For when Salt of Tartar runs per deliquium,

is not this done by an Attraction between the

Particles of the Salt of Tartar , and the Parti

cles of the Water which float in the Air in the

form of Vapours ? And why does not common

Salt, or Salt-petre? or Vitriol, run per deliquium,

but for want of such an Attraction ? Or why

does not Salt of Tartar draw more Water out

of the Air than in a certain Proportion to its

quantity, but for want of an attractive Force

after
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after it is satiated with Water? And whence

is it but from this attractive Power that Water

which alone distils with a gentle lukewarm

Heat, will not distil from Salt of Tartar with

out a great Heat ? And is it not from the like

attractive Power between the Particles of Oil of

Vitriol and the Particles of Water, that Oil of

Vitriol draws to it a good quantity of Water

out of the Air, and after it is satiated draws no

more, and in Distillation lets go the Water ve

ry difficultly? And when Water and Oil of Vi

triol poured successively into the same Vessel

grow very hot in the mixing, does not this

Heat argue a great Motion in the parts of the

Liquors? And does not this Motion argue that

the Parts of the two Liquors in mixing coa

lesce with Violence , and by consequence rush

towards one another with an accelerated Mo

tion? And when Aqua fortis or Spirit of Vi

triol poured upon Filings of Iron, dissolves the

Filings with a great Heat and Ebullition, is not

this Heat and Ebullition effected by a violent

Motion of the Parts, and does not that Motion

argue that the acid Parts of the Liquor rush to

wards the Parts of the Metal with violence,

and run forcibly into its Pores till they get be

tween its outmost Particles and the main Mass

of the Metal, and surrounding those Particles '

loosen them from the main Mass, and set them

at liberty to float off into the Water? And

when the acid Particles which alone would

distil with an easy Heat, will not separate from

the Particles of the Metal without a very vio

lent
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lent Heat, does not this confirm the Attraction

between them?

When Spirit of Vitriol poured upon com

mon Salt or Salt-petre makes an Ebullition with

the Salt and unites with it, and in Distillation

the Spirit of the common Salt or Salt-petre

comes over much easier than it would do be

fore, and the acid part of the Spirit of Vitriol

slays behind ; does not this argue that the fix'd

Alcaly of the Salt attracts the acid Spirit of the

Vitriol more strongly than its own Spirit, and

not being able to hold them both , lets go its

own ? And when Oil of Vitriol is drawn off

from its weight of Nitre , and from both the

Ingredients a compound Spirit of Nitre is distiW

led, and two parts of this Spirit are poured on

one part of Oil ofCloves or Caraway Seeds, or of

any ponderous Oil of vegetable or animal Sub

stances, or Oil of Turpentine thicken'd with a

little Balsam of Sulphur, and the Liquors grow so

very hot in mixing, as presently to send up a burn

ing Flame : Does not this very great and sudden

Heat argue that the two Liquors mix with vio

lence , and that their Parts in mixing run to

wards one another with an accelerated Motion,

and clash with the greatest Force ? And is it

not for the fame reason that well rectified Spi

rit of Wine poured on the same compound Spi-

. rit flashes ; and that the Tulvis fulmitians, com

posed of Sulphur , Nitre, and Salt of Tartar,

goes off with a more sudden and violent Ex-

• plosion than Gun-pOwder, the acid Spirits of

the Sulphur and Nitre ruining towards one an

other, and towards the Salt of Tartar, with so

A a great
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great a violence, as by the shock to turn the

whole at once into Vapour and Flame? Where

the Dissolution is flow, it makes a slow Ebulli

tion and a gentle Heat ; and where it is quick

er, it makes a greater Ebullition with more

Heat ; and where it is done at once, the Ebul

lition is contracted into a sudden Blast or vio

lent Explosion, with a Heat equal to that of

Fire and Flame. So when a Drachm of the a-

bove mention'd compound Spirit of Nitre was

poured upon half a Drachm of Oil of Caraway

Seeds in vacua ; the Mixture immediately made

a flash like Gun-powder, and burst the exhau

sted Receiver , which was a Glass six Inches

wide, and eight Inches deep. And\even the

gross Body of Sulphur powder'd , and with an

equal weight of Iron Filings, and a little Water

made into Paste, acts upon the Iron, and in five

or six Hours grows too hot to be touch'd, and

emits a Flame. And by these Experiments com

pared with the great quantity of Sulphur with

which the Earth abounds , and the warmth of

the interior Parts of the Earth, and hot Springs,

and burning Mountains, and with Damps, mi

neral Coruscations, Earthquakes, hot suffoca

ting Exhalations, Hurricanes and Spouts; we

may learn that sulphureous Steams abound in

the Bowels of the Earth and ferment with Mi

nerals, and sometimes take Fire with a sudden

Coruscation and Explosion ; and if pent up in

subterraneous Caverns, burst the Caverns with a

great shaking of the Earth, as in springing of a-

Mine. And then the Vapour generated by the

Explosion, expiring through the Pores of the

Earth, 
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Earth, feels hot and suffocates, and makesTem

pests and Hurricanes, and sometimes causes the

Land to slide , or the Sea to boilj and carries

up the Water thereof in Drops, which by their

weight fall down again in Spouts. Also some

sulphureous Steams, at all times when the Earth

is dry , ascending into the Air, ferment there

with nitrous Acids, and sometimes taking fire

cause Lightening and Thunder, and fiery Me

teors. For the Air abounds with acid Vapours

fit to promote Fermentations, as appears by the

rusting of Iron and Copper in it , the kindling

of Fire by blowing, and the beating of the

Heart by means of Respiration. Nqw the a-

bove mention'd Motions are so great and vio

lent as to shew that in Fermentations, the Par

ticles of Bodies which almost rest, are put intci

new Motions by a very potent Principle, which

acts upon them only when they approach one

another, and causes them to meet and clash

with great violence, and* grow hot with the

Motion, and da(h one another into pieces, and

vanish into Air, and Vapour, and Flame.

When Salt of Tartar per deliquium, being

poured into the Solution of anylVletal, preci

pitates the Metal, and makes it fall down to the

bottom of the Liquor in the form of Mud :

Does not this argue that the acid Particles are

attracted more strongly by the Salt of Tartar

than by the Metal, and by the stronger Attra

ction go from the Metal to the Salt of Tartar ?

And ib when a Solution of Iron in Aqua fortis

dissolves the Lapis Calammaris and lets go the

Iron, or a Solution of Copper dissolves Iron im-

A a n mer'seef
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mersed in it and lets go the Copper, or a So

lution of Silver dissolves Copper and lets go the

Silver, or a Solution of Mercury in Aqua fortis

being poured upon Iron, Copper, Tin or Lead,

dissolves the Metal and lets go the Mercury,

does not this argue that the acid Particles of

the Aqua fortis are attracted more strongly by

the Lapis Calaminaris than by Iron, and more

strongly by Iron than by Copper, and more

strongly by Copper than by Silver, and more

strongly by Iron, Copper, Tin and Lead, than

by Mercury ? And is it not for the fame reason

that Iron requires more Aqua fortis to dissolve

it than Copper, and Copper Inore than the o-

ther Metals; and that of all Metals, Iron is dis

solved most easily, and is rhost apt to rust ; and

next after Iron, Copper ?

When Oil of Vitriol is mix'd with a little

Water/ or is run per dtliquium, and in Distil

lation the Water ascends difficultly, and brings

over with it some part of the Oil of Vitriol in

the form of Spirit of Vitriol,- and this Spirit be

ing poured upon Iron, Copper, or Salt ofTar

tar, unites with the Body and lets go the Wa

ter, doth not this slVew that the acid Spirit is at

tracted by the Water, and more attracted by

the fix'd Body than by the Water, and there

fore lets go the Water to close with the fix'd

Body ? And is it not for fh*e fame reason that

the Water and acid Spirits which are mix'd to

gether in Vinegar, Aqua fortis, and Spirit of

Salt, cohere and rife together in Distillation ;

but if the Mensiruiftnhe, poured on Salt ofTar

tar , or !on Lead or Iron , or any fix'd Body

- • • which
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which it can diflblye, the Acid by a stronger At

traction adheres to the Body, and lets go the

Water? And is it not also from a mutual At

traction that the Spirits of Soot and Sea-%lt

unite and compose the Particles of Sal-armo-

niac, which are less volatile than before , be

cause grosser and freer from Water; and that

the Particles of Sal-armoniac in Sublimation car

ry up the Particles of Antimony, which will not

sublime alone; and that the Particles of Mer

cury uniting with the acid Particles of Spirit

of Salt compose Mercury sublimate, and with

the Particles of Sulphur, compose Cinnaber ;

and that the Particles of Spirit of Wine and

Spirit of Urine well rectified unite, and letting

go the Water which dissolved them, compose a

consilient Body ; and that in subliming Cinna

ber from Salt of Tartar, or from quick Lime,

the Sulphur by a stronger Attraction of the Salt

or Lime lets go the Mercury, and stays with

t^e fix'd Body ; and that when Mercury subli

mate is sublimed from Antimony, or from Re-

gulus of Antimony, the Spirit of Salt lets go the

Mercury, and unites with the antimonial Me

tal which attracts it more strongly , and stays

with it till the Heat be great enough to make

them both ascend togetner, and then carries

up the Metal with it in the form of a very fu

sible Salt, called Butter of Antimony, although

the Spirit of Salt alone be almost as volatile as

Water , and the Antimony alone as fix'd as

Lead?

'When Aqua fortis dissolves Silver and not

Gold, and Aqua regia dissolves Gold and not

A a 3 Silver,
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Silver, may it not be said that Aqua fortis is

subtile enough to penetrate Gold as well as Sil

ver, but wants the attractive Force to give it

Entrance ; and that Aqua regia is subtile enough

to penetrate Silver as well as Gold, but wants^

the attractive Force to give it Entrance ? For

Aqua regia is nothing else than Aqua fortis

mix'd with some Spirit of Salt, or with Sal-ar-

moniac ; and even common Salt dissolved in A-

qua jortis, enables the Menjfruum to dissolve

Gold, though the Salt be a gross Body. When

therefore Spirit of Salt precipitates Silver out

of Aqua fortis, is it not done by attracting and

mixing with the Aqua fortis, and not attract

ing, or perhaps repelling Silver? And when

Water precipitates Antimony out of the Subli

mate of Antimony and Sal-armoniac, or out of

Butter ofAntimony, is it not done by its dis

solving, mixing with, and weakening the Sal-,

armoniac or Spirit of Salt, and its not attract

ing, or perhaps repelling the Antimony ? And

is it not for want of an attractive Virtue be

tween the Parts of Water and Oil, of Quick

silver and Antimony, of Lead andiron, that

these Substances do not mix ; and by a weak

Attraction, that Quick-silver and Copper mix

difficultly ; and from a strong one, that Quick

silver and Tin, Antimony and Iron, Water and

Salts, mix readily ? And in general, is it not

from the fame Principle that Heat congregates

homogeneal Bodies, and separates heterogeneal

ones?

When Arsnick with Soap gives a Regulus,

and with Mercury sublimate a volatile fusible

Salt,
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Salt, like Butter of Antimony, doth not this

shew that Arsnick, which is a Substance totally

volatile, is compounded of fix'd and volatile

Parts, strongly cohering by a mutual Attraction,

•so that the volatile will not ascend without car

rying up the fixed? And so, when an equal

weight . of Spirit of Wine and Oil of Vitriol

are digested together, and in Distillation yield

two fragrant and volatile Spirits which will not

mix with one another, and a fix'd black Earth

remains behind ; doth not this shew that Oil of

Vitriol is composed of volatile and flx'd Parts

strongly united by Attraction, so as to ascend

together in form of a volatile, acid, fluid Salt,

until the Spirit of Wine attracts and separates

the volatile Parts from the fixed ? And there

fore, since Oil of Sulphur per campanam is of

the fame Nature with Oil of Vitriol, may it not

be inferred, that Sulphur is also a mixture of

volatile and fix'd Parts so strongly cohering by

Attraction, as to ascend together in Sublima

tion. By dissolving Flowers of Sulphur in Oil

of Turpentine, and distilling the Solution, it is

found that Sulphur is composed of an inflama-

ble thick Oil or fat Bitumen, an acid Salt, a ve- -

ry fix'd Earth, and a little Metal. The three

first were found not much unequal to one

another, the fourth in so small a quantity as

scarce to be worth considering. The acid Salt

dissolved in Water, is the fame with Oil ofSul

phur per campanam, and abounding much in

the Bowels of the Earth, and particularly in

Markasites, unites it self to the other Ingredi

ents of the Markalite, which are, Bitumen, I-

A a 4 ron,
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son, Copper and Earth, and with them com

pounds Aiume, Vitriol and Sulphur. With the

Earth alone it compounds Alume ; with the

Metal alone, or Metal and Earth together, it

compounds Vitriol ; and with the Bitumen and

Earth it compounds Sulphur. Whence it comes

to pass that Markasites abound with those three

Minerals. And is it not from the mutual At

traction of the Ingredients that they stick toge

ther for compounding these Minerals, and that

the Bitumen carries up the other Ingredients of

the Sulphur, which without it would not sub

lime ? And the same Question may be put con

cerning all, or almost all the gross Bodies in

Nature. For all the Parts of Animals and Ve

getables 'are composed of Substances volatile

and fix'd, fluid and solid, as appears by their

Analysis : and so are Salts and Minerals, so far

as Chymists have been hitherto able to examine

their Composition.

When Mercury sublimate is resublimed with

fresh Mercury, and becomes Mercurim dulcis^

which is* a white tastless Earth scarce dissolva

ble in Water, and Mercurius dulcis resublimed

with Spirit of Salt returns into Mercury subli

mate ; and when Metals corroded with a little

acid turn into Rust, which is an Earth tastless

and indissolvable in Water, and this Earth im

bibed with more Acid becomes a metallick

Salt ; and when some Stones, as Spar of Lead,

dissolved in proper Menjiruums become Salts ;

do not these things (hew that Salts are dry Earth

and watry Acid united by Attraction, and that

the Earth will not become a Salt without so

much



much Acid as makes it dissolvable in Water?

•Do not the sharp and pungent Tastes of Acids

arise from the strong Attraction whereby the

acid Particles rush upon and agitate the Parti

cles of the Tongue ? And when Metals are dis

solved in acid Menstruums, and the Acids in

conjunction with the Metal act after a different

manner, so that the Compound has a different

taste much milder than before, and sometimes

a sweet one ; is it not because the Acids ad

here to the metallick Particles, and thereby lose

much of their Activity ? And if the Acid be in

too small a Proportion to make the Compound

dissolvable in Water, will it not by adhering

strongly to the Metal become unactive and lose

its taste, and the Compound be a tastlefs Earth?

For such things as are not dissolvable by the

Moisture of the Tongue, act not upon the

Taste.

As Gravity makes the Sea flow round the

denser and weightier Parts of the Globe of the

Earth , so the Attraction may make the watrv

Acid flow round the denser and compacter

Particles of Earth for composing the Particles

of Salt. For otherwise the Acid would not do

the office of a Medium between the Earth and

common Water, for making Salts dissolvable in

the Water; nor would Salt of Tartar readily

draw off the Acid from dissolved Metals, nor

Metals the Acid from Mercury. Now as in the

great Globe of the Earth and Sea, the densest

Bodies by their Gravity sink down in Water,

and always endeavour to go towards the Cen

ter of the Globe ; so in Particles of Salt , the

densest
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densest Matter may always endeavour to ap

proach the Center of the Particle : So that a

Particle of Salt may be compared to a Chaos ;

being dense, hard, dry, and earthy in the Cen

ter; and rare, soft, moist, and watry in the

Circumference. And hence it seems to be that

Salts are of a lasting nature , being scarce de-

ftroy'd, unless by drawing away their watry

Parts by violence, or by letting them soak into

the Pores of the central Earth by a gentle Heat

in Putrefaction, until the Earth be dissolved by

the Water, and separated into smaller Particles,

which by reason of their smallness make the

rotten Compound appear of a black Colour.

Hence also it may be that the Parts of Animals

and Vegetables preserve their several Forms,

and assimilate their Nourishment ; the soft and

moist Nourishment easily changing its Texture

by a gentle Heat and Motion , till it becomes

like the dense, hard, dry, and durable Earth

in the Center of each Particle. ; But when the

Nourishment grows unfit to be assimilated, or

the central Earth grows too feeble to assimilate

it, the Motion ends in Confusion, Putrefaction

and Death.

If a very small quantity of any Salt or Vitriol

be dissolved in a great quantity of Water, the

Particles of the Salt or Vitriol will not fink to

the bottom, though they be heavier in Specie

than the Water, but will evenly diffuse them

selves into all the Water, so as to make it as fa-

line at the top as at the bottom. And does not

this imply that the Parts of the Salt or Vitriol

recede from one another, and endeavour to ex
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pand themselves, and get as far asunder as the

quantity of Water in which they float, will al

low ? Anci does not this Endeavour imply that

they have a repulsive Force by which they fly

from one another, or at least, that they attract

the Water more strongly than they do one ano

ther? For as all things ascend in Water which

are less attracted than Water, by the gravitating

Power of the Earth ; so all the Particles of Salt

which float in Water, and are less attracted

than Water by any one Particle of Salt, must

recede from that Particle, and give way to the

more attracted Water.

When any saline Liquor is evaporated to a

Cuticle and let cool, the Salt concretes in re

gular Figures ;. which argues, that the Particles

of the Salt before they concreted, floated in

the Liquor at equal distances in rank and file,

and by consequence that they acted upon one

another by some Power which at equal distances

is equal, at unequal distances unequal. For by

such a Power they will range themselves uni

formly, and without it they will float irregular

ly, and come together as irregularly. And

since the Particles of Island Crystal act all the

fame way upon the Rays of Light for causing

the unusual Refraction, may it not be supposed

that in the Formation of this Crystal, the Par

ticles not only ranged themselves in rank and

file {for concreting in regular Figures, but also

by some kind of polar Virtue turned their ho-

mogeiife,al Sides the fame way.

The Jfarts of all homogeneal hard Bodies

which Æjlly touch one another, stick together

very
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very strongly. And for explaining how this

may be, iome have invented hooked Atoms,

which is begging the Question ; and others tell

us that Bo iies are glued together by rest, that

is, by an occult Quality, or rather by nothing;

and others, that t,hey stick together by conspi

ring Motions, that is, by relative rest amongst

themselves. I had rather infer from their Co

hesion, that their Particles attract one another

by some Force, which in immediate Contact is .

exceeding strong, at small distances performs

the chymical Operations above mention'd, and

reaches not far from the Particles with any sen

sible Effect.

All Bodies seem to be composed of hard Par

ticles : For otherwise Fluids would not congeal ;

as Water, Oils, Vinegar, and Spirit or Oil of

Vitriol do by freezing; Mercury by Fumes of

Lead ; Spirit of Nitre and Mercury,, by dissol

ving the Mercury and evaporating the Flegm ;

Spirit ofWine and Spirit of Urine, bydeflegm-

ing and mixing them ; and Spirit of Urine and

Spirit of Salt, by subliming them together to

make Sal-armoniac. Even the Rays of Light

seem to be hard Bodies; for otherwise they

would not retain different Properties in their

different Sides. And therefore Hardness may

be reckon'd the Property of all uncompounded

Matter. At least, this seems to be as- evident

as the universal Impenetrability of Matter. For

all Bodies, so far as Experience reaches, are ei

ther hard , or may be harden'd ; and we have

no other Evidence of universal Impenetrability,

besides a large Experience without an experi

mental
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metital Exception. Now if compound Bodies

are Ib very hard as we find some of them to

be, and ye): are very porous, and consist of Parts

which are only laid together ; the simple Par

ticles which are void of Pores, and were never

yet divided, must be much harder. For such

hard Particles being heaped up together, can

scarce touch one another in more than a few

Points , and therefore must ' be separable . by

much less Force than is requisite to break a so

lid Particle, whose Parts touch in all the Space

between them, without any Pores or Interstices

to weaken their Cohesion. And how such ve

ry hard Particles which are only laid together

and touch only in a few Points, cap stick toge

ther, and that so firmly as they do, without the

assistance of something which causes them to

be attracted or press'd towards one another, is

very difficult to conceive.

The fame thing I infer also from the cohe

ring oftwo polisti'd Marbles in vacuo^ and from

the standing of Quick-silver in the Barometer at

the height of 50, 60 or 70 Inches, or above,

when ever it is well purged of Air and careful

ly poured in, so that its Parts be every where

contiguous both to one another and to the

Glass. The Atmosphere by its weight presses

the Quick-silver into <he Glass, to the height of

Z9 or 30 Inches. And some other Agent raises

it higher, not by pressing it into the Glass, but

by making its Parts stick to the Glass , and to

one another. For upon any discontimaation of

Parts, made either by Bubbles or 'by "shaking the

.Glase,
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Glass, the whole Mercury falls down to the

height of 29or 30 Inches. -

And of the fame kind with these Experi

ments are those that follow. If two plane po-

lilh'd Plates of Glass (suppose two pieces of a

pohsh'd Looking-glass) be laid together, so that

their sides be parallel and at a very small di

stance from one another, and then their lower

edges be dipped into Water , the Water will

rife up between them; And the less the di

stance of the Glasses is, the greater will be the

height to which the Water will rife. If the

distance be about the hundredth part of an Inch,

the Water will rife to the height of about an

Inch; and if the distance be greater or less in

any Proportion, the height will be reciprocally

proportional to the distance very nearly. For

the attractive Force of the Glafles is the fame*

whether the distance between them be greater

or less ; and the weight of the Water drawn

up is the fame, if the height of it be recipro

cally proportional to the height of the Glasses.

And in. like manner, Water ascends between

two Marbles polish'd plane, when their polish

ed fides are parallel, and at a very little distance

from one another. And if slender Pipes of

Glass be dipped at one end into stagnating Wa

ter, the Water will rife up within the Pipe, and

the height to which it riles will be reciprocally

proportional to the Diameter of the Cavity of

the Pipe, and will equal the height to which it

rises between two Planes of Glass, if the Semi-

diameter of the Cavity of the Pipe be equal to

the distance between the Planes, or- thereabouts.

And
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And these Experiments succeed after the same

manner in vacuo as in the open Air, (as hath

been tried before the Royal Society,) and there

fore are not influenced by the Weight or Pres

sure of the Atmosphere.

And if a large Pipe of Glass be filled with

• sifted Aslies well pressed together in the Glass,

and one end of the Pipe be dipped into stag

nating Water, the Water will rife up slowly in

the Ashes, so as in the space of a Week or Fort

night to reach up within the Glass, to the height

of 30 or 40 Inches above the stagnating Water.

And the Water rises up to this height by the

Action-only of those Particles ofthe Ashes which

are upon the Surface of the elevated Water ;

the Particles which are within the Water, at

tracting' or repelling it as much downwards

as upwards. And therefore the Action of the

Particles is very strong. But the Particles of

the Aslies being not so dense and close toge

ther as those of Glass, their Action is not so

strong as that of Glass , which keeps Quick-sil

ver suspended to the height of 60 or 70 Inches,

and therefore acts with a Force which would

keep Water suspended to the height of above

60 Feet.

By the same Principle, a, Sponge sucks in

Water, and the Glands in the Bodies of Ani

mals, according to their several Natures and

Dispositions, fuck in various Juices from the

Blood.

If two plane polifli'd Plates of Glass three or

four Inches broad, and twenty or twenty five

long, be laid, one of them parallel to the Ho

rizon,
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rizon, the other upon the first, so as at one of

their ends to touch one another , and contain

an Angle of about 10 or 15 Minutes, and the

fame be first moisten'd on their inward sides

with a clean Cloth dipp'd into Oil of Oranges

or Spirit of Turpentime, and a Drop or two of

the Oil or Spirit be let fall upon the lower

Glass at the other end ; so soon as the upper

Glass is laid down upon the lower so as to

touch it at one end as above, and to touch the

Drop at the other end, making with the lower

Glass an Angle of about 10 or 15 Minutes ; the

Drop will begin to move towards the Concourse

of the Glasses, and will continue to move with

an accelerated Motion, till it arrives at that

Concourse of the Glasses. For the two Glasses

attract the Drop, and make it run that way to

wards which the Attractions incline. And if

when the Drop is in motion you lift up that end

of the Glasses where they meet , and towards

which the Drop moyes , the Drop will ascend

between the Glasses, and therefore is attracted.

And as you lift up the Glasses more and more,

the Drop will ascend slower and slower, and at

length rest, being then carried downward by

its Weight , as much as upwards by the Attra

ction. And by this means you may know the

Force by which the Drop is attracted at all di

stances from the Concourse of the Glasses.

Now by some Experiments, of this kind ,

(made by mr.Hawksby) it has been found that

the Attraction is almost reciprocally in a dupli

cate Proportion of the distance of the middle

of the Drop from the Concourse of the Glasses,

i viz,.
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reason of the spreading of the Drop , and its

touching each Glass in a larger Surface ; and

reason of the Attractions growing stronger1

within the fame quantity of attracting Sur

face. The Attraction therefore within the

fame quantity of attracting Surface > is reci

procally as the distance between the Glasses.

And therefore where the distance is exceed

ing small, the Attraction must be exceeding,

great. By the Table in the second Part of

the second Book, wherein the thicknesses of

colour'd Plates of Water between two Glasses

are set down-, the thickness of the Plate where

it appears very black , is three eighths of the

ten hundred thousandth part of an Inch. And

where the Oil of Oranges between the Glasses

js of this thickness* the Attraction collected by

the foregoing Rule, seems to be so strong, as

<within a Circle of an Inch in diameter, to suf

fice to hold up a Weight equal to that of a Cy

linder of Water of an Inch in diameter , and

two or three Furlongs in length. And where

it is of a less thickness the Attraction may be

proportionally greater, and continue to increase*

until the thickness do not exceed thaE of a sin

gle Particle of the Oil. There are therefore

Agents in Nature able to make the Particles of

Bodies stick together by very strong Attractions,

And it is the Business of experimental Philoso

phy to find them ouu :.
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Now the smallest Particles of Matter may co

here by the strongest Attractions, and compose

bigger Particles of weaker Virtue; and many

Of these may cohere and compose bigger Par

ticles whose Virtue is still weaker* and so on for

divers Successions, until the Progression end in

the biggest Particles on -Which 'the Operations

in Chymistry, and the Colours'of ftaturalfiddies

depend , and Which by cohering compose Bo

dies of a sensible Magnitude. If the Body is

compact, and bends or yields inward to Prefc

sion without any sliding of its Parts, it is hard

and elassick, returning to its Figure with aForce

arising from the mutual Attraction of its Parts*

If the Parts slide upon one another, theBod^

is malleable or soft. If they slip easily,, and are

ofa'fit size to' be agitated by Heat,- and the Heat

is big enough to keep them in Agitation, the

Body is fluid ; and if it be apt to stick to things,

It is humid; and the Drops of every Fluid af

fect a toimd Figure by the mutual Attraction of

their Parts, : as' trie Globe of the Earth and Sea

affects a round^Figure 'by the mutual Attraction

of its Parts by Gravity.

Since Metals dissolved in Acids attract but a1

small quantity ofthe Acid, their attractive Force

can reach but to- a small distance from them.

And as in Algebra,: where affirmative Quanti

ties vanish and cease, there negative ones be

gin ; so in Mechanicks, where Attraction cea

ses, there a repulsive Virtue ought to succeed.

And that there is such a Virtue, seems to fol

low from the Reflexions and Inflexions of the

- Rays
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Rays of Light. For the Rays are repelled by

Bodies in both these Cafes, without the imme

diate Contact of the reflecting or inflecting Bo-

&y. It seems also to follow from the Emission

of Light; the Ray so soon as it is shaken off

from a mining Body by the vibrating Motion of

the Parts of the Body, and gets beyond the

reach of Attraction, being driven away with ex

ceeding great Velocity. For that Force which

is sufficient to turn it back in Reflexion* may

be sufficient to emit it. It seems also to fol

low from the Production of Air and Vapour.

The Particles when they are shaken off from

Bodies by Heat Or Fermentation, so soon as

they are beyond the reach of the Attraction of

jjihe Body, receding from it, and also from one

another with great Strength j and keeping at a

distance,' so as sometimes to take up above a

million of times more space than they did be

fore in the form of a dense Body. Which vast

Contraction and Expansion seems Unintelligible*

by feigning the Particles of Air to be springy

and ramous,- or rolled up like Hoops, or by a-

ny other means than a repulsive Power. The

Particles of Fluids which do not cohere tod

strongly, and are of such a smallness as renders

them most susceptible of those Agitations which

keep Liquors in a Fluor, are most easily sepa

rated and rarisied into Vapour, and in the Lan

guage of the Chymists, they are volatile, rari-

fying with an easy Heat* and condensing with

Cold. But those which are grosser, and so less

susceptible of Agitation, or cohere by a strong-

B b z er
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cr Attraction, are not separated without a

stronger Heat, or perhaps not without Fermen

tation. And thele lait are the Bodies which

Chymists call fix'd,. and being rarihed by Fer-*

mentation,, become true permanent Air : those

Particles receding from one another with the

greatest Force,and being most difficultly brought

together, which upon Contact cohere molt

strongly. And because the Particles of perma->

nent Air are grosser, and arise from denierSub*

stances than those of Vapours,, thence it is that

true Air is more ponderous than.Vapour, and

that a moist Atmosphere is lighter than a' dry

one, quantity for quantity. From the fame re

pelling Power it seems to be that Flies walk

upon the Water without wetting their Feet ;

and that the Object-glasses of long Telescopes

lie upon one another without touching; and

that dry Powders are difficultly made to- touch

one another so as to stick together , unless byr

melting them , or wetting them with Water,

which by exhaling may bring them together- y

and that two pohm'd; Marblesy which by im

mediate Contact stick together,^ are difficultly

brought so close together as to stick.-

And thus Nature will be very conforrhabje

to her self and very simple, performing all the

great Motions of the heavenly Bodies by the

Attraction of Gravity which intercedes those

Bodies, and almost all the small ones of their

Particles by some other attractive and repelling

Powers which intercede the Particles. The

Vk inertia, is a passive Principle by which Bo

dies-
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iiftes persist in their Motion or Rest, receive

Motion in proportion to the Force, impreiling

it, and resist as much as they are resisted. By

this Principle alone there never could have been

any Motion in the World. Some other Prin

ciple was necessary for putting Bodies into Mo

tion.; and now they are in Motion, some other

« Principle is necessary for conserving the Mo

tion. Far from the various Composition of two

Motions, 'tis very certain that there is not al

ways the fame quantity of Motion in the World.

For if two Glooes joined by a slender Rod, re*

volve about their common Center of Gravity

with an uniform Motion, while that Center

moves on uniformly in a right Line drawn in

the Plane of their circular Motion ; the Sum of

the Motions of the two .Globes, as often as the

Globes are in the ri^ht Line described by their

common Center of Gravity, will be bigger than

the Sum of their. Motions, when they are in a

Line perpendicular to that right Line. By this

Instance it appears that Motion, may be got or

lost. But by reason of the Tenacity of Fluids,

and Attrition of their Parts, and the Weakness

of Elasticity in Solids , Motion is much more

apt to be lost than got* and. is. always upon the

Decay.. For Bodies which are either absolute

ly hard , or so soft as to he void of Elasticity,

will not rebound from one another. Impene

trability makes them only stop. If two equal

Bodies meet directly in vaetto, they will by the

Laws of Motion stop where they meet, and

iose all their Motion, and remain in rest, unless

B b 3 they
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they be elastick, and receive new Motion from

their Spring* If they have so much Elasticity

as suffices to make them rebound with a quar

ter, or half, or three quarters of the Force with

which they come together, they will lose three

quarters, or half, or a quarter of their Motion.

And this may be tried, by letting two equal

Pendulums fall against one another from equal

heights. If the Pendulums be of Lead or loft

Clay , they will lose all or almost all their Mo

tions : If of elastick Bodies they will lose all but

what they recover from their Elasticity; If it

be said, that they can- lose no Motion but what

they communicate to other Bodies , the conse

quence is, that in vacuo they can Ibse no Mo

tion, but when they meet they must go on and

penetrate one anothers Dimensions.- If three:

equal round Vessels be filled, the one-with Wa

ter, the other with Oil* the third with molten

Pitch, and the Liquors be stirred about alike

to give them a vortical Motion ; the Pitch by

its Tenacity will lose its Motion quickly, the

Oil being less tenacious will keep it longer, and

the Water being less tenacious will keep it long

est, but yet will lose it in a short time. Whence

it is easy to understand, that if many contiguous

Vortices of molten Pitch were each of them as

Jarge as' those which some suppose to revolve

about the Stin and fix'd Stars, yet these and all

their Parts would, by their tenacity and stiffness,

communicate the'trMotion to one another till

they all rested among themselves. Vortices of

Oil or Water , 'or some fluider Matter , might

y- . . . £ ' t • con
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.continue longer in Motion ; but unless the Mat

ter were void of all Tenacity and Attrition of

Parts, and Communication of Motion, (which

is not to be supposed) the Motion would con

stantly decay. Seeing therefore the variety of

Motion which we find in the World is always

decreasing, there is a necessity of conserving

.and recruiting it by active Principles, such as

are the cause of Gravity, by which Planets and

Comets keep their Motions in their Orbs, and

•Bodies acquire great Motion in falling; and the

cause of Fermentation, by which the Heart and

Blood of Animals are kept in perpetual Motion

and Heat ; the inward Parts of the Earth, are

constantly warm'd , and in some places grow

very hot ; Bodies burn and shine, Mountains

take Fire, the Caverns of the Earth are blown

up, and the .Sun continues violently hot and

lucid, and warms all things by his Light. For

we meet with very little Motion in the World,

besides what is owing to these active Principles.

And if it were not for these Principles the Bo

dies of the Earth, Planets, Comets, Sun, and

all things in them would grow cold and freeze,

and become inactive Masses ; and all Putrefa

ction, Generation, Vegetation and Life would

cease, and the Planets and Comets would not

remain in their Orbs.

All these things being considers, it seems pro-

.bable to me, that God in the Beginning form'd

Matter in solid, maffy,hard, impenetrable, move-

able Particles, of such Sizes and Figures, and with

inch other Properties, and in such Proportion

B b 4 to
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to Space , as most conduced to the End fop

which he fornVd them ; and that these primi-r

tive Particles being Solids, are incomparably

harder than any porous Bodies compounded of

them ; even so very hard, as never to wear or

break in pieces : No ordinary Power being able

to divide what God himself made one in the first

Creation. While the Particles continue entire,

they may compose Bodies of one and the fame

Nature and Texture in all Ages : But should

they wear away, or break in pieces, the Nature

of Things depending on them, would be chan

ged, w ater and Earth composed of oldTworn

Particles and Fragments of Particles, would not

be of the sam£ Nature and Texture now, with

'Water and Earth composed of entire Particles,

in the Beginning. And therefore that Nature

may beiasting, the Changes of corporeal Things

are to be placed only in the various Separations

and new Associations and Motions of these per

manent Particles ; compound Bodies being apt

to break, not in the midst ofsolid Particles, but

where thole Particles are laid together , and

pnly touch in a few Points.

It seems to me farther, that 'these Particles

have not only a Vis inertia, accompanied with

such passive Laws of Motion as naturally result

from that Force, but also that they are moved

by certain active Principles, such as is that of

and the Cohesion of Bodies. These Principles

I consider not as occult Qualities, supposed to

yesult from the specifics Forms of Things, but

 

causes Fermentation,

as
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as general Laws ofNature, by which the Things

themselves are form'd : their Truth appearing

to us byPhænomena, though their Causes be

not yet discover'd. For these are manifest Qua- '

lities, and their Causes only are occult. And

the Aristotelian? gave the Name of occult Qua

lities not to manifest Qualities, but to such

Qualities only as they supposed to lie hid in

Bodies, and to be the unknown Causes of ma-?

nifest Effects : Such as would be the Causes of

Gravity, and of magnetick and electrick At

tractions , and of Fermentations, if we mould

suppose that these Forces or Actions arose from

Qualities unknown to us, and uncapabje of be

ing discovered and made, manifest. Such oc

cult Qualities put a stop to the Improvement

of natural Philosophy, and therefore of. late

Years have been rejected. To tell us that

every Species of Things is endow'd with an oc-r

cult specifick Quality by which it acts and pro

duces manifest Effects, is to tell us nothing:

But to derive two or three general Principles

of Motion from Phænomena, and afterwards

to tell us how the Properties and Actions of all

corporeal Things follow from those manifest

Principles, would be a very great step in Phi

losophy, though the Causes of those Principles

were not yet discover'd : And therefore I scru

ple not to propose the Principles of Motion a^

bove mention'd, they being of very general Ex

tent, and leave their Causes to be found out.

Now by the help of these Principles, all ma

terial Things seem to have been composed of

the
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the hard and solid Particles above mentiorrcb

variously associated in the first Creation by the

Counsel of an intelligent Agent. For it became

Jiim who created them to set them in order.

And if he did so, it's unphilosophical to seek

for any other Origin of the World, or to pre

tend that it might arise out of a Chaos by the

mere Laws of Nature; though being once

form'd,. it may continue by those Laws for ma

ny Ages. For while Comets move in very ex-

cehtrick Orbs in all manner of Positions, blind

Fate could never make all the Planets move

one and the fame way in Orbs concentrick,

some inconsiderable Irregularities excepted

which may have risen from the inutual Actions

of Comets and Planets upon pnei another, and

which will be apt to increase, till this System

wants a Reformation. Such a wonderful Uni

formity in the Planetary System must be allow

ed the Effect of Choice. And so must the

Uniformity in the Bodies of Animals, they ha

ving generally a right and a left side shaped a-

like , and on either side of their Bodies two

Legs behind, and either two Arms, or two

Legs, or two, Wings before upon their Shoul

ders, .and between their Shoulders a Neck run

ning down into a Back-bone, and a Head up

on it ; and in the Head two Ears, two Eyes, a

Nose, a Mouth and a Tongue , alike situated.

Also the first Contrivance of those very artiri-

cial Parts of Animals, the Eyes, Ears, Brain*

Muscles, Heart, Lungs, Midriff Glands, La

rynx, Hands, W^ngs, Swimming Bladders, na-

'iiL tural
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tural Spectacles, and other Organs of Sense and

Motion ; and the Instinct of Brutes and Infects,

can be the effect of nothing else than the Wis

dom and Skill of a powerful ever-living Agent,

who being in all Places, is more able by

his Will to move the Bodies within his bound

less uniform Sensorium, and thereby to form

and reform the Parts of the Universe, than we

are by our Will to move the Parts of our own

Bodies. And yet we are not to consider the

World as the Body of God, or the several Parts

' thereof, as the Parts of God. He is an uni

form Being, void of Organs, Members or Parts,

and they are his Creatures subordinate to him,

and subservient to his Will ; and he is no more

the Soul of them, than the Soul of a Man is the

Soul of the Species of Things carried through

the Organs of Sense into the place of its Sen

sation, where it perceives them bymeans of its

immediate Presence, without the Intervention

of any third thing. The Organs of Sense are

not for enabling the Soul to perceive the Spe

cies of Things in its Sensorium , but only for

conveying them thither; and God has no need

of such Organs, he being every where present

to the Things themselves. And since Space is

divisible in infinitum, and Matter is not neces

sarily in all places, it may be also allow'd that

God is able to create Particles of Matter of se

veral Sizes and Figures, and in several Propor

tions to Space, and perhaps of different Densi

ties and r orces, and thereby to vary the Laws

of Nature, and make Worlds of several sorts in

several
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several Parts of the Universe. At least, I fee

nothing of Contradiction in all this.

As in Mathematicks, so in Natural Philosov

phy, the Investigation.of difficult Things by the

Method ofAnalysis, ought ever to precede the

Method of Composition. This Analysis con

sists in making Experiments and Observations,

and in drawing general Conclusions from them

by Induction , and admitting <©f no Objections

against the Conclusions , but such as are taken

from Experiments, or other certain Truths.

For Hypotheses are not to be regarded in ex

perimental Philosophy, And although the ar

guing from Experiments and Observations by

induction be no Demonstration of general Con

clusions ; yet it is the best way ofarguing which

the Nature of Things admits of, and may be

looked upon as so much the stronger, by how

much the Induction is more general. And if

©o Exception occur from PJiænomena, theCon-

elusion may be pronounced generally. But if

at any time afterwards any Exception shall oc

cur from Experiments, it may then begin to be

pronounced with luch Exceptions as occur. By

this way ofAnalysis we may proceed from Com

pounds to Ingredients, and from Motions to

the Forces producing them; and in general,

from Effects to their Causes, and from particu

lar Causes to more general ones, till the Argu

ment end in the most general. This is theMe-

thod of. Analysis: And the Synthesis consists in

assuming the Causes discovers, and establish'd

AS Principles, and by them explaining the Phæ.r

nomena
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nomena proceeding from them, and proving

the Explanations.

\ In the- two first Books of these Opticks, I

proceeded by this Analysis to discover and prove

the original Differences of the Rays ofLight in

respect of Refrangibility, Reflexibility, and Co

lour, and their alternate Fits of easy Reflexion

and easy Transmission , and the Properties of

Bodies, both opake and pellucid, on which

their Reflexions and Colours depend. And

these Discoveries being proved, may be assumed

in the Method of Composition for explaining;

the Phænomena arising from them: An In

stance of which Method I gave in the End of

the sirst Book. In this third Book I have only

begun the Analysis of what remains to be dif-

cover'd about Light and its Effects upon the

Frame of Nature, hinting several things about

it, and leaving the Hints to be.examin'd and

improved by the farther Experiments and Ob

servations of such as are inquisitive. And if

natural Philosophy in all its Parts, by pursuing

this Method, shall at length be perfected, the

Bounds of moral Philosophy will be also enlar-

fed. For so far as we can know by natural

'hilosophy what is the first Cause, what Power

he has over us, and what Benefits we receive

from him, so far our Duty towards him, as well

as that towards one another, will appear to us

by the Light of Nature. And no doubt, if the

Worship of false Gods had not blinded the Hea

then, their moral Philosophy would have gone

farther than to the four Cardinal Virtues ; and

instead
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instead of teaching the Transmigration of Souls,

and to worship the Sun and Moon, and dead

Heroes, they would have taught us to worship

our true Author and Benefactor.

FINIS.
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